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ABSTRACT 
Triassic vertebrate footprints of the British Isles. 

Michael John King (Department of Geology, University of Bristol). 

An historical review of Triassic vertebrate footprint discoveries and literature is 
presented. Several new proposals are made for the measurement and classification of fossil 
footprints. Field studies by the author have revealed many new vertebrate footprint 
discoveries in the British Triassic, including one at Hilbre, Wirral which is one of the most 
complete footprint assemblages found in recent years. Field case studies are presented for 
three localities: The Bendricks in S, Wales, Hilbre Island, Wirral, and Hollington, 
Staffordshire. New discoveries at Hollington confirm that the site has a typical Mid 
Triassic assemblage of footprints of medium-sized archosaurs (Chirotherium sp.) and small 
diapsids (Rhynchosauroides sp.). The Hollington footprint assemblage is comparable to 
better-known assemblages from Storeton and Runcorn in Cheshire dated as Lower 
Anisian. The sedimentary nature and organisation of the lithofacies suggests a fluvial 
environment which was initially of low sinuosity but became more sinuous later. 

A major review of the ichnofamily Chirotheriidae in the British Triassic shows that 
there are at least three valid ichnospecies of Chirotherium, one of Synaptichnium, and one 
of Isochirotherium. The presence of a fourth related ichnogenus. Brachychirotherium. is 
unclear and cannot yet be confirmed in Britain. A comparison of the lithostratigraphy of 
footprint localities shows that Chirotherium. Synaptichnium and Isochirotherium can only 
be confirmed in British Middle Triassic rocks of Lower - Middle Anisian age. These 
results are almost certainly not a true reflection of the stratigraphic distribution of these 
ichnogenera, but probably highlight the facies dependant nature of footprint preservation. 
Probable Chirotheriidae footprint forms occur throughout the British Triassic in rocks of 
Lower Scythian to possibly Upper Norian age. Unfortunately, the quality of Lower and 
Upper Triassic specimens obtained to date is relatively poor; hence identification of these 
footprints to ichnogenus level is difficult. 

A taxonomic review of the morpho-family Rhynchosauriidae in the British Triassic 
was undertaken. There is evidence to suggest that the "Rhynchosaurus" footprints found 
by Ward at Grinshill, Shropshire, in 1838, which later gave rise to the establishment of the 
ichnogenus Rhynchosauroides. should be reassigned to the ichnogenus Rotodactylus 
Peabody 1948. This study confirms the occurence of Rotodactyl us in the British Triassic. 
Twenty British Triassic footprint forms that have been previously, or are presently, 
assigned to the ichnogenus Rhynchosauroides, together with five other related forms have 
been restudied. Two are considered to be Rotodactylus sp.; one is reassigned to the 
chirotheroid ichnogenus Synaptichnium sp.; five are considered poorly preserved examples 
of either Rotodactylus or Rhynchosauroides and have been reassigned to ichnogenus indet; 
one is considered to be an inorganic sedimentary structure and is referred to ichnotaxa 
indet; and only six are considered to be forms of Rhynchosauroides. Rhynchosauroides is 
recorded and confirmed from at least twelve British localities, and Rotodactylus from 
seven. Th~ lithostr~tig.raphic ~ge of~otoda~tylus is ?Middle Scythian - Middle Anisian, 
Lower - MIddle Tnassic. The lIthostratigraphic range of Rhynchosauroides is ?Middle 
Scythian -Upper Carnian (possibly Norian), Lower - Upper Triassic. 

The oldest skeletons of dinosaurs date from the Late Triassic (Carnian) but 
supposed dinosaur footprints have been reported from Early and Mid Triassic ;ocks dated 
up to 20 ~yr: ~lier. A restudy of several.m~seum specimens was undertaken; supposed 
Lower Tnasslc dl~osau~ foo.tpn~ts from Bn~n are ~ein~erpreted as ripple marks, mud rip
up cl.asts, and po~slble 1,ImulId pnnts. The Middle TnasslC material is reinterpreted as partial 
specimens of ChlrOthenum, presumably produced by rauisuchians and one indeterminate 
s~ci!'len, possibly also of c,hiroth~roi~ affini~ies. The oldest dino;aur footprints from 
Bntam co~e from the margmal Tn~slc (Non an, Upper Triassic) in South Wales. 
Elsewhere 10 the world, the oldest dmosaur footprints appear to be Carnian corresponding 
in age to the oldest skeletal remains. ' 
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Chapter 1. 

Introduction 

The preliminary title of this thesis was 'A study of the taphonomy and 

ichnotaxonomy of British vertebrate footprints - with an assessment of their 

biostratigraphic potential'. The original aim was to gather ichnotaxonomic and 

geographical data on British Triassic vertebrate footprint forms, and to compare this data 

with that obtained from other Triassic localities elsewhere in the world. Once this data had 

been obtained the value of Triassic vertebrate footprints in biostratigraphy, and also in 

palaeobiology and palaeoecology, could be evaluated. 

The first task was to complete a comprehensive literature survey. However, it was 

found that the literature was obscure, specific locality references were often not clear, and it 

was rare to find a description of the lithology and stratigraphy at footprint localities. Many 

papers contained no figures, or only outline sketches and vague descriptions. It was 

therefore necessary to visit many collections in order to photograph, describe, record and 

compare actual museum specimens with material figured or described in the literature. 

During this tour of British Museums many problems were discovered; there were many 

more vertebrate footprint specimens that had not been recorded in the published literature; 

specimens had non existent or dubious documentation; archaic or vague labelling of 

specimens such as "Footprints of Chirosaurus", "Footprints of Cheirotherium", 

"Footprints of Labyrinthodon" or "Footprints of Rhynchosaurus" was widespread; several 

specimens were extravagantly labelled as new ichnospecies holotypes, even though they 

were single, isolated and poorly preserved. 

Most previous revisions (Sarjeant 1974; Haubold 1971, 1984) have been based on 

a review of the literature and figured specimens, together with information supplied on 
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request by museums. Consequently much of the information published was unreliable or 

incomplete because of the attendant problems outlined above. In addition, some of the 

material previously named and recorded in the literature were not even footprints, but 

inorganic sedimentary structures or poorly preserved partial footprints. It was realised that 

no valid biostratigraphical, palaeobiological or palaeoecological analysis could be based on 

this data; indeed, fundamental assumptions had already been made concerning the first 

occurrence of dinosaurs in the Triassic using some of this material (Appendix 1). A 

thorough revision of the assumed localities and ichnotaxonomy was therefore required. In 

this study most of the specimens and localities described and listed have been seen and 

studied, or restudied, at first hand by the author. 

It was also originally proposed that experimental trials be undertaken to study the 

many independent variables associated with footprint preservation, and how these variables 

effect footprint morphology. However, during the course of this study a lot of new 

footprint material was found in public and private collections, and in the field. Several 

locality case studies are presented here, and some of these new finds are described in 

Chapters 6 and 7, and Appendices 1 and 2. Very few Triassic vertebrate footprint 

discoveries have been made in the last 80 years. The unexpected discovery of so much new 

material, especially in the field, altered the focus of this thesis, and the proposed 

taphonomic study was dropped. 

The thesis begins with a background introduction to the British Triassic and a brief 

history of British Triassic vertebrate footprint discoveries and literature. This is followed 

by a detailed description of the methods used in this study to measure, describe and record 

individual footprints and trackways. A discussion of the methods used to classify 

vertebrate footprints is also included. Two locality case studies, from Hilbre and 

Hollington are then presented, followed by major reviews of the ichnotaxonomy, 

distribution and biostratigraphy relating to the two principal Triassic vertebrate footprint 

morphofamilies; the Chirotheriidae and Rhynchosauroidae. The latter also includes a 
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review ofthe ichnogenus Rotodacty)us Peabody 1948. The appendices incorporate 

published papers authored and co-authored during the course of this study. These include 

a reappraisal of the footprint evidence for the earliest occurrence of dinosaurs in the British 

Triassic, and a reassessment of the vertebrate footprint assemblage present in the Marginal 

Triassic rocks of South Wales. The appendices also include ichnotaxonomy lists, footprint 

locality and museum lodgement details. 
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Chapter. 2 

The British Triassic - a brief summary relating to 

the preservation and stratigraphic distribution of 

vertebrate footprints 

1. The tectonic and depositional setting 
The Triassic period between c. 250 - 208 million years ago heralded the beginning 

of the Mesozoic or 'middle life' Era. During the Triassic period, what is now Britain and 

Northern Europe lay between 20°- 30° North of the equator and formed a small part of the 

supercontinent of Pangaea. Renewed tectonic uplift of the Hercynian massifs during the 

beginning of the Triassic further raised areas such as Scotland, Wales and North-West 

France. The English Massifs known as the London-Brabant, Pennines, Lake District and 

Cornubia (Cornwall) were less affected. Tensional stresses which started in the Permian 

period continued and led to the development of North - South trending horst and graben 

structures. Sedimentation during the Triassic was largely confined to graben and half

graben structures which were formed between the Hercynian and Caledonian highlands. 

Vertebrate footpints are found in at least seven of these fault controlled Triassic 

basins The Cheshire Basin, Worcester Basin, Needwood Basin, Stafford Basin, Knowle 

Basin, Hinckley Basin, Wessex Basin and possibly the East Irish Sea Basin have all 

yielded vertebrate footprints. The Cheshire Basin has been the most productive (Fig. I ) .. 

Following a major marine regression at the end of the Permian period, desert 

conditions returned and the Triassic climate was hot and arid to semi-arid, with occasional 

intense rainfall. Periodically the climate beciune more humid and plant cover developed. 
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The development of less ephemeral streams and rivers also encouraged the migration of 

terrestrial and aquatic organisms into these areas. These more humid periods appear to be 

correlated with minor marine transgressions. 

At the very end of the Triassic period marine transgression from the South and 

South-West submerged all but the ancient massif areas. Most of what is now the British 

Isles became submerged beneath an early Jurassic sea (Audley - Charles 1992; Doyle et al. 

1994). 

2. The stratigraphic framework 
The name Trias was given by von Alberti (1834) to the three layered sequence of 

rocks typically exposed in South-West Germany. In this region the rocks can be divided 

into three distinct sequences; a lower continental division known as the Buntsandstein or 

'Mottled Sandstone', a middle marine limestone division known as the Muschelkalk or 

'Mussel limestone' , and the Keuper or 'Red Marl' which is again composed of 

predominantly continental facies. 

In the British Isles, the Middle Triassic marine Muschelkalk sequence is missing 

and the remaining Lower and Upper Triassic divisions are largely of continental origin. 

Sedgwick (1863) imported the term 'Bunter' for the lower division and 'Keuper' for the 

upper division in the British Triassic. Hull (1869) established the 'classic' British 

lithostratigraphic sequence using this terminology. 

In Britain the terms Bunter, Keuper and Rhaetic were formally abandoned by 

Warrington etal. (1980) because they had acquired mixed litho and time (chrono) 

stratigraphic connotations. Previously George et al. (1969) had proposed the abandonment 

of the term 'Rhaetic' which had been introduced to subdivide the top of the Keuper 

sequence. 

Warrington et aI. (1980) assigned the whole of the former Bunter (predominantly 

coarse arenaceous units) and the more arenaceous units at the base of the Keuper (the 
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fonner Lower Keuper Sandstone of Hull,1869) to the Sherwood Sandstone Group. The 

overlying predominantly argillaceous units within the fonner Keuper were assigned to the 

Mercia Mudstone Formation. The Penarth Group replaced the fonner Rhaetic at the top of 

the Triassic, which is a predominantly argillaceous, calcareous and locally arenaceous 

sequence of marine origin. 

Warrington et aI. (1980) also introduced many other new names for 

lithostratigraphic units within these three major groups, and correlated them with the 

standard sequence of Triassic stages, namely; Scythian, Anisian, Ladinian, Carnian, 

Norian and Rhaetian. This correlation was based on palaeontological evidence using a 

mixture of macro and micro fossils (mainly palynomorphs). It should be noted that both 

the upper and lower boundaries oflithostratigraphic units within the Sherwood Sandstone 

Group are considered to be diachronous. 

Recently Benton et at. (1994) revised the British Middle Triassic lithostratigraphy, 

and proposed a new correlation based on a revision of known tetrapod assemblages and 

detailed palynological information. Analysis of the stratigraphic distribution of vertebrate 

footprints presented in this thesis, is largely based on this revised correlation of the Middle 

Triassic. 

Studies undertaken during the preparation of this thesis confirm that the 

lithostratigraphic units within the British Triassic that have yielded vertebrate footprints 

include; the Hollington Sandstone Fonnation, Wilmslow Sandstone Formation, Helsby 

Sandstone Formation, Bromsgrove Sandstone Fonnation, Sneinton Fonnation, Otter 

Sandstone Fonnation and Wildmoor Sandstone Formation. These are all now considered 

to be within the Sherwood Sandstone Group. The majority of vertebrate footprints occur in 

Fonnations which are near the top of the Sherwood Sandstone Group. 

Vertebrate footprints can also be confirmed in the Denstone Fonnation, Tarporley 

Siltstone Fonnation, Arden Sandstone Member and the Triassic Marginal Facies of South 

Wa1es, which are all considered to be within the Mercia Mudstone Group. 
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Vertebrate footprints were also found to be are most prolific in the Upper Scythian, 

Lower Anisian and Middle Anisian stages. 

3. The rocks 
The distribution of onshore Triassic deposits in the British Isles is shown in Fig. 2. 

In addition to these, there are extensive Triassic deposits offshore below the North Sea, 

North Irish Sea and North Atlantic. The lowest part of the Sherwood Sandstone Group 

consist mainly of coarse sandstones and conglomerates. These were deposited in alluvial 

fans, and by large braided river and stream systems. Palaeocurrent analysis suggests that 

the river systems ran predominantly in a Northerly direction. Petrological analysis 

suggests that the provenance of the clastic material was probably Hercynian highlands 

situated in the area of what is now part of the English Channel and Brittany, France. At 

this time the old upland areas were being rapidly denuded, and rivers and streams carried a 

predominantly coarse bed load. Coarser sediments were deposited more proximally (in the 

South) and finer sediments more distally (in the North). This depositional pattern was 

accentuated by a South to North palaeoslope and the continued extension and subsidence of 

the basinal areas. These factors are responsible for the diachronous boundary between the 

Sherwood Sandstone Group and the Mercia Mudstone Group (Warrington 1970a, 1970b; 

Warrington et al. 1980; Warrington and Ivimey - Cook 1992) 

Lithostratigraphic units which comprise the upper part of the Sherwood Sandstone 

Group are generally more argillaceous, indicating that the supply of coarse clastic material 

from the uplands was diminishing as they were weathered and eroded down. Interbedded 

finer sandstones, siltstones and mudstones characterise the overlying basal part of the 

Mercia Mudstone Formation. Sedimentation at this time was complicated by the 

development of coarser material on the basin margins. Probable minor marine 

transgressions into what is now central England also produced intertidal facies. 
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The majority of Triassic vertebrate footprints are found in lithostratigraphic units at 

the top of the Sherwood Sandstone Group and the base of the Mercia Mudstone Group. 

This distribution almost certainly indicates a preservation bias, and suggests that vertebrate 

footprints are lithofacies dependent 

The tracks, and many of the traces, of living animals are inorganic and although 

subject to physical weathering are usually more resistant to chemical weathering than 

skeletal material. Indeed in many cases preservation of footprint casts in sandstone 

overlying clay or mudstone seams, has been enhanced by percolating minerals, such as 

iron, in solution. These minerals tend to concentrate at the boundary of an impermeable 

clay or mudstone layer and may act as a tough cement for the sandstone grains which infill 

and overlie the original footprint moulds or impressions. 

4. Triassic flora and fauna 
The close of the Permian period and the Palaeozoic era saw probably the biggest 

mass extinction event in the history of the earth. It is believed that possibly as many as 

73% of all known tetrapod families, and 50% of the known marine families became extinct 

in the last 5 million years of the Permian (Maxwell, 1989; Benton, 1985b, 1988). The 

remaining early Triassic fauna appears to have been of very low diversity. Mammal-like 

reptiles, especially the dicynodonts, were the most domfnant Throughout the Triassic the 

archosauromorphs continued to evolve and diversify, and of these, the rhynchosaurs and 

prolacertiformes were especially common. 

The major archosaur groups such as the pterosaurs, crocodilians and dinosaurs all 

appear to have evolved in the late Triassic. One archosaur group - the rauisuchians, closely 

related to the crocodilians, arose in the middle Triassic. This group is thought to contain 

the animal responsible for the footprints known as Chirotherium, which were first 

discovered in England at Storeton. Merseyside in 1838. 
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Amphibians, procolophonids and lepidosauromorphs were also present throughout 

the Triassic. The latter probably did not evolve into true lizards until the early Jurassic. 

Another group common throughout the Triassic were the cynodonts, this contained the first 

true mammals which evolved in the late Triassic (Benton 1990), 

Macro fossils are relatively rare in the British Triassic because most of the rocks 

were deposited in continental areas where the processes of weathering and erosion are 

dominant. In this environment organic material is often not buried rapidly. It can then be 

exposed to destructive agents such as scavengers, current/wind action, water and mineral 

salts. When organic material was buried the permeable nature of many Triassic sandstones 

carried solutions which may have dissolved away any trace of the original organic material 

(Thompson 1966) 

The microscopic spores and pollens from plants are very resistant to destruction, 

and are commonly found in sediments (Warrington 1970; Warrington et aI. 1980). These 

have been used in recent years to provide a better understanding of the Triassic flora. They 

have also been used to relatively date rocks. True flowering plants, the Angiosperms, did 

not evolve until much later in the Cretaceous. Seed ferns appear to have been the dominant 

flora throughout much of the Triassic in the southern hemisphere. Ferns and conifers were 

the dominant flora in the northern hemisphere (rucker and Benton 1982), 
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Chapter. 3 

British Triassic vertebrate footprints - an 

historical review of the discoveries and literature. 

1. The first discoveries (1824 -1838) 

The earliest recorded date in the literature for the discovery of British Triassic 

vertebrate footprints is 1824 by Egerton (1838). He reported two large chirotheroid 

(Chirotherium herculis) pes specimens from "Nr. TarporIey", Cheshire, England. It is 

known that vertebrate footprints had been found much earl,ier than this. Footprints 

sometimes occur on slabs which were used prior to 1824 for building walls in Cheshire 

and Merseyside. However, their scientific importance was not recognised and they were 

either ignored, treated ~ curiosities, or possibly broken up by quarrymen because of 

superstitions. Archer (1840) gives a clue to this when he notes that there was a wide 

spread belief that they represented the tracks of people fleeing from Noah's great flood. 

The first published report of a vertebrate footprint discovery in the British Triassic 

was a article in the Liverpool Mercury on 24th August 1838. This referred to a lecture 

given by Prof. Grant at the Liverpool Mechanics Institute, on the recent discovery in (June 

1838) of Chi rotheri um footprints at Storeton, Merseyside. This lecture was later 

summarised by an anonymous author in the Magazine of Natural History (1838). A 

description of the Storeton finds by Cunningham (1838) followed. In this same journal 

Egerton (1838) first reported the earlier finds near Tarporley. 
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2. 1839 - 1869 

Many footprint discoveries were reported from new localities in the English 

Midlands during the thirty years between 1839 - 1869. Ward (1839) first reported and 

described small vertebrate footprints from Grinshill in Shropshire. Murchison and 

Strickland (1840), and later Brodie (1856; 1859) reported similar small forms from 

Shrewley in Warwickshire. Lister (1860) reported both the larger 'Cheirotherium' and the 

smaller'Rhynchosaurus' footprints from Brewood, South Staffordshire. 

The sandstone quarries in Cheshire and Merseyside continued to be the most 

prolific source of footprints, and specimens were reported from three other localities; 

Lymm (Hawkshaw, 1842; Rawlinson, 1853); Runcom and Weston Quarries (Black, 

1845; Harkness, 1850, 1852) and Red Brow Quarry at Daresbury (Williamson, 1867). 

Following an of these discoveries in Cheshire and Merseyside, Morton (1863, 1891) 

reviewed the finds and proposed formal names for several specimens. 

3. The first British Triassic dinosaur footprints 

(1879) 

In 1879 the first British Triassic dinosaur footprints (Anchisauripus sp.) were 

discovered (Thomas, 1879). Five tridactyl footprints (one subsequently removed), were 

found on a slab which had previously been used as the doorstep for the Jolly Sailor pub in 

the village of Newton, Mid Glamorgan, South Wales. The slab was uplifted and 

subsequently used as part of a'stile, where it was discovered by Thomas Henry Thomas, a 

local artist The original source of the slab was a small quarry near the village of Nottage, 

Nr. Porthcawl, Mid Glamorgan, S. Wales (Sollas, 1879). 
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4. The 'Hey-Day' for British Triassic 

Palaeoichnology, 1894 - 1914 

Between 1870 and 1894 there were very few papers published on British Triassic 

footprints. Interest in the subject was initially revived by Mr Osmund Jeffs who published 

several papers on previous Cheshire and Merseyside discoveries; and also many new 

specimens which he and his son had recently found in the Storeton Quarries (Jeffs 1894a, 

1894b, 1895), 

These new discoveries at Storeton in 1884 were accompanied by an active interest 

taken by members ofthe Liverpool Geological Society. Many more discoveries were made 

in the Storeton Quarries between 1894 and 1914, significant amongst these were the major 

Chirotherium and Isochirotherium trackway finds of 1906 and 1910. The quarries on 

Runcom Hill were also a prolific source at this time, particularly for the small 

Rhynchosauroides forms. Storeton footprint specimens were distributed widely at this 

time to many different provincial museums. 

Foremost amongst members of the Liverpool Geological Society interested in 

footprints was Henry Beasley (1836 -1919), from Liverpool. Beasley was secretary of the 

society between 1890 -1900, and was elected President of the Society for the sessions 

1887-9, 1904-6 and 1907-9. Beasley spent his retirement studying, collecting and 

photographing Triassic vertebrate footprints. His main area of interest was Cheshire and 

Merseyside, and to a lesser extent North Staffordshire, where he had a friend, Cyril Brett, 

who lived next to the old Townhead Quarry in Alton. 

Beasley published many papers on footprints between 1895 and 1914. Beasley observed 

and recorded many differing forms of Triassic vertebrate footprints, and he was the first to 

attempt a classification of these using alphabetical I numerical codes (Beasley 1895). 

Between 1904 and 1909 he published a series of five papers in which he further refined his 

classification scheme, and described and figured the footprint forms assigned to each. To a 
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large extent the classification groupings which Beasley established between 1895 - 1909 

have stood the test of time. His careful observations and cautious approach (based on 

experience) should be a model for workers in palaeoichnology today. It is unfortunate that 

many subsequent workers have rushed to give new names to poorly preserved material; 

thus complicating and confusing the study for future workers. Beasley's work therefore 

stands out as a 'marker horizon' of common sense within the field of British Triassic 

palaeoichnology. 

Frederick Maidwell, a less cautious protege of Beasley, established the ichnogenus 

Rhynchosauroides for many of the smaller Triassic footprint forms (Maidwell 1911, 

1914b). 

The interest in fossil footprints generated by major discoveries at Storeton in 1906 

and 1910, probably led to renewed discoveries and published reports of finds in other 

areas of the country. Discoveries were recorded in the English Midlands from 

Nottinghamshire, Leicestershire and South Staffordshire (Swinnerton (1910, 1912); 

Horwood (1910,1916) and Lott (1913». One other notable contribution at this time was 

by Watson (1914) who was the first to propose that Chirotherium footprints may have been 

made by a dinosaur, or c10sely related animal. Several years later, Soergel (1925) came to 

broadly similar conclusions. 

s. 1946 - 1996 

Since 1914, there have been relatively few recorded footprint finds in the British 

Triassic. This is mainly due to changes in quarrying techniques, and a decrease in the use 

of sandstone as a building material. It is also partially due to the lack of people looking for 

them. During the course of this study many new footprint discoveries were made, and it 

became c1ear that vertebrate footprints are relatively common in certain facies, if you know 

where to look and what to look for. 
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The two World Wars between 1914 and 1945 also naturally limited any further 

research, and few papers on British Triassic footprints appeared. In 1946 Hallam Ashley, 

who had recently been demobbed from the RAF, returned to Scrabo Hill Quarry in Co. 

Down, Northern Ireland. He went to search for a chirotheroid footprint specimen which he 

had observed insitu before the War. Fortunately it was still there and was collected and 

described by Hallam (1946). 

Harper (1959) renamed and described the exceptional Isochirotherium lomasi 

trackway specimen (LIVCM.1986.206A) discovered in the South Quarry at Storeton in 

1906. 

Swinton (1960) produced a useful review of Chi rotheri urn. He also compared the 

British fonns with similar forms from USA, France, Italy and Germany. 

Thompson (1966) presented a detailed description of two borehole cores. One 

from Wilmslow, Cheshire, containing a chirotheroid manus and the other, from Hayman's 

Farm, Cheshire containing many Rhynchosauroides forms. Although discovered earlier, 

they had not previously been described. Likewise, Sarjeant (1967, 1970) described and 

named several specimens that had been discovered in the Nottingham area by Swinnerton 

in c.1912. 

The first new British Triassic footprint discoveries for probably almost fifty years 

were reported by Wills and Sarjeant (1971) from borehole cores in Lower and Middle 

Triassic rocks at Bellington, Worcestershire. Some of these specimens were attributed to 

small dinosaurs, an interpretation that has been recently disputed (King and Benton, 1996-

Appendix 1 of this thesis). 

Sarjeant (1971,1983) listed photographs held in the Beasley photographic archive 

of fossil footprints and structures at (NMGM) Liverpool Museum. He also included copies 

of Beasley's notes on the photographs. Sarjeant (1974) also compiled a history and 

bibliography of British fossil footprints, which included major sections on the Triassic. 

This comprehensive and important work is very useful as it synthesises many other papers, 
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clarifies many apparent anomalies in the literature, and is a useful starting point for any 

study of British fossil footprints. Delair and Sarjeant (1985) produced a supplement to this 

work. They included notes on discoveries made after 1974, and many newly discovered 

literature sources for previously described localities and footprints. 

Bassett and Owens (1974) recorded a major discovery of over 400 Triassic 

dinosaur footprints at Bendrick Rock, Nr. Barry, South Glamorgan, South Wales. This 

find was comprehensively described by Tucker and Burchette (1977). This model paper 

was one of the first to effecti vel y relate the occurrence of vertebrate footprints to the 

sedimentological context iri which they were found; and to draw from this, interpretations 

of their mode of preservation and the palaeoecology of the animals responsible. 

David Thompson and lohn Stanley of Keele University discovered many excellent 

footprint specimens from Grinshill in Shropshire, between 1968 and 1982. Some of these 

were reported in Delair and Sarjeant (1985). The majority of these specimens are believed 

to be Rotodactylus sp. (see Chp.9 of this thesis). 

Between 1989 and 1997 Geoffrey Tresise «NMGM) Liverpool Museum) has 

published many papers on the history of Triassic vertebrate footprint discoveries in 

Cheshire and Merseyside. His assiduous work in unravelling the complexities surrounding 

many of the early discoveries has left a literary legacy that will prove essential reading, for 

those who wish to obtain a clear understanding of British Triassic palaeoichnology. 

No review of the British Triassic footprint literature would be complete without an 

acknowledgement of the major contributions made by Hartmut Haubold in 1971 and 1984. 
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Chapter 4. 

The measurement and analysis of vertebrate 

footprint forms 

1. Introduction. 

The many variables involved in footprint preservation mean that within a single 

trackway, considerable morphological variation can occur. Consequently, this should be 

taken into account if footprints are systematically classified within any functional or 

morphologically based scheme. Unfortunately, in the past, many previous workers have 

given new ichnogeneric and specific names to single isolated prints, and imperfectly 

preserved forms. This has resulted in a proliferation of names, and much confusion. 

Despite some notable attempts to rectify this (e.g. Haubold 1971), many of the 

footprints described in the literature are poorly illustrated, inconsistently described, and 

often bear little resemblance to the actual specimens. In addition, many previously 

described holotypes have unfortunately been lost, either as a result of neglect, or due to the 

bombing of many British and German museums during World War II. 

In order to attempt a valid classification scheme it is necessary to restudy all of the 

currently available material. If possible, special attention should be given to trackways. 

Where one animal is responsible for all of the prints in a single trackway, changes in 

morphology within a single form can be observed, then, as Thulbom (1990, p. 116) notes: 

"Comparison of all the available footprints allows one to identify, and then disregard, some 

of the random variations that may affect only a few of them. Thereafter, it is necessary to 

decide which of the remaining footprint features are reliable indications to the trackmaker's 
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foot structure". In order to decide this, an understanding of the origin and extent of 

morphological variation is required (Thulbom 1990, pp. 116-141).). 

The first stage, therefore, having located all of the available is to describe the 

specimen. The procedure outlined by Sarjeant 1989, pp. 369·70, offers a good consistent 

approach. Valid comparisons between footprint specimens will rely essentially on the 

accuracy and consistency of measurements taken on the specimens. There are published 

guidelines for the measurement of specimens, notably, Leonardi et at. (1987). However, in 

practice many of them are difficult, if not impossible to take directly from specimens. The 

subsequent plotting of these measurements from data sheets, can be very time consuming, 

and unless sufficient measurements have been taken correctly, accuracy is reduced. 

An attempt has been made by the author, to help simplify the practical measurement 

and description of footprint specimens. Most measurements are taken from a common 

basepoint. Twelve characteristics relating to the size and shape of the footprint are recorded 

and put into a quantitative framework. Section 2 of this chapter relates to the measurement 

and description of the size and shape of single footprints, either isolated, or part of a series 

or trackway. The use of a tracing board, recording of "configuration" formula and angles, 

are proposed as new methods for the study of vertebrate footprint forms. Section 3 of this 

chapter concentrates on the measurement and description of a trackway. 

2. Recording measurements for single footprints. 

2.1. Introduction. 

The tracing of a footprint specimen on to a clear acetate sheet, using an adjustable 

tracing board, greatly increases both speed and accuracy of measurement. This method 

was designed for use with Triassic footprints, very few of which exceed 40cm x 20cm, 

whereas most are considerably smaller. The tracing of many of the larger dinosaur 

footprints from the Jurassic and Cretaceous would probably not be practical using this 
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method. However the basic measurement and descri ption of these larger footprints remain 

the same, and consequently sections lC-2F are still applicable. 

Tracing of footprints on to acetate has been found to be especially useful if any of 

the digits are curved, or if divarication and interdigital angles are to be measured (Chp. 4 

(3.5», it removes the necessity to replot measurements in order to calculate angles; enables 

right angles to be drawn accurately and it provides a scale drawing of the footprint So 

often in the literature, sketches are shown on a variety of scales, so visual comparisons are 

difficult to make. Ideally footprints should be illustrated actual size; where this is 

impractical, they should be shown at a constant scale. These scale tracings can be easily 

photo-reduced or enlarged to the constant scale required. 

It can be almost impossible to measure angles on small footprint forms. If an 

acetate tracing is made and enlarged, accurate measurement is made possible. Both 

divarication and configuration angles, are unaffected by changes in scale. In addition, by 

reversing the tracing of natural footprint casts on acetate, one can visualise the original 

moulds. This is especially useful when studying trackways (Chp. 4 (5». Small trackways 

oflacertilian forms and others can also be traced, and measured more accurately. 

Tracings can be directly scanned into a computer, or the main reference points 

digitised. Data can then be analysed using a wide range of statistical software. One 

obvious method of comparison is to overlay tracings taken from different footprints. This 

can be very useful when studying minor variations of footprints within a trackway. If 

these variations can be observed, measured, and related to other variables such as 

substrate, size, speed and gait of the animal, etc., a better understanding of the 

morphological range of footprint forms can be achieved. 

It is apparent that even when studying extant species, let alone the osteological 

remains of extinct animals, intraspecies variance poses many problems: Allometric growth 

during ontogeny, sexual dimorphism and individual variance, are just some of the factors 

that limit the validity of any classification scheme at species level. The variables associated 
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with footprint preservation, and the fact that only a very small part of an animal's anatomy 

is represented, requires that any footprint classification scheme should not be too fonnal or 

rigid. It is for these reasons that the use of the Unnean classification scheme, or even an 

ichnological parallel, is fraught with problems (fhulborn 1990, pp. 98-100). 

A review of the classification of Triassic footprint fonns is made in Section III. The 

systematic descriptions in these chapters are founded on the basic methods of measurement 

and procedures described below. 

2.2. Construction of a tracing board 

A simple platform for tracing can be made quickly and cheaply in the following way 

(Fig. 1): 

2.2.1. Materials: 

1 piece of clear 3mm thick Perspex (270mm x 3S7mm) * 
4 l000mm x 5mm fully threaded bolts with dome screw heads. 

4 rubber doorstoppers, recessed on one end and with centres drilled to Smm. 

12 washers with +Smm internal diameter. 

8 nuts to fit Smm threaded bolt. 

4 wingnuts to fit Smm threaded bolt. 

4 springclips for securing acetate sheet. 

*NOTE: If the footprints under study regularly exceed 290mm x 200mm, it would 

be necessary to increase the size of Perspex, to suit a larger acetate sheet. It is possible to 

interchange several different sizes ofPerspex, as long as the holes are drilled to the same 

diameter as the leg bolts. 

2.2.2. Method: 

1. Measure and mark 30mm in from each comer of the Perspex. 

2. Drill a 5mm hole at each corner. (Make sure the Perspex is well secured and 

supported first). 
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3. Thread one of the doorstoppers on to each bolt, making sure the head ofthe bolt 

is recessed. These will act as the "feet" of the board, and to avoid damage to specimens, it 

is essential that no metal protrudes beyond the rubber. 

4. Place one washer and two nuts on each bolt and screw one of the nuts fully 

down onto the washer and rubber. Screw the other nut down to the top of the first nut, but 

do not tighten. Push one bolt through each hole drilled in the Perspex, making sure that the 

rubber "feet" are allan the same side. 

5. Secure each bolt on the other side of the Perspex with one washer and finally 

one wingnut. Screw down gently until it touches the surface of the Perspex. 

6. Attach clips to the side of the board for holding acetate sheet. 

2.3. Using the tracing board. 

1. The length of the bolt, thickness of the rubber "feet", washer and two nuts on 

the underside of the Perspex will determine the minimum and maximum height ofthe 

board. Therefore, if working mainly with footprints of very high or low relief, it may be 

necessary to modify the board accordingly, either by increasing the bolt length to increase 

height, or by removing the nuts and lor reducing the thickness of the rubber "feet" to 

decrease height. 

2. Adjusting the board: Loosen the four wingnuts and unscrew almost to the top of 

the bolt. Place board over specimen to be traced. Adjust height of board so that the 

Perspex is just free of surface. Screw the top nut on the underside up towards the Perspex, 

until it, and the washer above it, are supporting the perspex at the desired height. Repeat 

for all four comers. Then secure perspex by tightening the four wingnuts on the top. If the 

specimen has an irregular base, then prop it, so that as horizontal a surface as possible is 

presented. 

3. Place acetate sheet on perspex over footprintls to be traced, and secure with 

clips. 
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4. Using an oblique light source to highlight relief, and with line of sight at right 

angles to the specimen; trace outline using a fine (0.1 or 0.2) acetate marker. Non 

permanent pens have the obvious advantage that mistakes can be easily corrected. If these 

are used in preference to permanent markers, it is advisable, after tracing, to cover the front 

of the acetate sheet with the original backing paper; and photocopy the acetate at the earliest 

opportunity. Measurements can then be taken from this without risk of smudging. 

NOTE: It is very important to mark the front of the acetate, especially if there are no 

figures or text on the sketch that make this obvious. 

It is a matter of judgement how much detail is included in the tracing, but it is 

recommended that at least two tracings are made: 1) An anotated sketch, using the actual 

scale outline. 2) An outline tracing, containing: LONG AXIS (Figs. 2, 3) and 

L8/LIOIL1l1L12 (Fig. 4). The plotting ofthese points is described in section Ie. All 

other measurements can then be taken from this acetate. The use of digital or dial calipers 

for accurate measurement, especially on small specimens, is highly recommended. All 

measurements shoud be in millimetres (mm). 

2.4. Plotting the long axis. 

The long axis of a footprint is used purely as a conventional basis for 

measurements. It need not have any anatomical significance, or correspond with the true 

axis of symmetry. It is, however, very important that the long axis is measured 

consistently wherever possible. Following the recommendations of Leonardi et a1. (1987, 

p. 46 ) the long axis is always measured through the axis of digit III, even if it is not the 

longest digit. Leonardi et at. (1987, p. 46) note that there are only three exceptions to this 

rule: (i) In the event that digit III appears only as a round distal pad (or claw impression) 

isolated from the sole pad, the long axis of the foot should be taken as the line that passes 

through the centre of the round pad (or claw) of digit III and through the centre of the sale 

pad; (ii) If digit III does not appear in the impression, or if it is too short to give an 

indication of the axis, the long axis of the foot becomes the anterior-posterior axis of 
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symmetry of the footprint; (iii) In cases where only the round distal pads of the digits are 

present and the sole pad is absent, the axis becomes the line which passes through the pad 

of digit III and which corresponds best with the anterior- posterior axis of symmetry of the 

footprint 

It is important to explain diagramatically the method used to establish the long axis. 

If valid comparisons are to be made, reference to the method used should be included with 

any measurements! results. The two commonest variations for establishing the long axis 

are given below. Record these as Methods I and 2. If any of the three exceptions to the 

rule, described previously, have to be used, record as Methods 3,4 and 5 respectively. 

2.4.1. Method 1 (footprint forms with a straight digit III) (Fig. 

2). Plot the long axis through the axis of digit III. This should run through the distal tip, 

mid- point of the base of digit III, and the centre of the metapodial-phalangeal pad (where 

present). Extend the line from above the level of the longest digit to a point below the 

proximal limit of the footprint Draw a line (LS) at right angles to the Long Axis level with 

the proximal e~d of the most proximal digit. The intersection of the Long Axis and L8 

should be clearly marked, as it is used as a basepoint for many subsequent measurements. 

2.4.2. Method 2 (footprint forms with a curved digit III) (Fig. 

3). The long axis is drawn through the mid-point of the base of digit III, and centre of the 

metapodial- phalangeal pad (where present) to the distal tip ofthe digit. Extend the line 

above the level of the longest digit, and to a point below the proximal limit of the footprint 

Draw in line (L8) and mark basepoint as described in (a). 

An alternative, would be to draw the long axis from the mid-point of the base, or 

MP pad, through as much ofthe digit as possible. This would probably correspond more 

closely with method (a) used for a straight digit III. However, in practice, the axis of a 

curved digit is often difficult to find, it becomes a subjective measurement, and the lack of 

consistency is undesirable. Both the mid-point of the base of digit III, and the distal tip of 
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the digit can be plotted easily, and therefore in practice, this is probably a more reliable 

method. 

In addition to the long axis and line L8, it is essential to add three further lines if 

accurate measurements are to be taken (Fig. 4): 

I. Draw a line (LIO) parallel to L8 across the distal part of the longest digit. 

2. Draw aline (LII) parallel with the Long Axis, from LIO to L8 touching the outer 

margin of the outer digit on the exterior of the footprint (curved digit V in some 

Chirotheroid forms). 

3. Draw a line (LI2) on the opposite side, again, parallel with the long axis, and 

touching the outer margin of the outer digit on the interior of the footprint. 

4. The whole footprint should now be enclosed in a "box", with the long axis 

clearly marked. Plot, measure and record the following measurements LI-5, where 

appropriate. The outline plot on the acetate sheet can then be used to calculate interdigital 

and divarication angles if necessary. 

2.5. Measurement of digit" lengths" (Ll-5). 

NOTE: MEASUREMENTS LI-5 ARE NOT "TRUE" DIGIT LENGTHS, FOR 

COMPARATIVE PURPOSES A COMMON BASE POINT IS USED. 

Ideally it is preferable to measure and compare the true digit length, or phalangeal 

portion of the impression. Footprint data can then be correlated with greater accuracy to 

skeletal morphology (Parrish, 1989; Unwin, 1989). Unfortunately, in practice this is 

often not possible. There are many gaps in our knowledge of the skeletal manus and pes 

morphology of early vertebrates (Parrish 1989, p. 252). Articulated skeletons are rare, 

those with the feet intact, are even rarer. The many small bones quickly become 

disarticulated and transported. In addition, there are many variables effecting the 

preservation of footprints (see Thulbom 1990, p.116-138), often the metapodial _ 

phalangeal pads are not preserved. Leonardi et al. (1987, p. 47) note that the phalangeal 

portion of the digit is measured from the distal tip to the middle of the metapodial-
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phalangeal pad. Even in Chirotherium forms, where the M-P pads are often well 

preserved, location of this mid-point can be very subjective. Leonardi et at. (1987, p. 47) 

also state that: "We find various ways in which length of the digits is measured in different 

ichnological publications. It is not possible always to measure by one method; different 

criteria must be considered, according to the shape of the footprint and its preservation. " 

It is for these reasons that the following methods are advocated: 

2.5.1. Straight digits (Fig. 5 ). Measure from the basepoint (where Long Axis 

intersects L8) to the distal tip of the digit Record as LIIL2/L3/lA/L5 (where appropriate). 

2.5.2. Measurement of curved digit V in some chirotheroid 

forms (Fig. 6). Draw a line from the basepoint touching the edge of digit V and 

intersecting LIt. Measure from basepoint to point of intersection. Record as LS. In 

practice it has been found that this method provides a consistent point of measurement 

2.5.3. If digits are curved, measure as follows (Fig. 7). Draw a line 

from the basepoint to the curved tip of the digit (or centre of digit at the distal end, if blunt). 

Do this, even if the tip is not the most distal point from the basepoint (ie. if the digit is 

recurved). Measure along this line and record as LI, L2, L3,L4 or 1.5 etc. 

It is appreciated that the measurements (LI-5) are not very anatomically useful. 

However the method offers a quick, practical method of obtaining consistent 

measurements, of value in subsequent comparison and analysis. It is a fact, that few 

methods of measurement of "true" digit length noted in the literature, actually measure the 

true digit length to the midpoint of the metapodial-phalangeal pad.(Figs. 8, 9). 

Consequently, the lengths LI-5, are usually just as valid; and much easier to record. 

If the footprint forms are traced onto acetate sheets, then it is a lot easier to attempt 

measurement of the "true" digit length, but, unfortunately, measurement is still often 

subjective. However, where possible the true digit length should be recorded in addition to 

LI - 5. 
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A study of the literature, has revealed that four basic methods have been used in the 

past to measure "true"digit length. The method used is determined by the preservation 

form; which in tum is dependent on many variables such as substrate and the functional 

morphology of the animals foot. The two factors which have the most infl uenee over the 

choice of method used are: Absence or presence ofhypices, and metapodial-phalangeal 

pads. The method also varies depending on whether digits are straight or curved. Listed 

below are four categories of preservation commonly encountered, obviously there is a wide 

variation within each. The method relating to each category is shown diagramatically in 

Figs. 8,9, and described below: 

2.5.4. Method 1: If no trace of metapodium, only digit 

impressions preserved without hypices. (HYPEX (Plural "HYPICES") = 

"The apex of the re-entrant angle between digits"(Peabody 1948, p. 299». 

Straight digits (Fig. 8(A». Measure from the distal tip through centre of digit, to 

the most proximal end 

Curved digits (Fig. 8(8». Draw a line (1) from the centre of proximal end, 

through centre of digit until line intersects outer margin of digit. Measure along this line 

(Temporarily record as measurement (a). Continue line (1) beyond distal end of digit. 

Draw another line (2) parallel with this, touching the curved outer margin of the digit. Draw 

a third line at right angles connecting both lines (1) and (2). Measure along line (3) and 

record as measurement (b). Add measurements (a) and (b) together to give digit length. 

NOTE: This will rarely give the True digit length, especially if the digit is very 

recurved. However, it is felt that this is more accurate than the conventional method.

which is to measure along line (1) from the base of the digit axis, to a point of intersection 

with a line drawn at right angles to this, across the top of the digit. With this method, the 

more curved the digit, the more the digit length is underestimated. 
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It is recommended that the methods described above are recorded on the record 

sheet as number 11213 or 4 respectively. This will therefore, not only indicate the method 

of measurement used, but also relate to type/quality of preservation 

2.6. Footprint length. 

The footprint length is measured parallel to the Long Axis, from the distal point of 

the longest digit to the most proximal point of the footprint. (Fig. 10). Record as (FL). 

2.7. Footprint width 

The footprint width is measured at right angles to the Long Axis, between the outer 

edges of the outer digits (Fig. 11). Record as (FW). 

3. Recording shape 

3.1. Configuration formula 

Once the lengths Ll - L5 (where applicable) have been recorded, the following 

method is proposed; to produce a formula illustrating the basic digital configuration. This 

can then be compared with other configuration formulas, providing the standard 

measurement techniques have been applied. 

3.1.1. Method (Fig. 12). (a) Record lengths ofLl - L5 (where applicable) 

(b) Record configuration formula by listing digits in order; shortest digit first, longest digit 

last. Record digit Nos in Roman numerals (to avoid confusion with phalangeal formulas in 

any descriptions). Separate each digit with a colon (:). If two or more digit are the same 

length, separate with a I. 

For example, a footprint with digits progressively longer from I - V would have a 

configuration Formula of!: II: III: IV:V. A footprint with digits progressively shorter from 

I-V would have a configuration Formula of V: IV:III :11: I. A footprint with longest digits 
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II and III equal, and digits I, IV,V progressively longer than each other, would have a 

configuration Formula of I: IV: V :IYIII. 

If the "True" digit lengths can be recorded confidently, then it would be useful to 

record this formula separately, using lengths 01-5. This could then be compared more 

accurately with skeletal data, to identify the trackmaker. For comparative purposes between 

footprint forms, the lengths LI-5, are quite adequate. 

3.2. Axony 

This indicates the axis of the most dominant digit (Fig. 13). Record numerically as 

1,2,3 or 4. 

1. ENTAXONIC (longest digit on inner side). 2. MESAXONIC (Digit III 

longest). 3. PARAXONIC (Digits of equal dominance). 4. ECfAXONIC (Longest 

digit towards exterior). 

3.3. Dactyly 

This indicates the number of digits present on the Manus or Pes. Record 

numerically 1-5 etc. according to the number of digits present (Fig. 14 ): 

1. MONODACTYL. 2. DIDACfYL. 3. TRIDACfYL. 4. TETRADACfYL. 

5. PENTADACTYL etc. 

3.4. Grady 

This indicates the relative position ofthe manus or pes to the substrate. It should be 

noted that this can change significantly during changes in gait (e.g. many animals are 

plantigrade when walking, but digitigrade when running). Record numerically as 1,2,3, 

4 or 5) (Fig. 15). 

1. UNGULIGRADE (Only terminal phalange (nail/claw/hoofmarks) preserved). 

2. SUB DIGITIGRADE «Only the distal phalange impressions preserved). 3. 

DIGITIGRADE (All of the phalange impressions preserved). 4. SEMI - PLANTIGRADE 

(All of the phalanges and metacarpals or metatarsals (metapodial-phalangeal pad) 
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impressions preserved). 5 PLANTIGRADE «The whole of the manus or pes, including 

the carpus or tarsus, impression is preserved) 

3.5. Divarication of digits (Interdigital angles) 

Plot long axis and LI - 5 (where appropriate) using methods described in section 

l(C)/(D). Interdigital angles between adjacent digits are measured in degrees and recorded 

(Where appropriate) as follows (Figs. 16, 17, 18(a»: (DIV I - II); (DIV II - III); (DIV III 

-IV); (DIV IV - V). 

In addition the angle between the two outer digits are measured (e.g. II - IV in 

Tridactyl forms, I - V in Pentadactyl forms). This is recorded as the Total Divarication 

(TID). 

Thulbom (1990, p. 78) noted five different methods for measuring divarication, or 

interdigital angles (Fig. 18(b». With the exception of the curved digit V in some 

Chirotheroid forms, it is recommended that interdigital angles are measured between the 

distal tips of the digits, from the basepoint (intersection of the long axis and L8) ) (Fig. 

18(b) F). 

Interdigital angles can vary within individuals, depending on the consistency of the 

substrate, and the step cycle of the animal. In soft sediment digits spread out and 

interdigital angles are increased (Thulbom (1990), fig. 5.9). Thulbom (1990), p. 125, 

(referring to ground dwelling birds) also notes: " ... the toes tend to spread apart when the 

foot is planted on the ground to support the animal's weight; then, towards the end of the 

stride, when the animal begins to lift its foot from the ground, the toes are drawn together". 

For these reasons, it is essential to distinguish between systematic and random 

variables that have an effect on the interdigital angles. Variations in the depth of impression 

(height of relief on natural casts) and the "Grady" of the footprint between individual 

footprints on a trackway should be noted. This can then be related to variations in the 

interdigital angles, and should result in a better understanding of morphological variation 

within footprint forms. 
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3.6. Configuration angles (method applicable to chirotheroid 

forms) 

The following method of plotting and recording angles between digits is proposed. 

Use of this method should allow a comparison of basic configuration. 

Using the plot of digit "lengths" (LI-LS) on the acetate sheet Connect the points 

representing the ends of the digits in the following way (Fig. 19) (I-II, II-III, III-IV,IV-V, 

I-III, II-IV, III-V). 

Measure the following angles, and record in degrees (Fig. 20): 

AngJe(L) 1. IV (III) V 

L 2. IV (III) Basepoint 

L 3. IV (III) I 

,L 4. IV (III) II 

L 5. II (III) I 

L 6. II (III) Basepoint 

L 7. II (III) V 

At present there are four main morphotypes in the morpho-family Chirotheriidae. 

These form the established ichnogenera Chirotherium, Synaptichnium, Brachychirotherium 

and Isochirotherium (see Chp.8). These four ichnogenera, and variants within an 

ichnogenus, can be distinguished using configuration angles. It is hoped that the 

measurement and recording of these angles, on a large number of specimens, will enable 

the most diagnostic angle/s to be found, and lead to the establishment of a range of 

configuration angles for each distinct footprint form. It is conceded that some subjectivity 

will be unavoidable in establishing the "cut-off point" between morphotypes. 
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FIg. 19. Coonecting the dNa! points or Ll-S 
(example used is a Chirotberium letl pes) 
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Long axis 

FIg. 10. Measurement or configuration angles 

Natural mould (Left pes) 
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NatunIl cast (RIght pes) 

Chirotberlum 

Natural mould (RIght pes) 
or 

Natural cast (Left pes) 
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Configuration angles are not only affected by variations in digit length, but also by the 

spread of the digits. As we have seen, these are in tum affected by random variables such 

as substrate/ gait, etc. Consequently the value of the data will be dependent on whether the 

random variables can be distinguished from the systematic variables which characterise 

distinct forms. Therefore this method should not be used in isolation. 

4. SUMMARY 

Ute following 14 characteristics are recorded: 

4.1. Method of establishing long axis 

(5 methods depending on form/preservation) record as 1I2/3/4/0r5: 

(a) Straight digit III 1 

(b) Curved digit III 2 

(c) Digit 111- Only a round distal pad or claw 3 

(d) No digit III, or too short to indicate axis 4 

(e) All digits show only distal pads 5 

4.2. Measurement of L1-S. 

Not "True" digit lengths, record to a common basepoint for comparative purposes 

(Figs. 5,6,7). 

4.3. Method of measuring "true" digit length 

(4 methods depending on functional morphology/preservation and whether digit is 

straight or curved). Record straight digit as (1) and curved digit as (2), followed by form 

of preservation 1-4 shown below (e.g. Straight digit - whole digit and hypices preserved= 

1/3). 

(a) No trace of meta podium. Only digit impressions preserved without hypices (1) 

(b) Digit and hypices preserved, and digital nodes prominent (2) 
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(c) Digit and hypices preserved (3) 

(d) Digit, hypices and metapodial-phalangeal pads well defined (4) 

4.4. Measurement of "true" digit length 

(Record as 011213/4 or 5) 

4.5. Measurement of footprint length 

4.6. Measurement of footprint width 

4.7. Measurement of toe extension (TIE) 

(Digit III) 

4.8. Recording of configuration formula 

Record shortest digit first and longest digit last, eg 5: 1 :2:3:4 (write numbers in 

Roman numerals in any text, eg V:I:II:III:IV) 

4.9. Axony 

Indicates most dominant digit, record as 1,2,3 or 4. 

(a) Entaxonic (Longest digit on inner side) (1) 

(b) Mesaxonic (Digit III longest (2) 

(c) Paraxonic (Digits of equal dominance) (3) 

(d) Ectaxonic (Longest digit towards exterior) (4) 

4.10. Dactyly 

Indicates number of digits, record as 1,2,3,4 or 5 etc. depending on number of 

digits (Note: Occasionally footprints may show more than 5 digits, e.g. early amphibians). 

4.11. Grady 

Indicates relative position of foot to substrate. Record as 1,2,3,4 or 5. 

(a) Unguligrade (1) 
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(Only the terminal phalange impressions (claw marks) preserved) 

(b) Subdigitigrade (2) 

(Only the distal phalange impressions preserved) 

(c) Digitigrade (3) 

(All of the phalange impressions preserved) 

(d) Semi - Plantigrade (4) 

(All of the phalanges and metacarpals or metatarsals 

(metapodial-phalangeal pad) impressions preserved) 

(e) Plantigrade 

(The whole of the manus or pes, including the carpus or tarsus, 

impression is preserved) 

(5) 

In addition the maximum depth of the impression is recorded in mm. (Le. Max relief of 

natural casts). 

4.12. Divarication (Interdigital angles) 

Record divarication angle in degrees, between the following digits (where present), 

from a common basepoint (intersection of L8 and long axis). 

(a) I-II 

(b) II-III 

(c) III-IV 

(d) IV-V 

(e) Total divarication (eg. II-IV in tridactyl forms, I-V in Pentadactyl forms) 

4.13. Measurement of configuration angles 

Using the plot of lengths D 1-5, connect distal ends of digits as in Fig. 19 and 

measure angles 1-7 shown in Fig. 20. Record angles 1-7 in degrees: 
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RECORD SHEET (SINGLE FOOTPRINTS) 
MUSEUM: DATE: 
SPECIMEN No: PHOTO REF: 
LOCALITY: LITHOSTRATIGRAPHY: 
COLLECfORIDATE: MAX SLAB SIZE: 
RIGHT MANUS RIGHT PES LEFT MANUS LEFT PES 
NAT CAST NAT MOLD ART CAST ART MOLD 

LONGA~SMrnTHOD __________________________ __ 
Ll ______________________________________ __ 
L2 ______________________________________ __ 
L3 ______________________________________ __ 
U ______________________________________ __ 

L5 
TR·~U=E~D~IG~I=T~L~E~NG~T=H~M=ET=H~O~D~---------------------
Dl ___________________________________ __ 
D2, _____________________________________ __ 
D3 _____________________________________ __ 

D4 D5----------------------------------------
FL,~--------------------------------------FW Tm--------------------------------------
CONAGURATIONFORMULA _____________________ _ 
AXONY 
DACTYL~Y~---------------------------------

GRADY 
MAXDE~PT~H~---------------------------

I-II (DIV ARICATION) ________________ _ 
11-111-;--____________________________ _ 
III-IV _________________________________ _ 
IV-V TID------------------------
1 (CONAGURATION ANGLES 0) ___________ _ 
2 _______________ ~--------------3 ________________________________ _ 
4 ________________________________ __ 
5. ____________________________ __ 
6: _____________________________ __ 

7 
L~ITH~O~L~O~GY~m~~~~:------------------------

Fig. 21 Sample record sheet for single footprints 



(a) IV (III) V Angle(L) 1 

(b) IV (III) Basepoint L 2 

(c) IV (III) I L 3 

(d) IV (III) II L 4 

(e) II (III) I L 5 

(f) II (III) Basepoint L 6 

(g) II (III) V L 7 

A sample record sheet for a single footprint (either isolated, or as part of a series or 

trackway) is shown above in Fig. 21. 

5. Measurement of trackways of quadrupeds 

5.1. Introduction 

Trackway segments that provide a complete array of infonnation consist of at least 

three consecutive sets of prints. By contrast a "set" of both pes and manus tracks from the 

same side provides information on the foot morphology only. Sets can be differentiated as 

a "right set" or "left set". Unfortunately many of the long trackways of Chirotheroid forms 

discovered in the cl9th were broken up and distributed to many different museums. Many 

of these contain fewer than three consecutive sets. It is hoped that through the detailed 

study of these specimens and historical research, many original trackways can eventually 

be reassembled. In Chapter 8 (3.1) the 1838 Storeton Quarry Chirotherium trackway is 

discussed as an example. 
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The trackways of smaller forms such as Rhynchosauroides or Rotodactylus sp are 

more common, but are often very difficult to interpret. Not only are they usually small and 

difficult to measure accurately, they are often so numerous on a slab that prints commonly 

overlap, making it hard or impossible to distinguish an individual trackway. Forms which 

have a more sprawling gait can also be difficult to trace when there are many prints on a 

slab. The pes prints often appear at right angles to the manus, this can be very confusing if 

tracks are crossing in all directions. It must be remembered that not all animals were 

• purposely travelling from" A to B"; trackways can illustrate many types of activity. 

Smaller active animals feeding and scurrying around in random directions leave trackways 

that are notoriously difficult to interpret. This is one reason why so little research on the 

trackways of small animals has been attempted in the past. 

Some of the measurement techniques given below can still be used with only two 

consecutive sets. The degree of registration (completeness of impression) can be seen 

using only one set. Even one set can still yield more valuable information than most single 

prints. 

The majority of Triassic footprints were made by quadrupedal animals. In most 

examples there is considerable morphological difference between the manus and the pes. 

Therefore it is not possible to erect a complete classification scheme on the morphology of 

single isolated footprint specimens. The only time this is possible is if the specimen is well 

preserved, and compares favourably with known individual footprints within a trackway. 

If both manus and pes footprint morphology is known, it is then possible to make more 

accurate comparison with skeletal morphology. This allows us to suggest possible animal 

affinities for footprint forms. 

The study and comparison of trackways allows us to establish some consistent 

diagnostic features, and group trackways accordingly. If the individual footprints within' 

the trackway are then studied using the measurement techniques outlined in Chapter 4 

(parts 1 - 4.14», it may be possible to observe systematic variables between them. This 
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might then lead to a less rigid classification system which takes systematic variables into 

account and produces a "morphological range" for each form. Once this has been 

acheived, individual footprint specimens can be compared and if possible tentatively 

assigned to a particular group. 

5.2. Measurements and procedures 

The following 16 measurements and procedures are used for each trackway 

studied. Specimen record sheets are shown in Chp. 4 (7.0). Individual footprints within 

the trackway are measured and recorded using the techniques and record sheet shown in 

section. NOTE: All measurements are given in mm or degrees. Most of these 

measurements are effected by the animals gait, so they must not be compared in isolation. 

5.3. Drawing the midline (Figs. 1 & 2) 

Four different methods of drawing the midline has been noted in previous literature: 

A) Equidistant between the outer edge/s of the outer footprintls in the trackway. 

B) Equidistant between the inner edge/s of the inner footprint/s in the trackway. 

C) Equidistant between the midpoints of footprints on the outer edges of the 

trackway. 

D) A subjective line of "best fit" between the left and right footprints within a 

trackway. 

It is obvious that some standard method needs to be introduced. Other 

measurements of the trackway such as rotation angle are based on this midline. The 

method should therefore be consistent to enable valid comparison of track ways. 

It has been found from practical experience that method (A) is preferable when 

measuring linear trackways. When trackways are curved it will be necessary to divide it 

into linear sections. The following method can also be used to establish the external width 

of the track 
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5.3.1. Method. Many museum specimens are displayed vertically, this can make 

measurement difficult. Trackway measurement and recording can also be very time 

consuming. Time is often at a premium on museum visits, in order to maximise this time if 

many specimens are to be studied it may be preferable to trace the trackway using the 

tracing board method described in Chp. 4 (2.3). Detailed measurements can then be taken 

from these tracings at leisure. In many cases, more accurate measurements, especially 

angles, can be taken from tracings. It is usually not acceptable to make reference marks on 

a museum specimen, tracing can over come this problem. Tracings also provide a record 

of the trackway and the measurement reference points used. This is very useful when 

making comparisons, or if extra measurements are required later. 

5.4. External trackway width (Figs. 1 & 2) 

This is measured between the two parallel solid lines shown in Figs. 1 and 2, which 

delineate the external trackway width. 

5.5. Establishing a constant reference point for each individual 

footprint (Figs. 3 & 4) 

There are two main methods which can be used. THE REFERENCE POINT IS 

USED FOR MANY OTHER MEASUREMENTS, IT IS THEREFORE IMPERATIVE 

THAT THE MEfHOD USED SHOULD BE CONSISTENT. It should also be noted that 

if valid comparisons with other published trackway data are to made, it will be necessary to 

discover which of these methods has been used, and to make comparisons using the same 

method. 

5.5.1. Method 1 (midpoint of footprint) (Fig. 3). Measure the length of 

each manus and pes in the trackway using the method in Chp. 4 (2.6) above. Bisect this 

length along L3, mark this point. Repeat for all footprints in trackway. 
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5.5.2. Method 2 (tip of principal digit) (fig. 4). Mark the distal tip ofthe 

principal or longest digit of each footprint in the trackway. Mark the distal tip even if the 

digit is curved. 

5.6. Registration (Fig. 5) 

Registration is measured parallel to the midline between the chosen constant 

reference points on a manus and pes set from the same side. There are five main degrees of 

registration in trackways: 

A) UNREGISTERED 

B) PARTIALLY REGISTERED 

C) REGISTERED 

D) PARTIALLY OVER REGISTERED 

E) OVER REGISTERED 

The distance between the pes and manus is effected by the degree of registration, 

which in tum is effected by the gait ofthe animal. It is suggested that the distance between 

the pes and the manus should be expressed negatively in mm when the footprints are 

unregistered or partly registered. And positively when over registered. It is possible to use 

either of the reference points used previously, ie. midpoint of the footprint Q! the distal tip 

of the principal digit. Both methods have their limitations. With partially over registered 

footprints it will often not be possible to measure from the distal tip of the manus, as it will 

be obscured by the pes. In this case, note as "N/A. POR" ,indicating no measurement 

available due to partial over registration. With partially registered footprints it will often not 

be possible to measure from the midpoint of the manus, as it will be obscured by the pes. 

In this case, note as " NI A. PR", indicating no measurement available due to partial 

registration. Do not be tempted to change the method to obtain a measurement. Keep 

method constant for all trackways measured. When registered the measurement would 

obviously be zero. When describing trackways the degree of registration should be noted. 
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NarE: The reference points chosen for all the measurements listed below must be 

constant. 

5.7. Pes pace length (Figs. 6a & 6b) 

The length between the corresponding reference points on two consecutive left and 

right pes. Measurement is taken parallel to the midline. 

5.8. Pes oblique pace (Figs.7a &7b) 

The length between the corresponding reference points on two consecutive left and 

right pes. Measurement is taken between the reference points. 

5.9. Pes stride length (Figs. 8a & 8b) 

The length between the corresponding reference points on consecutive pes 

footprints on the same side. Measurement is taken parallel to the midline. 

S.tO. Pes pace width (Figs. 9a & 9b) 

The width between the corresponding reference points on two consecutive left and 

right pes. Measurement is taken at right angles to the midline. 

5.11. Manus pace length (Figs. 6a &6b) 

The length between the corresponding reference points on two consecutive left and 

right manus. Measurement is taken parallel to the midline. 

5.12. Manus oblique pace (Figs. 7a & 7b) 

The length between the corresponding reference points on two consecutive left and 

right pes. Measurement is taken between the reference points. 

5.13. Manus stride length (Figs. 8a & 8b) 

The length between the corresponding reference points on consecutive pes 

footprints on the same side. Measurement is taken parallel to the midline. 

5.14. Manus pace width (Figs. 9a & 9b) 
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The width between the corresponding reference points on two consecutive left and 

right pes. Measurement is taken at right angles to the midline. 

5.15. Pes pace angulation (Fig. 10) 

Connect the chosen reference points (ie. midpoint of footprint or principal digit) of 

three consecutive pes footprints. Measure the internal angle between these three points. 

5.16. Manus pace angulation (Fig. 10) 

Connect the chosen reference points (ie. midpoint of footprint or principal digit) of 

three consecutive manus footprints. Measure the angle between these three points. 

5.17. Pes and manus rotation (track angle with midline) (Figs.lla 

& lIB) 

There are two main conditions observed. Footprints can either show Positive 

rotation (tracks point inwards towards midline) or Negative rotation (tracks point outwards 

away from the midline). Quote what you observe on the specimen, the original trackway 

rotation is not affected if it is a natural cast. 

The angle between the long axis of the footprint and the midline is measured. 

NOTE: In addition, the method of establishing the long axis should always be noted (see 

Chp. I (2.4». 

5.18. Gleno - acetabular distance (Fig. 12) 

There are two main methods which have been used to measure the gleno -

acetabular distance (the distance between the glenoid of the shoulder and the acetabul urn of 

the hip). This distance is used to help estimate the approximate body length ofthe animal. 

In both methods a minimum of three well preserved manus and pes sets are required. 

Be sure to record and relate measurements to the relevant method. If possible it is 

recommended that both methods are used. This will allow comparison with a wider range 

of trackway specimen measurements that are recorded in the literature. 
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5.18.1. Socrgel method (Fig. 12A). The gleno-acetabular distance is measured 

parallel with the midline, between the midpoint of the oblique pace of two corresponding 

pes (sets 1 & 2), and the distal tip of the manus of set 3. 

5.18.2. Haubold method (Fig. 12B). The gleno-acetabular distance is measured 

parallel with the midline, between the midpoint of the oblique pace of two corresponding 

pes prints I(sets 1 & 2), and the midpoint of the oblique pace of two corresponding manus 

prints (sets 2 & 3). 

6. Summary 

6.1. Drawing the midline 

State method used, either A, B, C or D. Method A is recommended by the author 

for linear trackways. Curved trackways should be divided up into linear sections. 

6.2. External trackway width 

Express width between parallel lines in mm. 

6.3. Establishing a constant reference point for each individual 

footprint 

State method used, either METHOD 1: Midpoint of footprint, ill METHOD 2: Tip 

of principal digit. Keep the method constant for all prints in the trackway, and when 

making comparisons. Study the trackway before deciding which method is the most 

appropriate (see notes on Registration Chp. 4 (5.6). 

6.4. Registration 

Record the degree of registration e.g. 

Unregistered 

Partly registered 

Registered 

UR 

PR 

R 
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Partly over registered POR 

Over registered OR 

Then measure the registration of every set in the trackway parallel to the midline 

using the constant reference points decided upon. Express negatively in mm if unregistered 

or partly registered, and positively if over registered. Most partly over registered and some 

partly registered prints will not be measurable, so record as N/A e.g. 

UR (-50mm) 

PR (- 10 mm) or (N/A) 

R (0) 

POR (N/A) 

OR (+20mm) 

6.5. Pes pace length 

Measure in mm parallel to midline. 

6.6. Pes oblique pace 

Measure in mm from midpoints of two opposing pes. 

6.7. Pes pace width 

Measure in mm at right angle to midline from midpoint of pes. ADD two 

measurements together if the pes are on the OPPOSITE side of midline. SUBTRACf the 

measurements if they are on the SAME side of the midline. 

6.8. Pes stride length 

Measure in mm parallel to midline. 

6.9. Manus pace length 

Measure in mm parallel to midline. 

6.10. Manus oblique pace 

Measure in mm from midpoints of two opposing manus. 
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6.11. Manus pace width 

Measure in mm at right angle to midline from midpoint of manus. ADD two 

measurements together if the manus are on the OPPOSITE side of midline. SUBTRACf 

the measurements if they are on the SAME side of the midline. 

6.12. Manus stride length 

Measure in mm parallel to midline. 

6.13. Pes pace angulation 

Measure angle in degrees between three consecutive pes prints. Repeat until an 

pace angulations are recorded. 

6.14. Manus pace angulation 

Measure angle in degrees between three consecutive manus prints. Repeat until all 

pace angulations are recorded. 

6.15. Rotation 

Record general trend as either POSmVE (Inward) or NEGATIVE (Outward) 

rotation from the midline for both pes and manus. Note the method of establishing the long 

axis of footprints (Chp. 4 (2.4». Record as either METHOD 1, 2, 3, 4, or 5. 

Measure the angle between the long axis and the midline. Record in degrees for all 

prints on the trackway. 

6.16. Gleno-acetabular distance 

Record method used (Soergel or Haubold) with relevant measurements. 

Measurements in mm parallel to midline. 
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7 • RECORD SHEET (TRACKW A YS) 

MUSEUM: DATE: 

SPECIMEN No: PHOTO REF: 

LOCALITY: LITHOSTRATIGRAPHY: 

COLLECfORIDATE: MAX SLAB SIZE: 

TOTAL No OF FOOTPRINTS PRESENf: 

No LEFf SEfS _____ No RIGHT SETS _____ _ 

No INDIVIDUAL PRINTS 

RIGHT MANUS __ RIGHT PES, ___ LEFf MANUS, ____ LEFf PES_ 

PRESERVATION 

NAT CAST NAT MOLD ART CAST ART MOLD 

MIDLINEMEfHOD: _____________ _ 

EXTERNAL TRACKWAY WIDTH (mm) _________ _ 

CONSTANT REFERENCE POINT: ___________ _ 

REGISTRATION: (Degree/+or-/mm) 

SETl _______ ,SET6 ______ _ 

SET 2 SET 7 _____ _ 

SET 3 SET 8 _____ _ 

SET 4 SET 9 ------
SET 5 SET 10 ____ _ 
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(All measurements in mm) 

PES ____ 1-2_2-3_3-4_4-5_5-6_6-7_7-8_8-9_9-10 

PACELENGTH: ________________ _ 

OBLIQUEPACE: ________________ _ 

PES 1--2_2--3_3--4_4--5_5--6_6--7_8--9_9--10 

PACE WIDTH 

TOMIDLINE: ________________ _ 

TarAL WIDTII: 

PES 1--3 2--4 4--6 6--8 8--10 ------ -- -- -- --

STRIDELENGTH: _______________ _ 

SPECIMEN REF:, _______ _ 

MANUS ___ 1-2_2-3_3-4_4-5_5-6_6-7_7-8_8-9_9-10 

PACELENGTH: __________________ __ 

OBLIQUEPACE: __ --_____________ _ 

MANUS __ I--2_2--3_3--4_4--5_5--6_6--7_8--9 9--10 

PACE WIDTH 

TOMIDLINE: __________________ _ 
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TafAL WIDTH: 

MANUS, ____ 1--3 __ 2--4 __ 4--6. __ 6--8. __ 8--1O 

STRIDELENGTH: _______________ _ 

PES PACE ANGULATION: (Degrees) 

112/3_213 14_3/4 15_4/S/6_5/6n_617 18_7/819_819110 

MANUS PACE ANGULATION: (Degrees) 

112/3_213/4_3/4 15_4/5/6_5/6 n_617 18_7/8/9_8/91 10 

ROTATION: (+or-/Degrees) 

TREND~. ___________________ __ 

LONGAXISMETHOD _______________________ _ 

PES No. ___ l_2_3_4_5_6_7_8_9_10 

MANUS No. __ l_2_3_4_5_6_7_8_9 __ 10 
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GLENO-ACETABULAR DISTANCE: (mm) (Method A)/(Method B) 

PI-2/M2-3 _____ P2-3/M3-4 _____ P3-4/M4-S __ .P4-SIM5-6 

PS-6/M6-7 __ P6-7/M7-8 ___ P7-8/MS-9 __ P8-9/M9-10 

SPECIMEN No: 
\ , 

SKETCH! LITHOLOGY !NOTES: 
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Chapter 5. 

Footprint classification 

1. Can the use of the Linnaean binomial system be 

supported? 

The adoption of the Linnaean binomial system for footprint classification can be 

criticised for several reasons: 

1. The present plethora of names, often based on poorly preserved single specimens is not 
. . 

only confusing, but has in the past rightly brought the study of vertebrate ichnology into 

disrepute. 

2. Although the prefix "Ichno" is used to differentiate trace fossil taxonomy, because the 

terms genus and species are common to both trace and body fossil classification schemes, 

there is the risk that footprint ichnogenera and ichnospecies will be regarded as having the 

same classification status as genus and species which have been established using many 

different skeletal criteria. 

3. There may be considerable confusion if the name is similar to one used in the 

conventional Linnaean Scheme. 

4. Ichnospecies or ichnogenera tend to be referred to as though they are animals in their 

own right, and not just the inorganic expression of one small part of an animal. 

S. Footprints are essentially sedimentary structures and need not be classified in the same 

way as animals and plants. 

Biological species are defined as a group of organisms which can interbreed 

producing offspring of the same kind. Many "species" of living animals and AIL fossil 

"species" cannot be defined using this criterion, because their breeding preferences are not 

known. Therefore it is necessary to use the less accurate criterion of morphology or form. 
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Fossil "species" are groups of individuals which are identical or show only very minor 

differences in form. It logically follows that this criterion can also be applied quite 

legitimately to fossil footprints. 

The use of two separate Linnaean binomial systems for naming body fossils and 

trace fossils is now well established. However, it is very important that the two schemes 

are run in parallel and that there is no common nomenclature between the two schemes, 

unless there is overwhelming evidence to support this (ie. a body at the end of a 

trackway!). 

Footprint ichnogenera such as Rhynchosauroides and Anchisauripus imply an 

affinity with animals belonging to the Rhynchosaurus and Anchisaurus genera. In both 

these cases, and many others, there is no evidence to support an affinity. This has led to a 

Jot of confusion, and personally I think it would be better to dispense with these misleading 

names altogether. Unfortunately the rules of nomenclature do not allow this at present. 

Although the Linnaean binomial system is used for both body and trace fossils, it 

does not mean that the two should have equal status, classification levels in the two 

schemes cannot usually be equated. 

2. Classification level 

2.1. Comparative studies of extant animals 

Studies of the footprints of extant mammals, amphibians and reptiles by the author 

reveal that at the family level of classification there is considerable consistency in basic 

footprint shape. Above the family level of classification footprint shape mayor may not 

remain consistent. For example, rabbits and hares both belong to the same family - the 

Leporidae. However, the brown hare belongs to the genus Lepus , and the rabbit to the 

genus Oryctolagus. Despite this their footprints are structurally similar (Fig. 1). Normally 

the two footprints can be distinguished by size, the adult Brown Hare having a pes of up 
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Hind foot Fore foot 

, \ , , 
Hind foot 

Rabbit 

Fore foot 

Forefoot Hind foot 

Brown Hare 

Fig. 1. Footprints of the Brown Hare and Rabbit, 
showing similarity of form. (All natural size). 
After Lawrence and Brown (1%7, fig. 3:8). 



to 150 mm x 45 mm, while the rabbit has an average pes of only 60 mm x 25 mm. The 

trackways of the two animals also differ - the stride length in a rabbit track is almost always 

less than that of the hare. 

A problem arises if only single isolated footprints are observed, a juvenile"Brown 

Hare footprint may be confused with a rabbits footprint or vice versa. Size should never be 

the only criterion used for differentiating similar footprints of extant and especially extinct 

species. When attempting a classification at ichnogenus or ichnospecies leyel, size should 

always be used in conjunction with other criteria because of the variables involved such as 

age, sex, size of animal and substrate. We can relate this to fossil examples: Two 

chirotheroid ichnospecies, Chirotherium barthii and Chirotherium storetonense, are 

structurally similar and one of the main distinguishing factors between them is size. It is 

very possible that these represent the male and female or adult and sub - adult of the same 

species (fresise 1996). One specimen in Manchester Museum (LL6657, Tresise 1996, fig. 

3) shows both these ichnospecies on the same slab. There are also many specimens in 

collections which have examples of small Chirotherium fonns in association with 

structurally similar larger fonns (see Chp. 8. Fig. 36a) 

Even within the same genus similar problems may arise - If the footprints of the 

Wood Mouse Apodemus sylvaticus (Fig. 2a) are compared with the footprints of the 

Striped Field Mouse Apodemus agrarius (Fig. 2b), it can be seen that the footprint 

morphology of both manus and pes in each species is identical. The trackway morphology 

for both species is also very similar. However, the footprint of A. sylvaticus is normally 

much larger than that of A. agrarius, and therefore in the absence of any knowledge of 

preferred habitat and distribution, size is the only diagnostic feature that could be used to 

differentiate the footprints of these two species. 

Many extant species produce footprints and trackways that are so similar in fonn 

and size that they cannot be reliably distinguished by their footprints or trackways alone, 

even if finely preserved. For example, the Wood Mouse Apodemus sylvaticus and the 
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(a) 

(b) 

(c) 

Left hind 

~' 
• • •• 

Left fore 

Wood Mouse 
(Apodemus sylvaticus) 

-~-
~ 

Left hind Left fore 

Striped Field Mouse 
(Apodemus agrarius) 

Left hind Left fore 

Yellow-necked Field Mouse 
(Apodemus flavicollis) 

Fig. 2 A comparison of the fore and bind footprints 
of the Wood Mouse (Apodemus sylvaticus), the 

Striped Field Mouse .(Apodemus agrarius) and the 
Yellow-necked Field Mouse (A podemus flavicollis). 
Footprints are not natural size!, but are all illustrated 
at a relative scale (After Brown et at. 1992, p. 101). 
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Yellow-necked Field Mouse Apodemus flavicollis have very similar footprints (Fig. 2c) 

and trackways. Brown et. a1. (1992, p. 94) note that the trackway of A. flavicollis 

indicates that it tends to have more widely splayed feet than A. sylvaticus, but that this 

feature is "not diagnostic and the two species cannot be reliably split on the basis of track 

and trail". These are extant species and the habitat and geographical range for each are 

reliably known. A. sylvaticus is not found in Finland, whereas A. flavicolJis is found in 

Southern Finland. It would therefore be possible to confidently identify A. flavicoltis in 

Finland from its footprints and trackway. 

Consequently, basic footprint shape alone is of little use in differentiating higher 

levels of classification such as genus and species. For classification to these levels one 

needs exceptionally fine preservation which exhibit details such as claws, pads, cleaves, 

tubercles, lobes or webbing and a trackway consisting of at least three consecutive sets of 

footprints. Fine detail on individual footprints and trackway measurement data will often 

yield information which can then make assignment to ichnogenus or ichnospecies level 

possible. Even then, as the previous examples show, problems may arise which may only 

be resolved by obtaining a broader knowledge of the ecology and distribution of the 

trackmaker. 

It is possible to identify many extant animals to genus level, and some to species 

level, from their footprints and trackways because the external and internal structure of the 

feet can be studied in detail. Variability of their footprints and trackways due to age, sex, 

size and gait can also be recorded. Details of ecology, habitat and geographical range are 

also usually known. Unfortunately the fossil record is biased (Dodd and Stanton 1990) 

and our record of fossil footprints is no exception. Fossil footprints are strongly facies 

dependent, therefore they are probably only partially representative of the animals which 

lived at the time. We probably have no footprint record at all of animals which lived in 

upland areas where weathering and erosion are the dominant processes. It is also probable 

that only relatively few species of animals regularily frequented the margins of rivers, lakes 
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or coastal areas. Personal observations of footprints made by birds in estuarine mud on the 

banks of the River Severn in Gloucestershire, suggest that the footprints of only a few 

species are predominant Apart from dogs and humans!, the most common footprints are 

those of waders and gulls which have feet well adapted for this environment, however they 

represent only a small fraction of the total bird species in the area. Consequently any data 

obtained from an extant footprint census may be very biased. 

2.2. Problems specific to fossil footprints and trackways 

In the study of fossil footprints this inherent bias is compounded by preservation 

and collection bias in favour of large, deeply impressed footprints made by larger animals. 

Therefore any fossil footprint census and palaeoecological or paleogeographical 

interpretations made from this data should be treated with caution 

For these reasons it is often necessary to accept a lower and less rigid level of 

classification for the footprints of extinct animals, and to accept that sometimes a footprint 

may represent the only record of an animals existence. Studies of the footprints made by 

extant species shows that it would be folly to classify an animal to species level, and in 

many cases even to genus level, by it's footprint alone. 

The paucity of terrestrial skeletal material, particularily in the Middle Triassic, 

means that our knowledge of terrestrial faunas at this time is relatively poor (Benton et at. 

1994). The appendicular skeletons, particularily the feet, are rarely found intact even 

where skeletons are common, the many small bones quickly become disarticulated and 

transported. There are many gaps in our knowledge of the skeletal manus and pes 

morphology of early Mesozoic vertebrates (Parrish 1989). Consequently, although it 

would be very useful to be able to compare a skeletal foot with a footprint and suggest an 

affinity, this often is not possible. There can be problems even when the foot skeleton is 

known. To be confident of the footprint forms possible from such a skeleton it is 

necessary to understand the function of the foot Ideally to do this a very well preserved 

articulated skeleton needs to be available. Many animals (e.g. dogs) have non functioning 
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digits. It is believed that the pro sauropod dinosaur Plateosaurus also had a short non

functioning first digit on the pes, consequently its pentadactyl pes skeleton would have 

produced a tetradactyl footprint (Galton 1976; Nonnan 1985). Variations in gait can also 

produce completely different footprint fonns and trackway patterns (Brown et al. 1992). 

In addition to this the soft fleshy parts of the feet are not preserved and therefore the true 

morphology of the foot, and hence the footprint, will always be speculative. It is possible, 

again using good quality skeletal material, to "flesh out the bones" by studying the size and 

location of muscle and ligament insertion site on bones, recent developments in forensic 

science and three dimensional computer graphics have led to advances in this field. 

Caution should be exercised here because, as Sollas (1879, p. 513) observed, phalangeal 

node/pad casts or impressions do not always correspond with the number or position of 

phalangeal joints on a skeleton (and vice-versa). Despite these limitations there have been 

instances where a good match has been observed between skeletal and footprint 

morphology. Lockley and Hunt (1995, p. 11 -12, fig. 1.5) give the example of ceratopsid 

(homed dinosaur) tracks. 

An animals trackway can often be more revealing. It is suggested that the Linnaean 

binomial system of footprint classification should be confined to well preserved trackways 

or to single specimens that can be clearly shown to be related to examples on a known 

trackway holotype. It is proposed that for all other Triassic vertebrate footprint specimens 

the original Beasley alphabetical/numerical code system of classification, revised and 

adapted, should be used. 

2.3. Intraspecies variation 

The previous examples have dealt with problems concemi,ng the differentiation, 

using footprints and trackways, between animals belonging to the same genus. Similar 

problems may even arise when the footprints or trackways of animals of the same species 

are compared. We need only to look at the feet of humans to see the wide range - not only 

in size but in shape, and even occasionally in digital configuration (see Fig.3!) Recent 
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studies by Phyllis Jackson (1996) have revealed that people from different ethnic origins 

have feet of very different shape. She has studied skeletons found during archeological 

excavations and is able to clearly demonstrate differences between the shorter, wider 

Romano - British type feet and the longer and slimmer Saxon foot. But it is not only in 

overall length and width that differences are observed. "Roman toe" (an elongated second 

toe which is much longer than the first or big toe) is a condition common amongst people 

that originate from the Mediterranean region. 

It has long been known that people of Afro-Carribean origin usually have a 

relatively long calcaneus (heel). This has important implications in the shoe trade, P. 

Tazewell of Clarks Shoes Ltd. (pers. comm. 1994) recalled that their Jamaican distributors 

sold a high percentage of UK size 15 shoes. During one marketing campaign they made an 

offer of a free pai~ of shoes to anyone over this size - they had to withdraw this offer within 

two hours! Data supplied by Clarks Ltd from the UK show that in contrast only 0.1 % of 

the UK adult population have feet over 305 mm long (UK size 13). The mean average 

adult male foot length is 270 mm (UK size 9112) and the mean average adult female foot 

length is 240 mm (UK size 5112). The average foot length at birth is 76 mm (with a 

standard deviation of 3.7mm). 

Within the human species, there appears to be wide variations in width: length ratio 

and relative digit length. Some of these variations may be explained by cultural 

differences, such as the wearing of shoes, etc., however some are almost certainly genetic 

in origin. It is comparatively easy to observe and record these intraspecies variations 

within extant populations, but they are very difficult to determine in extinct fossil species. 

Where many different skeletal characteristics are assessed it may be possible to still 

legitimately include individuals which exhibit minor differences within the same species. 

In palaeoichnology, where relatively few characters of a small part of the anatomy are 

studied, there is the risk that these minor differences will be magnified and specimens will 

be attributed to new or different ichnospecies much more readily. This problem itself is 
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magnified by the natural variation in footprint fonn caused by other variables such as 

substrate. Consequently the natural temptation for the palaeoichnologist is to be a splitter 

rather than a lumper. Hence the proliferation of names in the literature. 

3. A note on the use of statistical methods in 

footprint classification 

It is believed that the use of statistical techniques for differentiating between 

footprint adds an unnecessary complication. It also runs the risk of being labelled as poor 

science, as often data has been obtained subjectively. Even the most accurate measurement 

of footprints and trackways require a subjective and often variable choice of base points. 

Unless these are noted and consistently applied, any comparisons between studies are also 

rendered useless. This basic problem and inherent scientific weakness should always be 

made clear in any study. Unfortunately it is often buried under an avalanche of initially 

impressive statistics and figures (Demathieu 1987; Demathieu and Wright 1988; Moratella 

et al. 1988). 

The human eye and brain are still the best tools available to us for initially 

differentiating between footprint fonns. Palaeoichnology is essentially an empirical 

science. The old saying "The best geologist is the one that has seen the most rocks" is 

perhaps not far from the truth as far as palaeoichnologists are concerned. There is no 

substitute for the experience of studying a large number and variety of footprints and 

trackways in the field and in coHections. 

The technique of overlaying acetate tracings of footprints to fonn composites is a 

quick and easy method which allows a visual comparison of partially preserved fonns to be 

made. Using this method a picture of the possible original complete fonn can be obtained. 

One must always be aware of the subjective nature and limitations even of this method. 

There is always the danger of trying to make the partial fonn sketches fit a known form or 
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to some preconceived idea However most of these problems are not resolved if a more 

quantitative approach is taken by performing statistical analysis on partial digit cast 

measurements. It is therefore important that no new ichnotaxa are established using either 

of these methods. 

4. Proposals for a series of classification levels 

based on the quality of trackway and footprint 

available 

Despite the very rare occurrence shown in Fig. 3 (Chp. 5) the most basic footprint 

grouping could be one containing those with the same number of digits (Dactyly). It 

should be made clear that when classifying quadrupedal animals (acertained from trackway 

evidence) both the manus and the pes should be taken into consideration. The manus and 

pes can be very different in form and size. Much confusion has been caused by the 

classification of single isolated manus or pes prints as distinct ichnospecies (see Appendix 

1 ). 

It is assumed that footprint preservation is good enough to ensure that all the 

functional digit impressions are clearly shown. It should then be possible to classify the 

footprints into groups based on their digital configuration. Digital configuration, as with 

most classification criteria, is better shown on a trackway footprint composite. Many 

footprints have previously been assigned to ichnospecies or even a new ichnospecies 

established on the basis of a single specimen - often imperfectly preserved. This is bad 

practice. It should be obvious that only well preserved footprints that are found as part of 

a trackway should be classified at the highest level. A well preserved footprint set. in a 

lower classification group; and single footprints in the lowest classification group - unless 

they are so well preserved they can be confidently matched to a known trackway holotype. 
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* A set is defined as a manus and pes on the same side in quadrupedal animals or 

left and right feet of a bipedal animal, impressed during the same cycle of motion (after 

Leonardietal. 1987) 

We therefore have three main levels of preservation and consequently three routes to 

classification: 

4.1. Trackway (A minimum of 3 consecutive sets) 

Trackway measurement and individual footprint measurements and composites will usually 

provide a lot of useful data and probably enable a high level of classification possibly to 

ichnospecies level. This may sometimes be comparable to genus level within the 

conventional Linnaen binomial system for body fossils (Peabody, 1955). 

4.2. Set 

Digital configuration information is not as accurate, but at least the manus and pes 

can be differentiated. 

Ideally classification above ichnofamily level should be based on a comparison of 

other similar footprints preserved as part of a trackway. 

4.3. Single isolated footprint 

No trackway data is available so therefore one is unsure if the animal was 

quadrupedal or bipedal. 

Data from only one pes or manus is available so the digital configuration evidence is 

not as accurate as 4.1 or 4.2. There is the risk that different names may be assigned to each 

pes or manus of an animal! 

If classification is to be at ichnofamily level or above it should be based on a 

comparison of other similar footprints preserved as part of a set or ideally a trackway. 

4.4. Summary 

If it is not exceptionally preserved resist the temptation to try and classify it at a 

higher level. 
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It is suggested that the level of preservation on which the classification is based 

should always be recorded e.g. 

THE THREE FOOTPRINT CLASSIACA nON LEVELS 

1. Based on trackway (at least 3 consecutive sets) and trackway composites. 

2. Based on set (manus & pes) or two footprints (left & right) 

3. Based on single isolated footprint. 

5. What are we classifying for? 

The intrinsic value of footprints in palaeobiology, palaeoecology and 

biostratigraphy has been ably demonstrated in recent years by workers such as Haubold 

(1971, 1984); Lockley (1986); Olsen and Baird (1986); Conrad et at. (1987), Demathieu 

(1989); Lucas etaI. 1989; Lockley etal. (1994) and Lockley and Hunt (1995). 

Unfortunately, some of the early work in these subdisciplines is at risk of being 

devalued because of the lack of a credible footprint classification scheme and clearly figured 

holotypes. The use of locality footprint assemblages in some of the more recent studies 

mitigates some of the problems encountered when trying to classify individual footprints or 

trackways. 

Lockley and Hunt (1995) noted that the study of vertebrate footprint assemblages 

(Palichnostratigraphy) can play an important role in early Mesozoic biostratigraphy for 

three main reasons; first, faunas were cosmopolitan before the break up of Pangea so 

correlation is possible. Secondly, continental environments were widespread at this time 

and often lack body fossils. Thirdly, fossil footprints are commonly found in these 

environments. 

Early Mesozoic footprints can therefore fulfill some of the criteria necessary to be a 

useful zone fossil. There are two main limitations in the use of vertebrate footprints in 

biostratigraphy. An ideal zone fossil needs to be easily identifiable to species level. 
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Identifying vertebrate footprints even to ichnospecies level is rarely possible, though the 

use of footprint assemblages can mitigate this limitation. The second problem is the facies 

dependence of footprints. Lockley et at. (1994a) note that it is important to correlate 

between similar facies, as footprint preservation is facies controlled. 

Unfortunately, the problems of footprint identification, classification and facies 

dependence limit their stratigraphic value. However, vertebrate footprints are relatively 

common in continental Triassic lithologies and facies that are often devoid of body fossils. 

In these rocks the detailed resolution of the stratigraphy calls for an holistic approach 

incorporating both lithological, palynomorph and invertebrate trace fossil studies. The use 

of vertebrate footprint assemblages (palichnostratigraphy) can provide valuable supporting 

evidence in this work. 
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Chapter 6. 

Triassic vertebrate footprints from Hilbre, 
Wirral, Northwest England 

1. Introduction 
Fossil vertebrate footprints of Triassic age are reported from Hilbre, a tidal 

island lying 1 mile (1.6 km) off West Kirby, Wirral, Northwest England. Hilbre 

(National Grid Reference, SJ 186 876; Fig. 1) is the largest and most northerly of three 

tidal islands lying at the mouth ofthe Dee Estuary. Hilbre covers an area of about 5 

hectares. It is owned and managed by Wirral Borough Council, and, together with the two 

smaller islands Little Eye and Middle Eye, it has been designated as a Local Nature Reserve 

and forms part of the Dee Estuary SSSI. Since 1865, the rocks on Hilbre have been 

regarded as the Lower Triassic Bunter Pebble Beds (now renamed Chester Pebble Bed 

Formation), within the Cheshire Basin. Fossil footprints were first found on Hilbre in 

1991 (Tresise, 1992; Bell 1993). This was followed on the 29th August 1993 by the 

discovery of the most complete in situ assemblage of Lower - Middle Triassic vertebrate 

footprints found in Britain in the last 80 years. 

In this chapter, the footprint discoveries of 1991-4 are reported and described 

together with the sedimentology and footprint preservation on Hilbre. The Hilbre footprint 

assemblage and stratigraphy is then compared with other Lower - Middle Triassic sites. 

2. History 

Many footprint discoveries were made in the Triassic rocks of the Wirral between 

1838 and 1919 (Tresise 1993). Although Hilbre was a regular destination for local society 

fieldtrips during this time (Reade, 1888; Morton, 1890), no footprint finds were reported. 
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The first recorded discovery of vertebrate footprints from Hilbre, the 1991 finds, was by 

Tresise (1992). 

The original (1991) specimen (LIVCM 1, Fig. 2) was first observed as one of 

several loose blocks, which had been dislodged during a storm on 26th-27th February 

1990. It originally came from one of the sandstone beds (probably bed B) on the western 

side of Hilbre close to the most southerly point of the island (Fig. 3a, b, c). Desiccation 

crack casts were observed on this and several other sandstone blocks by John Gittins 

(Hilbre Bird Observatory (HIBO) member). 

Another mBO member, Tony Bell, was the first to recognise trace fossil structures 

on one of the blocks (pers. comm., 1993). While visiting Hilbre on June 29th, 1991, 

Rosemary Kendal noticed what she thought was the outline of a "pterodactyl" preserved on 

the same sandstone block. A photograph was taken and the observation recorded in the log 

book at "The Moorings" (one of the bungalows on Hilbre) by Gwynn Billington. On 31st 

July, 1991, William, Eric and Gwynn Billington carried the block to the garden of "The 

Moorings". 

On 18th October 1991 Chris Bower arranged for Geoffrey Tresise (Liverpool 

Museum) to see the slab. Tresise (1992) concluded that the slab contained fossil footprints 

similar to, but smaller than, Chirotherium, but they could not be assigned to an ichnotaxa 

because of poor preservation. 

On May 25th 1993, Vicky Seager (Countryside Ranger, Hilbre) contacted the 

author to say that further sandstone blocks, probably from the same bed as the 1991 

specimen, were exposed on the shoreline. After making a preliminary visit to Hilbre with 

Chris Bower, the potential of the site for further footprint discoveries was realised, and the 

author revisited the site with David Thompson (University of Keele) on 29th July, 1993, in 

order to document the site. Jill Smethurst (Cheshire Wildlife Trust RIGS group) also 

helped with this. 
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Fig. 2. The original 1991 sp cimen Structures A, Band C 
are indicated A close up of structure A is shown in fig. 7. 
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On 30th July 1993, while completing a graphic log of the South West section, the 

author discovered, on the underside of a large sandstone block (LIVCM 2), several 

footprints poorly preserved in convex hyporelief. This medium to coarse grained red 

sandstone block was stm in situ. but loosened, by wave action on the underlying mudstone 

bed and it was lifted and stored. 

One of the thicker sandstone beds, thought to be the source of some of the original 

blocks, exposed near the southern point of Hilbre was cut and removed. A floor saw was 

hired to cut through sandstone bed A down to the underlying mudstone. The sandstone 

bed thickened appreciably towards the cliff face and the saw was unable to cut more than an 

area 3.1m long and varying in width from 0.31m to 0.56 m. Unfortunately, no footprints 

were found, although the slabs contained some invertebrate trace fossils and a few small 

poorly preserved desiccation crack casts. 

It was known that at least one of the sandstone beds contained footprints, and there 

were others which might yield footprints. On 29th August, 1993, while clearing the site, 

the author found footprints preserved in convex hyporelief on the underside of a loose 

sandstone (block 4). This formed part of a thin and impersistent medium - coarse red 

sandstone bed (bed E) under the cliff face. A thin layer of soft red mudstone was still 

adhering to the underside of the sandstone, but the raised outline of footprint casts could be 

seen. The remaining blocks (l(a) - 33) from bed E (between to.30m and 11.71m from the 

fault) were lifted, washed and labelled. Blocks 1 (a) - 33 became informally known as 

footprint slab 1 (LIVCM 3). Unfortunately, most of bed E had already been undercut and 

carried away by the sea. 

The area which contains the footprint beds is covered by all tides over 9.5 metres. 

Consequently the removal of the remaining sections was urgent, as high tides were 

expected on 15th - 20th September 1993. This work was carried out successfully. On 3rd 

September a further 17 blocks, found between 13.16m and 14.75m from the fault, were 

lifted. These were washed and labelled as blocks A-Q, informally known as footprint slab 
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2 (LIVCM 4). Blocks A, B, Cl and D were found closest to the fault. Unfortunately the 

blocks in slab 2 were unconnected with slab 1 (LIVCM 3), as bed E was eroded away 

between the two slabs. Another 11 blocks which had been lifted on August 30th 1993 

from bed E, were washed and labelled as blocks 34-44. Known as slab 3, they were 

found adjacent to slab 1 (block 28), 19.60m - 1O.30m from the fault. No footprints have 

been observed on this slab. 

It was decided that a small section of bed A, thought to be the in situ equivalent of 

the original 1991 slab, should be removed from outcrop adjacent to the fault on the Western 

side of Hilbre, close to the most southern end of the Island. On 5th September, 1993 

Vicky Seager and Andrea Sawiak (Volunteer Ranger) cut out two blocks with a disc cutter. 

While cleaning off the red mud from the underside of one of the blocks, Andrea Sawiak 

noticed the digits of a large footprint, probably of chirotheroid form. On 2nd August 1994 

another large block (part of slab 2) containing two footprints was found by the author in 

bed E 13.6 m from the fault. 

Note: The footprint slabs have not yet been given individual accession numbers by 

LIVCM. LIVCM 1,2, 3, 4 and 5 are temporary numbers assigned by the author. 

3. Geology 
3.1. Stratigraphy 

Morton (1863) was the first to describe the geology of Hilbre. In 1865 the BGS 

published a 1: 10560 (six inches to the mile) horizontal section from Little Eye to Horwich 

Moor. The accompanying memoir (Hull, 1869) placed Hilbre within the Bunter Pebble 

Bed Formation (Lower Triassic). 

Reade (1888) however, suggested that the "breccia bed" might be the basement bed 

of the Keuper, and that the rocks below were part of the Upper Mottled Sandstone. 

Although closer to the present interpretatation, this was not generally accepted at the time. 

Morton (1891) believed that Hilbre was composed of sandstones of the Lower Pebble 

Beds, his lowest subdivision of the Bunter Pebble Beds Formation. Wedd et at. (1923, p. 
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73) did not recognise this subdivision but agreed with Morton (1891) that Hilbre was an 

outcrop of the Bunter Pebble Beds Fonnation. 

Following the work of Warrington eta!. (1980) the Bunter Pebble Beds Fonnation 

was renamed the Chester Pebble Bed Fonnation and dated as Lower Scythian (Lower 

Triassic). Benton et al. 1994 dated the Chester Pebble Bed Fonnation as Middle Scythian 

(c. 245 Ma). 

Traditionally Hilbre has been assumed to be within the Cheshire Basin. However, 

Jackson and Mulholland (1993) placed Hilbre within part of the East Deemster sub-basin of 

the East Irish Sea Basin (EISB). They believe that Hilbre is an outcrop of the Onnskirk 

Sandstone Fonnation, Lower Anisian (Middle Triassic). This is the equivalent of the 

Helsby Sandstone Formation and the Tarporley Siltstone Fonnation within the Cheshire 

Basin (Fig. 4). 

3.2. Lithology 

The rocks on Hilbre consist of red, yellow and white medium to coarse-grained 

sandstone and red mudstones. In places the sandstones contain the mineral barites, 

especially on the western side of Hilbre below the old telegraph station. 

At the base of the cliffs the sandstones are trough cross-bedded. These sandstones 

are overlain by an interbedded sequence of sandstones and mudstones. Occasionally 

mudstone is incorporated as clasts in the overlying sandstone bed. In many places the 

mudstones are laterally impersistent seams overlain by sandstone (Fig. 5). 

The interbedded mudstone and sandstone units are overlain by a thicker unit of flat 

bedded sandstone. Above this flat-bedded unit the sandstone is again trough cross-bedded. 

Within these trough cross-bedded sandstones is the Hilbre "breccia bed". The "breccia 

bed" acts as a marker horizon across the island and contains matrix - supported 

angular/subangular clasts of sandstones, gritstones and mudstone. There are also 

rounded/sub rounded pebbles of veined quartz and quartzite. All these features can be 

clearly seen on the south west end of Hilbre (Fig. 3a, b) 
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Fig.3a. 
Exposure on the 

outhem poj n1 of 
llilbre, looking 
east towards the 
cJifTs. The footprint 
beds are situated at 
the base of the cliff. 

pade (b ttom left) 
for scale = 1 ITI. 

Fig.3b. 
Close up of the 
llilbre footprint 
beds exposed at 
the base of the 
cliff. Looking 
south towards 
Middle nye 
(tide in). 



Fig. 3c. Close up of footprint beds A and B 
on the south-west point of Hilbre. Bed B is 
the probable source of the origina11991 
slab shown in fig. 2, and Bed A source of 
the slab fOlmd on 30/7/93 (fig. 8). 
Hammer for scale is 40 em long. 
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Fig. 6. 
(a) Sequence of beds B - Eon 
the South-West point of Hilbre, 
close to the prominent fault. 
Lens cap for scale between 
beds Band C is 50 mm. 

(b) Close up of bed E, which 
yielded most of the small 
footprint forms described 
here. Slabs 1 and 2 were part 
of this bed. Note how 
impersistent and friable the 
bed is in places. Trowel for 
scale is c. 20 em long. 

(b) 
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3.3. Footprint preservation 

Footprints have been found preserved as natural casts (convex hyporelief) on the 

underside of the sandstone beds A, B and E (Figs. 3c, 5, 6a,6b). The original footprint 

bed was the red mud immediately below these beds. Bed E (Fig. 6b), the source of most 

ofthe 1993 finds (slab 1 (LIVCM 3) and slab 2 (LIVCM 4», has yielded the finest prints. 

Unfortunately very little of this bed remains exposed. However, there are large areas of 

beds A, B and C and a smaller area of bed D still in situ it is very probable that these will all 

yield further specimens. 

3.4. Removal and conservation of the footprint slabs 

Sandstone bed E, containing the finest footprint casts, is variable in thickness. In 

places it is friable and poorly cemented, and often contains irregular thin grey clay seams. 

Because of this, and the small size of the footprints found on block No.4, it was agreed 

not to cut this bed, but to allow it to break naturally along the many natural fracture lines. 

This enabled the separate blocks to be rejoined later with very little loss of the original 

surface. 

The soft red mudstone was cleaned off the underside of the sandstone blocks with 

fresh water and a soft brush. Tests on small samples showed that the sandstone rapidly 

crumbled if left immersed in water. For this reason the blocks were not soaked in water to 

remove salts, but allowed to dry out slowly after removal of the mudstone. 

When the blocks were sufficiently dry they were put footprint- side -up into a 

sandbox and levelled so that they fitted together. Latex peels were made so that artifical 

plaster and resin casts could be produced. The individual blocks are relatively small so 

they can be removed and studied easily. This is an advantage as many footprint slabs in the 

past have been large and unmanageable, consequently they have been left in museum 

basement stores, broken up or lost. 

4. The footprints 
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4.1. Ichnotaxon indet (Structures A, B, C) 

Original 1991 slab (LIVCM 1) (Fig. 2) 

4.1.1. Description. The medium - coarse red sandstone block contains many 

desiccation crack casts and invertebrate trace fossils. There are also three structures, A, B 

and C (Fig. 2) preserved in convex hyporelief. The whole surface is very weathered. The 

length of the structures ranges from 80 - 90mm. All three structures differ in fonn and are 

roughly in line. The distance between the central point of structure A and B is c. 370 mm. 

Structure A (Fig. 7) contains four elongated casts. Three of which are fused at their 

proximal end but separate and taper towards their distal end. The fourth cast is broader on 

the distal end. There are also two other raised areas, one of which is at right angles to the 

others. 

4.1.2. Discussion. The casts in Structure A are similar in fonn to some small 

Chirotherium digit casts. Their arrangement and relative length suggest that they may 

represent digits I, II and III. The cast set at right angles to the others may be interpreted as 

a possible fifth digit. However, the fifth digit on the smal]er chirotheroid fonns is not as 

recurved as in the large fonns and is usual]y set at about 45 degrees to the long axis of the 

foot. There also appear to be six possible digit casts on structure A. This may be the result 

of slippage, causing one digit to be impressed twice, although there is no clear evidence of 

this. 

Chirotheroid fonns have a smaller manus which is usually situated just in front of 

the pes. However in many small Chirotheroid fonns the manus casts are often of relatively 

low relief and are sometimes not preserved. There are no manus prints associated with the 

three structures. The possible pes stride length (c. 370 mm), as indicated by the distance 

between structures A and B, is much shorter than in most small Chirotherium trackways. 

The casts on LIVCM 1 may be a coincidental arrangement of inorganic sedimentary 

structures or part of a poorly preserved trackway. 
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Fig. 7. Close up of strllctlli'e A on original 1991 slab. 

Fig. 8. LIVCM . Pound insitu on 
3017/93. StnlctLU'e D and footprints E and 
F are discussed in the text. 



4.1.3. Identification. Because of the poor preservation it is not possible to 

positively identity these structures as footprints. 'Therefore they should be regarded as 

Ichnotaxon indet 

4.2. Ichnotaxon indet (structure D) 

1993 slab (LIVCM 2) (Fig. 8) 

4.2.1. Description. The structure is composed of five elongate casts which are 

fused at their proximal ends. All five casts separate and taper towards their distal ends. 

One of the casts diverges at an angle of 45 degrees to the others. The central cast is the 

longest. The maximum length of the structure is c. 80mm and the maximum width is c. 

85mm. 

4.2.2. Discussion. If structure D is a footprint cast it is from a semi-plantigrade, 

pentadactyl foot with a mesaxonic structure. It shares some characteristics with the pes of 

small chirotheroid forms, especially Beasley's Bl form (Beasley 1904) first referred to by 

Morton (1863) as Cheirotherium minus. The present authors believe that Beasley's B 1 is 

synonomous with the pes of Chi rotheri um sickleri Kaup 1835b. This ronn is commonly 

found associated with larger Chirotherium sp. and has oilen been referred to as the 

footprint of a juvenile animal. 

4.2.3. Identitication. Because of the lack of a corresponding manus and the poor 

quality of preservation, structure D on LIVCM 2 should be regarded as Ichnotaxon indet. 

4.3. Ichnogenus indet (footprint E) 

1993 slab (LIVCM 2) (Fig. 8) 

4.3.1. Description. The footprint consists of three slender digit casts. The two 

longest digits are pointed on the distal end. The longest is c. 20mm long. The shortest is 

c. lOmm long and appears to be connected to the "middle" digit by a thin raised cast. A 

narrow cast, c.lOOmm long, runs parallel with the base ofthe digits. No trackway or 

associated footprint was observed. 
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4.3.2. Discussion. It is not clear what digits are represented by these casts. The 

digitigrade foot could have had either an ectaxonic or mesaxonic structure. The small 

slender digit casts suggest a possible assignment to Rhynchosauroides sp. 

The long narrow cast at the base of the digits may be interpreted as either a thin 

desiccation crack cast or invertebrate burrow cast. It appears to be connected to a fracture 

in the rock which runs through part of structure D. 

4.3.3. Interpretation. This is definitely a footprint cast. Because of poor 

preservation footprint E cannot be confidently assigned to any known ichnogenus. 

Therefore it should be regarded as ichnogenus indet. 

4.4. Ichnogenus indet (footprint F) 

1993 slab (LIVCM 2) (Fig. 8) 

4.4.1. Description. Four slender digit casts are preserved. Three digit casts are c. 

20 mm in length. The middle digit of these three is slightly longer than the other two. A 

shorter fourth digit cast (c. 7.5 mm) is situated below the other three. A thin cast connects 

this shortest digit with the adjacent digit cast. The length of the footprint is c. 30 mm. No 

trackway or related footprint was observed. 

4.4.2. Discussion. This is almost certainly a partially preserved pentadactyl 

footprint. The shortest digit is therefore not preserved. Digit III? appears to be slightly 

longer than digits II? and IV?, therefore the footprint possibly has a mesaXonic structure. 

However, it shares some characteristics ofthe ectaxonic form Rhynchosauroides 

membranipes (Maidwell, 1911) which Haubold (1971) synonomised with R. rectipes. 

Unfortunately the tips of the three longest digits on footprint F are not sufficiently well 

preserved to be certain of its axony. It may be a poorly preserved example of the L form 

described below in Chp. 6 (4.10). 

4.4.3. Interpretation. This is definitely a footprint cast. Because of poor 

preservation footprint F cannot be confidently assigned to any known ichnogenus. 

Therefore it should be regarded as ichnogenus indet. 
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4.5. Rhynchosauroides sp. (Footprint G) (Fig. 9a, b) 

1993 Slab 1 (LIVCM 3) (Fig. 10) 

4.5.1. Description. There are at least six of these footprints, one whole and five 

partial specimens. They do not appear to be associated with any other form. A trackway 

could not be traced. 

A complete ?right footprint (G 4) occurs on block 6. It is a slender digitigrade 

pentadactyl form with an ectaxonic structure. The maximum width is 15.06mm. Digit 

lengths are I, 10.62 (6.48)mm; II, 11.30 (17.97)mm; III, 15.67 (21.0S)mm; IV, 16.41 

(21.4S)mm; V, 10.69 (12.69)mm (the figures shown in brackets are not true digit lengths, 

but a measurement from the distal tip of the digit to a common basepoint, this method is 

shown in Chapter. 3). The divarication (interdigital) angles are I-II, 2ZO; II-III, 18°; 111-

IV, 10°; IV-V, 33°, with a total divarication (I-V) of8ZO. 

The digit casts are very straight and taper to a very fine point on the distal end, 

occasionally a small round cast is present at the tip (claw puncture cast?). Digit casts II and 

III appear to be fused at their base but I, IV and V are isolated. The cast of digit V is much 

broader at the proximal end than the other digits. 

Five other partial forms occur on blocks 3, 4, 6, 20 and 22. G 1, 02 and 03 only 

have the cast of one small digit (lor V) absent or poorly preserved, so they can be 

confidently matched to G4. GS and G6 are less well preserved. 

4.5.2. Discussion. This is a small ectaxonic form characteristic of the manus of 

some Rhynchosauroides sp. However, digit cast IV is relatively long and the footprint is 

more slender compared to many forms in this group. No clearly associated footprint (?pes) 

was observed, however, there are many digit casts all over the surface which may be 

related, but it is difficult to link them with any certainty. Probably the most likely examples 

are three slender digit casts on block 6 between 04 and 05. 
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4.1.3. Identification. Because of the poor preservation it is not possible to 

positively identify these structures as footprints. Therefore they should be regarded as 

Ichnotaxon indet 

4.2. Ichnotaxon indet (structure D) 

1993 slab (LIVCM 2) (Fig. 8) 

4.2.1. Description. The structure is composed offive elongate casts which are 

fused at their proximal ends. All five casts separate and taper towards their distal ends. 

One of the casts diverges at an angle of 45 degrees to the others. The central cast is the 

longest. The maximum length of the structure is c. 80mm and the maximum width is c. 

85mm. 

4.2.2. Discussion. If structure D is a footprint cast it is from a semi-plantigrade, 

pentadactyl foot with a mesaxonic structure. It shares some characteristics with the pes of 

small chirotheroid forms, especially Beasley's Bl form (Beasley 1904) first referred to by 

Morton (1863) as Cheirotherium minus. The present authors believe that Beasley's B 1 is 

synonomous with the pes of Chirotherium sickleri Kaup 1835b. This form is commonly 

found associated with larger l.l1irotherium sp. and has often been referred to as the 

footprintofajuvenile animal. 

4.2.3. Identification. Because ofthe lack of a corresponding manus and the poor 

quality of preservation, structure D on LIYCM 2 should be regarded as Ichnotaxon indet. 

4.3. Ichnogenus indet (footprint E) 

1993 slab (LIVCM 2) (Fig. 8) 

4.3.1. Description. The footprint consists of three slender digit casts. The two 

longest digits are pointed on the distal end. 'The longest is c. 20mm long. 'Ibe shortest is 

c. IOmm long and appears to be connected to the "middle" digit by a thin raised cast. A 

narrow cast, c.lOOmm long, runs parallel with the base ofthe digits. No trackway or 

associated footprint was observed. 
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4.3.2. Discussion. It is not clear what digits are represented by these casts. The 

digitigrade foot could have had either an ectaxonic or mesaxonic structure. The small 

slender digit casts suggest a possible assignment to Rhynchosauroides sp. 

The long narrow cast at the base of the digits may be interpreted as either a thin 

desiccation crack cast or invertebrate burrow cast. It appears to be connected to a fracture 

in the rock which runs through part of structure D. 

4.3.3. Interpretation. This is definitely a footprint cast. Because of poor 

preservation footprint E cannot be confidently assigned to any known ichnogenus. 

Therefore it should be regarded as ichnogenus indet. 

4.4. Ichnogenus indet (footprint F) 

1993 slab (LIVCM 2) (Fig. 8) 

4.4.1. Description. Four slender digit casts are preserved. Three digit casts are c. 

20 mm in length. The middle digit of these three is slightly longer than the other two. A 

shorter fourth digit cast (c. 7.5 mm) is situated below the other three. A thin cast connects 

this shortest digit with the adjacent digit cast. The length of the footprint is c. 30 mm. No 

trackway or related footprint was observed. 

4.4.2. Discussion. This is almost certainly a partially preserved pentadactyl 

footprint. The shortest digit is therefore not preserved. Digit III? appears to be slightly 

longer than digits II? and IV?, therefore the footprint possibly has a mesaXonic structure. 

However, it shares some characteristics of the ectaxonic form Rhynchosauroides 

membranipes (Maidwell, 1911) which Haubold (1971) synonomised with R. rectipes. 

Unfortunately the tips of the three longest digits on footprint F are not sufficiently well 

preserved to be certain of its axony. It may be a poorly preserved example of the L form 

described below in Chp. 6 (4.10). 

4.4.3. Interpretation. This is definitely a footprint cast. Because of poor 

preservation footprint F cannot be confidently assigned to any known ichnogenus. 

Therefore it should be regarded as ichnogenus indet. 
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4.5. Rhynchosauroides sp. (Footprint G) (Fig. 9a, b) 

1993 Slab 1 (LIVCM 3) (Fig. 10) 

4.5.1. Description. There are at least six of these footprints, one whole and five 

partial specimens. They do not appear to be associated with any other form. A trackway 

could not be traced. 

A complete ?right footprint (G 4) occurs on block 6. It is a slender digitigrade 

pentadactyl form with an ectaxonic structure. The maximum width is 15.06mm. Digit 

lengths are I, 10.62 (6.48)mm; II, 11.30 (17.97)mm; III, 15.67 (21.0S)mm; IV, 16.41 

(21.4S)mm; V, 10.69 (12.69)mm (the figures shown in brackets are not true digit lengths, 

but a measurement from the distal tip of the digit to a common basepoint, this method is 

shown in Chapter. 3). The divarication (interdigital) angles are 1-11,22°; II-III, 18°; 111-

IV, 10°; IV-V, 33°, with a total divarication (I-V) of 82°. 

The digit casts are very straight and taper to a very fine point on the distal end, 

occasionally a small round cast is present at the tip (claw puncture cast?). Digit casts II and 

III appear to be fused at their base but I, IV and V are isolated. The cast of digit V is much 

broader at the proximal end than the other digits. 

Five other partial forms occur on blocks 3, 4, 6, 20 and 22. G 1, G2 and G3 only 

have the cast of one small digit (lor V) absent or poorly preserved, so they can be 

confidently matched to G4. G5 and G6 are less well preserved. 

4.5.2. Discussion. This is a small ectaxonic form characteristic of the manus of 

some Rhynchosauroides sp. However, digit cast IV is relatively long and the footprint is 

more slender compared to many forms in this group. No clearly associated footprint (?pes) 

was observed, however, there are many digit casts allover the surface which may be 

related, but it is difficult to link them with any certainty. Probably the most likely examples 

are three slender digit casts on block 6 between G4 and G5. 
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There is a small footprint cast on UMO, G59 from the Helsby Sandstone 

Formation, Lower Anisian, Middle Triassic at Storeton, Wirral which resembles the G 

form (This thesis Chp. 6 (4.5.1». 

4.5.3. Identification. Footprint G probably represents the manus of a 

Rhynchosauroides sp. However, in the absence of any clear pes and trackway it cannot be 

confidently matched to any known ichnospecies. 

4.6. Ichnogenus indet (Footprint H, Figs. lla, b) 

1993 Slab 1 (LIVCM 3) (Fig. 10) 

4.6.1. Description. There are at least five of these digitigrade tridactyl forms with 

short curved digits. Although only three digit casts are preserved the footprint has an 

ectaxonic structure. A trackway could not be traced. Specimens occur on blocks 6, 20, 22 

and 23. Digit cast lengths ofH 2 on block 23 are 11,8.57 mm; III,9.98mm; IV,9.66mm 

(digits are numbered accordingly: middle digit = III, shortest digit = II,). H 2 is longer 

and more slender than H 3 and H 4 on block 22, which appear to be associated. 

H 5 on block 20 has thicker digits than the others, the lengths are II, 8.74mm; III, 

8.77mm; IV,I2.I5mm. 

4.6.2. Discussion. True tridactyl footprints usually have a mesaxonic structure. 

These pseudo tridactyl prints are very commonly found in the British Triassic Beasley 

(1895) described and figured three examples which he called his "H" forms from Storeton 

quarry (Wirral), Weston quarries (Runcom) and Rathbone Street quarry (Liverpool). The 

latter (Beasley's HI) was first figured by Morton (1891), an example (BMNH R2957), is 

now in the BMNH, South Kensington. 

Haubold (1971) synonomised Beasley's H forms with Plesiothornipos binneyi 

Harkness 1850, a specimen found at Weston Point quarry, Cheshire. P. binneyi has never 

been figured and the holotype specimen has not been located in any collection, so this 

cannot be supported. Beasley (1902a) inferred that it was not the same as his H group. 

This is academic, as all of these forms are almost certainly partially preserved pentadactyl 
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forms, the impressions of the smaller digits 1 and V have not been preserved. Tridactyl 

vertebrate footprints do not appear in the British Triassic until the Norian, Upper Triassic 

(King and Benton, 1996). 

4.6.3. Identification. The pseudo tridactyl prints on LIVCM 3 probably represent 

at least three distinct footprint forms. HI on block 6 and H 2 on block 23 could be poorly 

preserved footprint G forms (Rhynchosauroides sp.). However, they were not included in 

this group because the digit casts are curved. 

H forms are probably casts of the II, III and IV manus digits of Rhynchosauroides 

sp. They may well represent more than one ichnospecies. Because of imperfect 

preservation it is not possible to confidently identify these forms. Therefore they should all 

be regarded as ichnogenus indet. 

4.7. Ichnogenus indet (Footprint I, Figs. 12a, b) 

1993 Slab 1 (LIVCM 3) (Fig. 10) 

4.7.1. Description. There are four of these small footprints. Specimens occur on 

blocks 4, 6, 8 and 10. 11 on block 4 and 12 on block 8 are the best preserved examples. 

They are digitigrade tridactyl forms with curved isolated digits. Above each digit there is a 

very small (0.94mm) circular cast of a ?claw impression; these are absent on I3 and 14. 

Digit lengths of 1 1 are ?II, 6.07mm; ?III, 5.58mm; ?IV, 6.18mm. Digit lengths 

ofl2 on block No.8 are ?II, 5.97mm; ?III,7.41mm; ?IV, 7.S0mm (Digit numbers have 

been assumed). 

A possible very fine tail track cast is associated with lIon block 4. A trackway 

could not be traced, although 11, 12 and I3 probably do form part of the same trackway. 

4.7.2. Discussion. This form has not been observed by the author in any other 

British Triassic footprint assemblage. There are many other small pseudo tridactyl forms, 

notably Rhynchosauroides minutipes Maidwell (Beasley's D9 form) on the Feraday _ 

Smith slab (MANCH LL1677) from Overhill quarry, Runcom, Cheshire (Fig. 13 ) and 
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Fig. 13. Part of MAN H LLl677 (Fereday-Srnith slab) 
from Overbill Quarry, Weston, Nr. Runcom, he hire. 
The arrow indicate pseudo tridactyl footprint assigned 
to Rhyncho auroides minutipes Maidwell 1914b 
(Beasley's D9 form). 
Photograph reproduced with kind permission of the 
Photographic Department, National Museums and 
Galleries on Merseyside (Ref. N92. 1 78). 
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Beasley's H forms described above. None of these fonns have the small round ?cIaw 

marks present on 11 and 12. 

The pentadactyl manus of Rhynchosauroides sp. on WMU, G.995 collected by Rev. P. 

B. Brodie from the Arden Sandstone Member (Upper Carnian) at Shrewley, 

Warwickshire, displays similar claw marks, although it is larger than the 1 fonn here (This 

thesis Chp. 6 (4.7.1». Footprint 1 is very likely to be a partially preserved example of a 

similar form. 

4.7.3. Identification. This is an imperfectly preserved fonn. No trackway or 

definite manus and pes set has been observed. Consequently footprint I should be 

regarded as ichnogenus indet. 

4.8. Rhynchosauroides sp. (Footprint J, Figs.14a, b, c) 

1993 Slab 1 (LIVCM 3) (Fig. 10) 

4.8.1. Description. There are at least five examples offootprintJ. They all vary 

in fonn, but share some common characteristics, such as scimitar curvature of digit ?II, 

probable ectaxonic structure and comparable digit lengths. Several of the forms show the 

same general curvature of the digit casts. 

J 1 on block 5 is the only complete example. It is a pentadactyl form with an 

7ectaxonic structure. The digit casts appear to be splayed outwards. J 2 and J 5 have three 

digit casts preserved, J 4 and J 3 have four. 

The lengths ofthe digit casts of J 3 on block 4 are 7I, 19.75mm; 711,23.40mm; 

711I, 28.91mm and 71V 21.45mm**. J 4 on block no. 4 has digit cast lengths of 711, 

19.75mm*; 711I, 19.29mm*; ?IV, 30.21mm and ?V, 23.03mm. J 5 on block no. 20 has 

digit cast lengths of 7111*, 12.54mm; ?IV,31.14mm; ?V, 22.69mm (* = partial 

preservation?; ** = bent/distorted digit cast». The digit numbers were obtained using the 

information from the composite sketches (Fig. 15). 

4.8.2. Discussion. There is one whole, but distorted, right pes (J 1), one partial 

right pes (J 3) and three partial left pes (J 2, J 4 and J 5). The morphology of the 
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(a) 

Fig. 14. F otprint J 

(a) 11 sketch and ph tograpb. 

(b) 13 sketch and photograph. 

(c) J4 sketch and photograph. 

(a) 
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IV III 
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Fig. 15. Composite sketches of J forms 
(see fig. 10 for location on slab) 

a = J5 (left pes). 
b= J4(left pes). 
c = 13 (right pes). 
d= J3 (reversed to simulate a left pes). 

III IV 

I 

. 
1 

e = Composite ofleft pes J5 (black) andJ4 (white). 

g 

V 

(/ 

f = Composite left pes J5 (black), J4 (white) andJ3 (stipled). 

d 

v 

g = Outline sketch of composite left pes (f) above, with inferred digit Nos. 
h= JI (right pes) with inferred digit Nos. 
i = 11 Reversed to simulate a left pes. Note the similarity with the 

composite outline sketch (g). 



composite sketch (Fig. 15) compares well with the pes of Rhynchosauroides membranipes 

MaidweIll911 (D8 MaidwellI914b); which is considered by Haubold (1971), to be 

synonomous with Rhynchosauroides rectipes Maidwell 1911. 

Footprint J is possibly related to the Land M forms (described below). It was 

initially thought thatJ4and J5 may be partofa trackway which includes L2IM1 and 

L3IM2. This is discussed below. 

4.8.3. Identification. Footprint J is assigned to the ichnogenus 

Rhynchosauroides. The composite sketch compares closely with the pes of 

Rhynchosauroides membranipes. Unfortunately only distorted or partial footprints are 

preserved, and there is no obvious associated manus or trackway. This makes a positive 

identification to ichnospecies level impossible. 

4.9. Ichnogenus indet (Footprint K, Figs. 16a, b) 

1993 Slab 1 (LIVCM 3) (Fig. 10) 

4.9.1. Description. There are five of these digitigrade pentadactyl forms. Digit 

casts I and V are shorter than II, III and IV, and are situated more proximally. 

Specimen K4 is the most complete example. K4 differs from the others in that the 

digit casts are more slender and spread out. Digit cast lengths of K4 are ?I, 13.30mm ; ?II, 

17.73mm.; ?III, 18.55mm; ?IV, I8.18mm; V,I1.87mm (measurement method is shown in 

Chp. 3). Digit cast I is absent on Kl and K3. The total divarication angle (I-V) is 69°. 

4.9.2. Discussion. It has been assumed that the cast of digit V is the smallest, and 

set most proximally at a slight angle to the midline. Using this assumption there are 

therefore two ?Ieft footprints, K2 (block Sa) and K5 (block 22) and three ?right footprints, 

KI (block Sa), K3 (block 3) and K4 (block 10). 

Variations in the softness of sediment may have contributed to variations in the 

relief and width of the digit casts. This would also account for the broader digit casts of 

K3 and KS. 
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Fig. 16a. K5 on block 22, photograph and sketch 

.-<0-.-.. __ K2 

Kl 

Fig. l6b. Photographs of Kl and K2 (block 5a), K3 (block 3) and 
K4 (block 10). 



This may be the manus of the J form (Rhynchosauroides sp) (This thesis, Chp. 6 

(4.8», but this cannot be confirmed for two main reasons; it does not have an ectaxonic 

structure and it cannot be clearly related to a pes footprint. 

The manus of Rotodactylus sp. found in the British Triassic shares some similarity 

with the K form described here. The structure is similar to Rotodactylus (Rhynchosaurus) 

tumidus (Morton 1897) Haubold 1971 (Beasley's I form), the holotype of which is 

currently on loan from the Grosvenor Museum, Chester to the NMGM (Liverpool 

Museum) (WI29.1978.50N). However, no evidence of a Rotodactylus pes on LNCM 3 

has been found. 

K4 is a slender digitigrade form much more typical of Rhynchosauroides forms. 

An Rotodactylus manus footprints observed in the British Triassic have been much broader 

and have characteristic spade-like tips to the digits. 

4.9.3. Identification. Footprint K cannot be confidently attributed to any known 

ichnogenus. Because of this, and inconsistencies in preservation footprint K is regarded as 

ichnogenus indet. 

4.10. Ichnogenus indet (Footprints L, M, Figs. 17a, 17b, 18a, 

18b, 19,20) 

Footprints Land M are a pes and manus set. There are two sets on 1993 slab 1 

(LIVCM 3), Fig. 10), a left set (L 2 and M I) on block 22 and a right set (L 3 and M 2) 

on block 20. There is another probable left set (lA and M3) on block B, 1993 slab 2 

(LIVCM 4). In addition to these sets, there is an isolated (right?) pes cast (Ll). 

There are sufficient differences between the footprints to indicate that they may not 

all be associated, consequently we describe them separately. Sets L2IMI and L3/M2 may 

fonn part of the same trackway and discussion of this is gi ven below. 

Measurements are taken from the distal tips of the digits to a common basepoint 

through digit III. 

4.11. L1 (Figs. 17a, b) 
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(a) ern 

Rgl7 ~) 
(a) Sketch of Lion Slab 1, block 25. 
(b) Photograph of LIon Slab 1, block 25. 

(a) (b) 
Rg. 18. 
(a) SketchofL2andMl on Slab 1, block 22. 
(b) Photograph of L2 and MI on Slab I , block 22. 

Rg. 20. Photograph of LA and M3 
on Slab 2, block B. 

Fig. 19. Photograph of LJ and M2 
on Slab 1, block 20. 



.......... ..ti. N" 

1993 Slab 1 (LIVCM 3) (Fig. 10) 

4.11.1. Description. L 1 (?right pes) on block 25 (omitted from Fig. 10) is an 

isolated cast, no associated footprints were found on the same block. Preservation on the 

distal end is poor. It is a pentadactyl, digitigrade form with an ?ectaxonic structure. Digit 

cast lengths are ?V, 34.86* (24.31)mm; ?IV, 52.35* (40.47)mm; ?111,48.49mm; ?II, 

41.15mm; ?I, 26.45mm (*=measurement taken to isolated raised cast at distal end). The 

total divarication is 79°. There appears to be the cast of a web between digits ?I and ?II. 

The digit casts are very straight and converge at the proximal end. 

4.12. L2 and Ml (Figs. 18a, b) 

1993 Slab 1 (LIVCM 3) (Fig. 10) 

4.12.1. Description. These form a manus and pes set. L 2 (?left pes) on block 22 

is a digitigrade form. Only four distinct digit casts can be seen. It is not clear which of the 

digit casts are preserved, this could either be an ectaxonic fonn in which case the digit'cast 

lengths are I (missing); II, 33.72mm; 11I,41.62mm; IV,51.65mm; V,43.02mm. Or it 

could be a mesaxonic form in which case the digit cast lengths are I, 33.72mm; II, 

41.62mm; III, 51.65mm; IV, 43.02mm; V (missing). It was not possible to measure the 

total divarication between digits I and IV. No fifth digit cast to the rear of digit cast IV 

could be found. There appears to be distal webbing between all of the digit casts. 

M 1 (?Ieft manus) on block 22 is a digitigrade, ?tetradactyl form. Digit cast lengths 

are I, 18.67mm; II, 23.19mm; III, 32.54mm; IV,32.00mm. The digit casts are triangular 

and sharply pointed at the distal end. No webbing was observed. The proximal surface of 

the manus cast appears to be broken just below the digit casts. 

4.13. L3 and M2 (Fig. 19) 

1993 Slab 1 (LIVCM 3) (Fig. 10) 

4.13.1. Description. This setis preserved in lowerreliefthan L2 and Ml. L 3 

(?right pes) on block 20 is a digitigrade, ?pentadactyl form. The pes digits casts are very 
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straight, their lengths are: I,29.87mm; II,41.67mm; III,41.61mm; IV,43.66mm; V, 

25.7Smm. The total divarication is 64°. 

M 2 (? right manus) on block 20 is a digitigrade pentadactyl form with a 

?mesaxonic structure. Digit cast lengths are: I, 20.82*mm; II, 22.19*mm; III, 

28.23mm; IV, ?l9.36*mm; V, 1O.42*mm (*= unclear preservati~n). Digit cast V curves 

slightly inwards towards the pes. The divarication angle of digit cast V from the long axis 

(through digit cast III) is approximately 75°. 

4.14. L4 and M3 (Fig. 20) 

1993 Slab 2 (LIVCM 4) block B (Fig. 21a, 21b) 

4.14.1. Description. IA and M3 are a ?Ieft set preserved in very low relief. Pes 

IA appears to have a mesaxonic structure, but the distal ends of digit cast II. and especially 

IV are not clear. Digit cast lengths are V, 27.72mm; IV, 40.64*mm; III, 46.46mm; II, 

44.82*mm; I, 23.25mm (*= unclear, poor preservation). The total divarication is 72°. 

The manus is very poorly preserved. There appears to be four partial manus digit 

casts preserved. probably II, III, IV and V. The longest cast (III?) is 26.98mm. Digit cast 

?V appears to be situated almost at a right angle to this cast. 

4.15. Land M forms 

4.15.1. Discussion. The webbed pes (L 2) and the apparently tetradactyl manus 

(M I) on block 22 suggests that these footprints could have been made by a true amphibian 

(batrachomorph). The pes of extant frogs and toads may have mesial or distal webbing. 

The distortion of some larger footprint forms and the preservation of tiny 

footprints, obviously made by small light animals, indicates that the mud was very soft 

when the impressions were made. The supposed webbing. seen clearly on both pes Ll 

and L2. could have been caused by lateral displacement of the digits, due to sliding in very 

soft mud. This cause of apparent webbing was also suggested by Haubold (1971) who 

synonomised Rhynchosauroides. membranipes, a supposed webbed form (Maidwell 

1911), with R. rectipes, a footprint form which he attributed to the Lepidosauria. 
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Fig. 21b. A small sample of 
mudston from below Slab 2 
(bed E), containing original 
rain-pits made by rain that f 11 
over 220 million years ago! 
Sandstone casts of these 
rain-pits can be seen in places 
on the base of bed E 
(especially on Slab 2) 
Scale bar is 2 cm 

Fig. 2la. Photograph of Slab 2, which consists of 17 blocks. 
Originally part of bed E ( arne as Slab 1), it was found n 

/9/93 between 13.16m and l4.75m to the south of the fault 
on the South-West point of Hilbre. The photograph shows 
the lab after cleaning, with the blocks inverted to show the 
f tprint casts. Note the variable thickness of the sandstone 
blocks. In order to repositi n the blocks t obtain a latex ca t, 
the blocks were put int and and ] evelled 
Slab 2 also contains many desiccation Cl'ack casts , invertebrate 
trace fossils and excellent rain-pit casts ( ee fig. 20). 

Fig. 21c. Plan of Slab 2. F olprints LA and M3 were f01md on bi ck B. 
Footprint N was found on block Cl. The slab measures 185 em I ng and 
66 em wide. 



Pes L 2 partially registers (primary overlap) manus M 1 and in extant amphibian 

trackways registration never occurs (Brown et aI. 1992). It is probable that digit cast V on 

MI, which may be positioned at more than 450 to the long axis, is hidden by the pes (L2). 

Manus impression M I could therefore have been made by a pentadactyl hand. 

Three possible reconstructions of L2 and Ml are shown in Fig. 22. Because only 

four digit casts are present on pes L2, identification depends on whether it is digit cast lor 

V which is preserved. If we assume that it is digit cast V then we have a footprint with an 

ectaxonic structure, typical of Rhynchosauroides sp. and Rotodactylus sp. If it is digit cast 

I, then it has a mesaxonic structure typically found in many chirotheroid forms. In the 

latter group digit V is usually well preserved and situated proximally, often at an angle to 

the long axis through digit III. In the Chirotherium sp. digit V is also recurved. The 

assumed fifth digit of our L form is well preserved, but it is parallel with digit ?IV and 

straight. Therefore the L form cannot be assigned to this group. 

We can also eliminate another common Triassic ichnogenus, Rotodactyl us, in 

which the cast of pes digit V is situated to the rear behind digit cast IV. There is no 

evidence of this on the L form. 

Assuming that digit cast V is preserved on L2, then there are problems relating it to 

the ichnogenus Rhynchosauroides. In most examples of pes footprints in this group digit 

cast V is absent or much reduced. There is also an additional problem if we consider the 

manus (Ml). If we assume that it is pentadactyl and the fifth digit is overprinted by the pes 

(L2), then digit III appears to be slightly longer than digit IV, this would give manus M I a 

mesaxonic structure. ?Right manus M2 also appears to have a mesaxonic structure, 

although the digit casts are not well defined. All Rhynchosauroides sp. have an ectaxonic 

manus (digit IV longest). 

4.15.2. Identification. LI, L2, L3, IA (LIVCM 3 & 4) and footprint F (LIVCM 

2, Fig. 8) are probably all variants of a pes footprint produced by the same type of animal. 

MI, M2 and M3 are variations of the manus footprint. Unfortunately it is not certain that 
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Fig. 22 

a = Sketch of set L2 and Ml on Slab 1, block 22 ( see fig. 18) 

b, c and d = TIrree possible reconstructions of the original fann 
discussed in the text (black shading indicates 
possible preservation loss). 



all these footprints belong to the same trackway. Although it is suspected that they are 

large Rhynchosauroides forms, they cannot confidently be matched to any known 

ichnogenus, and therefore should be regarded as ichnogenus indet. 

4.15.3. Discussion (Trackway of L, M and J forms). It is not clear 

whether all of the L and M forms belong to the same trackway. Ll cannot be definitely 

related to L2IMl as there is nota perfect join between blocks 25 and 22. Likewise IA and 

M3 cannot be linked to L2IMl and L31M2 as they were found on separate slabs and bed E 

was eroded away between them. 

However, sets L2IM1 and L31M2 and two partial forms 14 and 15 look as though 

they could form part of the same trackway. Unfortunately it was 

not possible to establish a midline through a possible trackway which includes these 

forms. The oblique pes pace measurement taken between the tip of digit ?IV on L2 and 1...3, 

is 198 mm whereas it is only 147 mm between L3 and J5. The composite sketch (Fig. 15) 

reveals that J 5 is comparable with J 4. Both are partial left pes casts, so therefore they 

cannot represent consecutive prints within the same trackway. The J forms do not have a 

related ?manus; whereas three of the L forms, particularily L2, have an associated manus of 

relatively high relief. Consequently, the J forms cannot confidently be included in any 

possible trackway with the L and M forms. 

Because several cycles oftrackmaking occured on LIVCM 3 it is not even certain 

that sets L2IMl and L3IM2 belong to the same trackway. The variable relief and form of 

the two sets adds to this uncertainty. 

4.16. Ichnogenus indet (Footprint N, Fig. 23) 

1993 Slab 2 (LIVCM 4) block Cl (Fig. 21a, 21c) 

4.16.1. Descri ption. The specimen is preserved in convex-hyporelief in a 

medium-coarse grained red sandstone. The surface of the block also contains many raised 

circular areas, which are interpreted as raindrop casts. The footprint cast is of low relief and 

only clearly visible under oblique light. It is a ?pentadactyl footprint with a mesaxonic 
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Fig. 23. Photograph of Footprint N on Slab 2, block Cl. 
Although assigned here to Icbnogenus indet, it is possibly 
a right pes of a very small ChirotheriUIIl sp. . It is similar 
to the pes of C. huli Baird 1954. The footprint is only 
c.50 mm long. If it is a ChirotheriUIIl sp., it would be the 
smallest yet recorded in the British Tliassic. 
All digit numbers have been inferred 



structure. Three of the digit casts are of higher relief on their distal ends and appear to fuse 

together at their proximal end. A fourth shorter (digit I?) cast may be present, although this 

has been obscured by raindrop casts. A curved fifth digit cast is situated proximally. Digit 

cast lengths are, I, 738.86 (unclear); II, 43.84mm; III, 49.84mm; IV, 47.89mm; V, 

20.75mm. 

4.16.2. Discussion. The structure and curved fifth digit is typical of Chi rotheri um 

sp., although no metapodial-phalangeal pads are preserved, and it is a very small footprint 

compared to many in this ichnogenus. Peabody (1948) recorded similar sized (c. 50mm 

long) examples from the Lower and Upper Moenkopi Formation (Lower - Middle Triassic) 

of Arizona, USA. In the British Triassic small chirotheroid forms such as Synaptichnium 

sp. and ?juvenile Chirotherium sp., such as C. sickleri are often found associated with 

larger specimens such as Chirotherium storetonense. Footprint N may be the smallest 

chirotheroid specimen found in the British Triassic. 

4.16.3. Identification. Footprint N is similar to the right pes of a small 

Chirotherium sp. such as C. lulli Baird 1954. Unfortunately no manus or trackway has 

been observed, and the footprint is in such low relief that.digit cast 71 is not clear. Until 

better preserved material is found, we prefer to regard this form as ichnogenus indet. 

5.17. Ichnogenus indet (Footprint 0, Fig. 24) 

1993 Slab (LIVCM S) 

4.17.1 Description. The specimen, preserved in convex hyporeliefin a medium

coarse grained red sandstone, has been cut into two pieces. There are four triangular digit 

casts, one of which is only represented by a claw cast, the other three are in high relief. 

Depth measurements are 19.45mm at the outer edge of digit ?IV, 20.20mm between digits 

7111 and ?IVand 17.76mm between digits III and II. 

At the distal ends of the two larger digit casts the surface is broken, immediately 

behind these the surface of the cast is very smooth. A desiccation crack cast borders the 

proximal end of the footprint. 
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Fig. 24. Fo tprint O. A natural cast of four harply 
pointed tIiangular digits, fOlll1d at the base f 
sandstone hedA. The lab was cut OUl.frorn bedA, 
unfortunately Ihe saw cut diag nally tbrough the footplmt 
cast, although no important details are 1 t. 
The photograph shows the specimen after the mud wa 
washed off the surface and th two halves reassemble 
Desiccation crack casts and invert brate trace fo ' il are 
a1 0 present Oil this slab. Seal bar i 2 em 



4.17.2. Discussion. The footprint was impressed deeply at the distal end. This 

may have occured in very soft mud while the animal was running. There is no evidence of 

a heel impression. The broken surface at the distal end of two ofthe digit casts is probably 

the result of the fusion of two sandstone units, the underlying bed and the casting sand. 

The distal tips of the digits probably went through the mud layer to the sand below. The 

mud seam below sandstone bed A is less than 5mm thick in many places. 

The sharply tapering digit casts are typical of many chirotheroid forms. An acetate 

tracing was taken of the digit casts and compared with acetate tracings of broad chirotheroid 

forms. The configuration of the digits compares most favourably with Chirotherium aff. 

storetonense Kuhn 1963 (Beasley's A2 form, reinterpreted here as C. barthii). Fig. 25a 

shows an interpretation of footprint 0 as a Chirotherium sp. right pes. Similar specimens 

in Warwick Museum from Lymm, which have comparable measurements, are shown in 

Figs 25b, 25c. 

Unfortunately, footprint 0 does not show the characteristic smaller manus in front 

of the pes, even though there is sufficient rock left in which a manus cast could have been 

preserved. The manus may have either been eroded, as they are usually of lower relief than 

the pes, it may have been absent or very lightly impressed, or it may be preserved on 

another block (not yet removed). 

Fortunately the orientation of this footprint suggested that further specimens from 

the same trackway, if preserved, will be discovered when sandstone bed A is lifted. 

If Hilbre proves to be part of the Chester Pebble Bed Formation (Lower Triassic} 

and this is indeed a Chirotherium sp, it would be the earliest occurence of this ichnogenus 

in the British Triassic. 

4.17.3. Interpretation. Specimen LIVCM 5 probably contains the cast ofa 

Chirotherium sp. (A2) right pes. Unfortunately, the characteristic curved fifth digit of the 

pes and the smaller manus are not preserved, so this specimen cannot be confidently 
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, Fig.25a. A reinterpretation of Footprint 0 
as a large Chirotherium sp. right pes. 
Dotted white lines indicate the probable 
outline of a more typical mode of 
preservation Digit mnnbers have been 
inferred Scale bar is 2 em. 
Figs. 25b. 25c below s~ow two similar . 
examples of Chirothenum pes preservatton 

Fig. 25c. WARMS Gz 1147 Chirotherium 
pes (No. 5). This is one of several A2 
(C. barthi) forms on the same slab . 
(probably origina.l1y from L~ Cheshire). 
Note the bighrelief of the tnangular 
digit casts I-IV. compared to digit V. and the 
absence of a clear manus cast immediately 
infront of the pes. Scale bar is 2 em 

Fig. 25b. WARMS GII54 
Cbirotherium pes (No.3). 
This right pes forms part of 
a partial trackway (probably 
originally from Lymm. 
Cheshire). The top surface 
of digits I-IV is broken, 
possibly due to deep 
impression and the resultant 
fusion of two sandstone 
beds above and below the 
original mud/clay footprint 
bed Manus casts on this 
specimen (where present) 
are situated well in advance 
of the pes. and in relatively 
low relief. These features 
may indicate an animal 
which was almost 
functionally bipedal when 
running. Scale bar is 5 em 



assigned to this or any other known ichnogenus. It should therefore be regarded as 

ichnogenus indet. 

5. Discussion 
5.1. Palaeoenvironment 

The sedimentary sequence is typical of braided river deposits. Argillaceous 

sediments deposited on floodplains or in abandoned channels took the impressions of 

animals walking over the surface and burrowing through the sediment (Fig. 26). Rain 

drop casts are preserved on 1993 slab 2 (LIVCM 4) indicating that rain must have fallen 

while the mud seam below bed E was still soft. 1993 Slab 1 (LlVCM 3), also thought to 

be part of bed E, does not contain raindrop casts. Assuming we are correct in relating these 

two slabs to bed E, the area known as slab 1 may have either been covered by a shallow 

layer of water or had dried out more quickly, so raindrops made no impression on the 

surface. 

The sediment then dried out sufficiently for thin desiccation cracks to form. The 

surface was then partly eroded, probably by water current action. The surface was again 

exposed and desiccation occured. This time the desiccation cracks were wider, indicating 

longer subaerial exposure and/or warmer/windier conditions. Animals made impressions 

in the exposed mud and burrowed through it. Evidence for this sequence is shown by 

cross- cutting footprints of varying relief and two stages of desiccation crack formation. 

The area was again covered with water and the impressions were infilled by sand 

transported and deposited by flood waters, or a switching channel system. The sand was 

lithified into sandstone, producing casts of the impressions made in the underlying 

mudstone. 

The repeated sequence of thin mudstones and sandstones probably indicates the 

. lateral migration of channels within the braided river system. The main channel sandstones 

show trough cross-bedding and contain some quartz pebbles, but little or no evidence of 
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Fig. 26. Interpretation of a Triassic scene based on palaeontological 
and sedimentological evidence found on Hilbre. Medium sized 
archosaurs and small diapsids walk near the margins of a braided 
river floodplain Horsetail plants border the river and pools. 



organic activity. The shallower migrating distributary channels repeatedly cut through the 

thin mud deposits on the floodplain or channel banks, leading to the production of laterally 

impersistent mudstone seams and the fusion of sandstone units. 

The footprint assemblage consists of Chirotherium sp. which are generally 

considered to represent the footprints of archosaurs (Krebs 1966); and Rhynchosauroides 

sp. which are considered to have been produced by small diapsids (Haubold 1971). 

A preliminary study of the invertebrate trace fossils indicates a Scoyenia ichnofacies 

typical of terrestrial environments (Pollard pers. comm., 1995). 

A loose block, possibly from bed A contains a structure identical to the "ctenoid 

casts" described by Beasley (1908) and Cummins (1959, 1965) from the Lower Keuper 

Sandstone at Townhead quarry Alton, N. Staffs. Ctenoid casts are rare and thought to be 

the casts of impressions made in soft mud by the ends of equisetiform plant stems carried 

in turbulent current conditions (Cummins 1965). This cast may represent part of the stem 

of an Eguisetum sp. (horsetail), still commonly found today near river banks. 

Few body fossils are found in these Triassic rocks because the preservation 

potential is often reduced in continental environments by relatively slow rates of burial and 

the consequent risk of scavenging/disarticulation of carcasses. The presence of oxidising 

conditions encourages decomposition even after burial. The sandstones are often very 

porous and permeable so any original organic material is dissolved by permeating fluids. 

However, these properties have resulted in the Sherwood Sandstone Group containing 

major gas reservoirs in Morecambe Bay and the Irish Sea. 

5.2. Footprints 

I have deliberately avoided giving new names to some of the footprint forms. I 

prefer to wait until more of the footprint beds have been excavated. It is very likely that 

better specimens await discovery. The classification of Triassic footprints is also in need of 

a major review. 
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It is frustrating that despite the quality of preservation, especially on slab 1, there 

are few whole footprints preserved and no clear trackways. Both these problems are 

typical of the smaller footprint forms. The smaller animals appear to have been scurrying 

about and usually trackways over print each other. The relative position of the manus and 

pes in many small reptiles and amphibians can also be confusing. Partial preservation is 

probably due to the light weight of some ofthe animals and the relatively small digits I and 

V. The tracks of small light - bodied extant lizards and amphibians are rarely seen. 

Distortion of footprint form, seen in several examples, was probably the result of slippage 

in very soft sediment. 

The footprint surface is further complicated by at least two cycles of exposure, 

impression and erosion. Some footprint impressions made during the first cycle survived, 

or partIy survived, subsequent erosion. These have in some places been overprinted by 

later footprints. 

5.3. Footprint assemblage comparison 

Traditionally the rocks on Hilbre have been regarded as Lower Triassic in age (Hull 

1869) (see Chp. 6 (3.1». In Britain, fossil footprints are rare in Lower Triassic rocks. 

This is probably due to preservational factors related to the depositional environment rather 

than a paucity of fauna at this time. Coarser arenaceous and rudaceous facies unconducive 

to footprint preservation are more common in rocks of this age. 

There is only one record of Lower Triassic footprints from the Cheshire Basin. 

Alty (1926) recorded a single footprint found on a core taken from a depth of 660 feet in 

the Stockport Waterworks Corporation Wilmslow No.1 borehole. Thompson (1966) 

notes that the footprint was preserved as a natural mould (concave epireliet) and found 

"330 feet above the base of the Bunter Upper Mottled Sandstone" (Wilmslow Sandstone 

Formation). The specimen probably represents a chirotheroid manus and is now on 

display in Stockport Museum (No Ace. No.). 
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Wills and Sarjeant (1970) recorded Coelurosaurichnus sp.?Aetosauripus sp., 

Rhynchosauroides sp. and Hamatopus sp. footprints from water borehole cores in the 

Lower Triassic Kidderminster and Wildmoor Sandstone Formations (formerly Bunter 

Pebble Beds) at Bellington, Worcestershire. King and Benton (1996) have reinterpreted 

the supposed Coelurosaurichnus sp. dinosaur footprints as inorganic sedimentary 

structures. Many of the other supposed footprints are also dubious, for example 

?Aetosauripus sp. are flute marks. However, Hamatopus sp. (BU 2028) found in 

borehole No.3 at a depth of 540 ft in the Upper Mottled Sandstone (near the base of the 

Wildmoor Sandstone Formation) is possibly a Rotodactylus sp. Specimen BU 2028 may 

therefore be the earliest British Triassic footprint specimen yet found (Middle - Upper 

Scythian in age) 

An unpublished paper by Wills (1956) also described a probable Rotodactylus sp. 

from the Middle - Upper Scythian, Lower Triassic. A trackway was found in 1953 on a 30 

inch diameter water borehole (No.1) core at 336 ft depth in the Upper Mottled Sandstone 

(Wildmoor Sandstone Formation) at Churchill, Worcestershire (British National Grid 

Reference SO 870801). The original specimen was in a very poor condition but an 

artificial 'plastone' cast was made and is now on display in the BGS Museum at Keyworth, 

Nottingham (GSM 86981). 

At present there are no undisputed footprint specimens from the Kidderminster or 

Chester Pebble Bed Formations (Middle Scythian). 

Similar footprints to those found on Hilbre have been found in the Helsby 

Sandstone Formation at Storeton quarry (Wirral, Merseyside), Rathbone Street quarry 

(Liverpool, Merseyside) and Overhill and Weston Quarries, Runcom (Cheshire); the 

Tarporley Siltstone Formation at ?Windmill quarry, Lymm (Cheshire); the upper part of the 

Hollington Sandstone Formation and Denstone Formation at Townhead quarry (Alton, 

North Staffordshire) and the Bromsgrove Sandstone Formation at Brewood (South 
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Staffordshire). The main footprint beds at these localities are now considered to be either 

Lower or Middle Anisian in age (Middle Triassic) (Benton et at. 1994). 

Unfortunately the present Hilbre footprint assemblage cannot be compared precisely 

with any of these Middle Triassic localities. It is hoped that future finds from Hilbre will 

clarify this. However, preliminary work on the stratigraphic distribution of Triassic 

footprint forms and locality assemblages suggests that the assemblage is similar to that 

found at Runcom, Cheshire. 

5.4. Stratigraphy 

The accepted stratigraphy of Hilbre has recently been challenged by Jackson and 

Mulholland (1993). They published a map (their fig. 2) in which they depicted the 

Ormskirk Sandstone Formation extending NW-SE across the area of Hilbre (including the 

main island, Middle Eye, Tanskey Rocks and Caldy Rocks). By contrast, Hilbre point 

was included in the outcrop of the Wilmslow Sandstone Formation. This altered a BGS 

interpretation that had stood for c. 150 years. 

D. Jackson (pers. comm. 1994) based this new interpretation on the geophysical 

evidence offshore and a reappraisal of the published literature on the geological

sedimentological evidence of the general area on land. The evidence could only fit the 

offshore geophysical data if all the outcrops on Hilbre fonned part of the Onnskirk 

Sandstone Formation. Hilbre is now considered by the British Geological Survey to 

belong to the East Deemster sub-basin of the EISB. 

6. Summary 
The finds of 1993 - 4 represent the most complete in situ. vertebrate footprint 

assemblage, from the Lower - Middle Triassic of the British Isles, found in the last 80 

years. 

Evaluation of the footprint assemblage and other sedimentological evidence 

suggests that Hilbre is composed of rocks which compare more closely with the Middle 
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Triassic Helsby Sandstone Formation than the Lower Triassic Chester Pebble Bed 

Formation. Assuming Jackson and Mulholland (1993) are correct in their interpretation 

that Hilbre forms part of the East Deemster sub-basin of the EISB. The evidence presented 

here supports their hypothesis that Hilbre should be re-assigned to the Middle Triassic 

Ormskirk Sandstone Formation. 
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Chapter 7. 

Triassic vertebrate footprints from Hollington, 
North Staffordshire, England. 

1. Introduction 
The Hollington Sandstone Formation has been extensively quarried for quality 

building stone and scythe sharpening stones, in and around the village of Hollington, 

North Staffordshire (UK National Grid Reference, SK 059390; Fig. 1) since at least the 

early 19th century (Greenslade & Jenkins, 1967). During most of the 19th century and the 

beginning of the 20th century Hollington sandstone was in great demand for use in 

building churches, bridges and public buildings, many fresh quarry faces were exposed 

during this time. This was also a period of great interest in natural history and many local 

societies flourished. 

The first recorded discovery of vertebrate footprints from the Hollington quarries 

was by Beasley (1892), and further finds have been recorded since then (Beasley, 1907; 

Brett, 1919; Sarjeant, 1974, 1985; Delair & Sarjeant, 1985). Greatgate Quarry (formerly 

referred to as Fielding's quarry, SK 055402) appears to have been the main source of 

footprints. Unfortunately an extensive search by the author has failed to reveal any 

authenticated footprint specimens from Hollington in museums or private collections. 

New specimens with the natural casts of vertebrate footprints were found by the 

author on the 29th July, 1992 at the east end of Tearne Quarry, Hollington (SK 055390). 

These were contained in two loose blocks of sandstone on a debris bank built from qu~ 

waste, which had been removed to expose building stones known as Tearne and Strine 

. Hollington Sandstone . 

. The purpose of this chapter is to present a history and discussion of the Hollington 

footpri'nt finds and to report and describe the new footprint discoveries. The Hollington 
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footprint assemblage and stratigraphy is also briefly compared with other English Middle 

Triassic footprint localities. 

2. History 
In August, 1891 Henry Beasley, accompanied by two other members of the 

Liverpool Geological Association, Mr. C. E. Miles and Mr. F. R. Chalmers, made a three

day excursion to North Staffordshire. Walking eastwards from the village of Tean, 

Beasley (1892) noted "A mile or so farther on the quarries at Hollington are reached. There 

are some on the right hand side of the road, but the principal ones form a semi circle round 

the back of the hill on the other or north side". Beasley then briefly described a section in 

''The quarry nearest the high road" and records that "I saw one small but rather perfect 

footprint and other traces of them. They may have belonged to a Rhynchosaurus, but more 

probably to a smaller lizard". The "quarry nearest the high road" may have been the old 

Broadmoorside Quarry (SK 053394), which has recently re-opened, or possibly Redbank 

Quarry (SK 055398) which first opened in 1880. It is certainly not a reference to 

Oldham's Tearne Quarry which did not open until 1900 (A. Wood., pers. comm., 1992) 

nor to Greatgate which is not situated off the "high road", presumably the old Roman road 

which runs along the ridge. 

Beasley was very familiar with similar small footprints from Cheshire, Merseyside, 

Shropshire, and Warwickshire. He did not express any surprise at finding these footprints 

in Hollington, nor did he indicate that they were the first that had been found there . 

. Perhaps footprints had been found at Hollington before, but no written account had been 

made. 

Beasley found several larger chirotheroid forms at Hollington. In a letter to his 

friend and fellow footprint enthusiast George Hickling of Manchester University (31st 

October, 1905) he wrote, "I had a fairly successful week in North Staffordshire. I found a 

good many cheirotheroid prints, but rather imperfect all in blocks too large to move, 
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however they were photographed. They are no doubt the same as Al Storeton prints. In 

the quarry in which I found them, but at a much higher level, some bones of 

Hyperodapedon were found earlier in the year". Later, Beasley (1907) noted that the 

quarry in which Hyperodapedon was found was Fielding's Quarry (Greatgate). This was 

the richest source locally of "both rhynchosauroid and cheirotheroid prints" (Beasley, 

1907). Further specimens were found during ajoint field visit of the Liverpool and North 

Staffordshire Field Societies in April, 1906, which were described and figured by Beasley 

(1907) as his '0' form. 

Beasley and others took at least 16 photographs at Hollington between Easter, 1906 

and September, 1913 (Sarjeant, 1985), at least eight of which show footprints. They are 

held in the Beasley photographic archive (Liverpool Museum). These photographs appear 

to be the only surviving record of the early footprint finds at Hollington. Beasley probably 

had several Hollington footprint specimens in his personal collection, but after his death in 

1919, his specimens donated to the Liverpool Museum were destroyed in a fire in 1941 

caused by an incendiary bomb. 

Further footprint finds from Hollington this century have also been lost. Brett 

(1919) reported a 'chirotheiroid' footprint from Hollington (specimen No. 883) in the 

Meynell Museum of Denstone College, North Staffordshire. This collection was 

transferred to the Department of Geology, U ni versity of Leicester in 1959. Most of the 

collection has now been catalogued (R. G. Clements, pers. comm., 1992), but specimen 

No. 883 could not be found. Sarjeant (1974) records that "a number of slabs exhibiting 

fossil footprints were collected from the quarries at Hollington during 1969 by Mr A. W. 

Hart; an account of these footprints is to be published by Dr Frank M. Taylor of the 

University of Nottingham." Delair & Sarjeant (1985) noted that the promised account 

"now seems unlikely to appear". F. M. Taylor (pers. comm., 1993) recalled that a 

triangular slab, approximately 18 inches by 12 inches, containing small footprints 

(presumably Rhynchosauroides) was lodged in the collection of the Department of Geology 
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at Nottingham University, but all efforts to trace it have failed. Stanley (in Delair & 

Sarjeant, 1985) noted "I have a "Cheirotherium" print preserved on an undersurface, on 

sandstone which I believe might be Hollington stone. The specimen was acquired with the 

remains of a decaying collection from the Biddulph Grange Hospital ... and shows a large 

(?hind) foot which has been impressed on clay which was subsequently cracked." 

3. Geology 
3.1. Stratigraphy 

The first geological map of the Ashbourne area, which includes Hollington, was 

published in 1857, based on the work of Edward Hull. He divided the Triassic rocks of 

the area into the Bunter (Bunter Pebble Beds and Bunter Sandstones) and the Keuper, 

which included the Lower Keuper Sandstone (Basement Beds, Building Stones, 

Waterstones) and the New Red Marl. Hull (1869) later divided the Bunter Sandstone of 

the Midlands into the Lower and Upper Mottled Sandstones, but he did not recognise these 

subdivisions in the Ashbourne district. 

Charsley (1982) established a new formal lithostratigraphic nomenclature for the 

Triassic rocks of the Ashbourne district (Fig. 2). The Hollington Formation was correlated 

with the Lower Keuper Sandstone. Both Greatgate (Fielding's Quarry) and Oldham's 

(Tearne) Quarry exposed typical sections of the Hollington Formation. Charsley (1982) 

noted that 'although no diagnostic palynomorphs have been recovered, the formation was 

clearly older than the overlying Denstone Formation which is considered to be Anisian in 

age'. Chisholm et at. (1988) noted that the middle part of the Hollington Formation is 

exposed at Hollington and Greatgate and that macrofossil evidence and general lithology 

suggest that it is 'perhaps best considered as early (Lower) Triassic in age'. 

Tetrapod fossils from the Hollington Formation were included within the Middle 

Triassic by Benton et at. (1994). The tetrapod assemblage includes the articulated gastratia 

ofan unknown reptile (BMNH R3227), described by Woodward (1905) as 
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'Hyperodapedon sp.', although they suggest it is probably not rhynchosaurian, and a 

temnospondyl skull, Stenotosaurus stantonensis. from Stanton, Staffordshire (Woodward, 

1904, Paton, 1974, Shishkin, 1980). These fossils compare best with tetrapods from the 

Bromsgrove Sandstone Formation of the southern Midlands, and equivalent formations, 

which have been dated as lower Anisian (Benton et aJ. 1994). 

3.2. Lithology 

The Hollington Formation varies in thickness from 35 to 55m and it consists of 

several fining-upwards units of cross-bedded sandstone (Thompson, 1970; Charsley, 

1982; Chisholm et aI.. 1988). The erosive base of each unit characteristically contains a 

pebbly or conglomeratic sandstone with abundant mudstone intraclasts. This fines up to a 

medium-coarse sandstone which is overlain by planar-bedded interbedded finer 

sandstone/siltstone with impersistent mudstone layers. Commonly this upper unit of 

mudstone/siltstone is completely or partially eroded away prior to the deposition of the next 

sequence. 

These cycles of sedimentation within the Hollington Sandstone Formation, 

preserved in the nearby Alton, Toot Hill and Stanton areas, were described and interpreted 

by Thompson (1970) in terms of deposition by braided rivers which became more sinuous 

over time. He gave details of clast size, sphericity, roundness, shape, overall petrographic 

type and percentages of rolled ventifacts (ibid. table 3) of the pebbles. He noted the sole 

structures and trace fossils present (ibid. p. 201 - 4). Barke (1918) recorded the presence 

of a rolled vertebrate bone. Palaeocurrents for this formation, and the underlying 

Hawksmoor Sandstone Formation, were based on readings taken from the cross beds of 

the channel bars at Toot Hill and Alton (Thompson, 1984, fig. 10). They reveal a broadly 

northwesterly palaeoflow for the rivers, which is characteristic of wide areas of the 

Need'Yood, Stafford and Cheshire Basins. Warrington and Ivimey - Cook (1992) provide 

. the consensus palaeogeographic interpretation of all the evidence from the wider area of 

Central England. 
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3.3. Footprint preservation 

The footprint bed at Tearne Quarry (Fig. 3) is probably at the base of bed G (Fig. 

4), source of the isolated footprint casts. Footprints may also be found as moulds, in 

association with tool marks, on the top of bed E, but these are harder to identify than the 

casts preserved at the base of bed G. Original footprint moulds impressed on the top of the 

clay seam (bed F) were identified after splitting a specimen containing sandstone and clay. 

Once material such as this has been exposed to weathering, there is little chance that 

footprint moulds would survive. 

Until this section is quarried it will not be possible to confirm the precise footprint 

horizons. Beds E, F, and G overlie the main building stone, so much of this material has 

already been removed. The section shown in Figure 3 is at the very boundary of the quarry 

and further extraction of building stone here is unlikely. It may be some time before an 

equivalent section is revealed elsewhere, as Tearne Quarry is worked only occasionally to 

supply stone for renovation or specialist work. However, further isolated specimens may 

be found in the debris banks composed of beds E, F and G. 

4. First footprint finds 
4.1. Typopus sp. (?) 

4.1.1. Specimen. Original accession number unknown; specimen presumed lost. 

Formerly in the Hanley Museum, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffordshire (now known as the City 

Museum and Art Gallery). D. Steward (pers. comm., 1992) notes that the museum still 

had a few vertebrate footprint specimens in 1936, but none exists in the present collection. 

Referred to informally as "Slab. 1" on Beasley archive photo No. 80(B), parts of this slab 

are also shown on photo Nos. 81,82 (Figs. Sa, b). 

4.1.2. Locality. "Fielding's Quarry" (Greatgate, SK 055402). 

4.1.3. Description. The footprints (Fig. 5) are preserved as natural casts which 

show three prominent digits, approximately equal in length, which taper to a point at the 
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(b) 

(a) 

(c) 

Fig. 5. Footprints assigned to Typopus sp. (Beasley's 0 form) , 
ielding's Quarry (Greatgate), Hollington. 

(a) Beasley archive photo No. 82, dose-up of his 0 form 
footprint. (No scale indicated) 
(b) Beasley archive photo No. 81 , part of 0 fonTI trackway 
on a rippled surface. (No scale indicated) 
(c) opy of Beasley's (1907) sketch of his 0 fonn, enlarged to 
natural size. 
Photographs reproduced by kind pennission of the Photogt'ahic 
Department, National Museums and Galleries on Merseyslde 
Liverpool. 



distal end. Each print is approximately 35-40mm long. Beasley (1907) adds: "on each 

side a very short digit (I and V) projects at about right angles to the axis of the foot, in 

some cases even reclining backwards. There is no doubt as to the presence of these 

digits ... There is a slight trace of what may be the manus, but it is too imperfect for 

description". Archive photo No. 81 (Fig. 5b) seems to support Beasley's later statement 

that the trackway is quadrupedal. Slab "No. 1"{archive photos Nos. 80{B), 81, 82; Fig. 

5b here), appears to show an irregular trackway on the surface of asymmetrical ripple casts 

with sinuous to Iinguoid crests. These ripple forms are commonly associated with 

unidirectional currents in fluvial environments (Collinson & Thompson, 1989). It is 

difficult to equate Beasley's sketch (Fig. 5c) with the footprint shown in the archive 

photograph No. 82 (Fig. 5a). Some of the top surfaces of the digit casts are hollow, 

possibly indicating a weathered surface or imperfect casting. 

4.1.4. Discussion. Beasley (1907) simply referred to this footprint type as the '0' 

form. Haubold (1971) assigned it to Typopus, a tridactylltetradactyl print made by a 

bipedal animal. This is contrary to Beasley (1907) who suggested that the trackway was 

made by a quadrupedaI animal. Haubold (1971) notes that Typopus sp. is known in 

abundance from the Portland Arkose of the eastern United States (Early Jurassic), although 

the present author has not found any record of the occurrence of Typopus in rocks of 

Triassic age. Sarjeant (1974) regarded the assignment of Beasleys 'a' form to Typopus 

sp. as "highly questionable", a view which is accepted here. 

4.1.5. Identification. Beasley's 'a' form could be a distorted 

Rhynchosauroides sp., although the prints are twice the normal size of most specimens 

commonly assigned to this ichnogenus. Because the specimen is now assumed lost, and 

the Beasley archive photographs (80B, 81and 82) are unclear and inconclusive, it is best 

designated as Ichnogenus indet. 

4.2. Rhynchosauroides rectipes Maidwell, 1911 
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4.2.1. Specimen. Original accession number unknown; now presumed lost. 

Shown in Beasley archive photo No. 348 (Fig. 6). 

4.2.2. Locality. 'Fielding's Quarry' (Greatgate, SK 055402). 

4.2.3. Description. A note by Beasley on archive photo No. 348 (Fig. 6) reads 

"showing traces of '0' prints". This specimen actually shows at least one other form, 

Beasley's D2 (pes) (Rhynchosauroides recti pes). The footprints are preserved as natural 

casts, and there are also numerous desiccation crack casts, some of which cut across 

footprints. 

4.3. Chirotherium sp. 

4.3.1. Specimen. Original accession number unknown; presumed lost. Shown in 

Beasley archive photo No. 72 (Fig. 7a). 

4.3.2. Locality. 'Fielding's Quarry' (Greatgate, SK 055402). 

4.3.3. Description. Photograph No. 72 (Fig. 7a) in the Beasley photographic 

archive shows the poorly preserved natural cast of a ?right pes and manus set of 

Chirotherium sp. Beasley's comment on this photograph (Sarjeant, 1985) reads "Two 

photos of a pair of footprints ... said by quarry men to be from stone immediately above the 

lowest bed of marl. -length of pes 9" (inches). Photo: W. H. Rock, 18/10/09". 

The Chirotherium specimen (Fig. 8b) referred to by Stanley in Delair & Sarjeant 

(1985), now in the Department of Education, University of Keele, is a natural cast ofa 

Chirotherium sp. right pes preserved in dark red medium-grained micaceous sandstone. 

Traces of the original footprint bed, a dark red mudstone, still exist on the specimen. If 

this specimen is originally from Hollington, the lithology suggests it is likely to have been 

found at Greatgate Quarry, although the lithology here is similar to many other footprint 

localities, notably Townhead Quarry (Alton), Lymm, and Runcom. Thompson, pers. 

comm., 1996 is "very doubtful" that this specimen originally came from Hollington. In the 

absence of any other records it therefore cannot be confirmed as a Hollington specimen. 
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Rhynchosauroides recti pes 

?Rotodactylus sp. pes 

Fig. 6. Slab bearing 0 prints, as noted by Beasley, 
as well as R. rectipes, possibly Rotodactylus sp. 
and many desiccation crack casts. Beasley archive 
photo No. 348. Slab photographed in the quarry 
(probably Fielding's (Greatgate)), 14th eptember 
1913. Photograph reproduced by kind permission 
of the Photographic Department, National MUSelllnS 
and Galleries 011 Merseyside, Liverpool. 
(No scale indicated). 



(a) (b) 

Fig. 7. Two specimens of Chirotherium sp. ,presumably 
from Hollington. 

(a) Right (?) pes and manus. Beasley archive photo No. 
72; the only known photographs of a chirotheroid 
footprint from Hollington. Photographed by W. H. 
Rock, 18th October 1909 (6?) in Fielding's QUatry, 
Hollington. Photographs reproduced by kind 
pennission of the Photographic Department, National 
Museums and Galleries on Merseyside, Liverpool. 

(b) hirotherium sp., possibly from Hollington. 
Right pes of A2? (C. barthii) fann. Referred to 
by Stanley in Delair & Sarjeant (1985). Keele 
University collection. Photographed by the 
author. 
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5. The 1992 footprint finds 
5.1. Rhynchosauroides rectipes (manus) (MaidwelI, 1911). 

RHYNCHOSAUROIDES RECflPES (manus) (MAIDWELL, 1911). 

Figure. Sa, Sb, Sc, Sd. 

Rhynchosauroidfootprint D7 BEASLEY, 1905a, p. 302. 

Rhynchosauroides sp. BEASLEY in MAIDWELL, 1911, p. 142. 

Rhynchosauroides D7 MAIDWELL, 1914b, p. 63-65, 71, pI. 4, figs. S, 9, pI. 5. 

Rhynchosauroides beasleyi (Nopsca 1923) HAUBOLD 1971, p. 46-47, pI. 2S, 

figs. 29, 30. 

5.1.1. Specimen. STKMG; NHm. 19661MNH139; collected 29th July, 1992 by M. 

1. King. 

5.1.2. Locality. Teame Quarry, Hollington, North Staffordshire (SK 055390). 

5.1.3. Description. The footprints are preserved as natural casts (convex 

hyporelief) in a block of medium-grained sandstone (Fig. Sa). There is one complete right 

manus (Fig. Sb, c), one partial right manus of the same form (Fig. Sb, d) and many other 

imperfect digit casts, one of which may be a 'D2' pes (digit casts to the left of the complete 

form in Fig. Sb). 

The complete right manus (Fig. Sb, c) is a cast of a plantigrade, pentadactyl 

footprint with an ectaxonic structure. The maximum width is 13.64mm. Digit lengths are 

I, 13.53mm; II, 16.29mm; III, 19.22mm; IV, 21.2Smm; V, S.42mm, measured according 

to the method shown in Figure ge (these are not true digit lengths, but a measurement from 

the distal tip of the digit to a common basepoint). The divarication (interdigital) angles are 

I-II, 16°; II-III, 11°; III-IV, 150; IV-V, 52°, with a total divarication (I-V) of 940. 

5.1.4. Discussion. The complete footprint (Fig. 8b, c) is very similar to Beasley's 

(190S) D7 form (Fig. 9b) and Maidwell's (1914) D7 form (Fig. 9a). All Beasley's D 

forms were assigned to the ichnogenus Rhynchosauroides by Beasley in Maidwell (1911), 
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(b) 

(a) 

"
ig.8. Rhynchosaw'oides rectipes prints from. Tearn 

Quarry Hollington, collected in ] 992, STKMG; NI-lm. 
1966INJNH/39. 

(a Whole slab, containing two well preserved ?manus 
prints( 7?) to the right of the scale bar. There are 
al so possible digit casts of a larger R. rectipes (D2) pes 
at bottom left of the slab, and also to the left of the 
scale bar. 

(b) Detail showing one complete ?manus print (D7?) 
to the right of the scale bar, and one partial ?manus 
( 7?) and one poorly preserved ?pes (D2) on the 
Jeft above the scale bar. 

(c) ketch of complete ?manus print (D7?). 

(d) ketch of the partial ?manus (D7?), 

7' A 
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and it was specifically referred to this ichnogenus by Maidwelll914b. Rhynchosauroides 

sp. (D7) was made the type of the new ichnospecies Rhynchosauroides beasleyi by Nopcsa 

(1923). The holotype ofR. beasleyi came from Storeton, Cheshire, and it was originally 

in Liverpool University Museum (Beasley 1908), but it is now presumed lost. Maidwell 

(1914) suggested a paratype specimen from Storeton (MANCH L8040), but this is also 

now presumed lost (1. R. Nudds., pers. comm., 1993). 

Rhynchosauroides beasJeyi was said to have a similar manus and pes, as shown in 

Maidwell's (1914, fig. 9, pI. 4) illustrations of the D7 trackway. This is most unlikely, 

and it is possible that the true pes print was overlooked because of its lower relief. 

Maidwell (1914, pI. 5) also included a photograph of a specimen from Runcom Hill 

containing both the slender D2 form (R. rectipes) and his D7 form (the lower print in the 

photograph). It is suggested here that R. beasJeyi (D7) is synonomous with the manus of 

Rhynchosauroides recti pes (Beasley's D2 form). 

The hoJotype ofR. rectipes (LU4520; Fig. 10), from Daresbury, Cheshire, shows 

the natural cast of a right manus and pes set. Unfortunately the manus is incomplete and 

only shows four clear digits, although the trace of a fifth (digit V) is just visible. Two 

specimens from Runcorn, Cheshire, WAGMG 1687 (Fig. l1a) and W AGMG 650 (Fig. 

lIb), reveal more details of the manus. The painted labelling on these specimens, 

following Beasley's notation, identifies the pes prints as Dl and the manus prints as D3. 

These do not match Beasley's (1905) original designations, but the D3 form is similar to 

small specimens from Runcom which he noted in that paper. It is contended that this 

smaller D3 form is synonomous with Beasley's D7 form, which in tum represents the 

manus of Rhynchosauroides rectipes (02 of Beasley). 

An identical right manus footprint from Brewood (pronounced 'Brood') in South 

Staffordshire is in the Beeby Thompson collection at Northampton Museum (NOMCM 

1922.29.610P) (Fig. 12). Another specimen (OXFUM G51), showing both manus and 
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(a) (b) 

Fig. 9. Rhynchosauroides beasleyi Nopcsa, 1923 (D7) 
footprints , original sketches from: 
(a) Beasley (1908) and (b) Maidwell (1914b) 
Both enlarged to natural size. 

------?~·~:...~·_~, .~"'-.w 

J;a,.es!t~zl 

Fig. 10. The holotype of Rhynchosauroides rectipes 
(D2), from Red Brow Quarry, Daresbury, Cheshire, 
England (LU4S20). Beasley archive photo No. 71 , 
(no scale indicated). The specimen shows a manus 
and pes set. The manus is D7? (R. beasleyi N opcsa, 
1923), and the pes, D2 (R. rectipes MaidwelL 1911). 
Photograph reproduced by kind pennission of the 
Photographic Department, National Museums and 
Galleries on Merseyside, Liverpool. 



(a) (b) 

Fig. 1]. Rhynchosauroides recti pes specimens 
showing the nlanus and pes (sets). 
(a) Specinlen from Rlmcorn, Cheshire, 
WAGMG; 1687. The Inanus lslabelled 'D3' 
and the pes 'D 1 '. 
(b) Specimen from Runcom, Cheshire, 
WAGMG; 650. The manus is labelled 'D3' 
and the pes 'D2'. 
Note the sinrilarity of the Inanus to D7 fonns 
and to the complete manus? on STIOvfG; 
NHm. 1966/tviNH/39 in figs. 8a,b,c. 
Photographed by the author. 

Fig. 12. Rhynchosauroides rectipes specilnen 
from (?) StTadsfield Quarry, Brewood, South 
Staffordshire, NOMCM 1922:29:610P. This 
Shows a natural cast of a ?right manus of the 
same fonn as the complete ?manus on 
STKMG;NHm 19661N1NHI39. 
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pes of Rhynchosauroides recti pes. was found at Storeton, Cheshire. The Hollington 

manus is similar in proportions to these other hand prints of R. recti pes (Table 1). 

The trackmakerofRhynchosauroides recti pes is uncertain. Peabody (1948), in 

describing similar forms from the Middle Triassic of North America, suggested that these 

prints might have been made by a 'rhynchocephalian' (i.e. a sphenodontid). He noted that 

the hand print matched the hand skeleton of Polysphenodon, one of the oldest 

sphenodontids, from the Late Triassic of Germany, and that the foot resembled that of 

Sceloporus, a living iguanodontid lizard. Using the method devised by Soergel (1925), the 

animal that produced the R. recti pes trackway MANCH L1677 had an approximate gleno

acetabular length of 170mm. This is very short when compared with the living tuatara 

(Sphenodon), but in line with the size ofPolysphenodon (Fraser and Benton, 1989). The 

Middle Triassic Rhynchosauroides prints from Hollington, and from elsewhere, predate the 

appearance of body fossils of sphenodontid lepidosaurs, known first from the Carnian 

(Benton, 1993), and they predate the oldest lizards (Bathonian, Middle Jurassic) by a long 

time. R. rectipes can be assigned only tentatively to a sphenodontid track-maker, or 

perhaps to some other small diapsid reptile. 

5.2. Ichnogenus indet. 
5.2.1. Specimen. STKMG; NHm. 1966IMNH 

5.2.2. Locality. Tearne Quarry, Hollington, North Staffordshire (SK 055390). 

5.2.3. Description. There are three footprints on the slab (Fig. 13a) preserved as 

natural casts (convex hyporelief) in a medium-grained sandstone. The prints have 

relatively high relief (c. 6mm). The best print, No.2 (Fig. 13b, c) is plantigrade, 43.66 

mm long and 35.75mm wide. It shows three triangular pointed claw casts, two of which 

. are prominent and one less well preserved, on the distal end and a large oval interdigital 

pad, or proximal pads, to the rear. There are indentations on the oval pad which suggest 

the presence of a possible digit on either side of these three. No clear claw marks are 

visible in this region. The footprint appears tridactyl, but the arrangement of the digits/claw 
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Fig. 13. Unidentified prints (?Dicynodontipus/ 

?ProcolophonipusI?Deuterotetrapous) from 
Tearne Quarry, Hollington, North Staffordshire, 

collected in 1992. STKMG:NHm.1966IMNHJ38 . 

em 
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(c) Sketch of footprint No.2 

(a) Whole slab showing 
possible partial trackway. 

(b) Detail of footprint No.2 
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impressions suggest that it was more likely to have been either tetradactyl or pentadactyl. 

The foot structure was probably paraxonic, with three equally prominent digits, possibly 

II, III and IV?, with one, possibly two, shorter digits on either side of these. The digit 

impressions are indistinct, apart from the terminations on three (possibly digits II, III and 

IV). The approximate length of these triangular claw casts is 6.79mm. Only two 

divarication (interdigital) angles II-III? and III-N? could be measured, both 15°. 

Footprint No.1 is only partially preserved as the slab is broken across it. The 

distal end is still intact and displays the same pointed claw casts as footprint No.2, 

although not so well defined. Footprint No.3 would be disregarded and considered as 

inorganic if it had been found as an isolated specimen, but it shows approximately the same 

relief and oval form as the other two prints, and is in line with them. There is a much 

smaller cast to the left above footprint No.3. which may represent a much smaller ?manus. 

Similar casts are not found anywhere else on the slab so this feature has been disregarded. 

The ?three footprints appear to show homopody, so it is not possible to confirm 

whether this is the track of a biped or a quadruped. If it is quadrupedal and the full width 

of the track is represented, then the animal had an erect posture and efficient gait 

5.2.4. Discussion. An unusual feature of these tracks is the lack of clear digit 

impressions. The sharp triangular claws on the distal end seem to radiate from the oval 

pad, presumably the interdigital pad. The gap between the interdigital pad and the claw 

marks may suggest that the digits were held in a curved position so that the claws dug 

deeply into the substrate to avoid slipping. 

5.2.5. Identification. These prints cannot be determined with certainty since they 

share characteristics with a number of forms. There is a superficial similarity to 

Procolophonichnium Nopsca, 1923 (= Procolophonipus RUhle von Lilienstem, 1939), 

especiallyProcolophonipus triadicus Haubold, 1970 (Haubold, 1971, pp. 31, 100, fig. 

62.1). However, that trackway was made by a quadruIJ<?dal animal with a sprawling gait, 

and the plantigrade, ?tetradactyl pes is considerably larger (c. 30mm long) than the manus. 
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The present tracks resemble specimens of Beasley's F group, such as BGS(GSM) 

Gsd 2950, although they do not compare well with his published sketches. These tracks 

were commonly found associated with Rhynchosauroides and chirotheroid forms at 

Storeton and in the Runcom quarries, Cheshire. When Beasley (1905) established his F 

group he classed them as "chelonoid forms", although Beasley (1897) had ascribed a 

footprint of the same form (later called 'F2') to a "dycynodont". Beasley's FI, F2, and F3 

forms were assigned to Dicynodontipus sp. by Haubold (1971, pp. 41-42, fig. 26.1-6), a 

print presumably made by a dicynodont mamma1-Iike reptile. Dicynodontipus prints are 

plantigrade, with a relatively large rounded interdigital pad impression, which is 

occasionally elongated and oval. The print is pentadactyl, usually only triangular spade

like claw marks are preserved, and the middle three digits are the most prominent. The 

claws on digits I and V are weakly impressed, and occasionally no impressions are 

preserved, perhaps because they were smaller, or perhaps most of the animal's weight was 

taken on the central three digits, the paraxonic condition. The known trackways are narrow 

and indicate a quadrupedal animal with an erect efficient gait. The main difference between 

Dicynodontipus and the Hollington example is the presence of a gap between the oval! 

rounded pad and the claw marks. 

The present specimens also show some general resemblance to Deuterotetmpous 

lriassicus Nopcsa, 1923, an ichnogenus and species established for Beasley's (1909) P 

form found at Storeton, Merseyside. The type specimen (BMNH R3715) is actually a 

poorly preserved chirotheroid (probably Isochirotherium sp.) left? pes, and the taxon is 

thus not valid. A second ichnospecies, D. plancus Sarjeant, 1967, was described from the 

Sneinton Formation (Anisian) of Dale Abbey, Derbyshire (NOTNH PL1.2.1971), but the 

specimen is very poorly preserved and the structures could have had an inorganic origin. 

The present Hollington specimens cannot be assigned with certainty to any 

previously named ichnogenus, but they represent a form that occurred elesewhere in the 
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British Middle Triassic, as indicated by a similar specimen found by the author at Grinshill 

Quarry, Shropshire. 

The trackmaker is also hard to determine. Skeletal remains from the Middle 

Triassic of England show that rhynchosaurs, amphibians, and archosaurs were most 

numerous (Benton et aI., 1994). If the present footprints represent the partial trackway of a 

quadruped, and the full width of the track is represented, then the animal had an erect 

posture and efficient gait. This rules out amphibians, and probably also rhynchosaurs, as 

trackmakers. Homopody and the paraxonic symmetrical foot structure again rule out these 

two groups and also the archosaurs, but recall the mammals and mammal-like reptiles. If 

this is a pentadactyl footprint, it matches the skeletal foot morphology of many therapsids, 

particularly the dicynodonts or cynodonts. The relatively small size of the footprints, and 

probable erect posture and efficient gait suggests that the cynodonts were involved. No 

mammal-like reptile specimens have been found in the English Triassic, but the cynodonts 

form a significant part of Triassic faunas elsewhere, so this tentative assignment is not 

wholly unexpected. 

6. Discussion 
6.1. Palaeoenvironment 

Thompson (1970) and Charsley (1982) suggested a continental fl uvial environment 

during the deposition of the Hollington Formation. This was inferred from the presence of 

channel fill bar deposits and persistent mudstone and siltstone bands which represent 

channel abandonment or over-channel sheet flood deposits on a floodplain. Over the whole 

formation, the fining-up sequence with rarely preserved silts and muds at the base indicates 

a change from a dominantly braided fluvial system, to a meandering channel system 

precursor to the Denstone Formation consisting of channel sandstones with occasional 

finer-grained overbank or floodplain deposits. The palaeocurrent direction appears to have 

remained constant from roughly south to north during the deposition of both the underlying 
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Hawksmoor Formation and the Hollington Formation. The small section exposed at 

Tearne quarry and the mode of preservation of the footprints supports much of these 

interpretations. 

There is little evidence to confirm whether the footprint producers lived around the 

margins of the river or whether they were occasionally attracted there by periodic flooding. 

Flood waters may have brought richer food sources such as marooned fish in pools, insect 

larvae in slack water, and richer vegetation. Many early therapsids lived close to water, as 

shown by finds in the Upper Permian of the Karoo Basin in South Africa, especially fossil 

burrows containing skeletons of Diictodon preserved in floodplain deposits (Smith, 1987). 

Environments of deposition of other Middle Triassic footprint sites in England also indicate 

fluvial conditions (reviewed, Benton et al., 1994). 

At HoIlington, where most of the tracks seem to have come from the top of bed F 

(Fig. 4), the mode of formation can be reconstructed (Fig. 14). The trackmaker ran over 

the mud horizon F, which was deeply desiccated soon after (Fig. 148, C). The whole 

surface was then deeply scoured by deposition of sandstone G, and this partly removed 

mudstone F, and further broke it up (Fig. 14D). The footprints are preserved now, rather 

obscured in some cases, on remnants of mudstone F set in a breccia at the base of 

sandstone G, and cast on the base of bed G (Fig. 14E). 

6.2. Stratigraphic comparison of the Hollington footprints 

Four footprint forms have now been recorded at Hollington: Rhynchosauroides 

rectipes, Typopus sp. (possibly a poorly preserved Rhynchosauroides), Chirotherium sp., 

and (1) Dicynodontipus sp. (or Procolophonipus sp. or Deuterotetrapous sp.). At least 

three, and possibly all four, of the Hollington footprint forms occur at both Storeton and 

Runcom (Table 2), the main footprint beds at both these localities (Fig. 2) are in the Helsby 

Sandstone Formation (Middle Triassic, Lower Anisian). The Hollington footprint 

assemblage suggests a similar age for the Hollington Sandstone Formation. 
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7. Summary 

Footprints made by reptiles were reported from the Middle Triassic of Hollington, 

North Staffordshire in the 1890s, but these specimens have been lost. More recent 

discoveries confinn that the site has a typical Mid Triassic assemblage of footprints of 

medium-sized archosaurs (Chirotherium sp.) and small diapsids (Rhynchosauroides sp.). 

One specimen of Typopus sp. has been reported, although this might be a damaged 

Rhynchosauroides sp. A further specimen, hard to identify, might be Dicynodontipus, 

Procolophonichnus, or Deuterotetrapous, possibly produced by a cynodont mammal-like 

reptile. 

The Hollington footprint assemblage is comparable to better-known assemblages 

from Storeton and Runcom in Cheshire dated as Lower Anisian. The sedimentary nature 

and organisation of the lithofacies suggests a fluvial environment which was initially of low 

sinuosity but became more sinuous later. The footprints occur mainly on desiccated and 

scoured mudstone surfaces of abandoned channels and overbank areas where reptiles may 

have come to find food and water. 
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Table. 1. A comparison of the measurements of the complete ?manus on STKMG; 

NHm. 1966IMNHl39 with similar forms, all identified as Rhynchosauroides rectipes. 

Manus digit length Maximum 

I II III N V width 

D7 Maidwell (1914b) (Fig. 9b)* 17 22 25 26 11 18 

WAGMG 650 (Fig. lIb) 16 22 27.5 30 11 19 

WAGMG 1687 (Fig. 11a) 18.5 25 28 29 10 19 

MANCH 1677** 15 19 24 29 14 20 

STKMG 39 (Fig. 8b. c) 13.5 16 19 21 8 14 

* The measurements of D7 were taken from the original sketch (Maidwell, 1914b, pI. 4, 

fig 8; Fig. 9b here). The measurements given here differ from those quoted by Maidwell, 

since he used different reference points (distal tip of digit to hypex) to give a true digit 

length. His method relies on excellent preservation of the proximal ends of the digits and 

the hypices, which was not always the case. Digit lengths were measured in this study 

using the method illustrated in Figure ge. 

** Approximate measurements for digit lengths, owing to poor preservation. The manus 

digits in MANCH 1677 (Tresise, 1994, fig. IOc) are not clearly defined. 
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Table 2. A comparison of the Hollington footprint assemblage with other Middle Triassic 

localities in England and Wales. Storeton, Runcom, Daresbury and Brewood have at least 

three forms in common with the Hollington assemblage. These localities range in age from 

Early to Mid Anisian. Abbreviations: BSF, Bromsgrove Sandstone Formation; EANS, 

Early Anisian; FJMANS, Early or Mid Anisian; HF, Hollington Formation; HSF, Helsby 

Sandstone Formation; SF, Sneinton Formation; TSF, Tarporley Siltstone Formation. 

Locality Hollington Storeton 

Stral unit HF 

Age? 'lEANS 

R recti pes 

manus(D7) 

R rectipes 

x 

pes (02) X 

Chirotherium X 

Dicynodontipus X'l 

or 

Procolophonipus X'l 

or 

J)euterotetrapous X'l 

Typopus sp. (0) X 

-.ftc( * &'-1 _$ rM' ' ............ ---=-_ ... __ 

HSF 

EANS 

x 

X 

X 

X 

Runcom DaresbUJY Brewood 

HSF 

EANS 

x 

X 

X 

X 

TSF 

ElMANS 

x 

X 

X 
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Chapter. 8 

Return of the 'Hand Beast' - A review of the 
vertebrate footprint ichnofamily Chirotheriidae 
from the British Triassic 

1. Introduction 
Since 1838, many discoveries of the tetrapod footprint taxon Chirotherium, and 

closely similar fOnDS, have been reported from the British Middle Triassic. These have 

been assigned to dozens of ichnotaxa., and the identification and interpretation of members 

of the ichnofamily Chirotheriidae has become entangled. 

Vertebrate ichnotaxonomy is challenging. One animal may produce a wide range of 

track morphologies, or very similar tracks may be made by different animals. Often we are 

not sure what genus, let alone species, of animal produced the tracks. In many cases, 

tracks found in the same area will almost certainly be representative of a wide range of 

different ages of animals at different stages of growth. In addition to this there is also the 

potential for confusion resulting from possible sexual dimorphism, intraspecies variation, 

variations in gait, and variability of substrates. Consequently any rigid system of footprint 

classification will be seriously flawed. 

Four ichnogenera in the ichnofamily Chirotheriidae Abel, 1935 have previously 

been recognised: Chirotherium Kaup, 1835, Synaptichnium Nopsca, 1923, 

Brachychirotherium BeurIen, 1950, and Isochirotherium Haubold, 1971. These can 

usually be clearly distinguished from each other on basic configuration alone (Fig. 1). A 

wide variability range is included within these ichno?enera, this flexibility is important 

because of the problems outlined above. In most cases identification of specimens to 

ichnogenus level is all that may be possible with any confidence. 
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Small Medium Large 

Cbirotherium 

Isochirotherium 

Synapticbnium Brachychirotherium 

Fig. 1. Outline sketches of the four icbnogenera within 
the Chirotheroiidae ichnofamily. The three size 
variants of Chirotherium are also shown 
All forms are illustrated at a constant scale. 
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The aim of this chapter is to provide a general description of each of the four 

recognised chirotheriid ichnogenera, to provide a history of the earliest discoveries of each 

ichnogenus in the British Triassic, to list by divisions, depending on the quality of data and 

existence of specimens, the localities in Britain which have yielded these ichnogenera, to 

provide a detailed history and discussion of the earliest discoveries made at each of these 

localities and to describe, figure and discuss the distinct variants (ichnospecies) found in 

each ichnogenus. The stratigraphic distribution of these ichnogeneralspecies is also 

recorded, together with the repositories of British chirotheriid specimens. 

2. Chirotherium Kaup, 1835 
2.1. The first finds 

In June 1838, John Cunningham, an architect, visited Storeton Quarry, Wirral, 

Merseyside (Fig. 2a, 2b), to choose some stone to be used in the buiJding of the 

Apothecaries Hall, Colquitt Street, Liverpool (Tresise 1991a). Cunningham was aware of 

footprint discoveries made by C. Barth in 1833 in the Triassic Solling-Folge Buntsandstein 

at Hessberg, near HiJdburghausen, Saxony (Bemhardi 1834; one specimen, BMNH R728, 

figured by Buckland 1836). He had also heard local stories that 'human hand' prints had 

been seen occasionally by quarrymen at Storeton for at least 15-20 years before 1838. 

These hand prints had, according to Archer (1840), "been ascribed in the simplicity of the 

workmen, to some antediluvian members of our race who, attempting to escape the influx 

of waters, thus left their track upon the rock; the smaller marks being ascribed to the hands 

of children". Archer (1840) noted that many of these earlier quarried specimens, if not 

destroyed, were to be found "built up in the stone fences of the neighbourhood". 

Cunningham (1858 in Tresise 1991a) described the discovery of Chirotherium 

footprints at Storeton in 1838. He records that on his visit, he asked the quarry owner, 

John Tomkinson, to examine the undersurfaces of any sandstone slabs that rested on clay 

seams, and that ifhe noticed "any impressions of vegetables or animals" to contact him 

immediately. Ten or twelve days later, Tomkinson sent a message to Cunningham to say 
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Fig. 2a. The South Quarry, Storeton 
in 1881. Tbis quarry yielded the first 
British Chirotherium footprints in 
l838. On the left of the photo Mr 
George Highfield Morton (fOlU1der of 
the Liverpool Geological Society) can 
be seen pointing out the position of 
one of the footprint beds. The South 
Quarry was worked out and closed 
by 1906. Reproduced with kind 
permission of the National Museums 
and Galleries on Merseyside, 
Liverpool Museum 
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Fig. 2 b. An exposure in the South Quarry, 
Storeton in 1993, showing trough 
cross-bedded sandstone. Hight of section 
is c. 1.25 ill 

Fig. 2c. OXFUM, G55, one of the slabs 
from the original 1838 trackway surface 
discovered in South Quarry, Storeton. 
The slab contains a left and right pes and 
manus set of Chirotherium storetonense, 
which is crossed obliquely by a trackway 
of hirotherilUll sickleri. It also contains 
several other smaller footprint forms. 
The slab measures 98 em wide and 13 
em long 



that the "impressions of a man's hands and knees" had been found. These 'impressions' 

were in fact natural casts on the underside of a 2 feet thick bed of sandstone, resting on a 

thin clay seam in which the animals footprints were originally impressed. The clay seam 

was 39 feet down from the top of the south-west part of the South Quarry (Grant 1838); 

this was the second of three seams c. 37-41 feet (11.3 - 12.5 m) from the top surface; all of 

which eventually yielded footprints in the sandstone immediately above, and occasionally 

as underprints in the bed below the clay seam. 

The Storeton discovery was announced by Cunningham on Tuesday, 3rd July, 

1838 at a meeting of the Liverpool Natural History Society. The first published details were 

as a result of a lecture given by Prof. Grant to the Liverpool Mechanics Institute which was 

reported by the 'Liverpool Mercury' on 24th August 1838. Extracts of this lecture were 

again published in the 'Magazine of Natural History' (Anonymous 1839) where a 

description was given of one of the slabs, possibly the specimen eventually donated to the 

Royal Geological Society of Cornwall (RGSC). Cunningham also contributed to a short 

paper read by William Buckland to the Geological Society of London on the 5th December 

1838. 

Between July and September 1838 a further five slabs containing footprints and one 

showing the impression of a 'fossil fucus' (Equisetites stem?) were presented to the 

Liverpool Geological Society (Tresise 1989b). Several of these slabs were illustrated in a 

series of four lithographs produced by the Liverpool Natural History Society in autumn 

1838, and distributed to learned institutions. A further three slabs at least were sent to 

other museums, one to William Buckland at the University Museum, Oxford (OX FUM 

G55 - Fig. 2c), a second to the British Museum (BMNH R729), and a third to the Royal 

Geological Society of Cornwall Museum, Penzance in 1843 (RGSC unnumb.). 

The Liverpool Natural History Society retained one large slab (BootIe slab No 10) 

from the 1838 footprint bed (Tresise 1989b). This is the designated holotype of 
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Chirotherium storetonense Morton, 1863, and the other slabs from the same footprint bed 

found in 1838 can be considered paratypes (e.g. BMNH R729 for trackway detail). 

Grant (1838, p. 46) noted that "The workmen have traced these large footmarks in 

a continuous single line, produced by the walking of one animal, for 20 or 30 feet (6.1 or 

9.15 m) over the surface of the rock, and they occur everywhere at this level in the quarry". 

Measurements of the 1838 slabs BMNH R729, OXFUM G55 and BootIe slab NolO, 

which all show a linear trackway of the same size and form, suggest that they may well 

represent at least 5 m (16 feet) of this original 1838 trackway. It is difficult to be sure 

whether the RGSC slab is part of this trackway; although the footprint form and size are 

identical, there are several footprints with varying orientations. The remaining section may 

be the specimen now in the Sedgwick Museum, Cambridge (CAMSM G2867), although 

this cannot be confirmed, as records for this specimen have been lost. 

Following the 1838 discoveries at Storeton there have been many other recorded 

finds of Chi rotheri um in the British Triassic. Storeton Hill quarries, Wirral, Merseyside 

and quarries around Lymm in Cheshire have yielded the most, and probably the best, 

specimens. Most specimens were found prior to 1916; since this time there have only been 

about six or seven insitu discoveries recorded in Britain. This is probably largely due to 

changes in quarrying techniques, and a reduction in the use of sandstone as a building 

material. 

2.2. British Chirotherium localities (Division I - well 

documented localities definitely yielding Chirotherium) (Fig. 3) 

2.2.1. Ncwhurst Quarry, Shcpshcd, Lcicestershirc, England 

(SK 487179) (Fig. 4a - e). Sneinton Formation, Lower -Middle Anisian, 

Middle Triassic. 

The first discovery of Chirotherium footprints from this locality was made by Mr 

Stacey (quarryman) and Mr William Sheen (quarry manager) in 1973. A large sandstone 

slab containing a Chirotherium trackway was found c. 20 m up the cliff face on the south 
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side of the quarry. The trackway consisted of three sets of prints (?two left and one right) 

and measured 1.64 m in length. In addition there were four other footprints which could 

not be clearly linked to the trackway. The footprints were preserved as natural moulds in a 

fine micaceous sandstone. The original footprints had been impressed into fine sandstone 

which contained impersistant clay laminae. The sandstone block had slipped from a thick 

underlying clay seam, but it was not removed as it was too large and situated in a very 

precarious position. 

Unfortunately, in 1977 an unnamed fossil collector gained access to the site on the 

pretext of studying the footprints. He was apprehended by Mr William Sheen after 

breaking up part of the trackway and trying to take three individual footprint specimens. 

The specimens were confiscated and later donated to the Leicester City Museum by Mr 

Sheen on behalf of Arney Roadstone Corporation Ltd (John Martin and Peter Farmer pers. 

comm., 1994). These original specimens from the trackway include two left pes and one 

?manus (LEICM G934. 1977. 1-3). 

Between 1973 and 1977 several other Chirotherium specimens were discovered. 

The cast of a ?right pes (LEIUG 70533) was presented by Peter Farmer to the University 

of Leicester, and three specimens were acquired by Leicester City Museum (cast of?right 

pes (LEICM G873.1973.0.0), a natural mould ofa left pes (LEICM G934.1977.1.0) and a 

cast of a left pes (LEICM G1978.10». 

2.2.2. Cyprus Road (northern end), Mapperley Park, 

Nottingham, England (SK 575424). Sneinton Formation, Lower- Middle 

Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

In c. 1911 several specimens were discovered by Prof. H. H. Swinnerton in a 

temporary exposure (Swinnerton 1912). Originally referred to by Swinnerton (196O) as 

'chirotheroid footprints', the specimens were reassigned by Sarjeant (1967, 1970) to 

Swinnertonichnus, ?Otozoum and Coelurosaurichnus sp. King and Benton (1996) have 
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reinterpreted these as Chirotherium sp. and Ichnotaxon indet. The specimens are all in the 

Natural History Museum, Wollaton Hall, Nottingham (Appendix I). 

2.2.3. Red Brow Quarry ('Daresbury Quarry'), Daresbury, 

Cheshire, England (SJ 571819). Tarporley Siltstone Formation, Lower

Middle Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

The first recorded discovery at this locality was by J. Webster Kirkham 

(Williamson, 1867). The specimen (MANCH LL5511) shows four digit casts and was 

originally described as a "Cheirotherian footprint". It is believed that this specimen is the 

cast of a chirotheroid right manus (digit cast V is not preserved), probably of a large 

Chirotherium form such as C. barthii. 

It was more that 100 years before a second discovery was made at Red Brow 

Quarry. In 19691 Mr P. Holroyd discovered a natural cast of a Chirotherium left pes, this 

was recorded by Sarjeant(1974} and Ireland et at (1978). The specimen was attributed to 

Chirotherium cf. barthii, and it is now on display in the Manchester Museum (MANCH 

LI.S51O). The size of the pes (c. 250 mm) and the length of digit cast II, suggests it should 

be referred to the larger C. barthii variant 2. 

2.2.4. Delf/Windmill Field Quarry and Stone Quarry Field, 

Lymm, Cheshire, England (SJ 692864; SJ 685866). Helsby Sandstone 

Formation - Tarporley Siltstone Formation, Lower - Middle Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

Chirotherium sp. footprints were first recorded from 'Stone Quarry near Lymm, 

Cheshire'in 1841, although Windmill Field Quarry appears to have been the main source 

(Tresise 1993). This latter quarry was probably second only to Storeton as a source of 

footprint specimens. Unfortunately quarrying in the Lymm area was shortlived, and by 

1896 most of the quarries had been infilled. 

Notes: The following Chirotherium locality references in the literature mayor may not be 

synonomous with the Lymm quarries: 
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Booth Bank. Cheshire. England (SJ 726852) D. B. Thompson (pers. comm. 1993) 

recalled that there are many slabs in the walls around this area which contain trace fossils, 

including vertebrate footprints. John Pollard (University of Manchester) has recorded the 

location of about 50 of these slabs. The original source of the stone for these walls may 

have been one of the Lymm quarries, or smaller local excavations through a similar 

horizon. 

Broomedge. Cheshire. England (SJ 706860). A loose slab containing a possible 

Chirotherium footprint was found by D. B. Thompson and R. J. Ireland during motorway 

(M56) excavations. The specimen is believed to stilI be in the possession of R.J.I. (D. B. 

Thompson pers. comm. 1993). 

Warburton. Greater Manchester. England. (SJ 698896) A slab containing a Chirotherium 

footprint was found in a wall around the public stocks at Walburton Cross, 2 miles 

northeast of Lymm by D. B Thompson (D. B. Thompson, pers. comm. 1970, in Sarjeant 

1974). Two slabs from this wall are now in the Manchester Museum (unaccessioned). 

They contain poorly preserved natural casts ofa large Chirotherium sp (probably C. barthii 

= Beasley's A2 form). One slab measures 72 cm x 64 cm and contains two left pes and 

manus, and a few odd digit casts. The other measures 62 cm x 38 cm and contains a partial 

left pes and manus. The exact provenance of the specimen is unknown, but the lithology 

suggests it could have originally come from the Lymm Quarries. 

There have also been several vague references in the literature to Chi rotheri urn 

footprints from 'Warrington and Near Warrington' (Beasley 1907b, 1909). It was unclear 

whether this was a reference to the museum or a locality. This puzzle was recently solved 

by Tresise (pers. comm. 1993) who found a brief reference in a letter written by 

Cunningham on the 12th December 1838 to William Buckland of Oxford University. The 

letter is written in 'criss-cross' writing to save postage costs (before the introduction of the 

penny post in 1840). In it, Cunningham asks Buckland if the footprint slab (OXFUM 

055) had arrived safely. This slab was from the original 1838 Storeton discovery and was 
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donated by Tompkinson (owner of Storeton Quarry) to Oxford University. Cunningham 

added that Chirotherium footprints had also been discovered some months previously in a 

canal cutting near Warrington, but he had only recently been infonned of this. 

This canal cutting is probably a reference to the Bridgewater Canal which runs 

through the centre of Lymm. This was the first canal, independent of a river, to be built in 

England, and it heralded the age of canal building "mania". Part of the canal was first 

opened in 1761, but the main section was not opened until 1765, although this was later 

lengthened. 

Unfortunately there is no record of what happened to the footprint specimen 

referred to by Cunningham in his letter to Buckland. One candidate is BMNH 19621, 

donated to the British Museum of Natural History in 1845 by Lord F. Egerton. 

Unfortunately the original specimen appears to have been lost or wrongly labelled. The 

original label for BMNH 19621 is now on the wrong specimen. The label reads "Slab 

showing numerous feet impressions in a single track. Chirotherium storetonensis 

(Morton), Upper Keuper (Lower Trias) of Lymm, Nr Warrington. Pres'd by Lord F. 

Egerton, 1845. 19621". Another candidate is MANCH LL 6660 which was originally in 

the possession ofthe Earl of Ellesmere at Worsley Hall (Rawlinson 1853). It is also 

labelled 'Lymm, near Warrington'. 

Another Egerton family connection with fossil footprints is discussed below in the 

Jsochirotherium section 5. 

It is clear from all these references that theTarporJey Siltstone Fonnation in the area 

around Lymm and Warrington was a rich source of footprints, and Chirotherium sp, 

espcciallythe broader C. barthii (Beasley's A2 fonn), seems to have been predominant. 

2.2.5. Highfield Lane (off the Ashby Road (A50)), Burton 

Bridge, Burton-upon-Trent, Staffordshire, England (c. SK 
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260231) (Fig. Sa). Hollington Formation (upper part)- Denstone Fonnation, Lower 

- Middle Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

The first record of footprints from 'Burton Bridge' was by Mosley and Brown 

(1863). This was an obscure reference to a discovery made in a temporary exposure 

around 1860. The discovery of these footprints was described in detail by Lott (1927, first 

read in 1913). but surprisingly this account has been generally ignored by previous 

authors. Lott (1927) notes "About 1860 "Highfield" was built, and when making the road 

up to the house, a cutting about 10 feet deep was made, from the Ashby road. A bed of 

ripple-marked sandstone was exposed, on which two or three very distinct footmarks were 

found". Lott (1927) formally referred to these as "footprints of the Labyrinthodont", 

although he noted that they may be more suitably known as "Cheirotherium". Two 

specimens remained in the possession ofMr E. Brown until 1878 when they were taken to 

Bass and Co's laboratory. Later, these specimens were lodged in the Burton-upon-Trent 

Museum until it closed in 1981 (Elsom, pers. comm., 1992), they are now on display in 

the Bass Museum, Burton-upon-Trent (No Acc. number) (Fig. 5b, 5c). 

The original "1860" specimens consist of two slabs which are almost certainly part 

and counterpart of the same track. They contain large Chirotherium sp footprints, probably 

similar to C. barthi (variant 2) (see below). Slab 1 (part) is 610 mm long x 380 mm wide 

(max) and contains the natural moulds of a left pes and possibly the proximal end of a left 

manus. The footprints were impressed on top of assymetrical ripples, probably into 

micaceous siltstone laminae overlying sandstone, unusually, no evidence of clay was 

observed on the surface of the mould. Slab 2 (counterpart) is 510 mm long x 740 mm 

wide (max) and contains the natural cast of a left pes and manus set. The pes cast is c. 250 

mm 16ng and is in high relief (c. 29 mm), the manus is c. ? 130-140 mm long. 

Unfortunately very little detail is preserved, both footprints and asymmetrical ripples were 

cast in a sandstone which is very coarse in places. 
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Fig. Sa. Excavations during the building of No. 1 Ashby Road, 
Burton Bridge, Staffordshire, in 1912. It was during the digging 
of foundations for this house, that two footprint specimens were 
discovered These specimens are now presumed lost Earlier in 
1860, two large slabs containing Cbirotherium footprints weI 
discovered in the adjacent Highfield Lane. TIns photograph was 
taken by Mr. Frank Lotl It is reproduced here with kind 
permission of the Bass Museum of Brewing. 

Fig. Sb. 1860 specimen (Slab 
2, counterpart). Natural cast 

of a large Chirotherium sp.1eft 
pes (part of the set shown in 
fig. 5 c). Non accessioned 
specimen, currently on display 
in the Bass Museum of 
Brewing, Burton- pon-Trent, 
Staffordshire. 

Fig. Sc. 18 0 specim n (Sla b 
2, cOlIDterpart). Natural cast 
of a large hirotherium sp.1eft 
manus and p s set, on rippl 
marked sandstone. Th part 
of this specimen (natural 
mould - Slab 1) is als 
preserved and on display. 
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A second discovery in about 1912, at almost the same locality, was also described 

by Lott (1927). It was made during the building of another house (No. 13) "adjoining the 

drive up to "Highfield"" and "7 feet below the surface" (Fig. Sa). No. 13 is on the comer 

of Ashby Road (the ASO) and Highfield Lane (which leads to the house known as 

"Highfield"). A poster, made by Frank Lott, showing photographs ofthe excavations and 

footprint specimens, is on display at the Bass Museum, Burton-upon-Trent. The two 

smaller specimens which figure in Lott's photograph were probably part of this 1912 

discovery. They appear to show the natural mould of a Chirotherium sp.right pes and 

manus set, and the natural cast of a right ?pes (probably the counter part of the right pes in 

the set specimen). These footprints seem to be much smaller than those on the 1860 slabs, 

although Lott (1927) noted that ''the footprints consisted of a series of alternate pairs of 

hand shaped impressions, the hinder print of each pair being much larger that the one in 

front, in some cases 8-10 inches (200 -250 mm) long, whilst the prints were 14 inches 

apart" Unfortunately these two "1912" specimens are now presumed lost. The two larger 

specimens in Lott's poster photograph, are the "1860" specimens now on display in the 

Bass Museum. 

2.2.6. Storeton Hill (North Quarry; South Quarry), Nr. Higher 

Bebington, Wirral, Merseyside, England (SJ 314849; SJ 

315843). Helsby Sandstone Formation. Lower Anisian. Middle Triassic. 

The Storeton Hill quarries were the most prolific source of Triassic vertebrate 

footprints in the British Isles from 1838 to 1912 (Tresise 1989a, b, 1991a, 1993a). The 

older South Quarry (Fig. 2a, 2b) (situated to the south of Rest Hill Road) yielded the 

original 1838 specimens, the first Chirotherium recorded in the British Isles (see above). 

The South Quarry was worked out and closed by 1906. It has now been infilled, and is 

covered with woodland. 

The North Quarry was started much later in the 19th century, and continued 

working until the early 1920s. In 1925 the North quarry was infiUed with the spoil from 
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the first Mersey tunnel. Although a few rock outcrops still exist on the hill, no footprints 

finds have been recorded since 1912. 

Two chirotheriid ichnogenera have been recorded from Storeton, Chirotherium and 

Isochirotherium, and a third, Synaptichnium, is recognised here (see below). 

2.2.7. Stradsfield Quarry (nr. Brewood), Coven Village, and 

Chillington (Chillington Lower Avenue Gate), Staffordshire, 

England (SJ 897078; SJ 910065; SJ 898075). Bromsgrove Sandstone 

Formation, Lower - Middle Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

The first discovery of footprints from the Brewood (pronounced 'Brood') area was 

recorded by Lister (1860). He notes that "footprints of the Cheirotherium, or 

Labyrinthodon, the Rhynchosaurus, and of another animal, with which the author is not 

acquainted, but which he is inclined to think was a bird" were found "in a quarry of the 

new red sandstone,just within the borders of the red marl, which caps the quarry, at a 

place about six miles north ofWolverhampton, in the parish of Brewood, on the road 

between "The Stone House" and Somerford. "The Stone House" which is given on the 

ordnance map. is near to Chillington Avenue Gate. and within two hundred yards of the 

quarry. The bed in which they occur is about twelve feet from the surface". This is almost 

certainly a reference to Stradsfield Quarry. 

Greenslade and Midgley (1981) record that "Stradsfield Quarry to the west of 

Somerford Hall and near the Birmingham and Liverpool Junction Canal (now called the 

Shropshire Union Canal) was being worked by 1834. It was some 4 acres in extent and 

owned by the Giffards of Chillington. It was disused by 1956." 

The site of the old Stradsfield Quarry (part of which now forms the garden of 

Stradsfield House) is situated almost equidistant from Brewood, Chillington, and Coven 

(Fig. 6a - c). In the late 19th and early 20th centuries, grid references were not used, and 

early authors appear to have arbitarily chosen to use either one of these three villages in 

their locality description. This has led to some confusion. References to Brewood, 
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Coven, Coven Brewood, Corven Burwood, Chillington, Chillington Nr Somerford, 

Chillington Nr. Summerford, Somerford and Chillington Brickyard all presumably refer to 

Stradsfield Quarry. However, Lister (1860) notes that there was a second quarry "about a 

mile distant from this" where footprints had also been found. This quarry may have been 

at Four Ashes (S1 913083). An unaccessioned specimen from this locality is in the Beeby 

Thompson collection in Northampton Museum. 

Stradsfield Quarry probably yielded both Chirotherium and Rhynchosauroides 

forms. Lister (1860) notes that "some of the footprints of the Labyrinthodon (chirotheroid) 

are ten inches [255 mm] long." This is approximately equivalent to the length of the large 

broader Chirotherium species such as Beasley's A2 form. Sarjeant (1974) notes that in 

1862 three footprint slabs, all containing rhynchosaur-type footprints from "Coven Nr 

Brewood", were presented to the British Museum (Natural History) by the Rev. H. 

Houseman. One of these (BMNH 40154) shows numerous Rhynchosauroides footprints 

and one large cast of a Chirotherium sp. left manus and pes set. This set is in relatively 

low relief on a degraded rippled surface, and is overprinted by many smaller 

Rhynchosauroides forms. 

Beasley (1906) referring to the footprint collection in Warwick Museum notes 

"Another small slab from Brewood has a cheirotheroid print not quite perfect, but 

apparently of A2 form", but unfortunately he gives no other details. The Beeby Thompson 

collection in Northampton Museum includes two Chirotherium specimens, a possible right 

manus ofa small ?Chirotherium sp. (NOMCM 1922.29.619P), a natural cast labelled 

"Footprint ofChimtherium, Chillington, Nr Summerford, Staffs", and an unlabelled 

natural cast of a Chi mtheri um sp. right pes (NOMCM 1922.29.640P). This latter 

specimen is similar in size and configuration to C. storetonense (Beasley's A 1 form), The 

lithology suggests that it probably came from Stradsfield QUarry. 
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In addition to the Chirotherium specimens, there are also specimens of 

Synaptichnium sp. and a possible Isochirotherium sp. from the Brewood area in the 

Northampton Museum. These are discussed below. 

2.3. British Chirotherium localities (Division II - well 

documented localities that have probably yielded Chirotherium) 

2.3.1. Whitley Farm, Whitley Green, Warwickshire, England. 

(Mercia Mudstone Formation - Arden Sandstone Member, Middle Anisian -Upper Carnian, 

Middle -Upper Triassic. The precise lithostratigraphy of this specimen is unknown, 

although the lithology of WARMS G 11543 discussed below, suggest that it is most 

unlikely to have come from the Arden Sandstone member. 

There have been various references in the literature to 'Whitley Green', 'Preston 

Bagot' and 'Henley-in-Arden', these all refer to a single locality which Brodie (1859) first 

described as 'Whitley Green, nr. Preston Bagot, about a mile from Henley-in-Arden'. He 

noted a specimen of a manus and pes which was unearthed by a plough in a field, possibly 

on Whitley Farm. 

The pes was 4 112 inches (115 mm) wide and 4 inches (102 mm) long. The manus 

was indistinct, placed in front of the pes and measured 2 inches (51 mm) wide and about 1 

112 inches (38 mm) long. Brodie also noted that the 'second toe was the longest". This is 

confusing and suggests that it is not a Chirotherium sp. However, Brodie seems to have 

used a different method of numbering the digits to that conventionally used today. This can 

be confirmed by his comment" The breadth of the hind foot, from the thumb to the fourth 

toe, is 4 1/2 inches". Brodie's method did not include a digit V, he just refers to it as "the 

thumb". Brodie described digit IV as the first toe, digit III the second, digit II the third and 

digit I the fourth toe. Using the conventional method of numbering from the inside (nearest 

the body), it now becomes clear that pes digit III was actually the longest. It is therefore 

possible that this was a small Chirotherium sp., although it was even smaller than most k 

sickleri specimens. 
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Only one specimen (WARMS G 11543) attributed to this locality has found. This is 

labelled 'Preston Bagot'. It contains the cast of a single partial chirotheroid right pes, which 

measures 175 mm long and 140 mm wide. Part ofa broken manus cast is also just visible. 

This is almost certainly not the specimen described by Brodie (1859), and its label is 

probably incorrect. The lithology suggests it may have come from Brewood, or possibly 

even Lymm. 

Although Whitley Green is almost certainly a chirotheroid locality, and probably did 

yield a small Chirotherium sp., this cannot be confinned. The original specimen now 

appears to be lost or possibly relabelled incorrectly. 

2.3.2. Wright's Runcorn Boundary Quarry, Runcorn Hill, 

Cheshire and the Manchester Ship Canal Quarry, Runcorn Hill, 

Cheshire, England (SJ 506816, SJ 508814). Helsby Sandstone 

Fonnation. Lower Anisian. Middle Triassic. 

The Runcorn quarries were some of the most productive footprint localities and 

they rivalled Storeton for the diversity of the footprint assemblage. Runcom Boundary 

Quarry was once the largest freestone quarry in Britain (Tresise 1994). It was owned and 

worked by William Wright from the 1830s until 1840 and then by his son, John Wright, 

until c.l860. Most specimens found were identified as Rhynchosauroides, and chirotheriid 

prints were rare, in sharp contrast to Lymm where chirotheriids predominated. 

Chirotheriid footprints were noted by some authors. Harkness (1850) wrote about 

footprints from 'Weston Point Quarry': ItThe footmarks which are found in greatest 

abundance are those of the Rhynchosaurus. The impressions of a small tortoise, having 

curved claws of considerable size, are also numerous; and a few steps of Cheirotherium are 

likewise to be met withlt. 'Weston Point Quarry' is probably Wright's Runcom Boundary 

Quarry (Tresise 1994). 

Beasley (1910) noted that Chirotherium sp. footprints were "seldom, if ever, found 

at Runcomtt, and Swinton (1960) repeats this information. Sarjeant (1985) records that 
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Photo No. 367 in the Beasley photographic archive (Liverpool Museum) shows a plaster 

cast of Beasley's A2 form, and the photograph is labelled 'Runcom'. Beasley visited the 

Manchester Ship Canal Quarry on 20th May 1911 (Tresise 1994), and he saw "several 

rhynchosauroid and other small prints and also prints ofthe pes and manus of 

Chirotherium, the first I have ever seen from these quarries". Beasley made a cast (Photo 

No. 285, LIVCM). Unfortunately the photo is not very clear, but it appears to show 

chirotheriid-shaped digits. 

Other records of Chirotherium from Runcom cannot be confirmed. The 

\Varrington Museum ledger for 1896 records that specimen No. 741 is a "four-toed 

footprint cf. Chirotherium (Runcom) (unnumbered)" (fresise 1993), but the specimen is 

missing. A single pes specimen on display in Manchester Museum (MANeR 

unnumbered.) may have come from Runcom, but this also cannot be confinned. 

There is large water borehole core on display in the Geology Department, 

University of Keele, which was probably from the Runcom area. This core contains 

several casts of a possible Isochirotherium sp., and is discussed below. 

2.3.3. 'Old' Townhead Quarry and 'New' Townhead Quarry, 

Aiton, Staffordshire, England (SK 074426-077426, SK 077424). 

Hollington Formation - Denstone Fonnation, Upper Scythian - Middle Anisian, Lower

Middle Triassic. 

The first record of Chirotherium footprints from Townhead Quarry was by Beasley 

(1892). Referring to a field visit to the area in August 1891 he noted, "There are a,series of 

quarries to the rear of the escarpment east of the village. Besides building stone, they make 

grind stones for Sheffield. Some very indistinct and uncertain traces of Cheirotherium 

footprints and plant stems were seen in one ofthe marl partings". This was a reference to 

the 'old' Townhead quarry, which was situated along the escarpment behind the buildings 

of Townhead Farm. A 'new' quarry was opened around the tum of the century in a field in 

front of Townhead Fann, some 10-15 m deep, exposing red sandstone and several clay 
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seams near the top (Fig. 7a - c). Brett (1919) notes that the footprints were all found 

preserved "in one thin bed of fine micaceous red sandstone, and at one part only of this 

bed". The 'new' quarry ceased to be worked in 1918, and was used for many years as a 

council refuse tip. It is now completely infilled and grassed over, and only a slight 

depression remains. 

Between 1910 and 1918 Beasley and Cyril Brett, who lived in Castle HiJI House, 

Townhead, Alton, near the disused 'old' quarry, collected many footprint specimens from 

Townhead quarry (almost certainly all from the 'new' quarry). Some of these specimens 

were in the possession of Beasley (LIVCM), and others were lodged in the Meynell 

Museum (Denstone College), Geological Museum, Cardiff University College arid 

Birmingham University. The footprint assemblage and lithology compares very closely to 

that found in the Runcorn area. 

These collections contain some possible chirotheriid prints. Brett (1919) recorded 

only one chirotheriid with the "distal ends of 3 cheirotheroid toes". This was Meynell 

Museum No. 930(f), which passed to the Department of Geology, University of Leicester 

(R. G. Clements, pers. comm., 1992), and became LEIUG 27703. It contains several 

smaIl Rhynchosauroides which appear to have overprinted a larger fonn represented by at 

least two roughly triangular raised casts, which might be a chirotheriid, but this is not 

entirely certain. The specimen was figured in Sarjeant (1985, fig. 6; LIVCM Photo archive 

No. 362). Another specimen, LEIUG 27709 (originally No. 938 in the Meynell collection) 

was described by Brett (1919) as a "print with 2 toes, probably type 0". This appears to 

contain at least two partial ?manus.digit casts of a small chirotheriid. A final specimen, 

LEIUG 14361, contains several large chirotheriid footprints, and it is labelled 'Alton, nr 

Cheadle', usually a vague reference to Townhead quarry. However the lithology (buff, 

fine micaceous sandstone) does not compare with other Townhead specimens which are all 

preserved in red micaceous sandstone. 
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FiQ. 7a . 'Ne\V' Tov,,'nhcad Qn<:lny The site uf th~ I<lst workings al 
T(;wnhcCld QUemy. Alton. Staffordshire A shal~O\-v dc' pressi~)Ill!l 
Ihe fit.lel is elll th<tt remaiILs. Quarrying ceased 111 1918. CInellI 
reTllilined clisuseu. until the 1950's . when i I \Va . infi lkd wi th 
refl1~e and leIter retlilllcd 10 dgJ1cul iurailancL It nlHO\ form'> part of 
Tmvnhead Fcmn Although tEe 'nc\\" quarIJ \\13S pnlllcmly dllg to 
cxtrctct San(l~IOJlC irolIl the Hollingtoll Foml<.tlion. it ",I. 0 exposed 
Ihe base of the overlying DeJ1<~ tone FOmJatlOfl It WeI" one thill bt'd 
\\tltlrin lhis hItter fOl1na ti 11 which )lddeu. all of the fnOlprinl 
STXciJIlc'l1s collected from here by Beas1c) and Brd.t bel ween 1910 
1918. At thi <; tLIne the qlkl fIJ WaS nUl by \f r Flcldi ng (sec 

Hol1inglon notes). It was part of tbe Shrewsbury Est,tl e (Alton 
Towers). The original 'old qll<:tny' was sitll.alc;d alung thc ndgl' 
tx~hind the faml butldings in U1C (Ustaflce. 

12 A 

Fig. 7b. An expos d secti n f We Hollingt n 
an.dston F rrna ti n On the s uth ide of the 

s t ep hurnet Valley below Townhead Fann. 
This cll n is below both th 'new' and 'old 
quarrie . Thick units of ('TOS -bedded 

Fig. 7c. This i all that remains f th 
'old' Townhead quarry. it is now 
completely infilled and overgrown 
A few cut blocks f andst n can be 
se n lying around. but no natural 
exposures were observed Th lId' 
quarry was situated behind Townhcad 
Farm, on th southern ridge f th 
Churnet alley, opposite ~ Iton 
Towers. 

andst ne. which contain frequ nt clasts f 
quartz pebble and mudstone overli e a 
c <:Irse c ngl merate. 
The sandstone tmits ar separated by very 
I hin mudstone partings. 
Height of s cLi n is c. 2.7 m 
Hamm rf if seal is 30 em long. 



2.3.4. Hilbre, Wirral, Merseyside, England (8J 186876). Age 

uncertain: ifin the Cheshire Basin (Hull 1869) - Chester Pebble Bed Fonnation (Fonnerly 

Bunter Pebble Beds) , Lower Scythian, Lower Triassic. 

If in the East Deemster Sub-basin (Jackson and Mulholland 1993) - Ormskirk 

Sandstone Fonnation, Lower Anisian, Middle Triassic 

The discovery of footprints on the tidal island of Hilbre, in the Dee estuary off West 

Kirby, Wirral, in 1991 was first reported by Tresise (1992). He noted that the footprints 

were "similar to, but smaller than Chirotherium". Because of their poor preservation, he 

was unwilling to assign them to ichnotaxa. 

King and Thompson (in press) confirmed the 1991 specimen as ichnotaxon indet., 

and interpreted two specimens discovered in 1994 as chirotheriid forms, both assigned to 

ichnogenus indet, because of imperfect preservation. One of the specimens (UVCM 5, 

'footprint 0') is a possible right pes of a large broad chirotheriid form. Unfortunately only 

four digit casts (1 I, II. III and IV) are preserved, which exhibit the typical short broad 

triangular digits observed in Beasley's A2 form. 

A further specimen (1993 Slab 2 (LIVCM 4), 'footprint N') is c. 50 mm long, but 

it is in very low relief, digit cast ?I is unclear and no associated manus was found. It might 

be a right pes of a small Chirotherium sp., similar to Chirotherium lum Baird, 1954, but it 

is best termed ichnogenus indet. 

See Chapter 6 for a detailed description of the Hilbre footprint discoveries. 

2.3.5. Guy's Cliffe, Warwickshire, England (SI) 291669). 

Bromsgrove Sandstone Formation, Lower - Middle Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

The first published reference to a footprint from Guy's Cliffe was by Beasley 

(l902b). Beasley recorded a small chirotheriid specimen in Bootie Museum, which he 

called his 'L form' (Fig. 8a), and noted its resemblance to the smaller form on the 1838 

Storeton slab (BMNH R729). Beasley's (1902b, pI. 15) sketch of his L form shows only 
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four digits, with digit I absent. However, there probably was a small first digit. Beasley's 

L fonn was named Chirotheri urn beasleyi by Nopcsa (1923). 

The original BootIe Museum specimen described by Beasley (1902b) is now in the 

NMGM (Liverpool Museum), LIVCM 1972.169.A. It contains a left set of Chirotherium 

sickleri and several smaller footprint fonns. The specimen also displays the same lithology 

and sedimentary structures (especially small ?load casts) as many Storeton specimens, in 

particular the 1838 discoveries. 

Although the provenance of the specimen is recorded as Guy's Cliffe in 

Warwickshire, this is not based on any documentation or literature evidence, but on a 

photograph (No. 38) in the Beasley photographic archive) taken by Henry Beasley c. 1900 

when the specimen was in the Bootie Museum. This photograph is reproduced in Tresise 

(1989, fig. 19). The label below the specimen reads" Labyrinthodon (footprints). A 

lizard shaped amphibian, so called from the labyrinthian pattern exhibited by the enamel in 

a section of their teeth. Guy's Cliff, Warwick, Trias". 

The label accompanying the specimen, which was written by staff at the Bootie 

Museum, is confusing. It is likely that they meant to indicate that the teeth of a 

Jabyrinthodon amphibian had been found at Guy's Cliffe (Owen 1842b). The remains of 

the first tetrapod found in the Middle Triassic of England were also found at Guy's Cliffe 

in 1823. Buckland (1837) noted that "part of ajaw and other bones ofa saurian, found in 

the sandstone at Guy's cliffe were presented to the Oxford Museum by the late Butic 

Greathead Esq. ". Butie Greathead was the owner of Guy's Cliffe House (before Lord 

Algeron Percy) and the quarry was in the grounds of the house, near the bank of the River 

Avon (Fig. 8b, 8e). 

Owen (1841a-c, 18423, b) ascribed these specimens to the temnospondyJ 

amphibian Mastodonsaurus which he later renamed Labyrinthodon. Benton et aI. (1994) 

. reattributed this jaw to Mac;tondom;aurus as M. jaegeri. Benton and Gower 1997 note that 

Owen mistakenly combined temnospondyt skull remains with archosaur hind limb 
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materials from Warwickshire, and produced the Labyrinthodon - otherwise known as 'the 

frog from hell'. Owen believed that it was this animal that was responsible for the 

Chirotherium footprints - hence the name 'Labyrinthodon (footprints) on specimen LIVCM 

1972. 169.A. 

In October 1907 Friedrich Baron Huene of Ttibingen, Gennany, visited Guy's 

Cliffe with the Rev. Magens Mello (Huene 1908b). Although he mentions the lithology 

and structures in the rocks below Guy's Cliffe House, he made no reference to the 

discovery of footprints at this locality. Huene was very familiar with the discovery of 

footprints in the Gennan Triassic, and in 1907 there was considerable interest generated by 

the recent discoveries at Storeton in 1906. It seems strange that no mention was made of 

the Guy's Cliffe discovery. Likewise, no mention of a footprint discovery had been made 

previously by Murchison and Strickland (1840), Owen (1842b) or Miall (1874). 

LlVCM 1972.169.A is almost certainly a Storeton specimen from the same 1838 

trackway surface. Following the closure of the Royal Institution Museum in 1877, Bootie 

Town Council acquired four Storeton 1838 specimens, including the holotype (BootIe Slab 

No. 10) of Chirotherium storetonense Morton (1863), together with six other specimens 

for their newly planned museum (Tresise (1989b). LIVCM 1972. 169.A does not appear to 

have been incl uded in this aquisition. However it was in the collection by 1902 (Beasley 

1902b). 

Although the Bootie Museum closed in 1953, Bootie slab No. 10 is still in the 

building, which now houses the Sefton Council Education Department (Tresise pers. 

comm 1992). Together with BMNH R729, OXFUM G55, RGSC (No Ace. No.) and 

probably CAMSM G2867 it formed part of the trackway surface discovered at Storeton in 

1838. Two ofthese specimens, BMNH R729 and OXFUM G55 also contain examples of 

the smaller Chirotherium sickleri which are almost identical to the set on LIVCM 

1972.169.A. 
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Unfortunately, there is no documentary evidence to support this hypothesis. The 

lithology and sedimentary facies at Guy's Cliffe is similar to that found at Storeton. It is 

therefore quite possible that this locality has (or could) yield footprints. LIVCM 

1972. 1 69.A is perhaps best regarded as a Guy's Cliffe specimen until we have better 

evidence to the contrary. However, because of serious doubts about its provenance, it has 

been relegated to "Division II" status and has not been included in any stratigraphic 

analysis. 

2.3.6. WilmsIow No.1 Borehole (Stockport Waterworks 

Corporation), Cheshire, England (Close to WiImslow BIH No.3 

- 70 yds N.E of St. BarthoIomews Church, WiImsIow) (SJ. 

84888153). Wilmslow Sandstone Formation, Middle - Upper Scythian, Lower 

Triassic. 

A single footprint in a core from a depth of 660 feet (203 m) in the Stockport 

Waterworks Corporation Wilmslow No.1 borehole was recorded by Alty (1926). This 

specimen was described, figured and assigned to Chirotherium storetonense by Thompson 

(1966, fig. 104, pI. 10). He notes that the footprint was preserved as a natural mould 

(concave epirelief) and "has a width of 9.6 cm, a length of 8 em, and occupies a depression 

16 mm deep". It was found "330 feet above the base of the Bunter Upper Mottled 

Sandstone" (Wilmslow Sandstone Fonnation). It is now on display in Stockport Museum 

(No Acc. No.) 

The author agrees with Thompson (1966) that the specimen probably represents a 

chirotheroid right manus. Unfortunately, it!s not clearly preserved and perhaps would be 

better referred to ichnogenus indet. If it is a ehirotheroid form, it would be the earliest 

example found to date in the British Triassic, with the possible exception of the Hilbre 

specimen (see above). 
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2.3.7. Fielding's Quarry (Greatgate), Hollington, Staffordshire, 

England (SK 055402). Hollington Fonnation - Denstone Fonnation, Upper 

Scythian - Middle Anisian, Lower - Middle Triassic. 

The vertebrate footprints from Hollington have recently been described by King 

(1997, in press). The first published reference to chirotheroid footprints was by Beasley 

(1907). Specific reference to Chirotherium was made by Brett (1919), who reported a 

specimen (No. 883) from Hollington in the collection of the MeyneJl Museum, Denstone 

College, North Staffordshire. This collection was moved to the Department of Geology, 

University of Leicester in 1959. R. G Clements (pers. comm 1992) could not locate this 

specimen and it is now presumed lost. 

Despite an extensive search, no authenticated Chirotherium specimen from 

Hollington has been found in any collection. Photo No. 72 in the Beasley photographic 

archive (UVCM) is thought to be the only reliable evidence for Chi rotheri urn sp. at this 

locality. It shows a poorly preserved natural cast of a ?right pes and manus set. 

A specimen from Tearne Quarry, Hollington which possibly contains partial digit 

casts of a chirotheroid form, has recently been found by the author. See Chapter 7 for a 

detailed description of the Hollington footprint discoveries. 

2.3.8. Scrabo Hill Quarries, Nr. Newtownards, Co. Down, 

Northern Ireland (J 479 724). Scrabo Sandstone, Sherwood Sandstone 

Group, Scythian, Lower Triassic. 

The discovery of a ripple-marked sandstone slab from Scrabo Hill Quarry which 

contained an "impression of the foot of an animal- probably reptilian" was reported by 

Young (1882) (Doughty pers comm. in Delair and Sarjeant 1985. Buckman et al. 1992). 

The specimen was acquired from a Belfast stone-yard by John Ward, who donated the 

specimen to the Belfast Natural History Society whose collection has now been 

incorporated into the Ulster Museum collections. Unfortunately the specimen is now 
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presumed lost. There does not appear to have been any sketch accompanying Young's 

report, so it cannot be confirmed whether this was a chirotheroid form .. 

The first authenticated record of chirotheroid footprints from Ireland was by Ashley 

(1946). They were discovered in Scrabo Hill Quarry by Capt. Hallam Ashley in 1938. 

Ashley photographed the footprints (a manus and a partial pes) insitu. After the war, 

Ashley (1946) briefly described this discovery and published one ofthese photographs. 

Unfortunately the photograph only appeared to show the manus. The photograph was 

studied by Swinton (1960b) who concluded that it was a right manus of Chi rotheri urn 

lomasi, an ichnospecies later reassigned by (Haubold (1971) to the new ichnogenus 

Isochirotherium as J. lomasi. Delair and Sarjeant (1985) disagreed and suggested that the 

photograph did not show a Chirotherium manus but 'a pes of some other reptile'. 

Despite searches and appeals for information as to the whereabouts of the 

specimen, nothing was found until 1987. In Ballinderry, Co. Down, Ireland, a chance 

meeting took place between a local geologist on field work and Hallam Ashley's daughter. 

Following this, Phillip Doughty ofthe Ulster Museum was able to confirm that Ashley had 

the original specimen in his possession. He also obtained a life sized photograph of the 

original slab. Unfortunately, Hallam Ashley died in 1988. The specimen was deposited in 

the Ulster Museum by his executors; this had always been his wish (Benton pers. comm. 

1997). 

The specimen BELUM K12282 clearly shows partial pes digits to the rear of the 

manus and is almost certainly a chirotheroid form, as manus digits II and III are almost the 

same length. This might suggest an Isochirotherium sp , but the relative size of the manus 

compared to what is still preserved of the pes, appears to rule this out. 

In medium sized Chirotherium sp such as C. Storetonense ifthe divarication from 

the long axis of manus digit IV is high, manus digits II and III can often appear to be 

almost the same length (see notes below). It seems likely that this specimen probably 

represents the partial right manus and pes of a small to moderately sized Chirotherium sp. 
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However it is perhaps more prudent to refer to it as the partial set of a chirotheroid form. 

Although it is smaller, it is remarkably similar in many respects to MANCH LL5511 

discovered in the Tarporley Siltstone Formation at Red Brow Quarry, Daresbury, England, 

by J. Webster Kirkham (Williamson, 1867) (see above). 

2.3.9. Levencorroch Burn, Isle of Arran, Argyll, Scotland (NR 

970 205 -NS 005 210). Levencorroch Mudstone Formation, Lower Carnian-

Upper Norian, Upper Triassic. 

During a search ofthe OXFUM collections, Phillip Powell (Assistant Curator, 

Geological Collections) drew my attention to a specimen labeJJed 'Reptile footprint', found 

in Levencorrach Burn, Arran. It was discovered by A. G. Plint in August 1980, during a 

field trip with Oxford University undergraduate students. 

The specimen (OX FUM G53) (Fig. 9) is preserved as a natural cast in red 

micaeous sandstone .. Unfortunately the cast of digit I is missing and the exact outline and 

position of digit V is unclear. It is believed that this is a chi rotheroi d footprint, probably a 

left Chi rotheri urn Spa pes; but because of the poor quality of preservation it should be 

regarded as Ichnogenus indet. 

To my knowledge no other footprints have been recorded from this locality. It is 

also probably the only Triassic footprint that has been found in Scotland to date. An of the 

others that have been referred to in the literature from the "New Red Sandstone" (Sarjeant 

1974, Delair and Sarjeant 1985, Mc Keever and Haubold 1996) are now generally regarded 

as Permian in age. It is certainly the only footprint that has been found in the Upper 

Triassic in Scotland. 

2.3.10. Shrewley, Warwickshire, England «Shrewley Canal 

Quarry, Shrewley Common - SP 213 674). Arden Sandstone Member, 

Upper Carnian, Upper Triassic. 

There is a brief mention of 'footsteps oflabyrinthodon' by Brodie (1856). 

Following Owen (1842a) the animal responsible for Chi rotheri um footprints was widely 
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Fig. 9. OXFUM G.53. The natural cast of a chirotheroid 
(?Chirotherium sp.) left pes , from the Levencorrach 
Mudstone Formation on the Isle of Arran, Argyll , 
Scotland Note that digit cast ?I is broken and missing. 
The scale bar is 3 em. 
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believed to have been a giant labyrinthodont amphibian. At the time, the term 

'Iabyrinthodon(t) footprints/steps' was generally synonomous with Chirotherium. It is still 

commonly seen on old labels accompanying Chirotherium footprint specimens. It would 

therefore be natural to assume that Brodie (1856) was referring to Chirotherium footprints, 

however this was not the case. Later Brodie (1859) referring to a chirotheroid footprint 

discovery at Whitley Green noted, 'The occurrence of certain footprints of supposed 

Labyrinthodont (sic) animals in the Upper Keuper in the neighbourhood of Warwick has 

long been known; and they generally consist of a series of small casts and impressions, 

chiefly the former, over a considerable extent of surface; but no larger footsteps have been 

before noticed in the district. These were obtained from Shrew ley and Rowington'. 

Several footprint specimens in the Brodie collections at Warwick Museum contain small 

Rhynchosauroides forms which are also labelled as 'footsteps of Labyrinthodon'. Brodie 

seems to have called any small footprint forms and chirotheroid forms 'footprints of 

Labyrinthodont', but he differentiated chirotheroid forms by calling them 'large 

Labyrinthodont' . 

Probably the first true discovery of chirotheroid footprints from Shrewley was 

recorded by Brodie (1887) who noted 'two impressions of footsteps of a large 

Labyrinthodon' . These were discovered in the canal quarry (Fig. lOa, lOb) at Shrewley by 

Mr Douglas Brodie (Rev. P. B. Brodie's son) in the summer of 11886. 

Although it is ambiguous, Brodie (1887) seems to suggest that the footprints were 

found on a slab which also contained fragmentary remains of a holostean fish Semionotus 

sp. Originally there were seven footprints on this large slab, but these had been broken up 

during removal. It is also unclear whether these other footprints were collected. 

Unfortunately Brodie does not give a description of the footprints, and it is therefore not 

possible to say what chirotheroid ichnogenus they belonged to. 

It is possible that a Chirotherium sp. manus and pes set WARMS G 1143, figured 

by Old et at. (1991, plate 11, k.), is part of the specimen referred to by Brodie (1887). The 
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Fig. 10. An exposure close to the old Sbrewley Canal Quarry. 
Looking North - East across the canal at the bOlmdary between 
the red mudstone of the Mercia Mudstone Formation and the 
interbedded grey and green mudstones, sil tstones and 
sandstones of the Arden Sandstone Formation The bases f 
the thicker, more prominent sandstone beds (arrowed) wi thin 
the Arden Sandstone may yield footprints. The old Shrewley 
Canal Quarry was situated on the N. E. canal bank jU'j;t to the 
rightof this section Height of section is c. 5 m 

\2-' A 

Fig. lOb. View looking 
towards the canal tunn 1. 
A classic exposure of th 
Arden Sandstone 
Fonnation is on th righl 
The old Shrewl y anal 
Quarry was situated n 
th left (th N. E. bank) 
below the gard nand 
lawn of Tunnel Bam 
Farm, it is now 
overgrown with tr es. 



footprint casts on WARMS G 1143 are preserved in a coarser sandstone than that observed 

in the majority of smaller Rhynchosauroides specimens from Shrewley. Brodie (1887) 

suggests that it may have been found in a soft gritty sandstone bed (No.3) which probably 

contained the fish. No other chirotheroid forms that can definitely be ascribed to Shrew ley 

have been observed in any collections. 

2.3. 11. Derby Road, Kegworth, Leicestershire, England (SK 

484 267 (Kegworth». Mid Anisian - Lower Ladinian, Middle Triassic. 

See Isochirotherium notes below. 

2.3.12. "Near Tarporley", Cheshire, England. (Possibly from 

quarry at SJ 561630 ?). Tarporley Siltstone Formation, Lower - Middle Anisian, 

Middle Triassic. 

See Isochirotherium notes below. 

2.4. British Chirotherium localities (Division III - Dubious 

Chirotherium localities) 

2.4.1. Grinshill, Shropshire, England (SJ 526238 (E.C.C. 

Quarry- still working 1993). (Disused quarries at SJ 520239, SJ 

524239 and SJ 525238). Helsby Sandstone Formation - Tarporley Siltstone 

Formation, Lower Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

See Isochirotherium notes for history of the first discoveries. 

Two small isolated chirotheroid pes specimens in Ludlow Museum (G. 3551 and 

G.3853) found in Kilvert's Quarry (G6 and G7 of Thompson 1995) and donated by the 

former owner, may be either Isochirotherium or small Chirotherium forms (see 

Isochirotherium notes below for detailed discussion). 

All the other chirotheroid footprints from GrinshiII can be confidently assigned to 

the ichnogenus Isochirotherium. 

2.5~ British Chirotherium forms (Systematics) 
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2.5.1. Ichnogenus Chirotherium Kaup, 1835 

Chirotherium KAUP,1835 

Chirosaurus KAUP,1835 

Cheirotherium SICKLER,1836 

Labyrinthodon OWEN,1841 

KrokodiUpus NOPCSA, 1923 

Saurichnites KIRCHNER, 1927, pp. 112-122. 

2.5.2. General description. Pes. Pentadactyl (resembling a reversed human 

hand), digitigrade or semi plantigrade. Digit III is always the longest (mesaxonic structure). 

Digits I and V are always shorter than digits II-IV. Digit II is never longer than digit IV, 

but it can be either shorter or equal in length (see discussion). Digit V is divergent (c.65 -

90° ) from the long axis through digit III, it is always recurved and situated proximally and 

a little laterally behind digits I-IV. 

The pes is larger and usually more deeply impressed than the manus (higher relief 

in casts). The pes length range is c. 90 mm - 240 mm. The ratio of manus to pes length is 

usually always greater than 0.35: 1 and less than 0.55: 1. 

Prominent phalangeal pad impressions or casts are commonly preserved. 

Metatarsal-phalangeal pad impressions or casts are also usually prominent, especially at the 

base of digit V. The presence of a claw on digit V has never been clearly demonstrated. 

Clear claw casts or impressions are common, especially in the small - medium sized 

ichnospecies. The larger ichnospecies have digit casts or impressions which taper sharply, 

often to triangular points at their distal end. 

Manus. Digitigrade, pentadactyl and always smaller than the pes. The basic 

configuration of the manus is almost certainly the same for all Chirotherium ichnospecies 

listed below, but the differing spread and thickness of digits (probably due to variations in 

the size of the animal, gait and weight distribution) gives rise to apparent differences in the 

morphology of the manus cast or impression. 
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Digit III is always the longest (mesaxonic structure) and digit I is the shortest. Digit 

V is not recurved (as in the pes), but it is separated from digits I-IV and divergent from the 

long axis through digit III (c. 65 - 90°). When the divergence (from the long axis through 

digit III) of digit IV is greater than the divergence of digit II (as in C. storetonense) it can 

appear much shorter than digit II. When this occurs, without good preservation on the 

distal ends, digit II can appear only slightly shorter, or even the same length as digit III. 

Claws impressions/casts are rarely preserved, except on the smallest ichnospecies 

(such as C. sickleri). The manus digits of the larger ichnospecies often have rounded tips, 

probably because of the presence of thick underlying phalangeal pads on the terminal 

phalanges. 

Trackway. Relatively narrow trackway of a quadruped with an efficient upright 

gait. The smaller pentadactyl manus is usually impressed in front of the pes, usually above 

digit III. The exception to this is the smallest Guvenile?) form (C. sickleri) in which the 

manus is regularily placed in front of, but inside the pes (usually with the outer edge of the 

manus in line with the inner edge of the pes). 

2.5.3. Discussion. There appears to be a correlation between pes length and the 

length of digit II. The smallest Chirotherium sp. have the shortest digit II, whereas the 

largest have digits II and IV of equal length. 

Presumably, variations in the relative length and width of the casts or impressions 

of digits II and IV observed in the ichnogenus Chirotherium. may have occured naturally 

during growth and between the sexes. In examples where digit II appears to be shorter, it 

is also often thinner than digit IV. Evidence from smaller specimens of Chirotherium 

indicate that most of the animals weight was borne on the outside of the foot, the fifth digit 

acting as a prop. Digit impressions III, IV and V are usually deeper, or their casts are 

wider and of higher relief than digits I and II. In contrast most medium sized footprints, 

and almost all of the larger footprints indicate a more even weight distribution, with digit 

casts or impressions more widely spread and of more equal width. 
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Many modem animals show genetic variations and sexual dimorphism in their 

tracks. For example Brown et al., 1992 recorded differences in overall footprint width and 

length, width: length ratio, presence, prominence or absence of claws and lobes in front of 

interdigital pads in the tracks of the European Badger (Meles meles). Similar differences in 

footprint form between juvenile and adult animals of the same species are also seen in 

Western Hedgehogs (Erinaceus europaeus) (Lawrence and Brown, 1967). Juveniles are 

functionally tetradactyl (the thumb (digit I) does not touch the ground in either the hind or 

the fore foot), while adults are functionally pentadactyl. 

A precedent has already been set for giving ichnospecies names to different size 

variants of basically the same form (Kaup, 1835). Rather than create a new ichnospecies 

for every size variant that is found, it is suggested that three, or possibly four, ichnospecies 

can encompass the whole range of variability observed within the ichnogenus Chirotherium 

in the British Triassic. Size ranges and manus: pes length ratios for each ichnospecies are 

given below. Manus: pes length ratios were found by the author to be a more reliable 

method of differentiating forms than length: width ratios, since the latter are affected by 

variability in the curvature of digit V and the spread of digits. The proposed Chirotherium 

ichnospecies are: 

(1) C.sickleri, the small form, with a pes length of 90 -140 mm and a manus: pes 

length ratio of ?c. 0.35: 1 - 0.39: 1. 

(2) C. storetonense, the medium fonn, with a pes length of 140 - 190 mm and a 

manus: pes length ratio of c. 0.39: 1 - 0.44: 1. 

(3) C. barthii. the medium to large form, with a pes length of 190 - 220 mm and a 

manus: pes length ratio of 0.45: 1 - 0.50: 1. C. barthii also includes a larger variant (2) 

with a pes length of 220 - 250 mm, a manus: pes length ratio of 0.50:1 - 0.55:1 and digits 

II and IV of equal length. 

2.5.4 Chirotherium sickleri Kaup, 1835b 

Figure. 11. 
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Fig. 11. Chirotherium sickleri Kaup 1835b 

(a) LIVCM. I972.169.A (Beasleys Lform), Left set. 
Pes digit I and the manus are poorly preserved 

(b) BMNH R 729. Right set showing a well preserved 
manus. Pes digit I is still unclear. Scale bar is 2 em 

(c) OXFUM G. 55. Sketch ofleft set. Pes digit I is 
again poorly preserved, and the casts of manus 
digits I and V are not preserved 

(d) Cartoon sketch of Chirotherium sidderi, showing 
idealised right set. Based on composite of British 

Triassic specimens 

(d) 

13' A, 

V 
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Chirotherium sickler KA UP, 1835b. 

Chirotherium minus SICKLER, 1836. 

ChirotheroidformL BEASLEY, 1904, pp. 229-230, pI. 7. 

Chirotheriumbeasleyi NOPCSA, 1923. 

Chirotheriumsickler (Kaup, 1835b) HAUBOLD, 1969, pp. 838-839, pI. 4. 

2.5.5. Diagnosis. 

Pes. Pes length range c. 90 - 140 mm. Digit IV is longer than digit II. Digit V is slightly 

less recurved compared to C. barthii or C. storetonense and does not have a prominent 

metatarsal- phalangeal pad at its base. 

Manus. Digit III is the longest, digit I is the shortest. Digits II and IV are approximately 

equal in length. The cast or impression of manus digit V is rarely preserved. When it is 

present it is divergent from the long axis (through digit III) at an angle of c. 55 - 700 

Trackway. The manus is placed in front of, and to the inside of the pes (usually with the 

outer edge of the manus in line with the inner edge of the pes). The footprints divaricate 

outwards at an angle from the midline. 

2.5.6. Lectotype. Slab II from the original trackway surface discovered by Mr C. 

Barth at Hessberg, Nr Hildburghausen, Germany in 1833. This slab was first figured by 

Sickler 1834 (reproduced in Haubold 1984, fig. 79) and also contains the lectotype 

specimens of C. barthii (see below). The original is in the "Geschwister-Scholl" _ 

Oberschule zu Hildburghausen (Haubold 1984). 

2.5.7. Referred Material. Two specimens, BMNH R729 (the specimen first 

figured by Beasley (1904 pI. 7) to illustrate his chirotheroid L form), and OXFUM GSS 

(Fig. 2c), contain several examples; although they are not very well preserved. Both 

specimens are from the original Storeton 1838 trackway surface. OXFUM GS5 contains 

perhaps the best examples of C. sickleri from the British Triassic. It consists of a trackway 

containing two right sets, one left set and one isolated left pes. The footprints are preserved 

as natural casts in low relief. Two sets of larger C. storetonense footpri nts cut across this 
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trackway, and the pes of the first set ofC. storetonense partly overprints the manus of the 

second set of C. sickleri. 

LIVCM 1972.l69.A. (Beasley's L form) labe))ed Guy's Cliffe, Warwickshire 

(Fig. 8a, see notes above). 

2.5.8. Discussion. In order to provide manus: pes length ratio data which can be 

compared with other forms, the cast or impression of digit V needs to be present, 

unfortunately this is rarely the case. In order to obtain some comparison small, medium 

and large Chirotherium forms were also measured from the tip to the base of manus digit 

III. This measurement was then divided by the pes length to obtain a ratio. This indicated 

that the sma)) forms have a slightly lower ratio than those specimens assigned to h 

storetonense (Le. below 0.39 : 1) 

It is estimated that the complete manus (including digit V) : pes length ratio is about 

0.35: 1. This is supported by evidence from a possibly complete but poorly preserved 

example (manus 4a) on BMNH R728 and the broken manus cast length on LIVCM 

1972. 1969.A. 

C. sickleri is commonly found associated with C. barthii and C. storetonense. 

C. sickleri probably represents the footprint of ajuvenile animal, although this cannot be 

clearly demonstrated. It can be seen that there are differences, apart from size, in structure 

and trackway pattern which warrant its designation as a distinct ichnospecies: 

The manus trackway pattern is relatively wide compared to C. storetonense or C. 

barthii and the pes shows greater divarication from the midline. This trackway may have 

been produced by an animal which is carrying little weight on its front legs. If we assume 

this is ajuvenile form, as the animal grows more weight is transferred to the front legs, and 

the front feet need to be further apart to support the added weight. This would then bring 

the manus more in line with the pes, as observed in C. barthii and C. storetonense 

(possibly the adult forms?). The added weight on the front feet would also ensure that an 
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impression or cast of digit V (which probably acted as an aid to balance, rather like a 

stabiliser on a bicycle!) would be preserved. 

Peabody (1948) described and figured a form from the Triassic Lower Moenkopi 

Formation, near Meteor Crater, Arizona, USA, which he referred to Chirotherium minus 

Sickler, 1836. Haubold (1971) synonomised both C. beasleyi (Beasley's L form) and ~ 

minus with Chirotherium sickleri Kaup, 1835b, but his sketch (fig. 33.5) does not clearly 

resemble Beasley's L form. However, Haubold (1971, fig. 32.11) also included 

Peabody's (1948) sketch of C. minus under the name of C. sickleri. HauboJd (1984, fig. 

94.11) again referred both sketches to C. sickleri. 

Haubold (1984) therefore implied that the ichnospecies C. sickleri included two 

variants, one slightly broader form with pes digits II and IV almost equal in length and the 

other, a more slender form, which has a pes digit IV slightly longer than digit II. The latter 

is the only form observed in the British Triassic. 

2.5.9. Chirotherium storetonense Morton, 1863 

Figure. 12. 

Cheirotheriumstoretonense MORTON, 1863 

Chirotherium storetonensis L YDEKKAR, 1890. 

ChirotheroidformAI BEASLEY, 1904 

Chirotheriumbarthii (Kaup, 1835) HAUBOLD, 1969, p. 838, pis, 1,2. 

2.5.10. Diagnosis. 

Pes. Pes length range 140 - 190 mm. Pes digit II is slightly shorter (and thinner) than 

digit IV. The cast or impression of Pes digit V is thinner and less recurved, and the 

metatarsal- phalangeal pad at its base is more elongate and not as pronounced as it is on the 

larger, broader, C. barthii forms. Claw casts or impressions are often very prominent on 

pes digits I - IV. 
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(a) 

(b) 

Fig. 12. Chirotheriumstoretonense Morton 1863 
(a) LIVCM. 14S.A. Right et 
(b) LIVCM.145.A. Close up of right pes. 
(e) OXFUM G.S5. Close up ofleft manus. 
(d) OXFUM G. 55. Sketch of left manus. 
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(e) Cartoon of ideali ed Cbirotheriwn storelonense right set 
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Man us. The manus length of C. storetonense is proportionally smaller than the manus 

length ofe. barthii. when compared to the pes length. The manus - pes length ratio ranges 

from c. O. 39 : 1 - 0.44: - 1. 

Manus digit IV is often more divergent from the long axis (through digit III) than 

digits II and III. The manus is commonly placed directly infront of the pes, inline with the 

long axis of the pes (through digit III). 

Trackway. Measurements are shown in Fig. 13. 

2.5.11. Lectotype. BootIe Slab No. 10 (currently in BootIe Town Hall, Sefton 

Council Department of Education, wall mounted behind panelling on the main stairs) is 

regarded as the lectotype specimen for Chi rotheri urn storetonense. 

2.5.12. Referred material. BMNH R729 (The longest British Chirotherium 

trackway). It is currently on display in the main hall of the Natural History Museum, 

South Kensington) and should be regarded as a trackway paralectotype for C. 

storetonense. 

2.5.13. Discussion. Haubold (1969, 1971) synonomised C. storetonense Morton 

1863 with C. barthii Kaup 1835. Tresise (1996) does not recognise this and notes that ~ 

storetonense and e. barthii can be distinguished by variations in their width. Tresise 

(1996) recognised a slender and broad form for roth ichnospecies. He notes that both the 

broad and slender form of C. storetonense can be observed on MANCH LL6657 from 

Storeton, England; and the broad form of C. barthii on BMNH R728 and the more slender 

form of C. barthii on the Southport Botanical Gardens (SBG No Acc. No.) specimen, both 

from Hessberg, Germany. Tresise (1996) also suggested that the width variations within 

these two ichnospecies is possibly the result of sexual, dimorphism. 

It is believed that several of the pes digit casts on the Hessberg specimen BMNH 

R728 have been sculptured, presumably to accentuate the digit casts. It is therefore not 

typical of most examples of C. barthii. 
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Fig .. 1 3.C. storetonense track 

Trackway 
PreseNation 
Constant ref. pes 
Constant ref manus 
No. right pes 
No. right manus 
No. left pes 
No. left manus 
No. left sets 
No. right sets 
External width (mm) 
Pes oblique pace 

(mm)1.2 
2.3 
3.4 
4.5 
5.6 
6.7 

Manus oblique pace 

BGS(GSM)113437 
Natural cast 

Mid point 
Mid point 

2 
2 
3 

1 whole/1 partial 
2 
2 

212 

389 
387 
394 
394 

(mm) 1.2 341 
2.3 404 
3.4 386 
4.5 
5.6 
6.7 

Pes stride length 
(mm)1 .3 758 

2.4 775 
4.6 

Manus stride length 
(mm)1.3 747 

2.4 775 
4.6 

Pes pace angulation 
(degrees)1.2.3 157 

2.3.4 165 
3.4.5 164 
4.5.6 
5.6.7 

Manus pace angUlation 
(degrees)1.2.3. 

2.3.4 
3.4.5 
4.5.6 
5.6.7 

Gleno-acetab distance 
(mm) Soergel method 

Haubold method 

175 
172 

940 
521 

Fig. 13. 
Chirotherium storetonense 
trackway measurements. 

Based on BGS (GSM) 113437 
found at Storeton, Merseysid 



It is agreed that both BMNH R728 and SBG (No Acc. No.) contain examples of ~ 

barthii, but unlike Tresise (1996) the author does not recognise sufficient difference 

between the footprints on these two slabs that may suggest sexual dimorphism or a 

significant age difference. Certainly any differences are minor when compared to those 

observed between the two footprint forms on MANCH LL6657 for example, and could be 

explained by substrate variation or by later "sculpturing" by museum staff. 

Peabody (1948) and Haubold (1969, 1971, 1984) figured examples of C. barthii. 

These compare closely with the footprints on the SBG (Hessberg) specimen and some 

larger Beasley A2 forms from the British Triassic (see below). They do not compare so 

well with footprints on the lectotype specimen (Bootle slab No. 10) or the trackway 

paralectotype (BMNH R729) ofC. storetonense (Beasley's Al form). 

It is unfortunate that the holotype specimens of both C. barthii and C.storetonense 

are end members. The former is at the smaller end of the C. barthii range and the latter at 

the larger end of the C. storetonense range. It is obvious that there will be some footprints 

which may be considered "intermediate" and could be placed in either group, both 

holotypes could fall into this category. Fig. 12 and Fig. 14 show two specimens which 

perhaps illustrate better the differences between the two ichnospecies. 

The author agrees with Tresise (1996) that there is a significant difference between 

most specimens presently assigned to C. barthii Kaup 1834 and C. storetonense Morton 

(1863) (Beasley's slender Al form), to warrant the retention of Chi rotherium storetonense 

as a distinct ichnospecies. 

2.5.14. Chirotherium harthii Kaup, 1835b 

Variant 1 • Figure.14. 

Variant 2 - Figure. 15. 

Chirotherium barthii KAUP, 1835b 

Lnbyrinthodonpachygnathus OWEN, 1841 

Cheirotheriumkaupii OWEN, 1842 
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ChirotheroidformA2 BEASLEY, 1904 

Chirotherium aff. storetonense (Morton, 1863) KUHN, 1963 

Chirotheriumbarthii (Kaup, 1835b) HAUBOLD, 1969 

2.5.15. (Variant 1) (Fig. 14) Diagnosis. 

Pes. Pes length range c. 190 - 220 mm. Digit IV is slightly longer and often thinner than 

digit II. Distinct claw casts or impressions on pes digits I - IV are less commonly 

preserved than in C. sickleri or C. storetonense. The distal ends of pes digits I - V often 

taper to sharp triangular points. Metatarsal-phalangeal pad casts or impressions are usually 

prominent, especially at the base of digit V. The metatarsal - phalangeal pad at the base of 

digit V is usually larger and more rounded or oval and consequently pes digit V appears to 

be more recurved than in C. storetonense 

Manus. A relatively large manus. Manus - pes length ratio ranges from 0.45: 1 - 0.50: 1. 

Digits I-IV appear to be more evenly spread (divarication of digit IV from digit III is less 

pronounced) than in C. storetonense. The casts or impressions of all five digits are 

commonly preserved. The manus is usually placed directly in front of the pes. The long 

axis of the manus is usually in line with the long axis ofthe pes (through digit III). 

Trackway. Measurements are shown in Fig. 16. 

2.5.16. (Variant 1) Lectotype. Slab II from the original trackway surface 

discovered by Mr C. Barth at Hessberg, Nr Hildburghausen, Germany in 1833. This slab 

was first figured by Sickler 1834 (reproduced in Haubold 1984, fig. 79). The original is 

in the "Geschwister-Scholl" -Oberschule zu Hildburghausen (Haubold 1984). 

The original Hessberg trackway surface contained four main trackways consisting 

of over 200 footprints of C. barthii, together with many footprints of the smaller C. sickleri 

form. Thirty slabs were lifted from this trackway surface and these were distributed to 

many European museums including the British Natural History Museum. BMNH R728 is 

one of these slabs, and represents either slab XXVII or XVIII from the original 1833 

surface (Trackway (a» (see Haubold 1984, fig. 80). However, for the reason given 
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above, SBG No Acc. No., also from Hessberg, is probably the more reliable British 

paraIectotype specimen of C. barthi i and it may also be regarded as a paralectotype 

specimen for C. sickleri. 

2.5.17. (Variant 1) Referred Material. MANCH LL6665 (Fig. 14) from 

Lymm, Cheshire. Right pes 1 on this slab is very similar to pes I on the Southport 

Botanical Gardens slab from Hessberg, Germany. 

MANCH LL6657, a trackway specimen containing both C. barthii (A2) and ~ 

Storetonense (AI), Tresise (1996, fig. 3). 

2.5.18. (Variant 1) Discussion. There is a significant size difference between 

C. afro storetonense (Beasley's A2 form) and c.storetonense (Beasley's Al fonn). Tresise 

(1996) suggests that this may be due to sexual dimorphism. MANCH LL6657 is an 

important specimen because it contains both C. aff. storetonense (A2) and Co storetonense 

(AI). This appears to rule out substrate variation alone as a cause for the broader 

Chirotherium forms. 

It is believed that C. aff. storetonense Kuhn 1963 (Beasley's A2 form) is 

comparable to C. barthii. Therefore, if this is accepted, under the rules of nomenclature the 

name Chirotherium barthii Kaup 1835 should take precedence. 

2.5.19. (Variant 2) (Fig. 15) Diagnosis. 

Pes. Pes length range c. 220 - 250 mm. Digits II and IV are equal in length and 

thickness. The metatarsal - phalangeal pad at the base of digit V is very large and rounded 

or oval and pes digit V is strongly recurved. 

Manus. A very large manus. Manus - pes length ratio 0.50: I - 0.55: 1. The casts or 

impressions of all five digits and the metacarpal region are commonly preserved. The 

manus is usually placed in front of the pes, but at an angle to the long axis of the pes 

(through digit III). 

Trackway. No British trackway known. 
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Fig, 15. Chirotherium bartbii Kaup, 1835b. 
(VARIANT 2) 

(a) BMNH R3874. Right set. 

(b) OXFDM G40. Left set 

(c) BMNH R3874. Sketch 

Scale bars on photographs are 2 em 



Fig .. 1 6.C. barthii(Var. l )track 

Trackway 
Preservation 
Constant ref. pes 
Constant ref. manus 
No. right pes 
No. right manus 
No. left pes 
No. left manus 
No. left sets 
No. right sets 
External width (mm) 
Pes oblique pace 

(mm) l.2 
2.3 
3.4 
4.5 
5.6 
6.7 

Manus oblique pace 

MANCH LL6657 
Natural cast 

Mid point 
Mid point 

2 
2 partial 

2 

1 
2 

387 

584 
604 

(mm) 1.2 569 
2.3 633 
3.4 
4.5 
5.6 
6.7 

Pes stride length 
(mm)1.3 1159 

2.4 
4.6 

Manus stride length 
(mm) 1 .3 1 167 

2.4 
4.6 

Pes pace angulation 
(degrees)1.2.3 156 

2.3.4 
3.4.5 
4.5.6 
5.6.7 

Manus pace angulation 
(degrees)1.2.3. 

2.3.4 
3.4.5 
4 .5.6 
5.6.7 

Gleno-acetab distance 

(mm) Soergel method 
Haubold method 

-
156 

-
1079 

790 

FIG. 1 6. Chirotherium Barthii 
(Variant 1) trackway 

measurements. Based on 

MANCH LL6657 found at 

Storeton, Merseyside. 



2.5.20. (Variant 2) Referred Material. BMNH R3874 (Fig. 15a), right 

set, part of the 1906 discovery at Storeton, Merseyside. BMNH 21831 (left set). 

OXFUM G 40 (Fig. I5b), left set from Storeton, Merseyside. 

2.5.21. (Variant 2) Discussion. This variant compares well with 

Chirotherium barthii specimens described and figured by Peabody (1948), UCMP 37306 

(fig. 25A) and Museum of Northern Arizona, FJagstaffNo. G2. 2612 (fig. plate 

39A) from the middle of the Upper Moenkopi Formation, Cameron, Arizona, U.S.A. 

The two main diagnostic characteristics of this variant are (1) The high manus: pes length 

ratio, (2) The angular placement of the manus, relative to the long axis of the pes. 

Although referred to C. barthii they are not typical ofthe original 1833 holotype 

specimens (variant 1). Further study of the U.S. trackway material will be necessary to see 

if this variant of C. barthii should be redesignated as a new ichnospecies. 

2.6. The stratigraphic distribution of Chirotherium in the 

British Triassic 

2.6.1. Division I localities. Analysis ofthe Division I locality data indicates 

that the presence of the footprint ichnogenus Chirotherium can be confirmed in Middle 

Triassic rocks of Lower - Middle Anisian age. Footprints which can be confidently 

assigned to Chirotherium sp. have been recorded from the Hollington Sandstone (upper 

part), Helsby Sandstone, Tarporley Siltstone, Bromsgrove Sandstone and Sneinton 

Formations (Fig. 17). 

2.6.2. Division II localities. If data from the Division II localities are taken 

into consideration the stratigraphic range of Chi rotheri urn sp. is extended from Lower 

Scythian to possibly Upper Norian age. Probable Chirotherium sp. have been recorded 

from the Levencorrach Mudstone, Scrabo Sandstone, Wilmslow Sandstone, Ormskirk 

Sandstone (or Chester Pebble Bed) Formations and the Arden Sandstone Member. 

Unfortunately the quality of specimens obtained to date, from these rocks is poor, and 

therefore this wider range cannot be confidently supported at present. 
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2.6.3. Discussion. The majority of British Chirotherium sp. specimens (and most 

other Triassic vertebrate footprints) are concentrated in Middle Triassic rocks of Lower

Middle Anisian age. This probably highlights the facies dependant nature of footprint 

preservation, rather than being a true reflection of their stratigraphic distribution. Fluvial 

and aeolian processes were predominant during the British Middle Triassic. The paeleozoic 

mountains and highlands had been largely weathered and eroded, and braided rivers carried 

mainly a sand bedload. Interbedded sandstones, siltstones and mudstones were deposited, 

often providing an ideal sequence of mediums for footprint preservation. 

3. Synaptichnium Nopcsa, 1923 
3.1. The first finds 

The ichnogenus Synaptichnium appears to have been first established on a British 

specimen from South Staffordshire by Nopcsa (1923, pI. 6, fig. 4). In 1901 Mr Beeby 

Thompson discovered three specimens of Synaptichnium in "Chillington Brickyard". This 

probably occupied the site ofthe old Stradsfield Quarry, Nr. Brewood (Grid Ref: SJ. 

897078)(Fig. 6a - c), source of many earlier footprint discoveries (Lister (1860) (see 

Division 1 Chirotherium locality 7 above). Beeby Thompson's specimens were first 

described by Smith-Woodward (1902) They were referred to as "the footprints of 

Rhynchosaurus". The figured specimen (slab No. I) measured 180 mm x 90 mm and 

consisted of the natural casts of two left pes and manus sets. Slab No. II was smaller and 

contain one set "partly obscured by a film of matrix", slab No. III contained a single 

partially preserved pes. 

Beasley 1905 assigned the code D3 to this form. Beasley's natural- size sketch of 

the D3 fonn was based on Beeby Thompson's specimens. It was refigured in Nopcsa 

(1923) compared to the foot of Euparkeria, and given the name Synaptichnium 

pseudosuchoides. Baird (1954) disagreed with this and suggested that the form was 

similar to small Chirotherium forms such as C. minus and reassigned Beasley's D3 form 
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to the ichnogenera Chirotherium as C. pseudosuchoides. Haubold (1971) did not 

recognise this and established Synaptichnium pseudosuchoides (Beasley's D3 form) as his 

generotype for the ichnogenus Synaptichnium. 

Unfortunately slab No. I (described and figured by Smith-Woodward 1902) is now 

presumed lost. However, the author has discovered two specimens in Beeby Thompson's 

collection in the Northampton Museum which may be part of his 1901 finds. Specimen 

NOMCM 1922.29.644P is very similar to the manus of the first set on slab No.1. The 

Beeby Thompson collection was purchased in 1922. Until 1972 the geological collections 

at Northampton Museum were kept in very poor conditions (Cooper, 1974, pers. comm. 

1992). It is possible that slab No.1 was broken up and this is all that remains. NOMCM 

1922.29.645P (Fig.18a) may be slab no. II. In addition to these there is a paratype 

specimen, also from Brewood (WARMS G1274) (Fig.18b). 

3.2. British Synaptichnium localities (Division I - well 

documented localities definitely yielding Synaptichnium) (Fig. 

19) 

3.2.1. Storeton Hill (North Quarry - SJ 314849) and Storcton 

Hill (South Quarry - Grid Ref. SJ 315843), Nr. Highcr 

Bebington, Wirral, Merseyside, England. Helsby Sandstone Fonnation. 

Lower Anisian. Middle Triassic. 

No Synaptichnium sp. have ever been recorded from the Storeton Quarries, 

however it is believed that at least one, and probably two, Synaptichnium specimens have 

been found at Storeton: 

A small block measuring 230 mm X 140 mm was discovered by Mr O. W. Jeffs in 

the South Quarry (Fig. 2a, 2b) at Storeton ?(1894). It contains the natural cast of a pes and 

manus set, labelled and described by Jeffs (1894) as "(No. 134). Genus non del - slab, 

showing hind and fore feet of a smaller species, with narrow toes. Length of pes, 3 in.; 
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length of manus, 1 112 in. The toes in this species all curve inwards and are not separated, 

nor do they radiate as in Cheirotherium" . 

The specimen (LIVCM 1987. 145. M) (Fig. 20a, 20b) is currently on long term 

loan from the Grosvenor Museum, Chester to the NMGM, Liverpool Museum, it is now 

labelled as a "Chirotherium sp?". The pes cast is pentadactyl with an ectaxonic structure, 

and measures 74 mm long and 41 mm wide. Digit IV is slightly longer than digit III. Digit 

V is not recurved and measures 37 mm long. Some distinct phalangeal node casts are 

present on the pes. 

The manus cast is preserved in lower relief and only four digits casts are preserved, 

although the configuration suggests that the manus must have been originally pentactyl 

(digit 1 missing?). The manus cast is 40 mm long and 28 mm wide, digit III is the longest 

and digits II and digit N are almost equal in length, digit V is not recurved. 

LIVCM 1987.145.M is not a Chirotherium sp., the measurements of this specimen 

compare well with that of the only recorded British Synaptichnium ichnospecies £:. 

pseudosuchoides, and also LIVCM.1978.49.8) (see below). 

It is therefore proposed that LIVCM 1987.145.M should be assigned to the 

ichnogenus Synaptichnium, but owing to the poor preservation of the manus it should not 

be assigned to an ichnospecies. 

Another possible Synaptichnium sp. specimen from Storeton (UVCM 1978.49.8 

(2.11) (O.W. Jeffs No. 139) (Fig. 20c) has been observed. It was found by Mr Norman 

Jeffs in Easter 1894 at the South Quarry, Storeton. Jeffs (1894) refers to this as 

"resembling the Cheirotherium, but of smaller size". It consists of a right set which 

appears to have pes digits II and IV of equallengtb, although the distal end of digit IV is 

partly obscured by a smaller footprint form. It is probably not a Chirotherium sp. since (1) 

pes digit V is not recurved, (2) manus digit V is less divergent ( only c. 40° from the long 

axis through digit III), (3) it has a proportionally large manus (39 mm long) compared to 

the pes (68 mm long). The manus: pes ratio for this specimen is 0.57: 1, which is a 
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(a) 

(c) 

(b) 

Fig. 20. Two other possible Synaptiehniunl forms 

(a) LIVCM 1987. 147.M. (Jeffs No. 134) 
?Left set Seale bar is 2 em 

(b) LIVCM 1987. 147. M. (Jeffs No. 134). 
Close up of ?left pes. Digit?V is unclear. 

(c) LIVCM 1978.49.8 (2.11). (Jeffs No. 139). 
Right set. Manus digit casts I and II are 
missing. The distal end of pes digit IV is 
obscured by a smaller footprint form It is 
therefore unclear whether digit IV was longer 
than digit III. The prominent phalangeal 
nodes , straight digit V and high manus to pes 
length ratio suggest it is a Synaptichnium sp. 



higher ratio than that recorded even for the largest British Chirotherium sp, but it is 

identical to that recorded here (Chp. 8 (3.4.4.) for Synaptichnium pseudosuchoides. (4) 

The pes is much smaller than British C. sickleri forms. 

The large manus is more characteristic of Synaptichnium sp and phalangeal pads/ 

nodes, prominent on digit IV are another characteristic of Synaptichnium sp .. 

It is possible that pes digit IV on LIVCM 1978.49.8 (2.11) (Fig. 20c) was longer 

than digit III, but unfortunately its distal end has been obscured. This specimen is 

therefore perhaps best designated as ichogenus indet. 

3.2.2. Stradsfield Quarry, Nr. Brewood (SJ 897078), Coven 

(Village, SJ 910065 and Chillington, Staffordshire, England 

(Chillington Lower Avenue Gate, SJ 898075». Bromsgrove Sandstone 

Formation, Lower - Middle Anisian, Middle Triassic. (See above notes in section (4.1) on 

history oftirst tinds) (Fig. 6a - c). 

3.3. British Synaptichnium localities (Division III - Dubious 

Synaptichnium localities) 

3.3.1. Cyprus Road (northern end), Mapperley Park, 

Nottingham, England (SK 575424). Sneinton Formation, Lower - Mid 

Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

Several footprint specimens were discovered in a temporary exposure in c. 1911 

(Swinnerton 1912). Originally all referred to by Swinnerton (1960) as "chirotheroid 

footprints" one of these specimens (WHM PC3317 (PLI 6. 1971» (Fig. 21a) was 

described and attributed by Sarjeant (1967) to Brachychirotherium coburgense Aumann 

1957. Recently Sarjeant (1996) has reinterpreted this specimen as Synaptichnium 

diabloensis. Both of these interpretations are disputed (also see Brachychirotherium 

discussion below). 

The MapperJey Park specimen (WHM PC3317 (PLI. 6. 1971)) is certainly not the 

manus of Synaptichnium diabloensis. Peabody (1948) Originally named what was "the 
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(b) 

(c) 

Fig. 21. 

(a) WHM PC3317 (PLI.6.1971). 
The specimen assigned by Saljeant 
(1967) to Brachychirotherium 
coburgense Aumann 1957 (pes), 
and reinterpreted by Sarjeant (1996) 
as Synapticbniurn diabloensis 
Peabody 1948 (manus). 
This specimen is definitely NOT a 
Synaptichni1ll11 manus, or even a pes. 
It is a large chirotheroid left IJJ.aUUS. 

probably a large Chirotherium sp. 
such as C. barthU (variant 2). 
Figs 21 (b) and 21 (c) show two 
similar specimens - both are large 
chirotheroid manus. Fig. 21(c) is 
part of a Chirotherium set. 
Both these specimens illustrate the 
variability and distortion that can 
occur in these large forms, 
especially if the feet were 
impressed into very soft sediment. 

(b) WAGMG 65l. (FromLymm, 
eshire). Beasley's IK forml. 

Probably a large Chirotherium sp. 
right manus. 

(c) LIVCM 1%9. 133.A. (?Lymm. 
Cheshire). Right manus of a 
Cbirotherium bartbii (Variant 2) 
set. 



smallest chirotheroid yet known" Chirotherium diabloensis. The specific name was later 

changed (Peabody 1956) to diabloense and Haubold (1971) reassigned it to the 

ichnogenera Synaptichnium Nopcsa 1923. Peabody (1948) notes that the manus is only 28 

mm long and 20 mm wide. (WHM PC3317 (PLI. 6.1971» is 90 mm long and ll5 mm 

wide (Sarjeant 1967). Even the pes of S. diabloense is much smaller than this (53 mm 

long and 30 mm wide (Peabody 1948). In addition, Peabody notes that digits II and IV are 

"subequal" in length. Sarjeant (1967) recorded digit lengths of c. 35 mm for II and c. 18 

mm for IV and noted that it was a right pes. Sarjeant (1996) changed this to a right manus. 

Mapperley Park specimen (WHM PC3317 (PLI. 6. 1971» is a natural cast preserved in 

hypoepirelief. The sketches (Sarjeant 1967, text-fig. 2E, 4c and Sarjeant 1996, fig. 4) all 

show digit V on the right. One of the fundamental characteristics of the chirotheroid 

morphofamily, which includes the ichnogenera Synaptichnium, is a divergent fifth digit 

cast situated on the outside of the footprint. If this is the natural cast of a right manus, as 

Sarjeant 1996 suggests, then digit V (as labelled on his sketch (fig. 4) is situated on the 

inside of the footprint. If this is the case, it cannot be referred to the chirotheroid group. It 

is also an isolated ~d distorted footprint, and therefore should not have been classified to 

ichnospecies level. For the reasons and description give above, it cannot be referred to the 

ichnogenus Synaptichnium and it bears no resemblance to S. diabloense. 

3.4. British Synaptichnium forms (Systematics) 

3.4.1. Ichnogcnus Synaptichnium Nopcsa, 1923. 

"Footprints ofRhynchosaurus", SMITH-WOODWARD, 1902. pp. 215-217, fig. 

1. 

RhynchosauroidformD3(largerform) BEASLEY,1905. pp.277-278, 

Rhynchosauroides sp. BEASLEY in MAIDWELL, 1911.. p. 142. 

Synaptichnium NOPCSA, 1923. 

Chirotherium (large manus group) PEABODY, 1948, pp. 348-385. 

Chirotherium BAIRD, 1954. 
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Synaptichnium DEMATHIEU, 1967. 

3.4.2. General description. Pes. The pes is larger and more elongate than the 

manus. Pes length is usually less than 100 mm. It is a pentadactyl footprint with an 

ectaxonic structure, digit IV is the longest. Digits I-IV progressively increase in length. 

Digit V is straight and situated proximally at an angle of c. 40° to the long axis through 

digit III. 

The footprint narrows posteriorly and terminates in a large oval metatarsal

phalangeal pad to the rear of digit V. All five terminal phalanges show distinct sharp claw 

casts. The digit casts exhibit prominent phalangeal nodes, this indicates that digits I -III 

probably contained 2, 3 and 4 phalanges respectively. 

Manus. The manus is pentadactyl with a mesaxonic structure, it is relatively large with a 

manus: pes ratio probably greater than 0.53: 1. Manus digit III is the longest and digits II 

and IV are approximately the same length. As in the pes, digit V is straight and situated 

proximally at an angle of c.40" to the long axis through digit III. 

The footprint narrows posteriorly and terminates in a metatarsal-phalangeal pad to 

the rear of digit V. All five terminal phalanges show distinct sharp claw casts. The digit 

casts exhibit prominent phalangeal nodes, this indicates that digits I -III probably contained 

2,3 and 4 phalanges respectively. Digit casts I and V are less distinct than II, III and IV. 

Trackway. Trackways of Synavtichnium sp. described and figured by Peabody (1948) 

indicate that the trackway is relatively wide for chirotheroids, which indicates a less 

advanced gait The pace angulation is rarely more than 1600 (when running), the average is 

140", Stride length ranges from 150 mm to 321 mm with an average of270 mm. The 

divarication of the pes from the midline ranges from 22° to 30°. A tail track is rarely 

observed, when it does occur it is narrow, indicative of a sharp ventral keel on the tail. 

Preservation is intermittent which suggests that the tail was usually carried off the ground. 

Smith-Woodward (1902) referring to a specimen later assigned to Synaptichnium 

(Slab No.1 from Brewood, Staffordshire) noted that the trackmaker must have had a 
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sprawling gait because casts of two left sets were in close succession, It was therefore not 

typically chirotheroid, which usually have narrow trackways, indicating an advanced 

efficient gait However it is possible that slab No.1 contained the footprints of two 

animals or two sets made by the same animal, but at different times. Unfortunately this 

cannot be confirmed. 

3.4.3. Synaptichnium pseudosuchoides Nopcsa, 1923 

Figure. 18a, 18b, 18c. 

"Footprints ofRhynchosaurus", SMITH-WOODWARD, 1902. pp. 215-217, fig. 

1. 

RhynchosauroidformD3(largerform) BEASLEY, 1905. pp.277-278, 

Rhynchosauroides sp. BEASLEY in MAIDWELL, 1911. p.142. 

Synaptichnium pseudosuchoides NOPCSA, 1923. 

Chirotheriumpseudosuchoides (Nopcsa, 1923) BAIRD, 1954. 

Synaptichniumpseudosuchoides (Nopcsa, 1923) HAUBOLD, 1971. pp.53-55, 

pI. 32, fig. 1. 

3.4.4. Diagnosis. The general description given above in section 4.4.2. is largely 

based on this ichnospecies. 

Pes. The total length of the pes of the lectotype specimen (WARMS G 1274) is 70 mm 

and the maximum width is 38 mm. 

Manus. The total length of the manus is 40 mm with a maximum width of 25 mm. 

The manus: pes length ratio is high (0.57: 1). 

Trackway. No trackway has yet been found in the British Triassic (see previous note 

above on Brewood specimens) 

3.4.5. Lectotype. No specimen has been formally designated as the holotypc, but 

, slab No.1 discovered by Beeby Thompson at Brewood, South Staffordshire was the first 

figured and described specimen (Smith-Woodward 1902). This was thought to have been 

lost or broken up, but a specimen (NOMCM 1922.29.644P) has recently been found by 
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the author in Northampton Museum, which may have been part of this slab and is very 

similar to the manus of the first set on slab No.1. Another specimen (NOMCM 

1922.29.645P) (Fig. 18a) may be slab No. II which was described but not figured by 

Smith-Woodward (1902). Unfortunately NOMCM 1922.29.644P only contains a partial 

?manus, and NOMCM 1922. 29.645P contains a complete manus, but only a partial pes. 

WARMS G1274 (Fig. 18h), also from Brewood, contains the natural castofa 

complete right set, the pes of which is particularily well preserved. WARMS G 1274 

would therefore be better regarded as the lectotype and NOMCM 1922.29. 645P (Fig. 

18a), which has a better preserved manus, may be regarded as the paralectotype. 

3.4.6. Referred material. NOMCM 1922.29.644P (Topotype) 

3.4.7. Discussion. Synaptichnium sp. pes are ectaxonic, this condition is more 

commonly associated with the lacertoid pes. Because of this it could be inferred that 

Synaptichnium represents the most primitive chirotheroid form. 

Demathieu (p.203) in Gillette & Lockley (eds.) 1989 suggested the Aetosauria as 

possible trackmakers ofSynaptichnium. However, Haderer (1993) has recently made a 

convincing comparison of the ichnospecies Synaptichnium pseudosuchoides with the pedal 

skeletal morphology of the advanced thecodontian Turfanosuchus. 

The footprint evidence from Britain suggests that Synaptichnium sp. are 

contemporaneous with both Chirotherium and Isochirotherium sp, supposedly the 

footprints of more advanced archosaurs. Assuming that Synaptichni urn sp. are the 

footprints of archosaurs, this evidence supports observations made by Couret and 

Demathieu (1995), in the Middle Triassic of France, that archosaur pes evol ution was not 

linear. 
, 

3.5. The stratigraphic distribution of Synaptichnium in the 
British Triassic 

3.5.1. Division I localities. Synaptichnium sp. have previously been reported 

by Haubold (1971, 1984) in Lower and Middle Triassic rocks of Europe and North 
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Fig. 22 
The stratigraphic distribution 
of Synapticlmhnn in the British 
Triassic,based on division I 
locality data. 
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America. In Britain, analysis of the Division I locality data indicates that the presence of 

the footprint ichnogenus Synaptichnium can only be confinned in Middle Triassic rocks of 

Lower - Middle Anisian in age. Footprints which can be confidently assigned to 

Synaptichnium have been recorded from the Helsby Sandstone and Bromsgrove Sandstone 

Fonnations (Fig. 22). 

4. Brachychirotherinm Benrleo, 1950 
4.1. The first finds 

The only literature reference to a British Brachychirotherium specimen is by 

Sarjeant (1967). He described a single right pes (WHM PC3317 (PLI. 6. 1971» (Fig. 

21a) of Brachychirotherium coburgense Aumann, 1957, probably originally found by H. 

H. Swinnerton (c. 1911) in a temporary exposure of the Middle Triassic Sneinton 

Formation (fonnerly Keuper Waterstones), near the northern end of Cyprus Road, 

Mapperley Park, Nottingham. 

4.1.1. Discussion. Isolated large Chi rotheri um manus specimens can easily be 

misinterpreted as Brachychirotherium pes, and B. coburgense Sarjeant 1967 is an example 

of this. B. coburgense Sarjeant 1967 (WHM PC3317 (PLI. 6. 1971» (Fig. 21a) has digit 

cast III only slightly longer than II. Digit cast I and IV are much shorter. Digit cast V is 

situated approximately at 45° to the long axis through digit cast III. The specimen has been 

re-examined by the author and it is thought to be the natural cast of a large chirotheroid left 

manus. The configuration and measurements compare well with many larger Chi rotheri um 

manus, such as C. barthi (Beasley's A2 form). Sarjeant (1996) has subsequently altered 

his original interpretation and now believes that it is a right manus of Synaptichnium 

. diabloense Peabody, 1948 (This new interpretation is also disputed - see Division III 

Synaptichnium localities in section 4.3.1. above) 

One possible Brachychirotherium specimen was found in Kilvert's Quarries, 

Grinshill, Nr Clive, Shropshire, England (Sl 526238), and donated by 1.M. Kilvert. It is 
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now in Ludlow Museum (G. 3853) and was figured in Thompson (1995, p. 35. fig. 13 

(top». It is currently labelled as a 'Cheirotherium' • 

The distal ends of the digits on G3853 are well rounded, and digit V appears to lack 

the terminal phalange. Superficially it looks like a small Brachychirotherium pes. It is very 

similar to the pes ofB. circaparvum Demathieu, 1967, figured in Haubold (1971, pI. 35, 

fig.2; 1984, pI. 95, fig. 8). There are distorted ?claw casts which appear to have been 

displaced above digits I and III; this is also a feature illustrated in the outline sketch. 

Unfortunately G. 3853 is a single isolated and distorted footprint and this interpretation 

cannot be supported, it is therefore perhaps best regarded as ichnogenus indet. The author 

has not observed any other similar footprints from Grinshill, but one quarry is still working 

and occasionally yields footprints. It is hoped that other specimens will be found in the 

future which may clarify this. 

No British Triassic vertebrate footprint specimens observed in museums or private 

collections have been assigned to the ichnogenus Brachychirotherium. It is believed that 

several specimens presently assigned to Brachychirotherium which have been reported 

from many other countries, may actually be distorted or incomplete Chirotherium or 

Isochirotherium pes, or large Chirotherium manus. 

Brachychirotherium is at present poorly defined, and includes an unacceptably wide 

morphological range, even allowing for the classification problems outlined in the 

introduction. There appears to be a distinct difference in form and trackway pattern, 

especially between North American and European specimens (Fig. 23). A detailed 

worldwide review of well preserved sets and trackways currently attributed to 

Brachychirotherium is therefore required. The importance of studying the actual specimens, 

and not just photographs or outline sketches should be emphasised. 

4.2. Systematics 

4.2.1. Ichnogenus Brachychirotherium Beurlcn, 1950 
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4.2.2. General description. Pes. Digits II and III are longer and thicker than 

digits I, IV and V. Pes digit IV is always longer than digit I. Digit V is divergent (from 

the long axis through digit III), but it is not recurved, Haubold (1971) suggests that the 

fifth phalangeal segment is absent or reduced. Digit V is situated more proximally and 

laterally towards the inside of the trackway. The digits are usually thick and well rounded 

at the distal end. Separate phalangeal nodes/pads are not usually clearly preserved. 

Manus. The manus - pes length ratio is higher than Isochirotherium (the manus is 

proportionally larger). The manus configuration differs from the pes in that digit III 

appears to be the longest, and digits II and IV are approximately the same length. Digit I is 

the shortest, and digit V is divergent but not recurved. The manus configuration and 

relative size, is similar to that observed in large Chirotherium sp. 

Trackway. There is some contradiction in the literature: Demathieu and Wright (1988) 

note that the Brachychirotherium trackway is narrow with a pronounced outward (positive) 

rotation from the midline. However, this outward rotation is not evident in the many 

Brachychirotherium trackways found in the Sloan Canyon Formation ofN. E. Mexico. 

which are narrow and straight (Lockley and Hunt 1995, fig. 3.2) (Fig. 23). 

Referring to trends in locomotor evolution demonstrated by chirotheroid footprints, 

Parrish (1989) noted that in Late Triassic forms "lateral splay of digit V is reduced and the 

pes is directed forwards relative to the line of march, correlates of a more erect gait. Other 

Late Triassic "chirotheriids" appear to represent animals walking with a more sprawling 

gait e.g. Brachychirotheriurn thuringiacium Haubold 1971 and Chirotherium sp of Conrad 

et al. 1987". 

4.2.3. Discussion. In the footprint literature there is little consistency in 

description, or in the specimens referred to this ichnogenus. Courcl and Demathicu (1995) 

noted, "from Lower until Late Triassic the ichnospecies of this ichnogenus underwent 

modifications such as reduction of the Vth toe, loss ofthe claw on the IVth, lengthening 

and curvature of claws I, II and III. These modificati'ons provide simple criteria for 
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I Fio.23. A sample of the variability hown in s~imens pres nLly 
/ b assigned to the icbnogenus Brachychirotherium. 

I (a) ketch of Brachyehir therium lrackwa . iule Group, Utah, 
USA.PartofCU-MW 151.1 -151.1 ,afterLockle 198 in 
Lockley & Hunt (1995, fig. .9). Ie bar i 0 m. 

(b) Brachychirotberium trackway. loan nyon Formati n, NE. 
New Mexico, USA. (Lockley & Hunt 1995, fig .. 2). 

(c) Oose up of Brachychirotherium manus pes set, from 
trackway shown in (b) (Lockley & Hunt 1995, fig .. 2). 

(d) Bracbyehirotherium tinlanti (Raub Id 1984, p. l51 , fig . I 01(3» 
(e) Sketch ofBrachychirotherium tinlanti Demalhieu 19 7 ill 

(Haubold 1984, p. I44, fig.95(9» . Sca le bar is 5 em. 
(i) Sketch of Brachychirotherium harrasense Hau Id (1967) ill 

Haubold 1984, p.l44,fig. 95(3). Manus & pes set ale bar i 

( ) 
Scm. 

g (g) Sketch of Brachychirotherium harrasen e trackway (in Haubold 
1971 , p. 0, fig . 6(3). Scale bar i 10 COl . 



identifying several ichnospecies of this ichnogenus. In addition, digit II tended to exceed 

IV in length". 

Pes digits II and III are the longest in both Brachychirotherium and 

Isochi rotheri urn. There are six main criteria which can be used to differentiate between 

these two ichnogenera; (1) The amount of curvature and positioning of pes digit V, (2) the 

relative lengths of pes digits I and IV, (3) size ratio of manus - pes, (4) the relative lengths 

of manus digits II, III and IV, (5) shape of digits and (6) trackway pattern. 

s. Isochirotherium Haubold, 1971 
5.1. The first finds. 

Two curiously shaped pieces of sandstone were found in 1824 in a quarry near 

TarporJey, Cheshire and kept in the collections of Colonel Egerton. In 1836 the specimens 

came into the possession of Sir Philli p Grey Egerton. The si gnificance of these speci mens 

was apparently not recognized until the accounts of the 1838 Storeton footprint discoveries 

appeared. They were then recognised as footprint casts, and were first described by 

Egerton (1838). Because of their large size, relative to other known Chirotherium forms, 

Egerton (1838) gave them the name Chirotheriurn hercuHs. Beasley (1904) also assigned 

the chirotheroid code 'A3' to this form. Both specimens (BMNH R295a, b) (Fig. 24a, 

24b) were later assigned to a new ichnogenus, Isochirotherium, by Haubold (1971), but 

that assignment is questioned here (see section 6.4.3. below). 

The exact provenance of these specimens is not certain. Beasley (1901) suggested 

that "near TarporJey" may have been a vague reference to Lymm. However, the first 

Ordnance Survey map of the TarporJey area published in 1842, shows a quarry at SJ 

561630 (G. Tresise, pers. comm., 1992), which worked part of the 'Upper Red 

Sandstone', now known as the TarporIey Siltstone Formation (Warrington et al. 1980). 
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R295a. Right pes. The maximum 
length of the specimen is 367 nun, 
and the .1l1a'cimum width is 259 m:rn 

Fig. 24 . 
BMNH R279a and R279b. Isochirotherium herculis (Egert n) 
Haubold, 1971. Discovered in 1824 at Tarp rley, Cheshire , 
they were not recognised as footprint casts until 1838. Their 
assignation to the ichnogenus Isocbirolherium is questioned 
here (see secti n 6.4.3, fig. 31). 
Note the similarities, in mode of preservation, 
withOXFUM G53, from the I Ie of Arran (fig.9) 

R2 Sb. Left pes. Th c t 
ctigit IU i br ken The 
maximum length rom the tip 
of di gi t ca t 1I t the proximal 
end of the f tprint i 75 rom, 
the maximum width i 235 m 



The first undisputed British Isochirotherium specimen (WAGMG 1533) was 

discovered at Storeton (probably in the South Quarry), Wirral, Merseyside in c.1840 (see 

section 6.2.2. below). 

5.2. British Isochirotherium localities (Division I - Well 

documented localities definitely yielding Isochirotherium) (Fig. 

25) 

5.2.1. Grinshill, Shropshire, England (SJ 526238 - Working 

quarry). (Disused quarries at SJ 520239, SJ 524239 and SJ 

525238 ). Helsby Sandstone Formation - Tarporley Siltstone Formation, Lower

Middle Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

Footprints were first recognised at Grinshill in ?July 1838 (Ward 1840). These 

were the first Rhynchosauroides forms found in the British Triassic. However no 

chirotheroid forms were reported amongst these early discoveries. 

Although extensive quarrying at Grinshill continued throughout the 19th Century, 

there appears to have been no published record of subsequent footprint finds. However, a 

recent search of museum collections by the author has located several footprint specimens 

that must have been collected between 1840 and 1900. One specimen (SHRBM 

G 19411982) (Fig. 26) was donated to Shrewsbury Museum by William Phillips in 1896. 

The original label on the natural mould reads, "Footprints ofCheirotherium from Grinhill 

(sic). In the quarry of John (?Minbre) Kilvert Esq. William Phillips 1896". Kilvert's 

quarries (SJ 527238) were also known as the Mount Pleasant Quarries and are denoted as 

G6 and G7 in Thompson (1995, fig. 1), they now form part of the present working quarry 

owned by CAMAS Aggregates (Quarries Division) Pic (Fig. 27). The lithology of the 

specimens, a light grey micaceous siltstone, suggest that they are from the Grinshill 

Flagstones, Tarporley Siltstone Formation, Middle Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

SHRBM G 194/1982 (Fig. 26) is reinterpreted here as the right pes and manus of an 

Isochirotherium sp .• This Isochirotherium form appears to be unique to this locality. One 
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• DIVISION I ISOCHIRQIHERIUM LOCALmES 

1- GRINSHILL QUARRIES, CLIVE, Nr. SHREWSBURY, 
SHROPSHIRE. 

2- srORIITON HILL QUARRIES, Nr. HIGHER BEBINGTON, 
WIRRAL, MERSEYSIDE. 

Fig. 25. Map showing Triassic outcrop in England and Wales, 
with Division I Isochirotherium localities indicated. 
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Fig. 26. SHRBM G 19411982 (counterpart . 
"Footprints of Cheirotherium"di c v r din 1 in the 
M unt Pleasant Quarries at Grinshill brop ·hire. Thi 
specimen is reinterpreted h r as a small I ochir then urn 
sp. right set. The f tprints ar pr erved natlD" 1 
casls in low relief in a light grey micac om; silt t e. 
The original natural m uld (parl) i als preserv d 
(n t fi g'd). The marrus ca t i broken and no clc r digi t 
casts are visible. 
Tbi form appears lo be unique l the T rporley 
Siltstone F nnation at Grinsbill. lth ugh small Tit i ' 
very similar to Isocbirotherium 10m i , b w er bee we 
of th poor quality of preservati n, especi lly f the 
manus, it is best regard d a I chiroth rium sp.untj l 
better material (pref rablya trackway) is av i l bl . The 
present working quany (fig. 27) now inc rporat the 
original quarry where tbi specimen was f ~md, sit is 
p ssible that new mat rial will be disc vered here. 



Fig. 27. Grinsbill , Nr. Clive, Shropshire. 

(a) CAMAS Aggregates PIc Quarry. The 
only remaining working quarry on 
Grinsbill Hill. View looking North 
towards the main quarry face , which 
exposes c. 20 m of Grinshill Sandstone 
(Helsby Sandstone Formation). Large 
scale dillle cross-bedding can be observed 
on the quarry face above and to the right 
of the excavator. 
Between 7-9rn of Grinsbill Hagstones, 
(Tarporley Siltstone Formation) are 
exposed on the upper left of the 
photograph, on the far NW side of the 
quarry. The Gli.nshill Aagstones , which 
are quarried mainly for use as paving 
stones are the source of most, if not all , 
of the Grinshill footprint specimens. 
Grinshill Sandstone is one of the 
countries foremost quality building 
stones, and has been extensively 
quarried in this area for at least 1000 
years. 

(b) The Grinshill Flagstones (Tarporley 
Siltstone Formation). Note the fme scale 
bedding/laminae. The flagstones are 
eparated by laminae andfme beds of 

greenish silty clay. The footprints were 
originally impre sed into these clay layers 
and then cast by fue overlying siltstone 
and sandstone 
INS : Many varied and excellent 
sedimentary structure can be found in 
the Grinshill lagstones; 
(c) A symetrical ripple casts 
with linguoid crests Cd) Assymetrical 
ripple casts with continuous crestline . 

(a) 

(b) 



of its most distinctive characteristics is the relatively straight fifth digit, which is only 

curved at the distal end. Interestingly, this follows the same pattern observed in 

Chirotherium juvenile specimens. It is possible that this may also be ajuvenile form, it is 

much smaller in size than the other British Isochirotherium ichnospecies I. lomasi. The pes 

length is only 143 mm compared to c. 174 - 180 mm in I.lomasi. Unfortunately the 

manus cast is broken, and only a rough outline, 51 mm in length, remains. The manus: 

pes ratio was therefore a maximum of 0.36: 1, and probably less. 

There are also two small isolated chirotheroid pes specimens in Ludlow Museum 

(G. 3551 and G.3853), both of which are figured in Thompson (1995, fig. 13), which 

were found in Kilvert's Quarries and donated by the owner 1.M. Kilvert. They are 

problematic, as their preservation is imperfect; both are distorted casts of low relief (G. 

3853 has been discussed above in relation to Brachychirotherium - section 5.1.1). G. 

3551 is possibly either a Isochirotherium form belonging to the same ichnospecies as 

SHRBM G 19411982, or a small Chirotherium sp similar to C. sickleri (Beasley's L form). 

The pes length of 111 mm and relatively long digit IV appears to favour the latter 

interpretation, however the shape of digit V is identical to that observed on SHRBM 

G 194/1982. The distal ends of both digits II and III are unclear and therefore this 

specimen is perhaps best regarded as ichnogenus indet. 

Grinshill specimen NMGM (Liverpool Museum) 45.25.HH is labelled as 

'Rhynchosaurus sp. footprints'. It is almost certainly a small chirotheroid manus, 

probably an Isochirotherium sp .. The tips of pes digits are also just visible below the 

manus. The manus is 34 mm long and exhibits four digits (?digit V missing) which are 

well rounded on the distal ends. 

John 0' Hare (pers. comm. 1992), the former owner of Grinshill Stone Quarries 

(1982) Ltd. notes that in the 1980's a long trackway of large footprints (probably 

chirotheroid) was raised and set aside. The next day he was due to go on holiday, and 

unfortunately while he was away the slab was accidently broken up by quarrymen! 
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5.2.2. Storeton Hill (South Quarry SJ 315843), Nr. Higher 

Bcbington, Wirral, Merscyside, England. Helsby Sandstone Formation, 

Lower Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

Isochirotherium footprints had been found at Storeton as early as c. 1840. This 

was first recorded by Beasley (1908) who noted "There are also two pairs of prints on a 

slab in the Liverpool Museum obtained many years ago (locality uncertain), and in the 

Warrington Museum there is a similar slab (from Storeton), with again two pairs of prints". 

Tresise (1993, fig. 2) recorded and figured a specimen WAGMG 1533, still in the 

collection at Warrington, which contains one right and one left set of I. lomasi. Tresise 

(1993) notes that it was donated on the 5th May 1840 by R. Hornby. No locality was 

given, but he says "at this early date, Storeton Quarry was the only British source of such 

footprints". It is therefore probable that this specimen was found in the older South Quarry 

(Fig. 2a, 2b), also the site of the later 1906 discoveries 

Beasley (1907) recorded the discovery of Isochi rotheri urn (Beasley's A4 form) 

from the South Quarry at Storeton in 1906. He refers to a "fine series" of footprints on a 

slab "6 feet square" (now in the BMNH store (R. 3483». Another slab (LIVCM 

1986.206.A (see above»,described by Lomas (1908), was probably from the same 

surface, and possibly part ofthe same trackway. There were also several specimens of 

single footprints or sets which were almost certainly taken from the same trackway surface 

(LIVCM 1969. 133. N) is a good example. All these slabs contain specimens of 

Isochirotherium lomasi. 

Beasley (1908) noted that "several hundred square feet of fossil footprint slabs 

were discovered in three beds separated a few feet from each other". The Isochirotherium 

specimens appear to have been found in the middle bed. These discoveries caused a great 

deal of local interest. In a letter to George Hickling (dated 26/5/06) Beasley inel uded a 

photo ofBMNH R3483 propped up in the quarry (Beasley photographic archive LIVCM 

No. 84. Sarjeant, 1985, fig 4), prior to shipping to the BMNH. In his letter Beasley notes 
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" The find at Storeton is well worth a visit. the new proprietor has taken a lot of trouble and 

expense in having the slabs raised and set to dry where they are readily seen. As a 

collection of footprints nothing like it has been seen before ....• in spite of the weather there 

have been crowds of people at Storeton every Saturday for the last six weeks and Lomas, I 

and others have been on hand to give information. It has been very good of Wells (the 

quarry owner) to have it open free - I hope it will rouse a bit of geological enthusiasm". 

Some of the 1906 specimens are probably among the worlds best examples of 

fossil footprint preservation. BMNH R3483 contains specimens of J. lomasi which show 

excellent casts of skin impressions. Several footprints were plantigrade, producing casts of 

the whole of the foot. This is an important, and possibly unique specimen, as it clearly 

shows the shape of the tarsus (Fig. 28a). This may help in identifying the trackmaker. 

BMNH R730 is also unique in that it shows the cast of a tail impression (Fig. 28b). This 

specimen also contains the small chirotheroid form C. sickleri. 

Isochirotherium specimens were relatively rare at Storeton. It appears that the 

middle footprint bed, excavated in 1906, yielded the majority, if not all of the specimens. 

The earlier (c. 1840) specimen may also have been from this footprint bed. Only one 

ichnospecies, J. lomasi, has been identified. 

Note. Beasley (1909) described a "four toed" footprint which he labelled his "P" 

form. A specimen (BMNH R3715) of this form, from Storeton, was presented to the 

BMNH by Beasley in 1909. After examining this specimen, it is believed that Beasley's P 

form is actually a poorly preserved chirotheroid left pes. The fifth digit is present, but it is 

very distorted. The footprint cast has very high relief, especially on the distal end (c. 55 

mm on end of digit cast 111.), indicating that it was originally impressed into very soft 

sediment, possibly when the animal was moving quickly. This would account for the 

distortion. Digit cast n appears to be slightly longer than IV so it may be a large 

Isochirotherium sp., but because of the poor preservation and lack of manus this cannot be 

confirmed. It is better designated as Ichnogenus Indet. 
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(a) 

(c) 

Fi g. 28. Specimens of 
Isocmrotherium lomasi 
Baird, 1954, from Storelon 
Hill (South Quarry). These 
specimens exhibit some of 
the finest details f 
preservation seen in the 
British Triasslc. 

(a) BMNH R3483. Left pes 
(No. 1) of 1. lomasi , showing 
the pointed tarsal region, pads, 
skin folds and impression 

1:- . 11 

The top surface of digit casts IV and 
III is broken Th footprint 
overprints what may be the cast of a 
tail drag groove. Digit ca t 1 is 
partially obscured by th edge of a 
wooden frame , in which the slab is 
mounted 

(b) 

(b) BMNH R3483. Right manus 
(No. 2) of 1. 1 masi. Showing 
clear skin impressi n cast on the 
proximal end The tip 0 pe digit 
cast II can be seen below .manus 
digit V. A possibl tail drag 
groove cast runs di g nally bel w 
the manus. Th top surf ce of 
manus digit casts {-IV is broken 

(c) BMNH. R730. Right set of 
Isocbirotherium lomasi , sh wing 
the cast of a tail impression lear 
individual, undistorted, cale ca ts 
can be seen This inf IS that the 
tail must have been impres ed, nd 
then immediately lifted ff tl1 
sediment This is believ d t be a 
unique specimen nd de rYe 
further study. Scale bar i cm 



5.3. British Isochirotherium localities (Division III - Dubious 

Isochirotherium localities) 

5.3.1. Derby Road, Kegworth, Leicestershire, England (SK 484 

267 (Kegworth)). Mid Anisian - Lower Ladinian, Middle Triassic. 

A single footprint specimen was discovered in 1879, by Mr. I. Large, eight feet 

below ground during excavations for a house in Derby Road, Kegworth. It appears that 

Mr Large kept the specimen in his possession for 30 years. Horwood (1910) notes that the 

specimen "came to light" after publicity surrounding the discovery, in c. 1909, of two slabs 

which were unearthed by the Derwent Valley Water Board, in a 6-7 feet deep sewer trench 

in Derby Road. The slabs were originally thought to contain footprints, which were later 

identified as inorganic structures. Following this pUblicity Mr Large realised the 

significance of his earlier find and presented it to the Leicester Corporation Museum in 

1909 (now LEICM 122'09) (Fig. 29a). 

Horwood (1910) also noted that the specimen resembled "Chirosaurus herculis" 

(the TarporJey specimens described by Egerton 1838 - see section 6.1, Fig. 24). This was 

rejected by Maidwell (1916) who referred to it as a ?Ieft pes "Chirosauroid" footprin4 and 

gave it the code "KP" to signify that it was intermediate in form between Beasley's K and P 

groups. Horwood (1916, pI. 17, fig. 2) figured the specimen for the first time and 

accepted Maidwell's (1916) designation, as the figure caption reads "Natural cast of 

Chirosauroid footprint (left pes?), form "KP" (Beasley), (reduced), from the Keuper of 

Kegworth, Leicestershire". Sarjeant (1974) agreed with Horwood (1910) and referred it 

back to Chirotherium cf. herculis. Chirotherium herculis had previously been reassigned to 

the new ichnogenus Isochirotherium by Haubold (1971) as Isochirotherium herculis 

(Egerton) Haubold, 1971. It is believed that LEICM 1922'09 cannot be referred to 

Isochirotherium herculis, since it is much too small to be an f. herculis pes, and it is too 

large to be the manus off. herculis • 
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Fig. 29 
(a) L leM 1_2'09. hirolh fIlUll cf h rcult s ( g rl 11) drj tint 
1974( biro: auroid "KP" f!Tn f Maldw 11 . Ie I ). , h rCllli s 
was r assign d. by Haubold 1971 , t Lh lchn 0 nus 
Is hiroth Dum B implicalJ n L IM 122' \ S til r I r 
r ferred to th iclmooenus Isocrurotherium Comparallv . 
mea urements d mon<;tr t thatll! pr bdbly l large to 
be anI ocbiroth nwn sp. manu, . tilld mu h t sl1lt111 to 
be the pe of I. herculi '. 

(b) . reinterpretation f LEI M 122'09 CI '( part fa 
bjJ'Olberium righl pes c 51.. Ba. ed n an acetal lracino 

of hirolh rium barthi (Rea 'l y' 1:\2 f 1111) right ( ~s '" 

( . 1) II trackwa specirn n f II LL665 An 
ourl in tracing of LEICM 122'09 was Th .n , llperiml ed 
nn 1 p of Ihe tracing pes N 1 T h div ricati n f 
digits I·IV c mpare very fay urably. 
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(c) M H LL 57 left pes No. 2r \' r d I &'lmulal ' 
a right pes f . barthi <Beasley A2). 
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Isochirotherium forms have a proportionally smaller manus than other chirotheroid 

forms. If the length and width of the manus and pes off herculis were in the same 

proportion as those of I. lomasi, then the manus of I. hercuHs would be approximately 108 

mm long and 108 mm wide. 

Maidwell's (1916) KP specimen is probably either the manus ofa very large 

chirotheroid or more likely a partial right pes of a chirotheroid (Fig.29b), similar to the pes 

of Beasley's broad A2 form (reinterpreted here as C. barthii) (Fig. 29c). Unfortunately 

only four partial digit casts are clearly preserved so any interpretation is speculative. The 

specimen should therefore be referred to Ichnogenus indet. 

5.3.2. ?Runcorn, Cheshire, England. ?Helsby Sandstone Formation (Lower 

Anisian). 

A large water borehole core (c. 104 cm in diameter) containing the natural casts of 

eleven footprints is on display in the University of Keele, Department of Geology entrance 

hall (Fig. 30). It is labelled "Casts of footprints of a reptile Chirotherium sp. Keuper 

Sandstone, Triassic, Cheshire". Thompson pers. comm (1993) believes it originally came 

from a borehole cut by Col. Timmings of Runcom. It is presumed to be from the Runcom 

area, but the exact provenance is unknown. The lithology certainly compares with many 

other Runcom specimens. Chirotheroid footprints were rarely found at Runcom. If this is 

a Runcorn specimen it is the only known example of Isochirotherium from this locality. 

Although labelled " Chirotheri urn" , the specimen actually contains two left sets, one 

right set (offset manus), four partial pes and two partial manus of an Isochirotherium sp .. 

They are not finely preserved and it appears that the sediment was quite wet when the 

original impressions were made. 

5.3.3. "Near Tarporley", Cheshire, England. (Possibly from 

quarry at SJ 561630 ?). TarporJey Siltstone Formation, Lower - Middle Anisian, 

Middle Triassic. 
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Fig. O. Water bor hole core 104 cm in diam ter. 
containing eleven footprint casts in red sandstone. 
Although most of the casts are in high relief. d tail 
is poor as the feet appear to hav b en impressed 
into very soft sediment. Th arr wed left manus 
and pes set shows a relatively small manus. and a 
long pes digit cast II. typical f I ocbir the1i.um sp. 
The core probably originally came fr m the 
RuncOTIl area in hesbire. It i now n eli spl y 
in the entrance hall of tb Uni v rsi ty f Ke 1 e. 
Department of Geology. 



This is the locality which yielded the first British chirotheroid footprints in c. 1824, 

although they were not recognised as such until 1838 ( see 'The first finds' section 6.1 and 

Fig. 24 above). Two specimens, a right and left pes, of Isochirotherium herculis 

(Egerton, 1838) Haubold, 1971 were found (the right pes (BMNH R295a) is the best 

preserved). 

In 1882 Egerton's collection was purchased by the BMNH. Lydekker (1890) 

cataIogued the collections of the BMNH and recorded that the two specimens (R295a, 

R295b) described by Egerton (1838) were labelled as being from "Lymm. Nr. 

Warrington". Tresise (1991) believes that this was the result of a misunderstanding, and 

provides a detailed account of their discovery. Tresise (pers. comm. 1992) suggested that 

they may have come from the old quarry near Tarporley (SJ 561630). No further 

specimens have been recorded from this locality. 

It is suggested that R295a1b should be regarded as Jchnogenus indet (see 

Isochirotherium - "Discussion" below). 

5.3.4. DelflWindmill Field Quarry (SJ 692864) and Stone 

Quarry Field (SJ 685866), Lymm, Cheshire, England. Helsby 

Sandstone Formation - Tarporley Siltstone Formation, Lower - Middle Anisian, Middle 

Triassic. 

Tresise (1991) described the history of two Lymm specimens, presented by Miss 

Potts, to the Grosvenor Museum, Chester (currently on loan to NMGM, Liverpool 

Museum). One of the specimens is labelled "Cheirotherium Herculis ", a form later 

reassigned and renamed by Haubold (1971) Isochirotherium herculis. This label is almost 

certainly incorrect. 

Beasley (1902) had originally assigned the code "K" to these two specimens. 

Beasley (1908) noted that his K form shared some characteristics with the pes of both his 

A2 and A3 forms. Although he suspected it to be an imperfect pes, he saw no trace of a 

fifth digit so wisely classified this form under a different code. 
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Beasley's K form is probably an imperfect pes of a broad Chirotherium sp., but in 

most cases K forms are partial isolated specimens and for this reason they should now be 

referred to Jchnogenus indet. 

W AGMG 1531 (fresise 1993, fig. 11) is a good example of a more complete form. 

It is almost certainly the left pes of a large broad Chirotherium sp. The vague outline of 

digit V, in lower relief, can be seen on this specimen. The corresponding large ?right 

manus (also labelled "K") is situated behind this pes. Tresise (1993) believes that it may 

have been donated to the Museum by Mr. Trafford (the owner of Windmill Quarry, Lymm) 

in 1848. 

Unfortunately the label "K form" has also been given, on several occasions, to 

chirotheroid manus footprints. In fact Beasley (1898) himself made this mistake. One of 

the "Miss Potts" specimens (LIVCM. 1987. 145D - 1978.50D, Tresise (1991, fig. 6,) on 

which Beasley established his "K" form is actually a right manus, probably of a large 

Chirotherium sp. Right manus WAGMG 651 (see section 4, Fig. 21b), Tresise (1993, 

fig. 7) ; and left manus WAGMG 742, Tresise (1993, fig. 9) are other examples of 

chirotheroid manus prints mistakenly thought to be imperfect pes prints and labelled as K 

forms. All three specimens are from the Lymm Quarries. 

5.4. British Isochirotherium forms (Systematics) 

5.4.1. Ichnogcnus Isochirotherium Haubold, 1971 

Chirotherium EGERTON, 1838, pp. 14-15. 

Cheirotherium MORTON,1863. 

ChirotheroidformA3 BEASLEY, 1904, pp. 227-228, pI. 6. 

ChirotheroidformA4 BEASLEY, 1907, pp. 301-302 

Isochirotherium HAUBOLD, 1971, p. 55, pIs. 33, 34. 

5.4.2. General description. Pes. Pes length range c.142 mm - 174 mm (or c. 

300 mm if I. hercutis is recognised). The pes is pentadactyl and digitigrade - plantigrade 

(sometimes a long slender impression/cast of the tarsus is preserved) Digit II is always 
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longer than digit IV and may be as long as digit III. Digit III may be slightly longer than 

digit II or the same length. The length of digit I can vary, but it is always shorter than 

digits II or III. Digit I can be shorter than digit IV, approximately the same length, or even 

longer. Digits II and III are usually thicker/wider than digits I and IV. Digit IV is often 

more divergent from the long axis (through digit lIn than digit II, this is especially 

noticeable in the larger ichnospecies. Digit V is recurved and situated proximally below 

digit IV. When compared with a Chirotherium form of similar size, an Isochirotherium 

digit V is usually more slender and slightly less recurved. 

Claws are prominent on digits I-IV, but there is no evidence for a claw on digit V. 

Phalangeal pads are prominent 

Manus. The manus is pentadactyl and digitigrade, although digit I is often poorly 

preserved or absent. There is very little difference in the lengths of digits II and III, which 

are both longer than digits I and IV. Digit V is situated proximally below digit IV, it is 

divergent (c. from the long axis through digit III) and separated from the other digits. 

Digits II, III and IV fuse at their proximal ends into metatarsal - phalangeal pads. At least 

four of the digits (I-IV) are probably terminated by small triangular claws, although these 

are not as prominent as on on the pes. 

The manus is relatively small compared to the pes, and is the smallest and most 

weakly impressed manus in the chirotheroid group - possibly a precursor for bipedalism? 

The manus - pes length ratio is less than 0.35 : 1. 

Trackway. The trackway shows a pronounced outward rotation from the midline. 

Haubold (1971) notes that on average this rotation is between 20 - 30·. The positioning of 

the manus is variable, it may be situated either: (a) Immediately infront of pes digits II or 

III. (b) On the outside of the trackway, parallel with the pes and almost level with the distal 

ends of pes digit II and III. (c) To the outside of the trackway and just in front of the pes. 

5.4.3. Discussion. Haubold (1971) was the first to observe and record that the 

basic morphology of C. hercuIis differed significantly from that of other Chirotherium sp. 
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and reassigned it to his newly established ichnogenus Isochirotherium as Isochirotherium 

hercutis (Egerton). The lectotypes are BMNH R295a, b. 

It is suggested that BMNH R295a and R295b (Fig. 24) cannot be confidently 

assigned to Isochirotherium . 

On the best preserved right pes specimen, claw casts appear to be present on both 

digits II and III, but absent on digit IV. If a claw cast of similar length (20 mm) was added 

to digit IV then there would be little difference in the lengths of digits II and IV, certainly 

less than that observed in most Isochirotherium forms. 

The left pes (R295b, Fig. 24) is not as well preserved as the right pes (R295a, Fig. 

24), most of digit cast III and the distal end of II are missing. Fortunately the only digit 

cast on R295b that is well preserved is IV. Acetate tracings were taken from the original 

specimens. When the outline tracing of the left pes was inverted and superimposed onto 

the tracing of the right pes, it became clear that the distal end (?claw) of digit IV was 

missing on the right pes. A single photograph of both specimens was taken and then 

scanned into a computer and manipulated using Adobe Photoshop 4.0. The lasso tool was 

used to outline each specimen. The two outlined photographs were then cut, copied and 

pasted onto a new canvas (Fig 31 a, 31 b). The cut and copied outline photograph of the left 

pes (R295b) was then flipped horizontally to simulate a right pes. The two photographs 

were then given different light levels. The photograph of the left pes (R295b) was then 

overlaid by the photograph of the right pes (R295a), which was rotated and moved to 

obtain the best fit (Fig. 31c). In this case the hypices between digits IV andV, and III and 

IV were used. The composite photograph (Fig. 31c) and the sketch (Fig. 31d), using both 

specimens, reveals a more complete form. 

It appears that digit cast II was probably slightly longer than digit IV. The greater 

divarication of digit IV from the long axis compared to digit II is also characteristic of large 

Isochirotherium sp .. However, there are only two pes specimens of I. herculis both of 

which are imperfectly preserved, no associated manus or trackway has been found. 
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Fig. 31. omposite reconstruction 0 Isochirotherium herculi 
(Egerton) Hauhold, 1971. (8easleys A f rm). 

(a) BMNH R295b. Left pes, flipped horizontally to resemble a right p s. 
(b) BMNH R295a. Right pes. 
(c) Left pes flipped horizontally and overlaid by right pe R2 5 ). 
(d) Composite sketch of the two specimens. showing an outline 

a more complete form. 



Because they are imperfectly preserved single isolated forms. the specimens cannot be 

regarded with any credibility as the holotypes for the ichnospecies Isochirotherium 

herculis. 

No other specimens that compare in size to these two specimens have been found in 

the British Triassic. Tresise (pers. comm. 1992) suggested that these two" giant" 

specimens may have been sculptured out of the original matrix and their size may have been 

exaggerated. The specimens inel ude a cast of the tarsal region which is normal I y not 

preserved ( although some Isochirotherium lomasi specimens show this - notably BMNH 

R3483 (Fig 28a». It is agreed that their size has been somewhat exaggerated, but this is 

only likely to have occured on the proximal end of the specimens. The distal ends of some 

of the digit casts are probably slightly shorter than they should be. If the "tarsal" region is 

disregarded then the footprints measure c. 290 -300 mm long instead of370 mm; the 

former providing a fairer footprint length for comparison with other similar specimens. 

Haubold (1971) synonomised C. herculis (Egerton) (BMNH R295a/b) with others 

referred by Lilienstem (1939) to c. barthi var. herculis and also a specimen described as 

'c. barthii group' Soergel (1925, fig 31). This latter specimen has a giant pes (c. 33cm 

long) and a relatively small manus, and had been linked earlier with small manus 

chirotheroid forms by Peabody (1948, p. 392 - 393, fig. 32B). 

Haubold (1971) was probably correct in synonomising all these forms, but there is 

insufficient evidence to confidently assign BMNH R295a/b to ichnospecies level. Because 

of the poor preservation on the distal end of the digit casts, the uncertainty of the proximal 

limit to the footprint casts and the absence of an associated manus, the present author is 

even reluctant to assign these specimens to the ichnogenus Isochirotherium. It is suggested 

that BMNH R259a1b are probably best regarded as Ichnogenus indet. 

5.4.4. Isochirotherium lomasi Baird, 1954 

Figure. 32a, 32b, 33. 

Chirotheroid/ormA4 BEASLEY, 1907, pp. 301-302. 
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(b) 

Fig. 32. 

(c) 

II III 

~I: 
II III 

(d) 

Isochirotherium 10masi Baird, 1954. 

(a) LIVCM 1986.206.A. 
Right pes (N 0.5) 

(b) LIV M 1986. 206.A. 
Right manus (No.5) 

(c) LIVCM 1986. 206.A. 
Right set ( No.6) 

(d) Outline sketch of 
idealised 1. 10masi 
left set. 



Chirotherium beasleyi PEABODY, 1948, p. 345. fig.32. *(see note below) 

Chirotherium lomasi BAIRD, 1954, p. 154. 

Isochirotherium lomasi (Baird, 1954) HAUBOLD, 1971 p.55, pI. 34, fig. 3. 

5.4.5. Diagnosis. 

Pes. Claws are prominent on digits I-IV. Phalangeal pads are very prominent. The 

footprint can be plantigrade (sometimes a long slender impression/cast of the tarsus is 

preserved). 

Manus. A very small and weakly impressed manus. Digit I is often poorly preserved or 

absent. The manus - pes length ratio is 0.3 : 1 or less. 

Trackway. Measurements are shown in Fig. 34. The trackway shows a pronounced 

outward rotation from the midline.The positioning of the manus is variable, it may be 

situated either: (a) immediately in front of pes digits II or III, (b) on the outside of the 

trackway, parallel with the pes and almost level with the distal ends of pes digit II and III, 

(c) to the outside of the trackway and just in front of the pes. 

5.4.6. Holotype. Trackway specimen (LIVCM. 1986.206.A) (Fig. 32b) found in 

1906 at the South Quarry, Storeton, Wirral, Merseyside, England. This is the longest and 

best preserved British Isochirotherium trackway specimen, and is now on display in the 

Geology gallery of Liverpool Museum. It was first described by Lomas (1908) and 

figured in Harper (1959) and Tresise (1989) . The slab measures over 11 feet long and 

contains three right sets, three left sets and one partial left pes (with no associated manus) 

of Isochirotherium lomasi (Beasley's A4). In addition to this trackway it also contains 

several Chirotherium footprints and many smaller "Rhynchosauroides" forms. It is an 

important specimen as it illustrates that these two chirotheroid ichnogenera existed at the 

same time, and in the same environment. 

5.4.7. Referred material. BMNH R3483 (Fig. 28a) should be regarded as a 

paratype, as it adds extra detail of skin impressions. In addition, several footprints on this 
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Fig. 33. BMNII R730a . 
lsocbirotherium sp. Left set. 
This specimen is probably a 
preservational variant of 
IsocbiroLherium lomasi. 

(a) Left pes and manus seL 
Notice bow digit I 
slipped, producing a double 
cast with scale mark..<;. Dj W t 
cast V is also placed more 
distally. TtUs form is more 
sjrnilar to 1. lomasi on BMNII 
R 3483 (Fi g. 28a) t1 lCHl 

LIV M 1 98fi.206A (Fig. 32). 
It may be, that like Chirolhenum 
sp, there is bot h a slender and 
broad fonn. 
However, no specimen. hav 
been fOlmd which show both 
Isochirotherium variants on lit 
same slab (unlike Chirotheriwll 
Al andA2 r rrns). We 
therefore cannot rule out 
substrate variati n as it cause J or 
these minor cliff erences 1 n [orm 
Note: Tbis slab also con1.mTlR 
Chirotherium sp (Fig. 35) 

(b) Sketch of left pes. 

(c) Skelch f manu~. 



FIG .. 34. I. lomasi t rackway 

Trackway LlVCM.1986.206.A 
-

Preservation Natural cast 
- - -
Constant ref. pes Mid point 
Constant ref. manus Mid p~int 
No. right pes 2 whole/1 parti al 
No. right manus 3 partial 
No. left p~s 3 whole/1 partial 
No. left manus 3 partial 
No. left sets 3 -
No. right sets _ 3 
External width (mm) 340 
Pes obliqu~_pace 

(mm)1.2 423 
2.3 420 
3.4 415 

-
4.5 409 
5.6 425 

-
6.7 410 

-
Manus oblique pace 

(mm) 1.2 Left manus missing 
2.3 395 -_. 
3.4 493 
4.5 343 
5.6 473 
6.7 379 

-
Pes stride length 

-
(mm) 1.3 805 

2.4 803 
--

4.6 803 
Manus stride length 

(mm) 1.3 Left manus missing 
2.4 858 
4.6 806 

Pes pace angulatio~ 
(degrees)1 .2.3 155 

2.3.4 155 
3.4.5 158 
4.5 .6 150 
5.6.7 163 

Manus pace angulation 
(degrees)1 .2.3. Le:.ft manus missing 

2.3.4 161 
3.4.5 171 
4.5 .6 166 

-
5.6.7 173 

Gleno-acetab distanc - . 

(mm) Soergel method Average = 833: 5 
Haubold method Average = 490 

mai 
trackway mea urement . Ba ed n 

LTV M.1986.206.A . ound in 
1906 in the South Quarry, 

Storeton , Mer eysid . 

Ib / B 



specimen were plantigrade and clearly show the shape of the tarsus. BMNH R730 (Fig. 

28b) should also be regarded as a paratype as it shows the cast of a tail impression. 

BMNH R730a (Fig. 33) contains the left pes and manus set of an Isochirotherium 

sp. which may be referred to I. lomasi. No other specimens have been observed that 

compare fully with this form, and probably represents a preservational variant off. lomasi. 

* NOTE: Peabody (1948) was unaware that the name Chirotherium beasleyi had already 

been assigned to Beasley's L form (section 3.35, Fig. 8a; section 3.5.4, Fig. 11) by 

Nopcsa 1923. Baird 1954 realised this anomaly and renamed C. beasleyi Peabody, 1948 

as Chirotherium lomasi. This was later referred to the new ichnogenus Isochirotherium by 

Haubold 1971 as I. lomasi (Baird, 1954). 

5.5. The stratigraphic distribution of Isochirotherium in the 

British Triassic 

5.5.1. Division I localities. Isochirotherium sp. has previously been reported 

by Haubold (1971, 1984) in Lower and Middle Triassic rocks of Europe and North 

America. In Britain, analysis of the Division I locality data indicates that the presence of 

the footprint ichnogenus Isochirotherium can only be confirmed in Middle Triassic rocks of 

Lower - Middle Anisian in age. Footprints which can be confidently assigned to 

Isochirotherium have been recorded from the Helsby Sandstone and Tarporley Siltstone 

Fonnations (Fig. 35). 

6. Notes on the ichnogenus Tetrasauropus 
6.1. Discovery. A poorly preserved trackway, tentatively assigned to the ichnogenus 

Tetrasauropus (sensu Lockley et aI., 1993; Lockley and Hunt, 1995) or cf. Chirotherium 

(Conrad et aI., 1987), was recently recorded and described by Lockley et al. (1996) (see 

Chapter 7). The trackway was noticed on a large fallen sandstone block on the shoreline 

between Bendrick Rock and Hayes Point, Nr. Barry, South Glamorgan, South Wales (ST 

132667 - ST 144672). 
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Triassic rocks at this locality rest unconformably on Carboniferous strata. They are 

believed to be belong to the Mercia Mudstone Group (Marginal Facies), and are generally 

considered to be Upper Norian to Rhaetian in age (Upper Triassic). 

Lockley et a1. 1996 describe the trackway as consisting of "elongately oval 

tetradactyl pes tracks, about 18 cm long and 14 cm wide, that are rotated outward, and 

smaller ?tetradactyl manus tracks about 7 cm long and 9 cm wide, that are transversely oval 

and also rotated outward. The step length (pes oblique pace) is between 33 and 36 cm with 

a stride of 67 em. The trackway is quite wide (about 31 cm) with a pes pace angulation of 

145 degrees". 

6.2. Discussion. Further study ofthe trackway shows that it is 1800 mm long and 

consists of the natural moulds of two right sets, one partial right pes (squelch mark), one 

left set and one partial left pes which is deeply impressed on the distal end (digits I-IV?). 

One left set, one left manus and one right manus are therefore missing from the trackway. 

As with many footprints from this locality the preservation is poor and the trackway may 

consist ofunderprints, rather than the original surface. 

The pes and manus oblique step and stride length is much shorter than in 

Chirotherium sp and slightly shorter than in Isochirotherium lomasi. The pronounced 

outward curvature of the pes digits and the absence or poor preservation of the ?fifth digit, 

is also uncharacteristic of these two ichnogenera. The manus: pes length ratio is 0.39: 1, 

which is within the range for Chirotherium sp., but much greater than observed in 

Isochirotherium sp. 

Because of the poor preservation, the trackway is perhaps best referred to as 

ichnogenus indet. However, it is clear that it represents a fonn very closely related to the 

chirotheroids. If Tetrasauropus (sensu Lockley et a1., 1993; Lockley and Hunt, 1995) can 

be clearly shown to be a distinct ichnogenera, and not just imperfect examples of an 

existing chirotheroid ichnogenera, then it may need to be included within the Chirotheriidae 

morphofamil y. 
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7. Summary 
The presence of three chirotheriidae ichnogenera, Chirotherium, Synaptichnium and 

Isochirotherium. can be confirmed in the British Triassic. The presence of a fourth related 

ichnogenus, Brachychirotherium, is unclear and cannot yet be confirmed in Britain. These 

four ichnogenera may be readily distinguished by their relative digit lengths and the shape 

and size of the hand (manus) and foot (pes) cast or impression. 

Chirotherium, Synaptichnium and Isochirotherium can only be confirmed in British 

Middle Triassic rocks of Lower - Middle Anisian age. These results are almost certainly 

not a true reflection of the stratigraphic distribution of these ichnogenera, but probably 

highlight the facies dependant nature of footprint preservation. 

Probable chirotheriidae footprint forms occur throughout the British Triassic in 

rocks of Lower Scythian to possibly Upper Norian age. Unfortunately the quality of 

Lower and Upper Triassic specimens obtained to date is relatively poor; hence identification 

of these footprints, even to ichnogenus level is difficult. 

The classification of these chirotheriidae footprint ichnogenera to ichnospecies 

level, is based on measurement and observation of many museum specimens from the 

British Triassic. It is believed that there are at least three, valid ichnospecies of 

khirotherium ( C. sickleri, C. storetonense and C. barthi); one ichnospecies of 

Synaptichnium (S. pseudosuchoides); and at least one ichnospecies of Isochirotherium (L 

lomasi). 

Chirotherium barthii has been divided into two variants. It may be necessary to 

designate the larger C. barthii (variant) as a fourth distinct Chirotherium ichnospecies, 

unfortunately no trackway of this fonn has been observed, so this has been avoided here. 

Summaries of the main diagnostic features, geographical and stratigraphical 

distribution of the recognised British Chirotherium and Isochirotherium ichnospecies are 

presented in Figs. 36 and 37. 
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8. Repositories of British Chirotherium specimens v 

Ashby Road. Burton Bridge. Burton-Upon-Trent 

The Bass Museum, Burton-Upon-Trent Two specimens (part and counterpart), No Acc. 

Nos. 

Storeton Hill Quarries 

British Museum of Natural History, South Kensington: R398A. R398C. R398. 

R2952(GHM1489). R2951 (GHM 1489). R3874. R729. R3484. 

Bristol City Museum: Ce 17953. 

British Geological Survey Museum, Keyworth, Nottingham: IGS GSM113437. One 

specimen with No Acc.No .. 
\ 

BootIe Town Hall (Sefton Council, Department of Education): BootIe slab No. 10. Bootle 

slab No.2. 

Bolton Museum: Ace. No. 1906.207. 

Castle Museum, Norwich: Ace. No. 14.40. No Ref. 

Grosvenor Museum, Chester: (All currently on long term loan to Liverpool Museum) 

1987.l45A (1978.50.A, Jeffs Al 130). 1987.145B (1978.50.B, Jeffs KI36). 

1987.145.U (Jeffs U). 1987.145.W (Jeffs Fl). 1987.145.AA (1978.49.A, Jeffs Z17). 

1987.145. AC (1978.49C, Jeffs ZS). 1987. 145.AH (1978.49.H, Jeffs ZI0). 

Clitheroe Museum: No Refs. 

Leeds Museum: 7.1906. 

National Museums and Galleries on Merseyside, Liverpool Museum: 1969.133A. 

1964.277E. 1964.277F. 1964.277T .. 1965.52.A. 1965.52.B. 1965.52.C. 

1969.133.B. 1969. 133.H. 1972.169.C. 1978.353. 1986.206.A. 

Ludlow Museum: G3552 

Manchester Museum: LL6656. LL6657. LL6658. LL6659. LL6670. 

Royal Geological Society of Cornwall, Penzance: Original 1838 trackway specimen (No 

Ace.No.). 
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Royal Scottish Museum, Edinburgh: No Ref. 

University of Bristol (Department of Geology): No Ref. 

University of Cambridge (Sedgewick Museum): G2867/8. G412-3. G424a/b. G405. 

University of Leeds: No Ref. 

University Museum Oxford: G37. G40. G5S. G64. G65. G69. 

Victoria Hall, Higher Bebington, WirraI: No Ref (one specimen on display in entrance 

hall) 

Williamson Art Gallery, Birkenhead: No Refs. 

Wirral Country Park Visitors Centre: No Ref 

Wisbech and Fenland Museum: No Ref. 

\VorcesterMuseum: Catalogue Ref No. 5 

University of Liverpool: Two "Cheirotherium" specimens (No Ace. Nos.) from Storeton 

and one specimen (LU 8027) probably from Storeton. 

University of Birmingham (Lapworth Museum): Two Chirotherium specimens, probably 

from Storeton ( No Acc Nos.) 

Newhurst Ouarry: 

Leicester Museum: G873.1973. G934.1977 (1-3). 

University of Leicester: (Currently on loan to Leicester Museum) LEIUG 70533. 

Lymm Ouarries 

British Museum of Natural History, South Kensington: 19621. R732. R73I(a/b). 

Manchester Museum: LL6653. LL6654. LL6655a. LL6655b. LL6664. LL6665. 

LL6666. No Ace No. ("slab No. I" in Tresise museum notes 1992). 

Leeds Museum: 6.1850. 7. 1850. 

National Museums and Galleries on Merseyside, Liverpool Museum: 1 964.277.H . 

. National Museum of Wales, Cardiff: 36532 G 1. 

.. Warrington Museum: 629. 651. 654. 742. 754. 1531. 1532. 1534. 1536. 1537. 

1538. 1542. 
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Warwick Museum: G 10864. 

Gloucester Museum: One Chirotherium specimen probably from Lymm (No Ace. No). 

Royal Albert Memorial Museum, Exeter: One Chirotherium specimen probably from 

Lymm (No Ace. No). 

University of Keele (Department of Continuing Education): One Chirotherium specimen 

probably from Lymm (No Ace. No). 

Yorkshire Museum: Two "Chirotherium" specimens probably from Lymm (No Ace. 

Nos.). 

Mapperley Park. 

Natural History Museum, Wollaton Park, Nottingham: PC3315 (PLI.1.1971). PC4238 

(PLI.3.1971). PC3316 (PLI.4.1971). PC3317 (PLI.6.1971). PC3437 (PLI.8.1971). 

PC3440 (PLI.I0.1971). 

Red Brow Quarry. Daresbury. 

Manchester Museum: LL5510 (part). LL5511 (counterpart). Also check No. of Webster -

Kirkham specimen 

IIrewood (including Coven/Surnrnerford/Chiliington and Nr Four Ashes). 

British Museum of Natural History, South Kensington: 40154. 

Northampton Museum: Box 1 (Check Rosemary Roden's new Ace. No.) 

University Museum Oxford: G41a. G41b. 

Notes 

Sheffield Museum: One "Chirotherium" specimen, but locality unknown (No Ace. No.). 

Yorkshire Museum: Four "Chirotherium" specimens from ?Cheshire (No Ace. Nos.). 

Malvern College (Department of Biology): One dubious specimen, locality unknown (No 

Ace: No.). 

Oldham Local Interest Museum: One dubious specimen, locality unknown (No Ace. No.). 

Wolverhampton Museum: One dubious specimen, locality unknown (WOLAG. 0.11881 

labelled "Bunter Sandstone Trias"). 
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Chapter 9. 

A review of the Triassic vertebrate footprint 

ichnogenus Rhynchosauroides -

Rhynchosauroides or Rotodactylus? 

1. Introduction 

Footprints, rain pits and other sedimentary structures were discovered by Dr T. 

Ogier Ward in the summer of 1838, in one of the quarries situated at Grinshill, Shropshire, 

(Grid Reference SJ 52642380). This find closely followed the first recorded discovery of 

vertebrate footprints in the British Triassic at Storeton Quarry, Wirral, Merseyside in June 

1838. 

Ward's specimens were later donated to the Museum of the Shropshire and North 

Wales Natural History Society, on the 1st November 1838, and the discovery was first 

reported by Buckland (1844) (his former tutor at Oxford), at the Ashmolean Society on 

March 11th 1839. The first published account of the discovery and a description of the 

footprints was by Ward (1840) who noted that the footprints differed to those of the 

',Cheirotherium', found earlier at Storeton. 

The Grinshill footprints, and similar footprint forms found at other localities, were 

attributed to Rhynchosaurus following the discovery of bones by quarrymen and Dr T. 

Ogier Ward at Grinshill, Shropshire, between 1838 - 42. Ward sent the bones to the 

. leading comparative anatomist of the day, Sir Richard Owen. In 1842 Owen published a 

description of several skulls and partial skeletons from Grinshill, and erected a new genus 

Rhynchosaurus. Owen named the Grinshill specimens Rhynchosaurus articeps. The 
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footprints found in the same rock unit were also assumed to be those of Rhynchosaurus 

articeps. The footprints were later renamed Rhynchosauroides articeps by Maidwell 

(1911), the ichnogenotype for the ichnogenus Rhynchosauroides Beasley (in Maidwell 

1911). 

The bones and footprints were found in what is now considered to be the Middle 

Triassic, Tarporley Siltstone Formation (Benton et aI., 1994; Thompson, 1995). 

Thompson (pers. comm. 1993) notes that Ward's 1838 footprints, and the skeletal material 

attributed to Rhynchosaurus articeps, " are very likely to have come from the quarry which 

is designated plot 184c on the Acton Reynald Estate map of 1835 (see Thompson, 1995, 

fig.3). This quarry area was long ago worked out, but in 1838 in formed part of the 

Cureton Quarries" 

There is evidence to suggest that the original footprints discovered at GrinshiIJ, 

which later gave rise to the establishment of the ichnogenus Rhynchosauroides, should 

now be reassigned to the ichnogenus Rotodactylus Peabody 1948. The description given 

by Ward (1840) notes that "the foot-marks differ from those of the Cheirotherium in 

having only three toes, armed with long nails, directed forwards, not spreading out, and 

one hind toe on the same side as the longest fore toe, pointing backwards, and having a 

very long claw". This description does not compare with those of Rhynchosauroides sp. 

(Maidwe1l1911, 1914b), but it closely matches Peabody's (1948) description ofa 

Rotodactylus pes. 

Haubold (1966) included many Rhychosauroides forms in his newly established 

morpho-family rhynchosauroidae. Haubold (1971) further refined this morpho-family and 

included it within the subclass lepidosauria (Dumeril & Bibron 1839). Haubold (1971) 

attributed the forms within the morpho-family Rhynchosauroidae to Lepidosaurs. It is now 

widely accepted, following the work of Benton (1985a) and Evans (1988), that 

rhynchosaurs and prolacertiformes were archosauromorphs, and therefore distinct from the 

lepidosauria. 
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Because of the confusion caused by the nomenclature and the early discoveries, a 

review of the ichnogenus Rhynchosauroides is necessary. The purpose of this chapter is 

to look at the relationship between the two ichnogenera Rhynchosauroides and 

Rotodactylus. Haubold's (1967, 1971, 1984) assertion that Rotodactylus is present in the 

British Lower - Middle Triassic is discussed. This chapter also reviews the ichnotaxonomy 

of20 British Triassic vertebrate footprint forms that have been previously, or are presently 

assigned to the ichnogenera Rhynchosauroides, and five other forms presently assigned to 

Hamatopus sp., Procolophonipus sp., Tetradactyl variants 1 & 2 and Beasley's HI form. 

Footprint localities (Fig. 1) that have yielded these forms are recorded, together with their 

lithostratigraphy and the museum lodgement of type and referred specimens. 

2. Rhynchosauroides 

Between 1895 and 1911 Henry Beasley classified many small to moderate sized 

vertebrate footprint forms found in the English Triassic as '"0 group" or "rhynchosauroid" 

forms. The name Rhynchosauroides was first proposed by Henry Beasley (in Maidwell 

1911, p. 142) for all footprints which he had previously referred to as his rhynchosauroid 

o group. The vertebrate footprint ichnogenus Rhynchosauroides was formally established 

by Maidwell (1911) who renamed Beasley's 01 form Rhynchosauroides articeps, 

Beasley's 02 form Rhynchosauroides rectipes and two 02 variants Rhynchosauroides sp. 

A fifth form, not previously assigned a code by Beasley, was named Rhynchosauroidcs 

membranipes. Since 1911 many more footprint forms have been assigned to the 

ichnogenus Rhynchosauroides. 

Rhychosauroides forms were included in the newly established morpho-family 

Rhynchosauroidae by Haubold (1966). This morphO-family was further refined by 

Haubold (1971), who included it within the subclass Lepidosauria (Oumeril & Dibron 
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1839). Sixteen British Triassic footprint forms were included in the morpho-family 

Rhynchosauroidae by Haubold (1971) (Fig. 2a - g, 2h - p). 

Rhynchosauroides was regarded as a "collective genus" by Haubold (1971), further 

division into separate ichnogenera was not regarded as practical, owing to the similar nature 

of many of the lacertoid forms. The morpho-family Rhynchosauroidae is defined by 

Haubold (1971) as follows: "Wide quadrupedal trackways, with normal gait. Manus and 

pes are imprinted at about the same level, but often the manus is over stepped by the pes. 

The pace angulation of the pes varies between 70 and 125 degrees, according to the speed 

of gait. The manus are situated further inside. Pes: Slim and digitigrade. Manus: 

Stockier and more plantigrade. The digit lengths increase from I to IV. V is much shorter, 

the digits I to IV may be bent inwards. Tail drag is occasionally possible. The trackways 

are of a lizard like form". 

One simple criterion for defining the rhynchosauroidae morpho-family is that the V 

digit is the shortest, and the other digits increase in size from I-IV Haubold (1971, p 45). 

Therefore forms belonging to the morpho-family rhynchosauroidae should display an 

ectaxonic pes and manus and digit lengths which increase in length from I-V. Using the 

scheme described in Chapter. 4 (section 3.1, fig. 12) both . the pes and manus of 

Rhynchosauroides sp. should have a digit configuration formula of 5: 1 :2:3:4. 

,. 3. Rotodactylus 

Footprints displaying a "mark to the rear" or possible backward rotated digit were 

first described by Jeffs (1894) and Beasley (1905) from Storeton Quarry, Wirral, 

Merseyside, and Runcorn, Cheshire. These were originally classified as rhynchosauroid 

forms (variants of Beasley's Dl form). Later Beasley in Maidwell (1911) referred all his D 

fonns to the ichnogenus Rhynchosauroides. Similar footprint forms were recognised by 

Brady (1935) in Northern Arizona, and Peabody (1948, pp. 325-340) in the Lower and 
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Rhynchosauroides articeps (Owen) Maidwell, 1911. 
(01 Beasley, 1905) 

(a) 

FflfA 

02 Beasley, 1905. 

(b) 

Rhynchosauroides rectipes Maidwell, 1911. 
(02 Beasley, 1905) 

02 variant 1 Maidwell, 1911. 

(d) 

(c) 

02 variant 2 Maidwell, 1911. 

(e) 

Rhynchosamoides beasleyi Nopcsa, 1923. 
(07 Maidwell, 1914b) 

Rhynchosamoides beasleyi Nopcsa, 1923. (g) 
(07 Beasley, 1908a) 

(f) 

Fig. 2 (a - g). Footprint forms from the British Triassic included 
in the morpho-family Rhynchosauroidae by 

Haubold (1971). (All natural size) 



Rhynchosauroides membranipes Maidwell, 1911 
(Pes - Maidwell, 1911) 

(i) 

Rhynchosauroides membranipes Maidwell, 1911. 
(Manus & Pes - Maidwell, 1914b) 

(h) 

D5 Beasley, 1905 

(k) 

D6 Beasley, 19fJ7a 

(m) 

D4 Beasley, 1905 

G) 

Rhynchosauroides minutipes Maidwell, 19l4b 

(1) 

Microsamipus aff. acutipes (Moodie) Sarjeant, 19()7 
(n) 

~ 
Varanopus aff. cmvidactylus (Moodie) Sarjeant, 1967 

(0) 
v 

. ~ B 

~o. 
Rhynchosamoides cf. pisanus (Fucini) Wills & Sarjeant, 1970 

(p) 

Fig. 2 (h - pl. FootprUit forms from the British Triassic included in the 
morpho-family Rhynchosauroidae by Haubold (1971). 

(All natural size) 



Upper Moenkopi (Lower - Middle Triassic), at Meteor Crater, Arizona and also the Upper 

Moenkopi near Hurricane, southwestern Utah, USA. These footprints were recognised as 

a distinct form by Peabody (1948), who assigned them to the new ichnogenus 

Rotodactylus. Rotodactylus sp. have subsequently been reported from the Lower Triassic 

in Germany (Haubold 1967, 1971, 1984) and the Middle Triassic in France (Demathieu 

1967). 

The occurrence of Rotodactylus in the British Triassic was first suggested by 

Peabody (1948, p. 325), who noted that a specimen (Fig. 3a) found by Jeffs (1894) may 

have been a print of Rotodactylus sp .. This observation has been largely ignored, except 

by Haubold (1967, 1971, 1984) who suggested that the ichnospecies Rotodactylus 

matthesi had been found in the "Keuper Sandstone - Storeton", although no details were 

given. Rhynchosaurus tumid us (Beasley's I form) (Fig. 3b, 3c) was also tentatively 

reassigned to the ichnogenus Rotodactylus by Haubold (1971, p. 59). Despite Haubold's 

widely accepted taxonomic revisions in 1971 and 1984, these are the only recorded 

references to the possible occurence of Rotodactylus in Britain. British Museums also 

seem to have overlooked these observations, there are no known reassignments from 

Rhynchosauroides to Rotodactylus amongst the collections. 

Rotodactylus was defined by Peabody (1948, p. 325) as follows: 

.. Long - striding, sometimes semi-bipedal trackways of a small pentadactyl reptile. The 

manus is always closer to the midline and is always overstepped even in the walking gait 

by the much larger pes in a moderately narrow trackway pattern; pace angulation (pes) as 

high as 146 degrees in a running trackway and as low as 93 degrees in a walking trackway. 

The pes impression indicates a foot with an advanced digitigrade posture and with a 

strongly developed but slender digit V rotated to the rear where it functioned as a prop. 

Manus digit V mayor may not be rotated backward, but it has a propping function. Digit 

IV on both manus !l"d pes is longer than III; digit I may fail to impress; claws are evident 
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Fig. 3a. LIVCM 1987.l45.G (O.W. Jeffs Rl24) found 
at Storeton Merseyside (Jeffs, 1894, Pl. 2, fig. 3 

'Footprint of RhynchosalUUS') . This is probably the 
specimen referred to by Peabody (1948, p. 25). 

Peabody inferred that it may be a possible Rotodactyl 
sp. because of the 'projecting spur at the back of the oot' 
The specimen is a natural cast in high relief .25mm . 

The total length from the distal tip of digit .1 V to the base 
of ?V is 72.5mm 

Fig. 3b. Sketches of footprints attributed to Rhynch aur id 
tumidus (Morton, 1897) Maidwell 1914b, (Bea ley's I form . 
This fonn was tentatively reassigned by Haubo1d (1971) t 

?Rotodactylus (Rhynch auroides) tumidus. 

Fig. 3c. LIVCM 1987. 14S.N 
(O.W. Jeffs No. W129) 

The ho1otype specimen of 
Rhynchosauroides tumidus 

(Morton, 1897) Maidwell, 1914b, 
(Beasley'S I form). 



on digits I-IV. Scaly plantar surface, rarely shown, is characterized by transversely 

elongate scales on the digit axis bordered by granular scales". 

Peabody (1948) nominated Rotodactylus cursorius as the ichnogenotype. This 

consists of a trackway with 11 consecutive steps, and is lodged in the University of 

California Museum of Palaeontology (No. 37794). The trackway was discovered in the 

Lower Moenkopi near Meteor Crater, Ariwna, USA. (Peabody 1948, figs. 16,17,18). 

Peabody (1948) noted that Rotodactylus sp digit IV is longer than digit III on both 

manus and pes. The exception to this is Rotodactylus matthesi Haubold 1967, which has a 

mesaxonic manus (digit III is the longest), and digits II and IV of approximately equal 

length; all of the Rotodactylus sp. observed in the British Triassic have this manus 

configuration. Consequently Peabody's (1948) description requires amendment to include 

this variant. 

3.1. Distinguishing between Rhynchosauroides and 

Rotodactylus. 

A synopsis of the main diagnostic characteristics of each ichnogenera is shown in 

Fig.4. In practice it can often be very difficult to differentiate between isolated large 

Rhynchosauroides and Rotodactylus pes, especially when the fifth digit cast or impression 

is not preserved. 

Relatively small footprint forms such as Rhynchosauroides
l 
and to a lesser extent 

Rotodactylus, were probably made by agile animals which scurried around on the sediment 

surface, their footprints were therefore commonly overprinted by others. It is relatively 

uncommon to find a clear linear trackway, especially of a Rhynchosauroidcs form. 

Perhaps the clearest example of a Rhynchosauroides trackway in the British 

Triassic is on MANCH LL1677 (Fereday - Smith slab) from Overhill quarry, Runcorn 

. Hill, Cheshire. Measurements of this R. rectipes trackway are compared in Fig. 4 with 
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<a) MANUS 

CaL PES 

(b) TRACKWAY 
Pes length (em) 

Manus~(cm) 
Pes stride length (em) 
Pes pace length (em) 

Pes pace angu lation (degrees) 
Manus pace angulanon (degrees) 

ee) SKETCH Of TYPICAL 
RJGfIT SET 

RHYNCHOSAUROIDES 
Ecuxon ic 

DIgit IV IS the longest.. DIgits increase In length from I-IV 
Base of digit V IS situated below digit IV 

Digit V is divergent from the long axis (through 111) by c 45 degrees 
- Oiglt V may be partially or fully obscured by pes if not overstepped 
~ Often high relief or deeply impressed - leading to poor~ defined individual digits l 

Digits are curved only on the tips (dista l end) 
Digit tips are scimitar shaped or kinked. -

Digits are often widely spaced 

3.7 
2,5 

32.5 
15.2 

93 - 98 
125 - 130 

Note: Based on measurement of Rhynchosauroides rectipes trackway 
on MANCH LL 1677 

TV III 

TV In 

t 

1-

ROTODACTYLUS 
Mesaxonic (R. cursorius has an ecuxonlc manus (Peabody. 1948» 

Digit III Is the longest (slightly longer than II and IV) except in R. cursorius (digit IV IS longest) 
Digits II and IV approximately equa l in length 

Digit I is a lot shorter than II, III or IV 
The cast or impression of Digit V is rarely preserved 

If digit V is present it occurs as a rounded cast/impression, or prod mark. well to the rear of IV 
Digits II, III and lV'may have spade like tips 

Digit V is situated to the rear beh ind digit IV (backward rotated) 
Digit V is usually just i ndicated by a puncture mark or rounded cast 

Digits I - IV curve gradually throughout their length (towards the midline of the trackway) 
Digits I - IV have spade:-like or rounded t ips 

IV 

Digits 1 - IV are usually close together (not widely spaced) 

5.24 
2,5 

46.1 
26 

13 1 - 146 
155 - 172 

Note: Based on average measurements of five Rotodactylus cursorius trackways 
(PeabOdy, 1948, Table. 4) 

111 

11 

Fig. 4. / t ( ,~ .I ~. __ _ .. _ II .. ~ ''IW , em 

(a) DiaglOSOc charactensncs 
ofRhynchosluroides sp and 
Rotodacty1us sp. manus and pes. 

i (b) Comparan\ e tTac:kway 
measurements of the Ichnospede 
Rhynchosaurou:les recopes and 
Rotodactyfus cursonus. 

(e) Manus and pes set sketches 
of RhynchosatJrOtdes rectlpes and 
Rotodact)'!us d . maMes: 

v tl~ ~ 
\ '-= 

em 

Sketch of RhynchosaurOldes rectJpes ngllt manus and pes set No. 4 
on MANCH LL 1677 (Fereday-Smnh slab) from Overhil Quarr) , 

Runc:om HIM, \\ eston 
Page 1 

11.' , \ 
, tJ 

~~ 
): ... 

v 

IV 

111 
II 

~\ 

~ , ~ 1 

:·i\. \~ ( . 
-I :-
l' 

Sketch of Rotodacty!us cf. Marth ... manus and pes set (digIt \ on manus is mlssmg) from 
Gnnshdl. Shropshlfe. J. W. Stanley collecoon (M!<. 1) University of Keele. 

(Dr'9'"a lly i left pes. Flipped honzonta lly to resemble right pes for bener comparISon) 

---l 
0-
'-



Rotodactylus cursorius trackway measurements (Peabody, 1948, Table. 4) from the Lower 

Triassic, Lower Moenkopi Formation, Arizona, U.S.A. 

4. Revised systematic ichnotaxonomy of British 

Triassic Rhynchosauroides specimens. 

A total of 25 small British Triassic footprint forms are included in this revision. Of 

these, 16 forms were assigned to Rhynchosauroides by Haubold (1971) - natural size 

outline sketches of these are shown in Fig. 2 (a - g) and 2 (h - p»; Four forms had been 

previously assigned to either "Rhynchosaurus" or Rhynchosauroides (Beasley's I, D3, E, 

and HI forms) - natural size outline sketches of these are shown in Fig. 3c, Sa, 5b and 5h; 

Three forms (Rhynchosauroides sp., Hamatopus sp, and ?Procolophonipus sp. (Wills 

&Sarjeant 1970» were not included in the rhynchosauroidae morpho-family by Haubold 

(1971) - natural size outline sketches of these are shown in Fig. 5c, 5d and 5e; and two 

footprints (Tetradactyl variants 1 and 2 (Stanley in Delair & Sarjeant 1985» were reported 

after 1971 - natural size outline sketches of these are shown in Fig. Sf, 5g. 
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4.1. Rhynchosauroides rectipes (pes) Maidwell, 1911 

Figure.2b, 2c, 2d, 2e, 6a. 

(Preservation variant 2h, 2i, 2j, 8a, 8b). 

?BatrachianJootsteps (pes) MURCHISON & STRICKLAND, 1840, p. 339, 

pI. 28, figs. 1, 2. 

Fig. C (pes) BLACK 1845, p. 67, pI. 5, fig. C. 

?Batrachian or RhynchosaurusJootsteps Fig. D (pes) BLACK, 1845, p. 67-68, 

pI. 5, fig. D. 

WebbedJootprint BEASLEY, 1898, pI. 11, fig. 4. 

Rhynchosauroidfootprint D2 and D2 variants BEASLEY, 1905, p. 277, pI. 

4, fig. 1. 

Reptilian?OrnithosuchustracksA8 (pes) WATSON, 1909, p. 440-441. 

Rhynchosauroides sp. BEASLEY in MAIDWELL, 1911, p. 142. 

Rhynchosauroides recti pes MAIDWELL, 1911, pp. 143-144, pI. 4, fig. 1, pI. 6, 

fig. 1. 

RhychosauroidesD2variantl MAIDWELL, 1911, pp. 145 - 146, pI. 4, figs. 

2, 3. 

Rhynchosauroidesmembranipes (pes) MAIDWELL, 1911, p. 147-148, pI. 5, fig. 

4, pI. 6, fig. 2. 

Rhynchosauroides membranipes D8 (pes) MAIDWELL, 1914b, p. 60 - 63. pI. 3, 

figs. 6, 7. 

Rhynchosauroidesrectipes (D8 pes) (MaidweIl1911) HAUBOLD, 1971, p.46-

47, pI. 28, figs. 2, 3, 4. 

4.1.1. Description. Beasley (1905, p. 277). Maidwell (1911, pp. 143-144). 
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Rhynchosaurus minimus Morton, 1897 
(E (smaller form) Beasley, 1905) 

Synaptichnimnpseudosucoides Nopcsa,l923 
(D3 (larger fonn) Beasley, 1905) 

(a) 

r. 
"'~ ~ 

Rhynchosauroides sp. Wills & Sarjeant, 1970 

(c) 

?Procolophonipus sp. Wills & Sarjeant, 1970 

(e) 

iA A . 

"a~ 

Tetradactyl variant 2 
Stanley (in Delair & Sarjeant, 1985) 

(g) 

(b) 

Hamatopus sp. Wills & Sarjeant, 1970 

(d) 

Tetradactyl variant 1 
Stanley (in Delair & Sarjeant 1985) 

(1) 

HI Beasley, 1895 

(h) 

Fig. 5 (a - b). Eght additional footprint fotmS discussed in the text 
Fig. 5a, 5b, 5c, 5d, 5e, and 5h were not included in the 

morphofamily rhynchosauroidae by Haubold 1971. The discovCty 
of the two specimens sbownin Fig. Sf and 5g was not reported 

until 1985. (All sketches natural size). 
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Fig. 6a. L 4520. 1 e up 
Rhynch am ide rectipes pe . 

Length of pe is 5 em 

Fig. 6b. L 4520. Manu and 
set of Rhyn h aUf id r ctipe . 

Found at R d Brow u rry, 
Dar sbwy, h hir . 



4.1.2. Diagnosis. See Fig. 4. 

4.1.3. Discussion. 

4.1.4. Holotype. LU 4520 (Fig. 6b) collected by Dr Ricketts (University of 

Liverpool) from Red Brow Quarry, Daresbury, Cheshire. First figured in Beasley (1905, 

pI. 4, fig. 1) and also in Maidwell (1911, pI. 6, fig. 1). 

A specimen showing both manus and pes ofR. rectipes (D2 (pes) & D7 (manus» 

on the same slab, was in the collection of F. T. Maidwell. It originally came from 

'Runcom Hill', Cheshire, and was figured in Maidwell (1914b, pI. 5). Unfortunately this 

specimen has not been located, and is now presumed lost. 

4.1.5. Referred material and localities. 

1. Red Brow Quarry. DaresbUiY. Cheshire. England. (SJ 571819), Tarporley Siltstone 

Formation, Lower - Middle Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

Holotype specimen ·LU4520 (see above). 

2. Hayman's Farm Borehole. Nr Nether Alderley. Cheshire. England (SJ 857763). 

Helsby Sandstone Formation, Lower Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

Thompson (1966, pp. 185 -193) described and figured specimens on a c.40 cm 

borehole core. It is currently lodged in the Department of Geology, University of 

Manchester (UMSF 56). 

3. "Alton Nr Cheadle" (a reference to the 'New' Townhead Quarrv. Alton. North 

Staffordshire. England (SK 074426 - 077426; SK 077424). Hollington Formation _ 

Denstone Formation, Upper Scythian - Middle Anisian, Lower - Middle Triassic. 

LEIUG 27703 (Brett's No. 930), although labelled vaguely as "Alton Nr Cheadle," 

which could mean either the "Qld" or the "New" quarry, this specimen was actually 

collected by Henry Beasley and Cyril Brett between 1910 and 1918 from a thin bed of 

micaceous red sandstone at the "New" Townhead Quarry (Brett 1919, p. 102). The top of 

this quarry exposed the base of the Denstone Formation (Middle Anisian). 
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4. Runcom Hill. Weston. Nr. Runcom. Cheshire. England. Helsby Sandstone 

Fonnation, Lower Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

MANCH, LL1677 (Fereday-Smith Slab) from Overhill Quarry (S1 508801) - There 

are at least three slabs in other collections (OXFUM G56 from "Weston", CAMSM 

unnumbered slab from "Runcom" and BootIe slab No.5 (No.3 in Tresise,1989» from 

"Runcom HiII") which probably also came from Overhill Quarry (and possibly from the 

same bed as MANCH LLI677). Unfortunately these slabs have no detailed provenance, 

Tresise (1994. pp. 133 -135, fig. 6, 7.) notes that it is possible they may have come from a 

gully cut during the opening of Wright's Runcom Boundary Quarry, c.S1 506816. 

Four other small specimens, which again lack a detailed provenance, include 

WAGMG 16'87; WAGMG 650 ("Runcom"); WGMG 740 ("Weston Quarries") and 

WAGMG 718 ("Runcom"). 

5. Norton Quarry. Norton. Nr. Runcom. Cheshire. England (S1 550820). Precise Grid 

Reference unknown. Norton is c. 1.5km from Red Brow Quarry, Nr. Daresbury. ?Helsby 

Sandstone Formation - Tfarporley Siltstone Formation, Lower - Middle Anisian, Middle 

Triassic. 

WAGMG 625, manus and pes set (manus digit V is overprinted by the pes). 

6. Storeton Hill (North Quarry; South Quarry), Nr. Higher Bebington. Wirral. 

Merseyside. England (S1 314849; S1 315843). Helsby Sandstone Formation, Lower 

Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

L1VCM 44.44.BA; BGS (GSM) 113437; OXFUM G55 (also Chirotherium 

storetonense original 1838 slab); BMNH R3483 (1906 slab No.5 - also Tsochirotherium 

lomasi trackway slab). 

7. Fielding's Ouarry. (Greatgate) Hollington. North Staffordshire. England (SK 

055390). Hollington Formation, Lower Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

LIVCM Beasley photographic archive No. 348 (Chp. 6, Fig. 6) 
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8. Oldham's Quarry. Hollington. North Staffordshire. England (SK 055390). Hollington 

Formation, Lower Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

STKMG;NHm.l9661MNHl39 (complete manus and partial pes) (Chp.6, Fig. 8). 

9. Stradsfield Quarry (Nr. Brewood) South Staffordshire. England (SJ 897078). (Also 

probably covers references to Coven Village, Chillington and Chillington Lower Avenue 

Gate). Bromsgrove Sandstone Formation, Lower - Middle Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

NQMCM.l922:29:61OP (complete manus) (Chp. 6, Fig. 12). 

10. Cliff section. Nr.Windgate. Sidmouth. South East Devon. England (SY 107864). 

Otter Sandstone Formation, Lower - Middle Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

Private collection. 

11. Shrewley (?Canal Quarry). Shrewley Common. Warwickshire. England (SP 

213674). Arden Sandstone Member, Upper Carnian, Upper Triassic. 

WARMS G995 (small manus). 

12. Cyprus Road (Northern end), Mapperley Park. Nottingham. England (SK 575424). 

Sneinton Formation, Lower - Middle Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

NOTNH, PC3365 (PL1.5.1971) (small left set and numerous other small pes and 

manus digit casts). 

4.1.6. Stratigraphic range. Upper Scythian - Upper Carnian, Lower - Upper 

Triassic. 

4.2. Rhynchosauroides Rectipes (manus) Maidwell, 1911 

?W* ............. rely> '~:., .. ~, 

Figure. 2f, 2g, 7a. 

?BatrachianJootsteps (manus) MURCHISON & STRICKLAND, 1840, p. 

339, pI. 28, figs. 1, 2. 

Fig. C (manus) BLACK 1845, p. 67, pI. 5, fig. C. 
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?Batrachian or RhynchosaurusJootsteps Fig. D (manus) BLACK, 1845, p. 

67-68, pI. 5, fig. O. 

RhynchosauroidfootprintD3 (small fonn*) BEASLEY, 1905, p.278 

Rhynchosauroid Jootprint D7 BEASLEY, 1908a, p. 302. 

Reptilian ?OrnithosuchustracksA8 (manus) WATSON, 1909, p. 440-441. 

Rhynchosauroides sp. BEASLEY in MAIDWELL, 1911, p. 142. 

Rhynchosauroides D7 MAIDWELL, 1914b, p. 63-65, 71, pI. 4, figs. 8,9, pI. 5. 

Rhynchosauroidesbeasleyi (Nopsca 1923) HAUBOLO 1971, p. 46-47, pI. 28, 

figs. 29, 30. 

Rhynchosauroides membranipes D8 (manus) MAIDWELL, 1914b, p. 60 - 63. pI. 

3, figs. 6, 7. 

Rhynchosauroides recti pes (D8 manus) (MaidwellI911) HAUBOLD, 1971, p.46-

47, pI. 28, figs. 2, 3,4. 

4.2.1. Description. Beasley (1908a). Maidwell (1914b). 

4.2.2. Discussion. Two specimens from Runcom, Cheshire, WAGMG 1687 (Fig. 

7a, 7d) and WAGMG 650 (Fig. 7c) reveal more details of the manus. The painted 

labelling on these specimens, following Beasley's notation, identifies the pes prints as D 1 

and the manus prints as 03. These do not match Beasley's (1905) original designations, 

but the D3 fonn is similar to small specimens from Runcom which he noted in that paper. 

It is contended that this smaller 03 form is synonomous with Beasley's 07 form, which in 

tum represents the manus of Rhynchosauroides rectipes (02 of BeasJey). (*Notc: This 

smaller 03 fonn is distinct from the larger 03 form (Synaptichnium pseudosuchoides) 

figured by Beasley 1905, and described below). 

An identical right manus footprint from Brewood (pronounced 'Brood') in South 

Staffordshire is in the Beeby Thompson collection at Northampton Museum (NOMCM 
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Fig. 7a. WAGMG 1687. Close up 
of Rhyncbosauroides rectipes left 

mantIS. FOlmd at Rlmcom, 
Cheshire. 

Fig.7c. WAGMG 650. 
Manus and pes set of 

Rhynchosauroides rectipes. 

) 0" A 

Fig.7b. MANCH LL1677. Le l manus 
and pes set of Rhynchosauroid s r ctipe . 

The individual manus digit casts ar 
indistinct. The manus appears to bav 

been impressed more de ply than th pes. 

Fig. 7d WAGM 1 
Manus and pe set r 

Rhynch aur . d s r t.1pe . 
The partial pe i· 1 belled 

inc rrecUy as '0 I'. 



1922.29.61OP). Another specimen (OXFUM G51), showing both manus and pes of 

Rhynchosauroides rectipes, was found at Storeton, Cheshire. 

4.2.3. Holotype. All Beasley's D fOnTIS were assigned to the ichnogenus 

Rhynchosauroides by Beasley in Maidwell (1911), and D7 was specifically referred to this 

ichnogenus by Maidwell1914b. Rhynchosauroides sp. (D7) was made the type of the 

new ichnospecies Rhynchosauroides beasleyi by Nopcsa (1923). 

The holotype of R. beasleyi came from Storeton, Cheshire, and it was originally in 

Liverpool University Museum (Beasley 1908), but it is now presumed lost Maidwell 

(1914) suggested a paratype specimen from Storeton (MANCH L8040), but this is also 

now presumed lost (1. R. Nudds., pers. comm., 1993). 

The holotype ofR. rectipes (LU4520) (Fig. 6b), from Daresbury, Cheshire, shows 

the natural cast of a right manus and pes set Unfortunately the manus is incomplete and 

only shows four clear digits, although the trace of a fifth (digit V) is just visible. 

4.2.4. Referred material and localities. Same as for pes (see above 

section 5.1.5) 

4.2.5. Stratigraphic range. Upper Scythian - Upper Carnian, Lower - Upper 

Triassic. 

4.3. Ichnogenus indet 

Figure. 2j, 8c. 

Rhynchosauroidfootprint D4 (pes) BEASLEY, 1905, p. 278-279. 

Rhynchosauroides sp. (D4J (pes) BEASLEY in MAIDWELL, 1911, p. 142. 

Rhynchosauroides recti pes (D8 pes) (MaidwellI911) HAUBOLD, 1971, p.46-

47, pI. 28, figs. 2, 3, 4. 
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Fig. 8a. LIVCM 1 <)g7.14S. AS (Jeffs 212) 
Rhynchosauroides membranipes Maidwell 1911 
(Beas1eis D8 form) left pes. Natural cast (max 
relief between digit casts II and III is 5 mm) in 
mottled red micaceous S/st. Locality uncertain 
but lithology suggests it may be from the 
Rllllcom area. Digit cast I is absent Length of 
pes is 36mm 

· . · .. · ... · : .:.. .' •. .. I· . . :. 

3 

I ).,}~ A 

Fig. 8b. MAN H LL6677 
Rhynchosauroides m mbranipe 
Maidwell , 1911 . Natural cast f 
Left pes , part of trackway on th 
Fereday-Smith slab from Overhill 
Quarry, Runcorn Hill. Showing 
the cast of a 'web' between digit 
casts I-II , II - III and III-IV. 

I 

em 

v 

ig. 8d Sketch Rhynch aUf id 
membranipes left pc . 

ig. 8c. Interpret Ii e Tee nstru lIOn 
f Beasley' 04 f m1 

Rhynch aur id membranjpe: 
( ) Leftpe . (l)D4 a 'l , I 
(2) D4 (black badlng) wilh • ibl 
mi sing rea 8h wn b d It d Ii 0 S 

( ) D81eft pe f r comparis n 



. , 

4.3.1. Description. Beasley, 1905. 

4.3.2. Discussion. Beasley's rhynchosauroid form D4 is not a pentadactyl form, it 

has only four digits (tetradactyl). It is believed that Haubold (1971) was probably correct 

in synonomising 04 with R. recti pes (08 pes). An interpretation ofD4 reconstructed as a 

08 pes is shown in Fig. 8c. 

However, 04 is an imperfect form and any interpretation is speculative. It should 

therefore be regarded as ichnogenus indet. 

4.3.3. Referred material and localities. 

1. Shrewley (?Canal Ouanyl. Shrewley Common. Warwickshire. England (SP 213674). 

Arden Sandstone Member, Upper Carnian, Upper Triassic. 

This is the only referred locality, Beasley (1905,p. 278). WARMS G9439 contains 

a D4 form, and may possibly be part of the trackway slab described and figured by 

Murchison and Strickland (1840, p1.28, fig.l, 2). 

4.4. Ichnogenus indet 

Figure. 21. 

Reptilian ?Ornithosuchus tracks A9 WATSON, 1909, p. 440-441. 

Rhynchosauroides minutipes D9 (manus & pes) MAIDWELL, 1914b, p. 58-60, 

4.4.1. Description. Maidwell1914b 

4.4.2. Discussion. Maidwell (1914b, p. 60) suggested that this form resembled a 

juvenile form of Rhynchosauroides rectipes (02). Rhynchosauroides minutipes Maidwell 

1914b is not a pentadactyl form, it displays only three digits (tridactyl) on both the ?manus 

and? pes. Although it may be a poorly preserved pentadactyl form this cannot be 

confirmed, therefore it should be regarded as ichnogenus indet. 
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4.4.3. Referred material and localities. 

1. Runcom Hill. Weston. Nr. Runcom. Cheshire. England (SJ 508801). Helsby 

Sandstone Formation, Lower Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

MANCH, LL1677 (Fereday-Smith Slab from Overhill Quarry); 1vfaidwell1914b 

noted that D9 was 'not uncommon' at Runcom, and suggested that a specimen ?FTM No. 

10 from "Runcom Hill" in the Museum of Zoology, University of Liverpool contained 

examples (this slab is figured in Maidwell1914b, pI. IV, fig.8, and also contains 07 and 

D2 forms). 

2. Storeton Hill (North Quarry: South Quarry), Nr. Higher Bebington. Wirral. 

Merseyside. England (SJ 314849; SJ 315843). Helsby Sandstone Formation, Lower 

Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

This locality was referred to by Maidwell1914b, p. 58. but no specific 09 

specimen was recorded. 

4.4.5. Stratigraphic range. Lower Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

4.5. Ichnogenus indet 

Figure.2k. 

Rhynchosauroidfootprint D5 (?manus) BEASLEY, 1905, p. 279. 

Rhynchosauroides sp. BEASLEY in MAIDWELL, 1911, p. 142. 

Procolophonichnium nopcsai (Kuhn, 1963) HAUnOLO, 1971, p. 31, pI. 19, fig. 

7. 

4.5.1. Description. Beasley (1905, p. 279). 

4.5.2. Discussion. Beasley's Rhynchosauroid form 05 was assigned to the 

ichnogenus Procolophonichnium, Nopcsa 1923 by Haubold (1971) and considered 

synonymous with Procolophonichnium nopcsai Kuhn 1963. This is disputed here because 
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both the manus and pes of Procolophonichnium sp are pentadactyl (Haubold 1971, p. 31). 

If we assume that this is a poorly preserved pentadactyl fonn, Beasley's sketch 

appears to show digit III as the longest, although in the text he notes that digit IV was 

actually the longest (2cm). It is believed that Beasley's 05 is therefore more likely to be a 

poorly preserved manus of either a Rhynchosauroides or Rotodactylus. 

It was noted that D5 is "generally associated with prints of Dl" (Beasley, 1905, 

p.279), this indicates that it may be a partial Rotodactylus sp. manus. Beasley (1905) 

suggested it may be a manus, but could not clearly link it to any other fonn. Because it is 

an isolated imperfect form it is proposed that Beasley 05 should also be regarded as 

Ichnogenus indet. No specific 05 localities or specimens were recorded by Beasley 

(1905). 

4.6. Ichuogenus iudet 

Figure. 2m, 9a. 

Rhynchosauroidjootprint D6 (manus & pes) BEASLEY, 1907a, p. 300 

Rhynchosauroides sp. BEASLEY in MAIDWELL, 1911, p. 142. 

Rhynchosauroides sp. (manus & pes) (Beasley in Maidwell 1911) HAUBOLD, 

1971, p. 47, pI. 28, fig. 32. 

4.6.1. Description. Beasley (1907a, p. 300). 

4.6.2. Discussion. This form has only been observed as a natural mould on a 

single specimen (WARMS G980) (Fig. 9a). It is believed that it probably represents a 

right manus and pes set of Rhynchosauroides recti pes. It has been reassigned here to 

ichnogenus indet, because it is an imperfect specimen which only displays four digit 

impressions (digit V missing?) on both the manus and pes. 

4.6.3. Referred material and localities. 
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Fig. 9a. WARMS G980. Natural mould 
of a right manus and pes set from 
Shrewley, Warwickshire. Thi is 
probably one of the specim ns a'D6' 
form described and figured by Be sley, 
1907a, p. 300. Note that the manus digit 
impressions are curved, and the manus is 
infront of th pes. 

Fig. 9b. BU2028, Hamat pus sp. 
Wills & Sarjeant, 1970. Tbis rna 
be the partial natural cast of a small 
Rotodactylus sp. pes. Th re are 
also many other prominent ca ts 
on this specimen which are 
unrelated. and are probably 
inorganic in origin 
Tbis specim. n is therefore 
considered as ichn taxa indet. 

Fig. 9c. N OTNH PC3365 (PLI. 5.1971 ) 
A v ry small manus and pes s t 
which is very similar in form to 
Rhynch auroides rectipe . 
This set is on the same slab as M. aff. 
acutipes and V. aff. curviclactylus 
described by Srujeant 1967, and 
reinterpreted by Haubold as 
Rhynchosaur ides sp.; b th these forms 
re prooo bly small Rhynch sauroid s 

rnaDllS prints. The set is situated t wards 
the pointed end of the slab (see Saljeant, 
1967, pl.13). 



1. Shrewley Canal Quarry. Shrewley Common. Warwickshire. England (SP 213674). 

Arden Sandstone Member, Upper Carnian, Upper Triassic. 

Beasley (l907a, p. 300) records that "an examples seen" are from this locality. 

WARMS G980 is the only known example of a D6 form. 

4.6.4. Stratigraphic range. Upper Carnian, Upper Triassic. 

4.7. Ichnogenus indet 

Figure.5b 

Group E (manus & pes) BEASLEY,1895, p. 402-4, 409, pI. 2, figs. El, E2. 

Rhynchosaurus minimus MORTON 1897, p. 299 

RhynchosauroidfootprintEandEvariant (manus & pes) BEASLEY, 1905, p. 

279-280, pI. 4, fig. 2. 

4.7.1. Description. Beasley (1905, pp. 279-280) 

4.7.2. Discussion. The pronounced regular curvature on the digits suggest that this 

may represent a small Rotodactylus pes. Only four digits (I-IV'l) so this cannot be 

confirmed. It has therefore been reassigned to ichnogenus indet. 

4.7.3. Referred material and localities. 

1. Runcorn and Weston Ouarries. Runcorn Hill. Weston. Nr. Runcom. Cheshire. 

England (S1 507819 - SJ 507805). Helsby Sandstone Formation, Lower Anisian, Middle 

Triassic. 

2. Storeton Hill (North Quarry: South Quany), Nr. Higher Bebington. Wirra1. 

Merseyside. England (SJ 314849; SJ 315843). Helsby Sandstone Formation, Lower 

Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

4.7.4. Stratigraphic range. Lower - Middle Anisian, Middle Triassic. 
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4.8. Ichnotaxa indet 

Figure.5c. 

Rhynchosauroides sp. (Beasley in Maidwe1l1911) WILLS & SARJEANT, 1970, 

p. 407-8, text-figs. 3c, 4e. 

4.8.1. Description. Wills and Sarjeant (1970, pA07-8). 

4.8.2. Discussion. Wills & Sarjeant (1970, p. 407), considered this to be a manus 

footprint. It was found on the same rock as a ' tridactyl track', although they note there is 

no evidence to suggest that the two were associated. No photograph of this 

'Rhynchosauroides spo' was included, but one 'tridactyl' ('pesT) footprint from the track 

on the same rock (BU 2019) is figured in Wills & Sarjeant (1970) fig. 2, pI. 32. 

4.8.3. Referred material and localities. 

1. Bellington borehole No.4 (1005 feet depth), Bellington. Nr. Kidderminster. 

Worcestershire. England. Kidderminster Formation, Middle Scythian, Lower Triassic. No 

referred specimen, but on same slab as BU 2019. 

4.8.4. Stratigraphic range. Middle Scythian, Lower Triassic. 

4.9. Ichnogenus indet 

Figure.2p. 

Rhynchosauroides cf. pisanus (Fucini, 1915) WILLS & SARJEANT, 1970, p. 

407, pI. 32, fig. 1 , text-figs. 3a, 4a. 

4.9.1. Description. Wills & Sarjeant (1970, p. 407). 

4.9.2. Discussion. BU2029 could not be located in the University of Binningham 

(Lapworth Museum) collections. It is now presumed lost. Wills and Sarjeant note that the 

footprints were 'extremely poorly impressed', they suggest that the two casts which were 

measureable also share some of the characteristics of R. rectipes and R. articcps (now 
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believed to be a Rotodactylus sp.). It is proposed that because this specimen cannot be 

reexamined, it should be reassigned to Ichnogenus indet. 

4.9.3. Referred material and localities. 

1. Bellington Borehole No.3 (886 feet depth), Bellington. Nr. Kidderminster. 

Worcestershire. England (SO 877768). Kidderminster Formation, Middle Scythian, 

Lower Triassic. BU2029. 

4.9.4. Stratigraphic range. Middle Scythian, Lower Triassic. 

4.10. Ichnotaxa indet (BU2022 and BU2028) 

Figure. 5d, 9b (BU2028). 

Hamatopus sp. (Ruhle von Lilienstem, 1939) WILLS & SARJEANf, 1970, p. 

408, pI. 32, fig. 3 (BU2022), pI. 33, fig. 5 (BU2028), text- fig. 4f (BU2022) 

Rhynchosauroides sp. (Beasley in Maidwell191l) HAUBOLD 1971, p. 45 

4.10.1. Description. Wills & Sarjeant (1970; p. 408). 

4.10.2. Discussion. Haubold (1971, p. 45), synonomised the ichnogenus 

Hamatopus with Rhynchosauroides. in particular H. wildfeuri (Ruhle v. Lil.) with & 

~hochardti (Ruhle v. Lit. 1939) HauboId 1971. 

BU 2022 has been re-examined by the author and no footprints were observed. 

DU 2028 may contain a footprint cast, (possibly a small Rotodactylus sp. pes), but it is 

very poorly preserved. There is a possible digit cast to the rear of the other digits (Fig.9b) 

which is not shown on Wills & Sarjeant's (1970) fig. 5. Digits 'lIII and 'lIV also display 

the characteristic curvature of Rotodactylus sp. pes digits. However there is the possibility 

that that this may also be an inorganic sedimentary structure. 

It is therefore proposed that both BU 2022 and DU 2028 be regarded as Ichnotaxa 

indet. 
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4.10.3. Referred material and localities. 

1. Bellington Borehole No.3 (540 feet depth), Be)Jington, Nr. Kidderminster, 

Worcestershire. England (SO 877768). WiIdmoor Sandstone Formation, Middle - Upper 

Scythian, Lower Triassic. BU2028. 

2. Bellington Borehole No.4 (1005 feet depth), Be)Jington, Nr. Kidderminster, 

Worcestershire. England (SO 877768). Kidderminster Formation, Middle Scythian, 

Lower Triassic. BU2022 

4.10.4. Stratigraphic range. Middle - Upper Scythian, Lower Triassic. 

4.11. Rhynchosauroides sp. (Beasley in Maidwell1911) 

Haubold 1971 

Figure. 20. 

Varanopus aff. curvidactylus (Moodie, 1929) SARJEANT, 1967, p. 330-332, pI. 

13, text-figs. lA, 2D. 

Rhynchosauroides sp. (Beasley in Maidwell 1911) Haubold 1971, p.46-47, pI. 

28, fig. 25 

4.11.1. Description. Sarjeant (1967, pp. 330 - 332). 

4.11.2. Discussion. V. aff. curvidactylus Sarjeant 1967 was reassigned to the 

ichnogenus Rhynchosauroides as Rhynchosauroides sp.by Haubold (1971). It is agreed 

that this specimen is probably a small Rhynchosauroides sp. manus (see M. afro acutipcs 

discussion below). 

4.11.3. Referred material and localities. 

1. *Cyprus Road (Northern end), Mapperley Park, Nottingham, England (SK 575424). 

Sneinton Formation, Lower - Mid Anisian, Middle Triassic. NOTNH, PC3365 

(PL1.5.1971). * See notes in section 5.12.3 below. 
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4.11.4. Stratigraphic range. Lower - Middle Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

4.12. Rhynchosauroides sp. (Beasley in Maidwe1l1911) 

Haubold 1971 

Figure.2n. 

Microsauropus aff. acutipes (Moodie, 1929) SARJEANT, 1967, p. 329-330, pI. 

13, text-figs, IB, 2C. 

Rhynchosauroides sp. (Beasley in Maidwelll911) Haubold 1971, p.4647, pI. 

28, fig. 24. 

4.12.1. Description. Sarjeant (1967, pp. 329-330). 

4.12.2. Discussion. Microsauropus acutipes MOODIE 1929, was synonomised 

with the Upper Permian ichnogenus Erpetopus willistoni MOODIE 1929byHAUBOLD 

(1971, p. 29, pI. 18, fig. 6) and placed under the heading'Cotylosauria indet'. 

M aff. acutipes Sarjeant 1967 was reassigned to the ichnogenus Rhynchosauroides 

as Rhynchosauroides sp.by Haubold (1971). A restudy of the original specimen NOTNH, 

PC 3365 (PLI.5.1971) reveals that there are several other footprints on the slab which look 

like small slender Rhynchosauroides pes casts. The digit length measurements of M. afro 

ncutipes given by Sarjeant 1967 suggest that it should not have been originally assigned to 

the ichnogenus Microsauropus or reassigned to Rhynchosauroides because Sarjcant 1967 

notes that digit II is the longest digit and measures 1.2mm (sic.) =12 mm. However the 

digit numbering on his text-fig 2c is incorrect. The longest digit "II" should have been 

numbered as digit IV, in which case the configuration compares with Rhynchosauroidcs 

sp., as suggested by Haubold 1971. 

It is believed that M aff. acutipes SARJEANT 1967 represents the manus of a 

small Rhynchosauroides sp., similar in form to R. rectipe~. 
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Fig 9c shows a very small manus and pes set of ?R. rectipes. It is situated near the 

pointed end of slab NOTNlI PC 3365, which also contains M aff acutipes and V. aff 

curvidactyl us. 

4.12.3. Referred material and localities. 

1. *Cyprus Road (Northern end). Mapperley Park, Nottingham. England (SK 575424). 

Sneinton Formation, Lower - Mid Anisian, Middle Triassic 

Mapperley Park, Nottingham. NOTNH, PC3365 (PL1.5.1971) 

*NOTE: This locality may possibly not be Mapperley Park but "Ramsdale, Notts" 

(see Swinnerton's reference in 1912. p. 67. and 1960. pI. 12b, fig. 3). - There is no 

'Ramsdale' in Nottinghamshire, the only one is in North Yorkshire. But this may 

possibly be a vague reference to the grounds of Ramsdale House, near Nottingham. This 

specimen looks like one of the footprints on the slab figured by Swinnerton (1960). The 

Lithology is also slightly different than the other Mapperley specimens (finer grained). 

Curiously, Swinnerton (1912) refers to a specimen containing many Rhynchosauroides 

footprints from 'Ramsdale", and he does not describe or figure NOTNH. PC3365 together 

with the Mapperley Park specimens. 

4.12.4. Stratigraphic range. Lower- Middle Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

4.13. Rotodactylus matthesi (pes) (Haubold 1967) 

Figure. 2a, lOa, 10b, 10c, 10d. 

"Foot-marks" WARD, 1840, p. 75. 

Rhynchosaurusarticeps (pes) OWEN, 1842, p. 355-369, pIs, 5, 6. 

FootprintoJRhynchosaurus (pes) JEFFS 1894a, p. 5-6, pI. 2, figs. 3,4 

RhynchosauroidfootprintDl andDlvariants (pes) BEASLEY, 1905, p. 276-277, 

pI.3, pI. 5. 
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Fig. lOa. 1. vv. Stanley collection (MK.5) 
from Grinshill, Shropshire. Rotodactylus 
rnatthesi right pes (natura] cast). This 
specimen was referred to as 'Tetradaetyl 
variant I" by Stanley in Delair & Sarjeant 
1985. 

Fig. lOco MANCH LL6670. 
Rotodactylus matthesi pes. 
Natural cast on ripple marked 
sandstone from Storeton, 
Merseyside. LL6670 is a 
Chirotherium storetonense 
trackway specimen This 
Rotodactylus pe is adjacent to 
C. storetonense (right pes No.2). 

Fig. lOb. Ze 53 (Blue) 
University of K ele coll eli n 
from Grinshill. Sbrop hire. 
Rotodaetylus matthe i 1 ft pe 
(natural cast). On faeries 
of Rotodactylus footprint 
preserved on a large 1 b 91 
em x 69 em) f assyrn 1 1 
ripple marked 11 t n 
(see ig. 11). 

, 
Lin 

Fig . .I Od. Zc 5 (blU') 
Uni crsity Keel . 
Sketch r Rot a tylu: ' 
matthesi I ft pes. 
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Rhynchosauroides sp. BEASLEY in MAID WELL, 1911, p. 142. 

Rhynchosauroidesarticeps (pes) (Owen, 1842) MAIDWELL, 1911, p. 142. 

4.13.1. Description. Beasley (1905, pp. 276-277). Maidwell (1911, p. 142). 

4.13.2. Discussion. It was Haubold 1971, p. 46, who first suggested that some 

of the Dl forms may perhaps be Rotodactylus sp. 

* Digit Von R. articeps (DI) was drawn too close to the base of digits I - IV 

4.13.3. Referred material and localities. 

1. Grinshill Quarries, Nr. Clive, Shropshire. England (S] 526238 - E.C.C. working 

quarry, now incorporating Cureton's Quarry (G5 of Thompson 1995». Other disused 

quarries at SJ 520239, SJ 524239 and SJ 525238. TarporJey Siltstone Formation, Lower -

Middle Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

BGS(GSM) 53766; BGS (GSM) 56825; ]WS collection, University of Keele 

MK1, MK3, MKS, MK7(Al00); Department of Geology collection, University of Kccle 

Zc 53 (Blue); SHRBM G 19811982. 

2. Storeton Hill (North Quarry; South Quarry), Nr. Higher Bebington, Wirral. 

Merseyside, England (SJ 314849; SJ 315843). Helsby Sandstone Formation, Lower 

Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

LIVCM 1987. 145N (Jeffs No. W129) (On long term loan from Grosvenor 

Museum, Chester), from Storeton (partial manus); LIVCM 1987.145L (Jeffs No. V.127) 

(2 partial manus), BMNH 21834 (complete manus and several partial manus/pes); BMNH 

R729 (also paratype trackway for Chi rotheri um storetonense); BMNH R2956 (box of six 

small specimens - includes examples of manus and pes; BMNH R3874 (1910 slab); NMW 

(Cardiff) 27110014 (2 partial manus); Bootie slab No. 10 (also holotype specimen of 

Chirotherium storetonense); MANCH LL6670 (also Chirotherium storetonensc trackway 

slab); OXFUM 040 (manus and pes overprinting large Chirotherium barthii (A2) left sct; 

OXFUM 062 (manus); OXFUM G61 (pes); Bristol City Museum Ce17949. 
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3. "Alton NrCheadle"- a reference to either the 'Old' Townhead Quarry or 'New' 

Townhead Quarry. Alton. North Staffordshire, England (SK 074426 - 077426; SK 

077424). Hollington Formation - Denstone Formation, Upper Scythian - Middle Anisian, 

Lower - Middle Triassic. 

LEIU 27708 (Brett's No. 935) (pes); LEIU 27706 (Brett's No. 933) (manus). 

4. Stradsfield Quarry (Nr. Brewood) South Staffordshire. England (SJ 897078). (Also 

probably covers references to Coven Vitlage, Chillington and Chiltington Lower Avenue 

Gate). Bromsgrove Sandstone Formation, Lower - Middle Anisian, Middle Triassic . . 
BMNH 40154 (Housman 1862 slab). 

5. Runcom Hitt, Weston, Nr. Runcorn, Cheshire, England. Helsby Sandstone 

Formation, Lower Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

MANCH, LL1677 (Fereday-Smith Slab) from Overhill Quarry (SJ 508801) 

(OXFUM G56 from "Weston"; University of Cambridge - Sedgwick Museum 

unnumbered slab from "Runcorn"; Bootie slab No.5 (No.3 in Tresise, 1989) from 

"Runcom Hill" (see previous notes on these four slabs in section ). 

WAGMG 169196a ("Weston Quarries"); WAGMG 16'87 ("Runcom''); NMW 

(Cardiff) 26201G2 ("Runcorn"); 

6. Fielding's Quarry, (Greatgate) Hollington, North Staffordshire, England (SK 

055390). Hollington Formation, Lower Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

LIVCM Beasley photographic archive No. 348 (Chp. 6, Fig. 6) 

7. Lymm. Near Warrington (?DelflWindmill Field Quarry), Lymm. Cheshire. England. 

(SJ 692864). Tarporley Siltstone Formation, Middle Anisian, Middle Triassic. 

WAGMG 1537, a large slab ( 157 cm x 79 cm (max» containing numerous 

Rotodactylus pes and manus casts (some relatively large examples) and also a Chirothcrium 

sp. right set. This specimen was figured in Tresise, 1993, fig. 14. Unfortunately the entry 

in,the ledger just notes the locality as "Lymm, Near Warrington". Tresise (1993, p. 321) 

suggests that most of the large slabs (nos, 1531 - 1542) were probably donated by Mr 
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Trafford, a local landowner who lived at Oughtrington Hall, his list of holdings included 

Windmill Field QUarry. For a short period between 1841 and c.l865 this quarry, together 

with another known as Stone Quarry Field (S1 685866), rivalled Storeton as the most 

prolific source of footprint specimens in Britain. 

4.13.4. Stratigraphic range. Upper Scythian - Middle Anisian, Lower Triassic 

- Middle Triassic. 

4.14. RotodactyIusmatthesi (manus) (HauboId 1967) 

Figure. 3c (partial), lla (partial), lIb (complete). 

Fig. B BLACK 1845, p. 67, pI. 5, fig B. 

Footsteps of Rhynchosaurus MORTON, 1891. 

Genus non det JEFFS 1894a, p. 6 pI. 3, figs. 5,6. 

Rhynchosaurus tumidus MORTON, 1897,.p. 299, pI. 12, fig. a. 

Footprintform I BEASLEY, 1898, p.234-235, 237, pI. 11, figs. 1,2,3. 

Incertae Sedisform I BEASLEY 1905, p. 281. 

Reptilian ?Ornithosuchus tracks A8 (manus) WATSON 1909, p. 441. 

Rhynchosauroides tumidus (Morton, 1897) MAIDWELL 1914b, pI. 

4, figs. 10, 11. 

?Rotodactylus tumidus (Peabody, 1948) HAUBOLD, 1971, p. 59, pI. 28, fig. 33. 

4.14.1. Ho)otype. LIVCM 1987. 145N (Jeffs No. W129) (Jeffs 1894a p.I. 3, fig. 

S - not 6 as wrongly indicated in paper). Designated as typical of his I form by Beasley 

(1898, p. 237). A better specimen showing all five digit casts is on BMNH 21834 (South 

Kensington basement store, cabinet 9, roller 3) (Fig.11 b) (see discussion below). 

4.14.2. Description. Rhynchosauroid I form - Beasley (1898, p. 234; 1905, p. 

281). ?Rotodactylus tumidus (?pes) - Haubold (1971, p. 59). 
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Fig. 11 b. BMNH 21834. 
A rare complete example 
of a Rotodactylus rnatthesi 
manus. Compare this with 
Fig. 3c (Beasley1s I form) R. 
tumidus. It can be seen that 
the three middle digit casts 
(I. II . III) are almost identical. 
Manus digit III is the longest. 
unlike in the pes. Digits I and 
V produced very small casts 
or impressions which are 
rarely preserved 
The position of manus Digit 
V is the same as in the pes. 
It appears to have been rotated 
backwards. the tip of it 
producing a single small prod 
mark in the sediment. 

Fig. lla. Zc 5 (Blue) 
University of Keele. 
Rotodactylus matthesi 
manus (cligi ts I and V 
are mi sing). This i th 
usual mode of 
preservation 



hi " 

4.14.3. Discussion. Rhynchosauroides tumidus (Beasley's I fonn) has a digital 

fonnula of 5: 1:214:3 ie. digit III is the longest and digit V the shortest. The footprint has a 

mesaxonic structure, therefore it cannot be a Rhynchosauroides sp. 

"Rhynchosaurus" tumidus Morton 1897 (Beasley's I fonn) was tentatively 

assigned by Haubold (1971) to the ichnogenus Rotodactylus as ?Rotodactylus tumid us. It 

is clear that Beasley himself did not wish this specimen to be included in his 

rhynchosauroid group. 

The rear fifth manus digit referred to by Peabody (1948) is rarely preserved on all 

Rotodactylus sp. manus observed from the British Triassic. The cast or impression of digit 

I is also often absent. One manus specimen which supports Peabody's 1948 observation, 

is on BMNH 21834. It clearly shows a fifth digit cast situated well to the rear behind digit 

III and IV and therefore should be regarded as a Paralectotype for this Rotodactyl us s p .. 

The lithology ofBMNH 21834 suggests it was probably originally from Storeton 

(possibly the 1906 or 1910 trackway surface). This specimen contains Rotodactylus sp. 

manus and pes overprinting the eroded casts of Chirotherium sp. (one may be a left pes). 

The specimen is just labelled 'Chirotherium storetonense', it is in a wooden box and 

measures c. 36 x 28 cm. Digit III is slightly longer (23 mm) than digit IV (21 mm), which 

is also slightly longer than digit II (19 mm). Digit I is very short (6 mm) compared to II, 

III and IV. Digit V is represented by a small 6 mm long oval cast (impression of claw?). 

The proximal ends of digits II, III and IV appear to fuse into one ?metapodial-phalangeal 

pad. The distance between the base of this pad below digit IV and the distal end of digit V 

is 8.2 mm. 

NOTE: Measurements of 'digits' II - IV were taken to the base of this pad, they therefore 

do not represent the true anatomical digit lengths. The hypices of the digits were too 

indistinct to measure true digit length. 
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The corresponding pes footprints on the same slab measure c. 38.5 mm long 

(length of digit IV - not including digit V). manus: pes length ratio (23 rnm : 38.5 mm) = 
0.6 : 1. 

4.14.4. Referred material and localities. Same as for pes, see section 

4.13.3. above. 

4.14.5. Stratigraphic range. Upper Scythian - Middle Anisian, Lower Triassic 

- Middle Triassic. 

4.15. Synaptichnium pseudosuchoides Nopcsa, 1923 

Figure. 5a, (Photograph in Chp. 9, Fig. 18) 

"Footprints ofRhynchosaurus", SMITH-WOODWARD, 1902. pp. 215-217, fig. 

1. 

Rhynchosauroid/ormD3 (larger/orm) BEASLEY,1905. pp.277-278, 

Rhynchosauroides sp. BEASLEY in MAIDWELL, 1911. p. 142. 

Synaptichnium pseudosuchoides NOPCSA, 1923. 

Chirotherium pseudosuchoides (Nopcsa) BAIRD, 1954. 

Synaptichnium pseudosuchoides (Nopcsa, 1923) HAUBOLD, 1971. pp.53-55, 

pI. 32, fig. 1. 

4.15.1. Description. Smith-Woodward (1902, pp. 215-217). Beasley (1905, 

pp.277-278). 

4.15.2. Diagnosis. (See Chp. 8, section 3.4.4.) 
, . 
4.15.3. Discussion. In 1901 Mr Beeby Thompson discovered three footprint 

specimens in "Chillington Brickyard". This probably occupied the site of the old 

'Stradsfield Quarry, Nr. Brewood (Grid Ref: S1. 897078), source of many earlier footprint 

discoveries (Lister (1860). The specimens consisted of "slab No. I" which measured 180 

,mm x 90 mm and contained the natural casts of two left pes and manus sets. "Slab No. lin 
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which was smaller and contained one set "partly obscured by a film of matrix" and "slab 

No. III" which contained a single partially preserved pes. These slabs were first described 

and figured by Smith-Woodward (1902) who referred to them as "the footprints of 

Rhynchosaurus" . 

Beasley (1905) assigned the code D3 to this form. Beasley's natural- size sketch 

of the D3 form (Fig. Sa) was based on Beeby Thompson's specimens. One of the 

specimens on Beeby Thompson's slab No. I was refigured by Nopcsa (1923), who 

compared it to the foot of Euparkeria and given it the name Synaptichnium 

pseudosuchoides. Baird (1954) disagreed with this and suggested that the form was 

similar to small Chirotherium forms such as C. minus he reassigned Beasley's D3 form to 

the ichnogenera Chirotherium as C. pseudosuchoides. Haubold (1971) did not recognise 

this and established Synaptichnium pseudosuchoides (Beasley's Rhynchosauroid D3 form) 

as his generotype for the chirotheroid ichnogenus Synaptichnium. This is now widely 

accepted. 

Ironically this form is more likely to be the "footprints of Rhynchosaurus" than any 

Rhynchosauroides sp. The size and morphology of S. pseudosuchoides pes compares 

closely with that of the pedal anatomy of some small rhynchosaur species, such as 

Rhynchosaurus articeps Owen, 1842 (refigured and described by Benton, 1990). 

However, the S. pseudosuchoides manus is apparently mesaxonic and does not compare 

so closely with the ectaxonic manus of this rhynchosaur species. Unfortunately in the 

absence of a well preserved Synaptichnium pseudosuchoides trackway this hypothesis 

cannot be supported. 

·5. Summary 

20 British Triassic footprint forms that have been previously, or are 

presently, assigned to the ichnogenera Rhynchosauroides, together with five other related 
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forms have been restudied. Two are considered to be Rotodactylus sp.; one is reassigned 

to the chirotheroid ichnogenera Synaptichnium sp.; five are considered to be poorly 

preserved examples of either Rotodactylus or Rhynchosauroides and have been reassigned 

to ichnogenus indet; one is considered to be an inorganic sedimentary structure and is 

referred to ichnotaxa indet; and only six are considered to be Rhynchosauroides forms. 

There is evidence to suggest that the "Rhynchosaurus" footprints found by Ward at 

Grinshill, Shropshire, in 1838 (Ward 1840), which later gave rise to the establishment of 

the ichnogenus Rhynchosauroides, should be reassigned to the ichnogenus Rotodactylus 

Peabody 1948. More recent discoveries at Grinshill, and a review of museum specimens 

from other British Triassic footprint localities confirms the occurence of Rotodactyl us. This 

study supports Haubold's (1967, 1971, 1984) assertion that Rotodactylus is present in the 

British Triassic. Beasley's I form - Rhynchosauroides tumidus MaidweIl1914b had 

already been tentatively reassigned to Rotodactylus by Haubold 1971. R. tumidus is 

reassigned here as the manus of Rotodactylus matthesi Haubold 1967. In addition, the 

ichnospecies Rhynchosauroides articeps (Owen) MaidweIl1911 (Beasley's Dl 

rhynchosauroid form) is reassigned here as the pes of Rotodactylus matthesi Haubold 

1967; together with two specimens from Grinshill, Shropshire, described by Stanley in 

Delair & Sarjeant (1985) as Tetradactyl variant 1 & 2 (Fig 12). 

Rhynchosauroides membranipes Maidwell1911 and several of Beasley's D group 

rhynchosauroid forms are considered here to be probably synonomous with either the 

manus or pes of Rhynchosauroides recti pes Maidwell 1911 (Fig. 13). 

Rhynchosauroides is recorded and confirmed from at least twelve British localities, 

and Rotodactylus from seven (Appendix 5). 

The lithostratigraphic range of Rhynchosauroides is ?Middle Scythian -Upper 

Carnian. Lower - Upper Triassic (Fig. 14). The lithostratigraphic range of Rotodactylus is 

?Middle Scythian - Middle Anisian, Lower - Middle Triassic (fig. 15) 
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Chapter 10. 

Conclusions 

1. Methods of measuring and describing Triassic 

vertebrate footprints and trackways 

The method of tracing the outline features of a footprint onto acetate using an 

adjustable tracing board, described in Chapter 4, was specifically designed for use with 

Triassic vertebrate footprints which rarely exceed 40cm x 20cm. This method greatly 

increases both speed and accuracy of measurement. The tracing of footprints has been 

found to be especially useful if any of the digits are curved, or if divarication and 

interdigital angles are to be measured (Chp. 4 (3.5)). 

Tracing removes the necessity to replot measurements in order to calculate angles; 

enables right angles to be drawn accurately and it provides a scale drawing of the footprint. 

So often in the literature, sketches are shown on a variety of scales, so visual comparisons 

are difficult to make. Ideally, in publications or when making comparisons, footprint 

s.ketches should be illustrated actual size; where this is impractical, they should be shown at 

a constant scale. These scale tracings can be easily photo-reduced or enlarged to the 

constant scale required. 

A practical and consistent method of measuring and describing footprint specimens 

is also proposed. This is largely based on methods outlined in Leonardi et al. 1987; 

Haubold 1971, 1984; Sarjeant 1989 and Thulbom 1990, but refined and altered according 

to the authors own experiences measuring and describing Triassic vertebrate footprints and 

tracks. Most measurements are taken from a common basepoint. Twelve characteristics 

relating to the size and shape of the footprint are recorded and put into a quantitative 
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framework. The detailed text in Chapter 4 attempts to cover most situations and problems 

that may be encountered, and may lead one to think that these are laborious methods, but in 

practice, most of the measurements and descriptions are fairly simple and quick to do. 

Brief summary checklists of these methods, and sample blank data entry sheets are also 

provided. 

Three new methods for the study of vertebrate footprint forms are specifically 

proposed: The recording of Ll - L5 (measurement to a common basepoint enables more 

consistent measurement and comparison); Configuration formula (for recording shape); 

Configuration angles (applied here to chirotheroid forms, to allow detailed comparison of 

basic configuration). 

2. Historical research 

2.1. Quality of data 

The quality and reliability of data on British Triassic vertebrate footprint localities is 

variable, ranging from vague unfigured literature references with no known specimen now 

in existence, to well documented localities with well preserved existing specimens. A 

'league table' system of grading the quality oflocality data is proposed and used here 

(Chapter 8). Only localities which are well documented in the literature and for which well 

preserved (identifiable to at least ichnogenus level) specimens exist, were accorded 

"Division I locality" status. Consequently only 'Division I' locality data can be confidently 

used in further biostratigraphical, palaeobiological, or palaeoecological analysis. 

2.2. British Triassic vertebrate footprint localities 

Studies of literature sources, museum holdings and personal communications, 

reveal that in rocks now considered to be of Triassic age in the British Isles, there have 

been at least 70 separate vertebrate footprint localities recorded (Appendix 3). Some are 

references to localities where specimens were not found insitu, others are synonomous or 
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vague unsubstantiated references. Research by the author reveals that only 36 of these can 

be reliably considered as Triassic vertebrate footprint localities (Appendix 4). 

2.2.2. Chirotheroid localities A general description of each ofthe four 

recognised chirotheriid ichnogenera is given together with a history of the earliest 

discoveries of each ichnogenus in the British Triassic in Chapter 8. The localities in Britain 

which have yielded these ichnogenera are also listed together with a detailed history and 

discussion of the earliest discoveries made at each of these localities. According to the 

literature there are 37 British Triassic localities which have yielded vertebrate footprints 

belonging to the chirotheroid morphofamily. Studies based on evidence in the form of 

museum/private collection specimens, photographs or consistent literature references, have 

revealed that only 20 ofthese can be reliably considered as chirotheroid localities. Of these 

20 localities, only 8 have yielded specimens clearly identifiable to ichnogenus level and 

above. These are: Newhurst Quarry, Leicestershire; Cyprus Road, Mapperley Park, 

Nottingham; Storeton Hill Quarries, Merseyside; Red Brow Quarry, Daresbury and Lymm 

Quarries, Cheshire; Highfield Lane, Burton-Upon-Trent and Stradsfield Quarry, Brewood, 

Staffordshire. 

2.2.3. Rotodactylus and Rhynchosauroides localities 

Rhynchosauroides is recorded from at least twelve British localities and RotodactyluS from 

seven (Appendix 5): 

·2.3. New footprint discoveries by the author 

New Triassic vertebrate footprint discoveries were made by the author at 

Hollington, Staffordshire; Newhurst, Leicestershire; Grinshill, Shropshire and Hilbrc, 

Merseyside. The latter being the most complete assemblage found in the British Lower or 

Middle Triassic in the last 80 years. 
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On the 12th June 1997, small footprints preserved as natural casts on a block of 

sandstone, were found by the author on the shoreline between Bendrick Rock and Hayes 

Point, Nr. Barry, South Glamorgan, South Wales (UK National Grid Reference, ST 

132667 - ST 144672). Preliminary identification suggests that they should be assigned to 

either Rhynchosauroides or Rotodactylus. Neither of these ichnogenera have been 

reported from Wales before, and this find therefore adds to the known footprint assemblage 

from the Upper Triassic, Upper Norian - Rhaetian, Marginal Triassic in the Bendricks area. 

It will also greatly extend the stratigraphic range of either Rhynchosauroides or 

Rotodactylus in the British Triassic. 

3. Ichnotaxonomy 

3.1. Chirotheriidae 

The presence of three chirotheriidae ichnogenera, Chirotherium, Synaptichnium and 

Isochirotherium. can be confirmed in the British Triassic. The presence of a fourth related 

ichnogenus, Brachychirotherium, is unclear and cannot yet be confirmed in Britain. 

Classification of material assigned to these chirotheriidae footprint ichnogenera to 

ichnospecies level, is based on measurement and observation of many museum speci mens 

from the British Triassic. It is proposed that there are at least three valid ichnospecies of 

Chirotherium ( C. sickleri, C. storetonense and C. barthi); one ichnospecies of 

Synaptichnium (S. pseudosuchoides); and at least one ichnospecies ofIsochirotherium <L. 

tomasi). 

Chirotherium barthii has been divided into two variants. It may be necessary to 

designate the larger C. barthii (variant) as a fourth distinct Chirotherium ichnospccies, 

unfortunately no trackway of this form has been observed, so this has been avoided here. 

It is suggested that three, or possibly four, ichnospecies can encompass the whole 

range of variability observed within the ichnogenus Chirotherium in the British Triassic. 

Size ranges and manus: pes length ratios for each ichnospecies arc given below. Manus: 
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pes length ratios were found by the author to be a more reliable method of differentiating 

forms than length: width ratios, since the latter are affected by variability in the curvature of 

digit V and the spread of digits. The proposed Chirotherium ichnospecies are: 

(1) C.sickleri, the small form, with a pes length of 90 -140 mm and a manus: pes 

length ratio of ?c. 0.35: 1 - 0.39: 1. 

(2) C. storetonense, the medium form, with a pes length of 140 - 190 mm and a 

manuS: pes length ratio of c. 0.39: 1 - 0.44: 1. 

(3) C. barthii. the medium to large form, with a pes length of 190 - 220 mm and a 

manus: pes length ratio of 0.45: 1 - 0.50: 1. C. barthii also includes a larger variant (2) 

with a pes length of 220 - 250 mm, a manus: pes length ratio of 0.50: 1 - 0.55: 1 and digits 

II and IV of equal length. 

The author agrees with Tresise (1996) that there is a significant difference between 

most specimens presently assigned to C. barthii Kaup 1834 and C. storetonense Morton 

(1863) (Beasley's slender Al form), sufficient to warrant the retention of Chi rotherium 

storetonense as a distinct ichnospecies. 

There are still many questions to answer regarding the relationship of Co barthii and 

C. storetonense (as named here). Are the differing size ratios of manus:pes length the 

result of normal allometric growth within a species, or is it because there was a true 

difference in the species which produced these footprints? We have clear evidence that 

both forms were contemporaneous (Fig. 1), but why are C. barthii (A2) forms 

predominant in the Lymm area, but relatively rare at Storeton? Could this be sampling 

bias, is it a true reflection of the geographical distribution of a different species of animal, 

or is it due to males and females of the same species forming separate groups? On this 

latter point, it may be significant that small (possibly juvenile forms) were also very rarely 

found in the Lymm Quarries MANCH. LL. 6666 and LIVCM. 1964. 277.H. arc the only 

known examples. 
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Chirotherium siekleri 

?Chirotherium sickleri 

Chirothelium barthii (variant 1) 

(c) 

Fig. 1 Specimens which demonstrate 
contemporaneous chirotheroi d ichnogenera 
and ichnospecies. 
(a) BMNH R 729. 
Cbirotherimn sickleri and 
Chirotherimn storetonense. 
(b) MANCI-I LL6657. 
Cbirotherimn barthii (Variant 1) 
and Chirotherium storetonense. 
(c) BMNH R730. 
Isocbirotherium lomasi and 
Cbirotherimn sickleri or 
Synapticbnium sp. 
(d) BMNH R730A. 
Isocbirotherium cf. lomasi and 
Chirotherium storetonense. 
* Scale bar is 2 em on (a), (b), (d) and 3 em on (c). 

Chirotherium slor tonens 

(b) 

Isocbir th rium I 

I 

(d) 



3.2. Rotodactyliidae and Rhynchosauroidae 

There is evidence to suggest that the "Rhynchosaurus" footprints found by Ward at 

Grinshill, Shropshire, in 1838, which later gave rise to the establishment of the ichnogenus 

Rhynchosauroides, should be reassigned to the ichnogenus Rotodactylus Peabody 1948. 

More recent discoveries at Grinshill, and a review of museum specimens from other British 

Triassic footprint localities confirms the occurence of Rotodactylus. This study supports 

Haubold's (1967, 1971, 1984) assertion that Rotodactylus is present in the British 

Triassic. 

20 British Triassic footprint forms that have been previously, or are presently, 

assigned to the ichnogenera Rhynchosauroides, together with five other related forms have 

been restudied. Two are considered to be Rotodactylus sp.; one is reassigned to the 

chirotheroid ichnogenera Synaptichnium sp.; five are considered to be poorly preserved 

examples of either Rotodactylus or Rhynchosauroides and have been reassigned to 

ichnogenus indet; one is considered to be an inorganic Sedimentary structure; white only six 

are considered to be Rhynchosauroides forms. 

The forms included in the Rhynchosauroidae morphofamity by Haubold (1971) are listed 

in Appendix 6. These and other unnamed rhynchosauroid group D and E forms of Beasley 

are listed together with the present authors new interpretations in Appendix 7. 

3.3. Triassic dinosaurs?- the footprint evidence (see Appendix 1 

for published paper) 

The oldest skeletons of dinosaurs date from the Late Triassic (Carnian), but 

supposed dinosaur footprints have been reported from Early and Mid Triassic rocks, dated 

up to 20 Myr. earlier. Supposed Lower Triassic dinosaur footprints from Britain arc 

reinterpreted as ripple marks, mud rip-up clasts, and possible limulid prints. The Middle 
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Triassic material is reinterpreted as partial specimens of Chi rotheri um, presumably 

produced by rauisuchians. 

This study supports Thulbom's proposal (1990) that there is no reliable footprint 

evidence for dinosaurs in the Lower and Middle Triassic rocks of the British Isles. 

3.4. British Triassic dinosaur footprints (see Appendix 2 for 

published paper) 

The oldest dinosaur footprints from Britain come from two localities in the marginal 

Triassic (Norian, Upper Triassic) of South Wales. Abundant specimens in the marginal 

Triassic (Mercia Mudstone Group; ? Norian) at Hendrick Rock, near Barry, South Wales 

were assigned to the ichnogenus Anchisauripus (Tucker and Burchette 1977), and 

presumably produced by small theropods. A trackway of similar age, consisting of five 

large Anchisauripus sp. footprints, was recorded in the last century (Sollas, 1879; Thomas, 

1879) from Newton, near Porthcawl, Mid Glamorgan, South Wales. 

New discoveries and further analysis of these Late Triassic track assemblages 

found in the Cardiff - Porthcawl region of South Wales reveal the presence of the following 

ichnogenera: Grallator (Grallator), Grallator (cf. Anchisauripus, Chirotherium? or cf. 

Tetrasauropus, Pseudotetrasauropus? and Otozoum. This is in contrast to previous reports 

of two ichnospecies of Anchisauripus (Tucker and Burchette 1977). 

4. Biostratigraphy 

Chirotherium, Synaptichnium and Isochirotherium can only be confirmed in Uritish 

Middle Triassic rocks of Lower - Middle Anisian age. These results arc almost certainly 

not a true reflection of the stratigraphic distribution of these ichnogenera. but probably 

. highlight the facies dependant nature of footprint preservation. 
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Probable chirotheriidae footprint fonns occur throughout the British Triassic in 

rocks of Lower Scythian to possibly Upper Norian age. Unfortunately, the quality of 

Lower and Upper Triassic specimens obtained to date is relatively poor; hence identification 

ofthese footprints even to ichnogenus level is difficult. 

The lithostratigraphic range of Rotodactylus is ?Middle Scythian - Middle Anisian 

(possibly Norian?), Lower - Middle Triassic (Upper Triassic?). 

The lithostratigraphic range of Rhynchosauroides is ?Middle Scythian -Upper 

Carnian (possibly Norian?). Lower - Upper Triassic. 

5. Triassic Vertebrate Palaeoecology - the footprint 

evidence 

The British Triassic vertebrate footprint record suggests that non - dinosaurian 

archosaurs (represented by Chirotherium, Isochirotherium, Synaptichnium and possibly 

Rotodactylus), together with lepidosaurs (represented by the Rhynchosauroides 

morphofamily) were the dominant fauna living close to the margins oflarge braided rivers 

during the Lower and Middle Triassic. Therapsids (probably represented by 

Dicynodontipus sp.) appear to have fonned a more minor part of the fauna. 

The footprint record shows that vertebrate footprints are rare in rocks of Lower 

Triassic age, but relatively common in certain facies of the Middle Triassic. There may be 

several reasons to account for the greater abundance of vertebrate footprints observed in 

British Middle Triassic rocks: 

1. More animals to make footprints - Following the major end Pennian extinction event, the 

Early Triassic fauna was sparse and of very low diversity (Maxwell 1989). By the Middle 

Triassic both Northern and Southern hemisphere faunas appears to have been greater in 

number and diversity (Tucker & Benton 1982, Benton 1983). 
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2. More footprints made - A climate change from mainly hot dry, with occasional intense 

rainfall in the Lower Triassic to a more humid climate in the Middle Triassic, ted to the 

development of more permanent streams and rivers and more vegetation. This probably 

encouraged the permanent colonisation of fluvial habitats, including the river margins and 

flood plains. It is in these areas that footprints are more likely to be made. 

3. More footprints preserved - During the Lower Triassic the old Hercynian upland areas 

were being rapidly denuded and rivers carried a predominantly coarse bed load. Alluvial 

fans and rivers deposited mainly arenaceous and rudaceous sediments. During the Middle 

Triassic the upland areas had been largely denuded and the supply of coarse clastic material 

was diminishing. Interbedded argillaceous and arenaceous sediments were deposited, 

which were more conducive to footprint preservation. 

The footprint evidence suggests that by the Late Norian - Rhaetian, small - medium 

sized theropod dinosaurs (as represented by GralIator(GralIatorl and Grallator 

(cf.Anchisauripus) had become the dominant fauna. The footprints of these theropod 

dinosaurs are also associated with the footprints of probable large prosauropod dinosaurs 

(as represented by Otowum) and non- dinosaurian archosaurs (represented by 

Chirotherium? or cf. Tetrasauropus, Pseudotetrasauropus and possibly Rotodactylus). 

Although the prosauropod and non-dinosaurian archosaurs numerically represent a 

relatively minor component of the Late Norian - Rhaetian fauna, the biomass of these 

groups was probably significantly greater than that represented by the more numerous 

theropod dinosaurs (Lockley et a1. 1996). 

The limited footprint evidence in the British Triassic suggests a faunal turnover to 

more dinosaur dominated faunas in the late Norian, and mirrors the skeletal evidence found 

elsewhere in the world at about this time (Benton 1983a). 
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6. Comparisons with Triassic footprints and 

localities in other countries 

6.1. North America. 

6.1.1. USA The British Lower and Middle Triassic footprint assemblage 

compares very closely with the assemblage discovered and described by Peabody (1948) in 

the Lower and Middle Triassic Moqui and Holbrook members, Moenkopi Formation, of 

Arizona and Utah, USA. 

Although more limited in diversity, the Upper Triassic, assemblage found in the 

Marginal Triassic of the Cardiff and Porthcawl areas of South Wales (Lockley et at. 1996) 

(Appendix 2) can be compared closely with the assemblage present in part of the Upper 

Triassic, Carnian - Rhaetian, Chinle Group, of the Western USA. In particular from the 

Upper Norian - Rhaetian, Rock Point Formation at Cub Creek (near the Dinosaur National 

Monument Quarry), Utah (Lockley & Hunt 1995). 

The view presented by King & Benton et al. (1996) (Appendix 1), that there is no 

reliable footprint evidence for dinosaurs in the British Lower and Middle Triassic, is 

supported by the evidence from the Western USA. Several excellent Lower - Middle 

Triassic ichnofaunas are known from this region, but they do not include any dinosaur 

footprints (Lockley & Hunt 1995). 

6.2. Europe 

6.2.1. Germany With the exception ofthe ichnogenus Brachychirotherium. which 

is not recognised in the British assemblage (Chapter 8), the footprint assemblage described 

by Haubold (1971,1984) from the Lower Triassic, Thuringischen Chirotheriensandstein, 

Soiling - Folge, Buntsandstein, compares closely with the assemblage found in the British 

Lower and Middle Triassic. 
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6.2.2. France The footprint assemblages described by (Demathieu 1966, 1970, 

1971,1985,1989; Demathieu & Gand 1972; Courel & Demathieu 1976) from the Middle 

Triassic, Middle Anisian - Lower Ladinian, Lower Sandstones of the eastern border of the 

Massif Central, share many similarities with British Middle Triassic footprint assemblages. 

However, the occurrence of supposed dinosaur footprints in the assemblage, such as 

Sphingopus ferox Demathieu 1966 and Coelurosaurichnus perriauxi Demathieu & Gand 

1972, is disputed by King & Benton (1996) (Appendix 1). More convincing examples of 

dinosaur tracks, such as Grallator (Anchisauripus) bibractensis Demathieu 1971, occur 

more frequently in rocks of Lower Ladinian age (Middle Triassic) in the north of the region 

at Autun, Saone-et-Loire (Demathieu 1989). 

It is now recognised that there is no convincing skeletal evidence for dinosaurs 

before the late Carnian (Upper Triassic). If one accepts the recent revisions in British 

Triassic stratigraphy by Benton et aI. (1994), and the view that there is no convincing 

footprint evidence for dinosaurs in British Lower or Middle Triassic rocks (King & Benton 

1996); then a re-examination of the Triassic footprint material and a review of the 

stratigraphy of the Massif Central region of France is now necessary. 

7. Future work 

Although this study is the most comprehensive yet undert,lken of British Triassic 

vertebrate footprints, it is not presented as the definitive ichnotaxonomy of Triassic 

vertebrate footprints, neither is it assumed that every single known British Triassic 

footprint locality has been recorded. However, unlike most previous revisions, most of 

the specimens and localities described and listed have been seen and studied, or restudied, 

at first hand by the author. 

In order to avoid the duplication and confusion that has arisen in the past, it is 

important that any new extensive published rcvisio~ of the Triassic ichnotaxonomy should 
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be undertaken as an international collaborative effort. In the future, the ichnotaxonomic 

revisions presented in this thesis could form one small part of a systematic comparison with 

Triassic material elsewhere in the world. 

Work by the author is currently in progress to establish detailed footprint 

assemblages from each British locality, this data will then be put into a stratigraphic 

framework which should provide useful information to possibly allow 

palichnostratigraphic correlation of localities at the stage or substage level. This 

assemblage data may also provide useful palaeoecological and palacobiologica1 

information. 

Future international projects may include a re-examination of the Triassic footprint 

material, particularly the supposed Middle Triassic dinosaur footprints, and a review of the 

stratigraphy of the Massif Central region of France; and a comparison of the British 

vertebrate footprint assemblages and stratigraphy with that of the Moenkopi Formation of 

Arizona and Utah, USA, and the Stormberg Series of Southern Africa. 

In concluding this thesis, 1 am reminded of the statement made by Sorby (1879) in 

his presidential address to the Geological Society of London. After having spent nearly 

thirty years working on questions "essential to the proper elucidation" of his subject he 

said, "I feel painfully aware of how much remains to be learned". 
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Appendix 3. 

British Triassic vertebrate footprint localities (1838 to 1997). 

Data obtained by the author from published and unpublished 

sources. 

ENGLAND 

Cheshire 

1. Booths Bank; 2. Broomedge; 3. Red Brow Quarry, Daresbury; 4. Eddisbury Hill; 5. 

Eaton Waterworks Borehole; 6. Engine Vein Conglomerate, Nr. Castle Rock.; 7. 

Frodsham; 8. Haymans Farm Borehole; 9. Helsby; 10. Kelsall; 11. Lymm; 12. Pottbrook, 

Mottram St. Andrew; 13. Runcom; 14. Stretton; 15. Nr. Tarporley; 16. Warrington; 17. 

Weston; 18. Wilmslow; 19. Wizards Well. 

Derbyshire 

20. Dale Abbey, Stanton by Dale; 21. Weston Cliff. Weston on Trent. 

Devonshire 

22. Windgate, Nr. Sidmouth. 

Great Manchester 

23. Warburton 

Lancashire 

24. Barton, Nr Great Altcar 

Leicestershire 

25. Brizlincote; 26. Castle Donnington; 27. Derby Road, Kegworth; 28. Shoulder of 

Mutton Hill; 29. Newhurst Quarry, Shepshed. 
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Merseyside 

30. Eastham; 31. Flaybrick Hill; 32. Moorhey, Great Crosby; 33. Oxton Heath; 34. 

Rathbone Street Quarry, Liverpool; 35. Storeton Hill Quarries, Higher Bebington; 36. 

Hilbre Island; 37. Thurstaston shoreline, Wirral 

Nottingham 

38. Colwick Wood; 39. Ollerton; 40. Mappedey Park, Nottingham; 41. Ramsdale, 

Nottingham. 

Shropshire 

42. Grinshill Quarries, Grinshill 

Staffordshire 

43. Brewood; 44. Coven; 45. Chillington; 46. Summerford (Somerford); 47. Four Ashes; 

48. Great Chatwell; 49. Harley; 50. Oaken Park Farm; 51. Townhead Quarries, Alton; 52. 

Ashby Road, Burton Bridge, Burton Upon Trent; 53. Hollington and Greatgate Quarries; 

54. Staunton. 

Warwickshire 

55. Coten End Quarry, Warwick; 56. Guys Cliffe, Nr. Warwick; 57. Henley in Arden; 58. 

Preston Bagot; 59. Witley Green; 60. Leamington; 61. Rowington; 62. Shrewley. 

Worcestershire 

63. Berrow Quarry; 64. Bellington Boreholes; 65. Churchill Borehole. 

WALES 

South Glamorgan 

66. Shoreline between Bendrick Rock and Hayes Point, Nr Barry. 

Mid Glamorgan 

67. Newton - Nottage, Nr. Porthcawl; 68. Shortlands Quarry, Nr. Porthcawl. 



NORTHERN IRELAND 

County Down 

69. Serabo Hill Quarries, Nr. Newtownards 

SCOTLAND 

Isle of Arran 

70. Levencorrach Bum 

( 



Appendix 4. 

Revised list of 36 confirmed British Triassic vertebrate 

footprint localities, based on historical research and existing 

specimensl photographic records. 

ENGLAND 

Cheshire 

1. Red Brow Quarry, Daresbury; 2. Eddisbury Hill; 3. Eaton Waterworks Borehole; 4. 

Engine Vein Conglomerate, Wizards Well, Nr. Castle Rock.; 5. Haymans Fann Borehole; 

6. Helsby; 7. Nr. Tarporley; 8. Lymm Quarries; 9. Runcom Quarries; 10. Weston 

Quarries; 11. Wilmslow Borehole. 

Derbyshire 

12. Dale Abbey, Stanton by Dale. 

Devonshire 

13. Windgate, Nr. Sidmouth. 

Leicestershire 

14. Derby Road, Kegworth; 15. Newhurst Quarry, Shepshed. 

Merseyside 

16. F1aybrick Hill; 17. Oxton Heath; 18. Rathbone Street Quarry, Liverpool; 19. Storeton 

Hill Quarries, Higher Bebington; 20. Hilbre Island; 21. Thurstaston shoreline, Wirral. 

Nottingham 

22. MapperJey Park, Nottingham 

Shropshire 

,4 



.pt 

23. Grinshill Quarries, Grinshill 

Staffordshire 

24. Stradsfield Quarry, Nr. Brewood; 25. Townhead Quarries, Alton; 26. Ashby Road, 

Burton Bridge, Burton Upon Trent; 27. Hollington and Greatgate Quarries. 

Warwickshire 

28. Witley Green, Preston Bagot, Nr. Henley in Arden; 29. Rowington; 30. Shrewley. 

Worcestershire 

31. BeJJington Boreholes; 32. ChurchiJJ Borehole. 

WALES 

South Glamorgan 

33. Shoreline between Bendrick Rock and Hayes Point, Nr Barry 

Mid Glamorgan 

34. Nottage, Nr. Porthcawl 

NORTHERN IRELAND 

County Down 

35. Scrabo Hill Quarries, Nr. Newtownards 

SCOTLAND 

Isle of Arran 

36. Levencorrach Bum 



Appendix 5. 

British Triassic Rhynchosauroides and Rotodactylus localities 

ENGLAND 

Cheshire 

Rhynchosauroides localities 

1. Red Brow Quarry, Daresbury 

2. Hayman's Farm Borehole, Nr Nether Alderley 

3. Runcom Hill, Weston, Nr. Runcorn 

4. Norton Quarry, Norton, Nr. Runcom 

Devonshire 

5. Cliff section, Nr.Windgate, Sidmouth 

Merseyside 

6. Storeton Hill (North Quarry: South Quarry), Nr. Higher Bebington, Wirral 

N ottinghamshire 

7. Cyprus Road (Northern end), Mapperley Park, Nottingham 

Staffordshire 

8. Townhead Quarry, Alton 

9. Fielding's Quarry, (Greatgate) Hollington 

10. Oldham's Quarry, Hollington 

11. Stradsfield Quarry, Nr. Brewood 

Warwickshire 

12. Shrewley (?Canal Quarry), Shrewley Common 

A 



Rotodactylus localities 

ENGLAND 

Cheshire 

1. Runcom Hill, Weston, Nr. Runcom, 

2. Lymm, Near Warrington (?DelflWindmill Field Quarry), Lymm, 

Merscysidc 

3. Storeton Hill (North Quarry: South Quarry), Nr. Higher Bebington, Wirrai, 

Shropshire 

4. Grinshill Quarries, Nr. Clive 

Staffordshire 

5. Townhead Quarry, Alton, 

6. Stradsfield Quarry (Nr. Brewood) 

7. Fielding's Quarry, (Greatgate) Hollington, 



Appendix 6. 

Forms included in the rhynchosauroidae morpho-family of 

Haubold (1971). 

1. 01 BEASLEY, 1905. 

Rhynchosauroides articeps (Owen) MAIDWEIL 1911 

2. 02 BEASLEY, 1905. 

3. Rhynchosauroides rectipes MAIOWELL, 1911. 

02 BEASLEY 1905 

4. 02 variant 1 MAIOWELL,1911. 

5. 02 variant 2 MAIOWELL, 1911 

6. D4 BEASLEY, 1905. 

7. 05 BEASLEY, 1905. 

8,' 07 BEASLEY, 1908a 

Rhynchosauroides beasleyi NOPCSA, 1923. 

9. D8 MAIDWELL, 1914b. 

Rhynchosauroides membranipes MAIDWELL, 1911. 

10. Rhynchosauroid fonn D9 BEASLEY 19 

Rhynchosauroides minutipes MAIDWELL, 1914b. 

11. Genus non det JEFFS 1894. 

Rhynchosauroid form I BEASLEY, 1898. 

Rhynchosauroides tumidus (Morton) 

12. Microsauripus aff.J!.cutipes (Moodie) SARJEANT 1967. 

13. Varanopus aff. curvidacty)us (Moodie) SARJEANT 1967. 

14. Rhynchosauroide~ cf. pisanus (Fucini) WILLS & SARJEANT 1970. 



Appendix 7. 

Original Beasley Rhynchosauroid D group and E group codes, 

and the new interpretations. 

01 and variants = Rotodactylus sp. 

D2 and variants = Rhynchosauroides recti pes 

03 (large fonn) = Chirotheroid Synaptichnium pseudosuchoides. 

D3 (small fonn) = (07) manus of R. rectipes 

D4 = (D8) Rhynchosauroides recti pes 

D5 = Ichnogenus indet (Either manus (07) of R. recti pes minus digit V, or manus of D 1 

Rotodactylus sp. 

D6 = Ichnogenus indet (Probable manus and pes set of R. recti pes. ) 

07 = Manus of Rhynchosauroides rectipes 

D8 = Rhynchosauroides recti pes (same as D2 but preserved in wetter sediment?) 

D9 = Ichnogenus indet 

E = Ichnogenus indet or possibly manus of small R. rectipes 

E variant 1 = Ichnogenus indet or possibly Rotodactylus sp. pes 

I = Manus of Rotodactylus sp. 

A 



Appendix 8. 

British Triassic vertebrate footprints - localities, specimens, 

notes and museum lodgements. 

----------------------------------------------------



, 

BEST COpy 

.. 

, . AVAILABLE 

, V,ariable print quality 



Lod;j"""'"'' 

MUSEUM 1 LODGEMENT MUSEUM REF PRINT I SLIDE REF MUSEUM LOCATION 
FOOTPRINT FORM 

SHROPSHIRE 
GRINSHILL I 

WarwIck Museum IG4718 I P MKlWMU/15,29 Butts store 
• Rh"ncnosa.Jrus ar.,ceps· Warwick Museum IG13015/1·2 "-rtf Counteroart I(P MK/WMUl20 Butts store 
R."Xf1ChosaurOtdes sE 01 (Beas;~F 13 d:~il'ts ~reservec WarwIck Museum IG13016 I>cc 49/1984 IeP MK/WMU/32 Butt5 store 
• RvnchosaurQldes ~ RotC<1att)"us trac~.,..,a I~r.ts? , 

LudlOw Museum SHRCM G3551 P MK/lUDMUSl2,3.4.5 Stlrepstllre Museum Service. Old Street sto'e, Ludlow 'Chirother'1um~ Pass SVl'l3ctlcMi;,.m sP' but dlc~t III ooor) 
Ludow ~useum I SHRC~ G3853 'rp) MKlLUDMUS!11 ,1 2,13 (Sl MK/LUD"'JSI Shropshire Museum Service. Old Street store, :"'l.Jdlow 'ChlfotheruJI"I'I" Sma !I Cr,rothenum so: , 
Live""",; Museum NMGM 14S.2S.HH S MKILIV/9 Reference col eetlon Tnasslc Drawer 

• RiW'"nchosaurus rmnts ' rSma',l enlro manus & tll'l Pes di~Lt , 
Stratlgr.ph,e Gallerv Disolav cab'net Manchester Museum ' LL6671 ,(S) MKlM",un3 

, RhYnehos,wu. art ,ceps' Sm.!! m.nus of ROlneho form?) I 

()o d,SoiU In Geoloo. cal,ery Row,evs "ouse, Shrewsbury :G194/1982 "-rt I counterpart ... me No 'S MKIROWMUSI 1 ·1 S ·Ch,rot'1eriu'Tl- lsoch,rothenum so noht Pes! ",iill'IlJS 
Ro""eys House, Shrewsbul)I IG21 Oil 982 " 1 b S MKIROWMUS/20·28 On d.s~ In Geoloav aal:e'Y 

• Rhvnc'losauNS SD' RotocactYus sp track! Procelo. ;um so? 
Ro ... "evs ~ouse, Shrewsbury ,Gl 98/1982? S MKlROWf.4USl29·33 Drawer 1 Trias co!'«tlon cabinet RotocaCtYius or RhvnehDsauroodes so? 

Unl'/On;'tv of Keele :JWS G~l I CHECK 
1 ODrJnts of Tetra Var' -2IProcoloohonlchnlum so/Ca'Ws Un,'/On;~ of Keele IJWSGM2 "-rt CHECK 
6 prints of Tetrad,etyl van.nts 1 and 2(Rotoc,etvius sp>1 

UnlversllV of Keele -iJWS GH2 b Counterpart of JWS GH2) I CHECK 
6 onnts of Tetrad.etyl vanants 1 and 2 Rotoc,CtYius SOil University of Keele JWSGH3 CHECK 10 or 11 pm,ts of Procoloch,chn,um sp unlvtrsth' of (eele JWSGH4 CHECO( 
2 onnts of Totradoetyl vanonts 1 and 2 (RctocacMus 507' LJnl~!tY of Keeie jWSGHS CHEC( 
3 onnts 0$ Tetradaclvl vanants t and 2 RctodactYlus sp?; Lml~'erslty of Keele IjWS GH6 CHECK Dub:ous footennt of Tet"adacryl form Unrvers;ty of Keele IJWS GH7 CHEC'< l-oflnt of Tetradactvl '",anant ~ or 21 RotococlVlus SD? I 

.lackftela Ti'e Museum No ref number Qlven On dISOlaV? CHECK , Rhvnchosauro,des sc Dl or D2 (Be.s'ey), 

Brot,sh Geoloaocal SUrvey :GSM 53766 CHECK , Rhvnchosauroldes' British GeoloQocal Survey ,GSM 56824 CHECK • RhVnehosauroldes' Bntosh GeologlC.1 SUrvey IGSM 56825 C~EC( • Rh~nchosauro.des· Bntosh GeoloQlCa Survey ,Zr7599 
CHECK • 'Rept,l:an footprInts" , 

John O'~.re, E!eaupol'k. Gnnshlll, s;,roo<;;"o I No ref niolrT'ber 
In Darden rockerv Be.ueark, Gr:nsh,lI, ShropshoreJ Trock..;;;v of Rotocactylus sc. 

M,k. Kina, Un'versty of Bnstel "'KlGRSHI~";l IS MKlGRSI CollectIon 
Cl ..... maries (same as on JWS GH1?) M,ree "mg, Unl~.ty of BrIStOl MKlGRSHIL..I2 i S MKlGRSI Coiiectlon 
ProclochO!1ochnlum SO ",anus/Pes? . Rotocactvlus so Pes f.4 ',e KJna, Un'vers~y of Brost'" IIIK1GRSHILLl3 I P ~KlGRSI Collection 
P"OColDhonlChnlum so manus')or Rotodactvlws maf'lus"X3 I 

MUSEUM / lODGE"'ENT MUSEUN REF I PRINT 1 SLIDE REF MUSEUM LOCATION 
FOOTPRINT FORM MERSEYSIDE I 

OXTON HEATH/COMMON , 
L,Ye'.;.:;Qj Museum (NMGM' I ~ 964.277.J I Reference coi:ectlon (Green meta,' cuoboaro 

• QhvnehosoulUS CrintS" C~ECK I 
Chester GrOSYel'lorlML.'SeUm 1987.145.~ 11978.50 Ri(Z9 ~ I Grosvenor collectIOn 

• Rh\lncnosatJrus so' Indistinct Rh.,.nchosaiJro~es DnNS CI'IeS!@r fGrOS\1!noriMuseum 19B7 145.5 1197B505) (Z5) , 
Gros'~enor collection (specimen crokervrepa"edl 

• Rhvnchosaurus SD-;' SmaJ rh';nc~urolOes prmt 'Botn on lana ten""· loa,,: to U·, erncx>l ~ ... 'Se,Jm l 

RA THBONE STREET, LIVERPOOl 
BII, .. lSour'/(ef'S'r>g:"") ~2957 G~M ·4SB)/ [Ta .. e'61t!4 1 (S B""H"'( 1 2S·8 Dra~er 6,1 64 'Spec ,Men broiler tnto 31 repaired" E fO"m ,'Seasevl Rhvl"1Chosauro,des ",h!"l'~uS 8 Drlnts" 

HILBRE 

"ilbre ~o "e' nu""ber !SJ ~l(i·~lla' ·-jC Stored at Hlibre In 'l"'tShed next to bu,,~ouse IncI'stH)C.t se""e5 of 'oat prints of S"!1a ~ 1~Chl"Ot'1eri~';-;;--

-I 'HURSTASTO'tl SHORE (SALl Y'S COITAGEI 
I(SI l,I(/r'ILBlll·1 3 ~ f" S:ore ;r \',s::or Ce .. t"'e -

cruro ~2!!r-:' :Jes "'Ou,d 
---- ---~,.'T.I Co..":~ ,,;,. ''''$:ors ce"t'1!) \0 .~#. !''IU~be'' 

.-
TORnON QuARRY 

CHECK c. s:oreto~e"'Ise {A 1 I . ...,..:1ina- c,!): u...seur- '-c "'I!' ~,... De~ 
'-ro "e' r;,.-oe-r I D C'lEe< C stor-eto"e"se I A" ,"""~~-C'-''''''\..Se...0'?''1 

~ 



Lodgements 

MUSWM I LODGEMENT MUSEUM REF RIGHT PES ' RIGHT MANUS LEFT PES 
--

LEFT MANUS PRESERVATION OONOR NOTES 

SHROPSHIRE 

GRINSHILl 

Warwlck Museum G471a Nat cast 'Rev P. B. Brodie Manus and Pes prints 
Warwick Museum G1301S/1-2 Part! Counterpart Nat cast/ mouid John O' Hare Do"ated 7/3,'1984 by fO""'Ier ow"'er of Gnnsh il Quarry -SFm (r,oo.ed 
Warwick Museum G 130 16 lAcc 49/1 9841 I Nat cast Jonn 0' Hare Donated 7/3/84 'JY former owner Of Gr,osn;:l qua'T)'. TOle-Dorey siltstone Fm? 

I 
Ludlow Museum sHRCM G3551 I Nat cast J.M, KJlven Found ,n K",en s~ua"L aonated 0} owoer, D'9t III POOrlY ,mp'essed 
Ludlow Museum sHRCM G3853 1 Nat cast J. M Kflven Found In Kllvert s uarry. Unciear wnether It ,s the same form as (;3551 

I 
Liverpool Museum NMGM 4S.25.HH 1]1 Nat cast J W J CollectIOn Specimen brot(.e~'repalred ) Mal"lus very slml:;r ~o Jeffs' 39 rStore:on 

I 
~anchester Museum LL6671 I Nat cast ,HLJ)(ley Small speclmer 6 x 6em, ,'Tarporfe'j S:itstOl"'e Frrl? .. 

Rowleys House, Shrewsbury G194/1982JPart 1 counterpart-same Nol 1 1 I Nat cast/mould William Phillips Found In Kllvert s Quarry. Doratee 1896, Rare cast! "'ould Manus poor ores 
Rowleys House, Shrewsbury G210/1982 a I b Nat mould GnnshJU Quarry CO Ltd TrackS Impressed on assym riPpled TSFm. Slab broken In 2 leces 
Rowleys House, Shrewsbury Gl 98/1982 ? I J Nat cast SIr Vincent R. Corbet? lithology similar to Ludlow specimens, CkECK REF No 

I 
Unlver51tY of Keele JWS GHI John Stanley I 
UniversitY of Keele JWS GH2 Part John Stanley 
UniversitY of Keele JWS GH2 b Counterpart of JWS GH2) I John Stanley I 
UniversItY of Keele JWS GH3 John Stanley 

UniversitY of Keele JWSGH4 I Jolin Stanley I 
Unlversil)' of Keele lWS GH5 I John Stanley 
University of Keele JWSGH6 I John Stanley 
University_of Keele JWSGH7 John Stanley 

I 
Jackfield Tile Museum No ref number given 

I 
I George Maw collectIon Slab 33 x 21 cm (4cm thick). Rlpp'ed surface. TarPoney siltstone Fm 

Sntosh GeologICal Su""")' GSM 53766 MISS Kllvert Donatee 1934. O'lglnally found in Kilvert's uarry? 

Bntish Geologk:al Su-,v" l'_ GSM S682~ MISS Kl!vert Donated 1934. Originally found In Klivert's~'!!:!JI? 

British GeoioQk:al Survey GSM 56825 I MISS Kilvert Donated 1934. Originally found 'n Kilvert's uar:ry? 

Bntish GeologICal Survey Zr 7599 J Mr Thursbl'~ Donated 1971. Found In Mount Pfeasant Q~a~ 
I I 

John O'Hare, 8elaupar1<, Gons No ref number I John O'Hare I Specimen in fearden rcckery Large slab c. 6 feet IQ~ 
_L 

Mike King, Un'vers,t:l'.cf Brist Io'KlGRSHILLIl Nat mould Loose block found 7/10/92 In E.e.C uaroyiTarllOrie.l'Slltstone Fm) 
M,ke KI"", Unovers,tY of Bnst MKlGRSHILLl2 1 Nat mould Loose block found 7/10/92 In E.C.C Qua~arllOri.Y Siltstone Fm 
M,1re KIng, University of Brlst '-'KlGRSHILLl3 Nat mould Patrick Spencer Loose block found 19907 (CHECK) In E.C.C ClUarry.JT~rpcrl.y siltstone FmJ 

MUSEUM I LODGEMENT MUSEUM REF RlGflT PES RIGHT ",ANUS LEFT PES . LEFT MANUS PRESERVATION OONOR NOTES 

MERSEYSIDE 

OXTON HEA THlCOMMON 
, 

.1 
lI\1efPOO1 Museum tMo!GMl 1964.277.J I 

I I 

Chester GrosvenorW_seom 1987.1 4 S.R r1978.SD.R I9 I I Nat cast Q,W, Jeffs :Iocal,ty noted as 'Oxton" From tempora~ex 
ure dunng sewer excavation 

Chester Grosvenor'Musetim 1987.1"5.5 (1978 50.S) (l5) I i i'iat cast O.W Jeffs Ilocality notee as -Oxton'~ (From temporarx ex 
ure durinQ sewer excavatlon~ 

Both 01"l1on9 term foan to uve:rpooi Museum .1 

RATHBONE STREET, LIVERPOOL I 
8MNH (South KenSington' R2957 (GHM 14 88)(DraNer6J84 I Nat cast G. H. Morton The oP'!ty surviving specimen from Rathbone Street quarry? Slab' 5 )( 13 em 

I 
HILBRE 

Holbr. ~o ref number 11 117 21 27 Nat cast Loose slab found on Hilbre Island after storm 26-27/2/1 990 Slab 83 x 67 cm, 

I 

THURSTASTON SHORE {SALLY'S COTTAGE .1 I 

WIM. Country Par1c. ( I/iSltQrS "-c ref numDef I ~at mould I I loose block found In June 1391 on Thurst;Sion shore, Siab 23 x 33 CI'Tl . TS Fm7 
I 

STORETON QUARRY I I 
Sirm,nghiam Dty '-'useum ~c ref nLdr:Jer j E. Clem,nshaw 

BormlnQhiam City Mwset--" '""to ref num!ler """. ? 
BMNH ChECK IF LOA .. 

~ 



lOdgem.~ts 

I 

BMNH SO\Jth Kens,ngton ,RZ956 GHM' 487 6 soeclmens .. me No BMNHMKlZ·3 CirG-Ner 1/84 ferrr: 7 

BMNH South Kenslncton RZ956 (GHM 1487) BMNHMKl2·3 Drawer 1/84 'arm? 
BMNH South Kensln~ton ,R2956 GH'" 1 487 BMNH~Kl2-3 Ora ..... er 1/84 D' ? 

BMNH South KenSington I R2956 GHM 1487 BMNHMKl2·3 O<-a.".,' '/B4 D" 
8MNH South Kens,ngton 'RZ95 6 'GHM ' 487 BMMiMKl2-3 Drawer '/84 0'1" 
8MNH (South KenSington) R2956 (GHM 1487) I BMNHMKl2-3 0<"0",., '184 QP 
8MNH SOuth KensmQton R2958 IBMNHMKl1 In .. .,. 1184 E form (R m,~·IIIT1US \ 

8M~H Soutr KenSIr1gtOnl IR398 A 'BMNHIoIK17 In",.,. 2/B4 CnlrDthenul"'" A 1 
8M"~ South Kens,ngton ,R398 C BMNHMKl11 Ora .... e,. 3/84 C"jrcthenul"Ti A' 

BM~H (South KenSington) R398 0 BMNHM'<I 12 Df1It.er 4/B4 Chlrothe~u,., All 
BMNH South Kensmaton R398 E BMNHMKI 15 O-a",er4/84 ... sochlrothenl.lm ~ ? - - -
BM~H (South KenSington) R2951 A BMNHMKI 16· 17 0<"0 .... , 5184 :socf1lrothen .. m sp? 
8MNH South KenSington . R295Z GHM 1489 BM'lHMKI 29-30 Ora ..... er 6/84 O,lrothef",ul'Tl A 1 
BIoI~H (South Kensington) R2951 B (GHM 1489) 'BMNHNKl31·32 Drawer 6/84 O'urothenum (A 1 

BMNH South Kensington] R2956 (GHM 1487 2 soeclmenS same No IBMNHMKl33 O<"o .. er 6184 RhvnehosaurOldes sp 

B"''1H South KenSington ~2956 GHM 1487 I BMNH"''<I35·6 O<"o",.r 6/84 RhynehosaJ'o;des sp 
Bf,l'lH SOuth KensII'gton R3715 Basement eastwlna Rack' cabinet B Pfcrm' 
B"''IH South Kensmgton R398 Basement eastwlng Rae\( 1 cabinet B F form? / Rhyncho forms 
BM~H South KeOSIngton R730A Basement eastwrng Rackl cabinet 8 Ch"othenum (A 1 )/Rhyneho forms 
BMNH South KenSington R730 B BMNHMKI 19· 20 Basement eastwmg Rack 2 Cab.netB tsochlrothenu." sol small chlro form 
BMNH (South KenSington 57816 [)SPLAY (Case 11 Region. gallery) Ch"othenum (A 1 ) 
BM'lH South KenslnQtOlO f,<R 13157 I DlSPLAY Case 11 R""ooa' galleryj Small form RotodactYlus manus' 

I 

BM'IH Ru,sl,p store 'R3483 I MKlNHRSl1 4-15 50·52, 54~2, 65 Storeroorn 8 lsochlrothenum sp(A4 &.<\3 1 . F3/ G forms 

BMNH RUISilO store I q3874 ' MKlNHRSl1 9·20 Storeroom 8 Large Ch"othenum 5P Rhynehosaurolde5 sp, G form 
BMNii (R",s:,p store I q729 MKlNHRSl1·13 Storeroom 8 Chlrothenum A 1 Sma;: L form 

BM'IH Ru'silP store I R3484 MKlNHRSl17 Storeroom 8 F3, ChlrothenJm sp, Rhynchosauro'des so' G form, Rotc' 

Bnstol elty Museum Ce 17953 S MKiBRISMUSl5-6 Store Tnas drawer1 Sma;~ Chlrothenum cf sfCkJeri? 
ICe 17954 ole' Ace ,,"0 3324) i (S) MKl8RISIoIUSlI-2 Store fTnas drawer2) Rhynchosauro'des, Rotod.etylus? sp 

Bntlsh Geo_'QII'''': Survey, Kevworth (is GSM 90506 • Unldent,f,ed S toed pnrt" 

antlSl> GeolOgICa Survey, Keyv.orth IGS GSM "3437 'C. storetonense (Al)' 
Bn:,oIl GeoiOlilCa: Survey, K .... worth No ref nu",oer • C. storetonense A 1 • 

I I 

Boot.~ Town Hall Dept of Edue.t"'" I Bootie slab No :0 I 5 M1(/8OO/1·12 16-24, 32-36 Behind panelllr"g on stairs Botto'" r'ght corner HOLOTYPE of C. storetonense A 1 . Rryncho/ rotodactviJs 

Bootie Town Hoi (Dept of Edueot"'" I Bootie s •• b /',0 9 r 5 MI(/8OOI14-15 Bel"Imd panelling on stairs Many F1 & F2 forms 

Bootie Town H. Dept of Educot"'" Boot!e slab No 8 5 1041(/800/13,27 Behind panell,na on stairs 

Bootie Town Ya (Dept of Edueat""') Boote s~t;. No 2 S' MKIBOO/26 Behind panelling on stairs Poss'bfe Chlrothenum Pes moule' 
Boot~ Town H., Dep: of EdUClton I Boot ie $Jab ~o 4 3 fragments ' 5 M!(f800128-29 Dna nally 'n basement- noW' behind paneilina Rnvnchosauroldes forms. G form 

I 

Botton W;J.5eU m Ace"" 1906.207 • Manus ariel Pes of Cnlrot"enurn store~onense' 

Cast'e Museum, ~'C" A.c.c"-o14.4O Entrance ea .. Geology ga:le»' • Manus and Pes of Chtrotherium· 

Cls[;e M~'Sel.lm, Nor"'ICI"I I~':) ref nl,olT'toef1or back.-S'ib bol:ed to vva'/ PerrrkrTrlassIC case (;eojogy ga'~ry "Z Chlrotr"'el"llJ"n pnnts a"d RhYr'lchosauroldes 'orms' 

~stle Museurr~ NorW'Id'! I "-0 ~e' n~,....oe" CHEC( 'small fragment co.,ta,nll'g Z ;l"1d'stlnct maru" 

Omst Cn...~". H+g~" 8eblngton. Wlrra! "0 ref ":.>r":oer '(5 ,"'KlCCI' ·5 e .... i't :nto wall of entra"ce porer,; of Ch~st C.,urd,\ lsochlrot"erl.Jr""i sp? 

Chester Grosvenor) Uuseur:-: ,;987145A/'97B 5eA .I-e f-ts A ~ , 3~' On ;oar"l to Llve'1)OOi Museu"., Grosvenor ccll"~ • CI-J:rothenurn storetonense" 

NOTE-AJ b~t 3 $pOC'"lens I see' P'ObaCIeS 19871458 1978,50,Bl'.Je'f> (1361 I On loan to Llve"'pool ~useum (Gros'venor coHn) ·Cnlrothen ... m storetonense~ 

!:-stO 0'" ioa" to dvert)OOf Co:)" M...seIJn". 1387145.: (1 9;oB.50 EI {Affs '231 r Or loan to L.rverpool M.;seum Grosvenor colin . " Rhynchosaurus sp· 

151 ref "N - lrverpoo" 'O-f Brae'eted Nos • 198745.'" 978.50," Jef's T124 : On loan to Liverpool ~useum Grosvenor colIn} 'Rhynehosaurus sp' 

GI"OSYI!-"CII'" f"eeand O.W Jeffs Co/ectlOll "0) 1987 '4S.J '978 SOjl .Ie~sGl 1211 01"\ ,oan to liverpool ~useum Grosvenor colin • Genus not det" 

O'Ieste.r (Gros"'encrl ""..rseu~ 1987.145.L. 19-8 ,50 .• ' (.Jef's V 1271 [5' MK/CYGRl3.<; On loan to liYerpool ~usel.lm Gros .... enor coUn) 'Rnynehosaurus sp' 

Cr-ester" (Gn:::svenor' \,I..,;.s;ey ..... r'987.14S.~ '978S0"-..ef#SW.1291 '·5, "'<lCHGRlI5·'6 On loan to ltverpool ~lJseOJm G~el"lo", colin HOLOTYPE 8eas'ey's 1 fOnT!. JeffS "Gerus not det" 

Ct'lester 'Gro5\~"W)() lo' ... "SeU"" 19B7. ;45.-.Je'fsO'·31 On oan to LIV'erpool Museum GroSYerlOf COlll" 'RhynehosauNS sp' 

~eT I'G!'OSVe'nOf) ... ..se ... r;: , : 387 14S:'" £fs :.. , On oa'l to L:verpool ~Jseum (Grosvenor coJ'~ ·Ch,rothe"·u"... SO· 

Cnester IGI'O$VI!1'\OI"L V_sew .... ~9&; 145.\1 ... e'""s"~·9, Pa"'t-. On.can to LrvetpOOl MiJse,Jm 'Grosvenor colln~ • Genus not de!· 

CN!Stef' (G~r'I()r-' "'use,.,J~ 1387 145.· .;e-.-+s"··3 '~"'~~r I ". . c;. OIl" to i..:veroool "" .. seum ·'Grosvenor coj,,,· ~ Ge'"lus net d@·" 
-



Lodge",entS 

I 

BMNH South KenSington R2956 GHM 1487 6 specimens same No 'G.H. Monon 
BMNH South Kensirl!iton) R2956 (GHM 1487) G.H.Morton 
BMNH South Kenslng'on R2956 GHM 1487 G.H.Morton 
BMNH South Kenslnaton R2956 (GHM 1487) G.H,Morton 
BMNH (South Kensington R2956 GHM 1487 I lG.H.Morton 
BMNH (South Kensington) R2956 (GHM 1487) iG.H ,Morton 
BMNH South Kertsmaton R2958 G.H.Morton 
BMNH South Kensington R398 A 1 Nat cast I Westendarp 
BMNH South KenSington R398 C 1 Nat Mould &cast~Westenda~ 
BMNH (South Kensington) R398 D 2 Overlying I Nat cast Westendarp 
BMNH South Kensinaton R398 E 17 " I Nat cast ' Westendarp Labelled as C. Storetonense. Manus to rear 
BMNH (South Kensington R29S1 A 1 1 Nat cast ' Westendarp Labelled as C. storetonense 
BMNH South Kensington R29S2 GHM 1489 1 Nat cast G.H,Morton I 
BMNH (South KenSington R29S18 OHM 1489) I 1 Nat cast G.H.llorton 
8MNH (South Kensington) R29S6 (GHM 1487) 2 specimens same No Nat cast G.H.Morton Daric.er red siltstone/sandstone 
BMNH South Kensington R29S6 GHM 1487 I Nat cast ,G.H.Morton I Lloht buff s/st 
BMNH SOuth KenSlngton R371S Nat cast H.C. Beasley Poorly pres Pes of Chlro? 
BMNH SOuth KenSington R398 Nat cast Westendorp Labelled as Chirotherium 
BMNH South Ken..ngton R730A Nat cast Manus & 2 Pes CHECK LEFT OR RIGHT 
BMNH (South Kensll'gton) R730 a 1 1 1 1 Nat cast Excellent tall track WIth skJn ImpreSSIon Preserved 

BMNH South Kertsington 57B16 1 Nat cast Lie. Neve Foster Donated 1871 
BMNH (South Kensington) "'R 13157 Nat mould 

BMNH IRulShp store) R3483 -.LAA)2? A3 1 I A427 A42' A3 1 A421 A3 17 Nat cast Charles Wells Storeton slab No5 1906. Found In North end of South~ua!ry , F3 HOLOTYPE7 

aMNH (R"'si~ storet R3874 11 1 Nat cast Storeton 1910 find. East Side of South Quarry. 

BMNH Rulslip store R729 (Al)1 + 1 part)(lt' tA1)2JtJl (Al)2(Lll IiAl)2 (l)1 Nat cast Liverpool Nat HlSt Soc PARATYPE of Chirotherium storetonense Longest Al trackWay In UK.1838 
aMNH (RulsJip store) R3484 17 17 Nat cast Charles Wells Storeton slab No 20 1906 find, From North end of South QUarry 

anstol city Museum Ce 1 7953 1 Nat cast 

Ce 17954 a/c Ace "" 3324) I Nat cast J. Chanmg Pearce Specimen broken Into 3 pleces(No: repaired) 
I 

BntlSh GeologICal Survey, K", IGS GSM 90506 CHECK IF STill IN COLLECTION 

BntISh Ge<l1Q\L1Ca1 SU""'Y~ K", IGS GSM 1 13437 --'- Nat cast I 5' lo~ slab with trackway. CHECK FORM / LEFT OR RIGHT PRINTS? 

British Geo'ogical Survey, K8\. No ref number From Charles Wells Quarry.CHECK FORM/ lEFT OR RIGHT PRINTS? 

Bootie Town Hall {DePt of Ed Bootie slab"'" 1 0 1 1 2 1 Nat cast Liverpool Nat H,st Soc From on Inal1838 find . Town Hall- formerly Bootie MUseum 

Bootie Town Hal! Dept of Ed Bootie slab No 9 Nat cast 

Bootie Town Ha,; (Dep, of Ed Bootie slab No 8 Nat COlist , 
Bootie Town Mall DeDt of Ed Bootie s'ab No 2 Nat mould? ! 

Bootie Tow" Ha,1 Dept of Ed Bootie stab No 4 '3 fl'3Oments I Na: cast Onglnal slab broken, most lost. 3 small fra~ments left . 
I 

Bolton M ... seum Ace No 1906.207 I h.SAtherton CHECK IF LEFT OR RIGHT 

Castl15 Museum. ~h A.ccNo l44Q I Rev Joseph Crompton CHECK FORM AND IF LEFT OR RIGHT S blocks o~na!f} donated by Rev J. 

castle Museum, No<w1ch f'io ref noJmoer(on oac.k"'S:,ab botted to wall' Rev Joseph Crompton CHECK FORM AND IF LEFT OR RIGHT, Compto" From Stor.ton Quarry '70ft 

castle Museum, NOI'WlCh ,,"0 ref nutTIoer I Rev Joseph Crompton CHECK FORM AND IF LEFT OR RIGHT,deep in 1840" - only 2 whole,1 frao left 
I I 

CMnst en...rch, H-one'" Bebmg ""0 ref numDer . (part' ·wno.e) 2 1 Illv poe.-yres) Nat cast Chnst Churcr was built in i 859. 

CI1ester 'G""""oorl M'-'SelJrr 1987.1 45 .. ,1978.50." ~effs A' 130) iO.W Jeffs 

NOTE-A. but 3 spec,mens '1987. 14S B '197B.50.S (Jef's'C 36) I 'O.W. Jeffs 

st") on iOil" to U"erpoolO 198-.1 4 5., 197B.50.£1 'Jeffs 123, I O,W.Jeffs 

1 st re' l\io - LIW!rt>OOl ref.Br. 1987 .4S.F • 978. 50,F Jeffs T124 I I D.W.Jeffs 

Grosvenor ~e" and O.W. Jeffs '987 145J 1978.50.':, 'Je"sG ' 121' o WJeffs 

Cnester Grosve.nor:JJ ... setJrr-t987.'45._ 197850 .... ' jef'-sV.'27, Nat cast O.W.Jeffs S~lmen broken / repaired). RIPp!ed surface 

~ester 'Grosve"",; MJ.O.SeU<T '987 '4S '" . '97850."" J,,'" W. '29 ""at cast C.W,Jeffs TOe specimen 's wrongly labelied ' No 127" {plate3 ,flOS . .leffsI894) 

Cl"/e5te.r rGrosve.nor', "'~I""" 19B7 145- -,r«sO· ~3 I O.W.Jeffs 

Cnester fGroswood ~useurr • 987 1 A5U Jeffs lL I 'OW.Jeffs 
'-

Olester Grosvencri Vuseurr 19B7.14SV ,Je"s ~ ' i 9' Part Nat mould 10W.Jeffs 

O1ester GiOS\I'enar \ Jr-IIuseurr 1987. 145V Je"'fs /It"9 Countefl)art : Nat qaSl ID.W Jeffs I r; 
t 
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Chester (GfOS\;enor Museum 1987 145. W Jeffs F1 On loan to l..Jverpool Museum Grosvenor colin Crnrothenum sp~ 
Chester Grosvenor) Museum 1987. 145. AA 1978.49.A Z17 On loan to Liverpool Museum Grosvenor coli'lL ·Chlrocherrum sp· 
Chester (GrDS\II!nori Museum 1987.145. AC (1978. 49.C) (Z8) On ioan to Liverpool MoJseum Grosvenor colin ·Chlrot'lenulTl spt 
ChesterlGrosYenOr1 Museum 1987 145. Ali 1978. 49.H Z10 On loan to Liverpool Museum Grosvenor con~ _ ·Chlrotnenurn sp~ 

Hunteniln Museum. ~ 1969.133.A On loan from Uverpool Mus ChlrothenulT' storetonense 

Leeds MuseJm 17. 1906 ·'Ch.rothenum' 

LjverPOOI Museum NMGM 14444.8A MKlLN/6 StOfe TnasslC drawer • Rhynchosaurus sp' Posslbt D8 ':' 
Lrverpool Museum N MG M . 1964 277.E I Education Dept ·Chlrothenum sp· 
L-.ooI Museum NMGM 1964. 277.F Ref collection Green meta cupboard "Chlrotherrum sp· 
L,wrpooI MuseUm (NMGM) 1964 277.1( UniversitY collection Permo-Tnassic DraweQ • Rhynchosaurus sp' 
LIverpool Museum NMGM 1964. 277.L Ref collection Green meta cupboard " Rhynchosaurus sp' 
lr"erpooi/olusevm (I'<MGM) 1964 27:.T Ref collection Green metal cURboard~ 'Chlfo,henum sp' 
LJverpooI Museum NMGM 1965.52. A I Ref collection Green metal cupboard "Chtrothenum sp" A27 
LtVerpOOI Museum (NMGMJ 1965.52. B I Education Dept ' Ch'ro,herium sp' (A2?) 
L.-erpooj fo4useum NMGM 1965. 52. C Ref coliectlO" (Green meta cupboard) ·Chtrotherium sp, uventle7• 
L'ver-pool Museum NUGM 1965. 52 D Dexlan rack. • Rrynchosacrus sp' 
L",,"""" Museum NMGM 1969.133.8 Natural History Centre 'Chlrotherium storetonense & Rhynchosaurotdes sp" 
Liverpooi "useum "/oIGM 1969 133.H JUI"I;per Street Store "Chlrothenum sp" 
Uve"""" Museum (NMGf04 1969. 133. L Jun~per Street Store • Rhynchosaorus sp' 

U..,rjXlOI IoIuseum NIotGM 11 969. 133. "'. Juniper Street Store • RbYnchosaurus sp· 
l~_M~seum IN'''GM1 11 972 169. C Ref coHectlonjGreel"l meta; cupboard · Chlrotherium sp· 
U'",rjXlOI Museum NMG'4 11 978. 353 Ref collectIOn Green metal cupboard · Chlrotherrum sp' 
LrveflX)Oi /oIu5e<;m ''''''GM 1986 206 .A [)spiay· 2nc flOO<' C.s,oretonense A 1 ,HOLOTYPE i.lomasl A4 '. Rhyncho sp 
U""'paoI Museu", N IoIGU Un!", 4516 LOIverslt¥ collection Permo-TriaSSIC Drawer\ 'Rhynchosaurus sp' 

Ludiow MoJSeum SHQCIoI G3552 I P MIG'LUDMUSl6·' 0 5hropsh,,,, /oIuseLm 5efV1ce Old Street store(Ludlow) Chlfo,henum storetonense AI 

U..JI1Cnester MLiset...rro L..6670 :P /oII(;MMU/21-4 Basement store C. storetonense A 1 ,small Chlro form, Rhyncho/ Roto sp 
"'al'JC~er .. usa,,..- :"L66Sa I~ P hlI(tM~U/46-8 Wall mounted s'ab In stratigraphIC gallery c.storetonense (A 1)! R,:,~nchosauro!des for'll. 
M;"Chester M""",,,, :'l665~ I (P) ,..1(/ M/oIU/ 29·30 Wall mounted S!ab In stratigraph,c gallery C. storetonense A 1 , A2 
ila'1Cr-e5':ef M'.:..:seu~, ..1.6659 I'P '"(j'''''W32''' Will mounted s'ab In s'ratlsraphic--.!Iallery C.storetor.ense A 1 3 'racks TlIT2IT3) 
Moinc~est .. Muse..,,""1 'I 6656 Wall mounted slab In stratIgraphic gallery · Ch,rothenum sp, R~nch~urotaes ~p. 

Qfot,a-'!" toea,' ,N_rat h':,..se,..:""" '-O.-e f r"l1,; .... ber • i:'ootpnnt of Labyn.,thodon" 

~_I Geoi Soc of ~W1I' ~.l.ise\,lm, ?e"'-Z-.""Ct!: "c ret "' ... ~be" Chirothenurn storetOl'lense A' 

R'0"J3 . Sco:t.s·· "':...JSeto,;.I'"'. E~../"1~_rsl,. "«)~~~:T':>e;r ·Ctvotherlum sp~ 

~"'.i\......,t) of ;vi,,,,. Dec: IT. GeotO!l'fl 'sochtrothent..m lomas I A4) 

"Ci.1IfS4tV c! Ons:oI ( ::Jept of Geology ) Ch,ro,henum ~ 

... '":":....,.:-t o· Ca-.Cf'«:e (~~k. ..,,~,.. :::iZ6Ei.r8 lOt- 5a"l"lestac " A1 T ... c<W3Y G2867 Qhynchosauroodes sp(G286S : 
_'n~: .. 1>1 Cr-~ ( Sedgeo>". __ . 1 ~~ 5 • Qhynchosa.,oodes sp' 

t..f"o.'Wr'Si,Vr: ,CI1!':~ {~~" fcI .... WL.r1 L ~~'6-9 j Or. sa e Sat :_ • Rhynchosa ... roldes 5p· 

lJ.,..,..."tv of Col """"" , s.sc-. .::. M-.. ..• G~'O • Rhynchosaurotdes sp ~ 

;.~..., cf u~C>"O;e (~ .. ""-.. .,; . G-!. 2·~ '0- 5a"""'@ $!a:, ·CrrrotheN.m sE-

;.;~:V o~ :a-::rdoe I~" W~l ~':'2" ~ On g-e A: "Chtrothenum storetonense A ~ \" 

~-;;ws!v '" -:'~""<>Oe (~"'-""" I :;.<.:5 C.storetorerse (A 1 ), _ il"ld RhynchoSiluro tdes sp 

_ .~~",of ...... 'W: ~~ ';.:-':'- C. storetOl"'ef'l5e A l17CHEC( 

:":':.\1!rS-'T'V .,~<":". Okfor: G55 fSI II<·"MOI1·39 Or a SOial ~out5tde • Professor or seo~::( s.udt} C.sro~to"'e(lse (A l~. S.,..a:f entre 'orm~SF '" ~"'tncho sL-

!Jnf~ \f1JSfl!c.".- , O\~ ~~ S -M<f\..~i48-:2 East slOe case Z sto"'e CI,.,Dboa.-o 2 ... arge Ct'!rot~enl"jm so , ~~yncnosa.Jro!des sp 

U"'--.'S"S~ " W..ISe\".""'l'\ ~~on: .:; 5- (5' "< 'v-..ol7 - PiaeoZOIC 5!011! Orilwer·. Q=tW2 .y,-y PI,aeo" Poss,b'e F" form? Cr-l:C( 

_-' .'er'S~ "'~""i' ~~Ot": 5£' f S J ... ...:.1.JMOr.;r !)a.ecZOIC 5~ ore Qra",,'er ' Row2 Rr) f'lChQSaurO!des S .. 

~ ... -~.!1 "'.--se..- CIa'om :, 59 __ ±"'<. '-'O~9_ __ _ _ "-=-"---- Pit :aeolO~ r.ore Drewer' Row2 R"'Z"Chosaur"Otoes sp 0 ~ ") 
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Chester GfOSVI!nOl' MuseulT 1987 145 W Jeffs Fl 
Chester Gras,",nor MuseufT 1987. 145.AA 197B.49.AI(Z17) 
Chester (GfOSVI!nor) ~useulT 1987. 145 AC 1978. 49.C za 
Chester Grosvenor MuseulT 1987. 145. AH 1978. 49.H Z10 

Huntenao Museum. Glasgow 1969,133.A On loan from Ljverj~c~c~( Mus 

Leeds ~useum 7. 1~6 

Lovef'llOOl Museum (NMGl4t 44.44.BA 
liverpool Museum NMGM 1964.277 E 
Liverpool Museum NMGM 1964. 277,F 
liverpool Museum NMGM 1964. 277 K 
liverpool Museum (NMGM) 1964. 277,L 
liverpool Museum NMGM 1964.277 T 
L~Museum NMGM 1965.52. A 
livenpool Museum NMGM 1965.52. B 
liverpool Museum NMGM 1965. 52. C 
Liverpool Museum (NMGM) 1965. 52. D 
LlverP<)O Museum NMGM 1969. 133.8 
L'verpooI Museum NMGM) 1969. 133 H 
livercool Museum NMGM 1969.133. L 

Uverpool Museum (NMGM) 1969.133. M 
liverpool Museum NMGM 1972. 169 C 

L"",rpooI Museum (NMGM) 1978. 353 
livefllOOl Museum NMGM 1986.206 A 
L,,,,,rpoo/ Museum (NMGM) Un,. 4516 

Ludow M.JS8;Jm 5HRCMG3552 

MilflChester Museum LL6670 
MallChester uuseum LL6658 

"'-nchester Museum LL6657 
fiI..anchester Muse ... m LL6659 
Manchester MuseuIT' .L6656 

Ofdharn toea· ;nterest ~ .. selJ" "'-0 ~ number 

lqaya Geot Soc of c:v.rw.a 1 M ~ ~~ num::)f!f 

Roya J Scott-S" Museu.,. .. Ea,"' .':1 ~ nuf'".oer 

-';"' ,--..ersirY of Snstol OeD! 0' Geoogy) 

J"' j~,n.' o! 3r5tOt fDeat of Geoiogy) 

VYOrS',ty_o' ca"'~ I Sed GZ867J 8 IOn sa= ... o 
t;1";-... 't!fS.~ o~ Ca,.,~~_~e ISed~4· S 
~n"vers-:rv of u..,bndoge Sea GAC6·9 (), Si"'"e SlI::t ) 

":r.IV8('5",r" of ~~br'Oa.~ j Sed G4 1 C 
~"' V'!f'5",~ 0" ~~~-.iSed G4 ~ 2-3 cr sa..-..es"a;l l 
;;ni~e"5,t .. o! ca!""lI)r':""':Je Sea ::;..!Z.: vb l Or- sa"""le S:4ib '~ 

,jr..I\WSro{ of Ca~~C!! ISed C~S 

:.; ... ~\tf"S"tv c~ ~eecs , .... 0 r-e~ " · .. ~oe'" 

;';"'Vrs"tY \l1,;.Jlf!tJ~ , 0.:1
,')('0 (;55 

:...:J. .... 1!rS 'ty "":..;set..."!" .. :Afon:: G-!C 
:... ... ,\~t, ... ~,.. , Ox'=:"C :; 5~ 
....... " ... 'et"S::r .. M~~. O\.~:).""d G6 ' 
... - '."t!rS:t" ,",w"Sle-... '""' "'''orO ~ S3 

CHECK 
CHECK 
A4 3 A ~ 2(pans 

tAll 

2 
All A2 1 

t Tl 2 T2' 

: 

_l"' " iSl' 2 

Lodgen'onts 

I 10 W. Jeffs 
,O,W. Jeffs Spec !men brc !(en n 3 Pieces 

I OW.Jeffs I 
I O.W.Jeffs I 

I 
,Or tempera') loa1 from l\verpoo! Museum NMGM 

I 

I I Chartes Wells? Purchased by leedS itt/philo Soc, From Storeton 1906 ' ,nd. 
I I 

Nat cast Manus and Pes of DB'? and other DB? pnnts 
I 

I 
I I I 

I 

I 

PosslbJi'_ A2 form? 
I , 

J 
I 
I I 

I 
A4 3 Al 1 A4)4 Al 1 I A4 4 Al 1 Nat cast CHECK. LEFT /RIGHT Longest trackway In UK. A4 form Also shows broad Ch,ro forml,2-.Jlflnls) 

I 
I 

I 1 Nat cast BMNH Spec,men donated to Ludlow nat Hlst Soc by BMNH. Onoln.1 cl.y on surface 
I 

I All Al 2 Al 2 Nat cast RiPpled surface. Slab In wooden frame. 
2 1 &HoanJ 2 Nat cast I 

A2 ; A2 1 All A2 1 Nat cast J 
T1 1 T2 '. 1 (pa., T1 1 T2 1 T3 1 : T1 1 T2 1 T311 Nat cast I 

I I Nat ..:ast I 

I 

~ 

~ilt cast 'L~~ Nat Hist Soc :One of o"g'nal 1 838 finds. 
I I 

I I 

.. , 
~ilt Cilst 

I ~ilt cast 
I 

~ I 

Nat cast I I Trac' .. ay of A 1\- poss bIy one of org"al 1 638 spec,mens CHECK 
I I 
I ~ 

I 

Nat cast G424a Pes of Al overprint ing 3f'1orher A1 Pes '424b Manus of ,A.1 

; ~at cast Slab appears to be from Ire same su.face as G406-9 

"at cast : Rlppte marked surface From 1906 footpnnt bed ( 2nd bed ':' 
I I 

r A :l1I S~ ': 2 4" 'j I SF ~ 2 rAlll 5F ll '\at cast I :)~"erpoo l ~at I-IlSt Soc : One of Of'g". . 838 t.r.ds , 
Nit .:as! I 

~a: ~s~ 

~a: c;:st 
. ~ ~at cas~ 



Lodgements 

umverslty Museum. UXtord 'GSI Irs MKlUMO/68 PalaeoZOiC store Drawer' RowZ Rhynchosau'o,des so Dl.D2.E?) UniverSrtV Museum, Oxford ,Gsa I S) MKlUM0178 PalaeoZOIC store Drawerl Row2 Rhvnchosaurotdes sp Unlver;,tv Museum, Oxford G62 5 MKIUM0I81 PalaeozoIc store Drawerl Row2 D7? ano small Rhvnchosauroldes so UniversitY Museum Oxford G63 S MKIUMO/82 PalaeozOIC store Drawer2 RowZ Rhvnchos;;ouroides sp 
Unlversltv Museum. Oxford G72 5 MI<IUMO/94 PalaeozoIc store Drawer2 Row2 511'.11 Rhynehos.urodes so 3 d'OltS University-Museum. Oxford G60 S MKlUMO/80 PalaeozoIc store Drawer2 Row2 P~ble F forms?, University Museum, O)cford IG64 S) MKlUMO/83 PalaeozoIC store Orawer3 Row2 Posslbie manus of small chirothenum UniversitY Museum. Oxford IG37 S MKlUMO/40-2 PalaeozOIc store Drawer3 Row2 ·Chrothenum so~ (oossibfe large :sochlrothenum sp? 
UniversitY Museum Oxford 'G74 5 MKlUMO/97-8 PalaeoZOIC store Drawer4 Row2 Poorlv preserved Rhyncl1osauroldes sp 
UniverSitY Museum Oxford IG6S S MKlUMO/84-S PalaeoZOIC store DrawerS Row2 Chlrotherium sp A 17 
Unl""rsltY Museum , Oxford -[G69 S) MKIUMO/89-90 Palaeozo~c store DrawerS Row2 Chlro thenum or Jsochlrotherium sp 

Vict"'''' h ali,Hioher Bebington, W,real lNo No(Soecimen on dis lav In entrance Mounted In frame on wall of the h.1I Chlrothenum track(A2?f 3;;e5i 2 manus 

Wamng ton Museu", 11533 Isochlrothenurn lomasl A4 
I 

Will,.msen Art Gallery, Blricenhead, Wirral. No ref number I CHECK ·1 slab wIth 3-4 footonnts of Chlrothenum-
V/illiam son Art Gall'-N· Sirkennead. Wirra!. No ref number In Cammel-lalrds shlDvard warehouse 'slab 6-8' lone with trackway of Chirotherium-

Wirral Countrv Park. ViSitOrs Centre I No ref GIven On loan from Liverpool Mus On displav in VISitOrs centre Ch"othenum A 17 CHECK 
I 

W"bech and Fe nland Museum No ref number On display Chlrotherium storotonense (A 17) 

Worcester CIty Museum Dltalooue ref NoS CHECK MU5 REF Store • Ch"othenum kaup,' CHECK 
MUSWM / LODGEfolENT folUSEUM REF PRINT I SLIDE REF MUSEUM LOCATiON FOOTPRINT fORM 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE I 

MAPPERLEY PARK 
N.atural Hts torv Museum Wollaton Park, Nons Pl1.1 1971 PC331S S MKlWHNl23-8 Store HOLOTYPE • Swmnertorllchnus mapoerlevensis.Sar'eant" 
Natural Historu~ Museum Wollaton Park. Notts :Pll. 3.1971 PC4238 5 MKlWHNlI-7 Store HOLOTYPE • ?Otozoum sWlnnertonI,Sa-;:jeant ~ 
Natu",1 Historv Museum, Wollaton Park, I'<ons I'll 41971 PC3316 S MKlWHNl36-8 Store 'Coelurosaurlehnus sp' 
Natura' HlstOtv Museum, WoU.ton Parle, Norts PLl.S.197'-'-PC336S) S)MKlWHNlI 9 -22 Store • Mlcrosauroous aff acutJoesNaranaous aft curvidactvlus 
Natural Hfst0!1 Mt.os-eum, Wollaton Park. Nons PL1.6.1971 (PC33171 1(5)MKlWHN/I4-17 Store • Brach~hlrotherium coburgense" 
Natural H'st~ Museum, Woffaron Park, Notts 'Pll.8.1971 (PC3 4 37) (SlMKlWHNI29-30 Store • Swlnnertonlchnus maE!~r~ensls· 
Natu",1 History Museum. Wel aton Park, Notts OL 11 0.1971 (PC34AO) (S)MKlWHN/35 Store • UndesCribed foot~rint· (Foot~rlnt B a SWlnnerton 191 Z) 

DERBYSHIRE I 
I DALE ABBEY 

~otu ... · H'StOtY Museu"'. WoI~ton Pane. Nons Pl1.2. '971 iPC3307 ,(5) MK/WhW8-13 Store HOLOTYPE • Deuterotetra~us eJancus· 

'atur.il , Hlst~ Museurr, WOlat()t'l Pa~ Nons I'U 7 197' iPC3439) . (S) ~KlWHNl33 Store 'Undescnbed ennts' (D pl. ncus) 

\.aturCI History Museum, WoUatOf"l Parle. ~tts OL .9. ; 97' PC3"'" I I (S) MK/WHNl34 Store 'Lmdescnbed ennts' (D. ~ancus) 
I 

_EICESTERSHIRE I 
MUSfUM I LODGEMEHT MUSEU M REF PR INT I SLIDE REF MUSEUM LOCATION FOOTPRINT FOR M 

JERBY ROAD, KEGWORTli 
,4!iceste.r Cltv ~ ... set.lr'1 G '2Z 1909 C e~ hereullS EQerton) of Horwood .. KP' of Maldwell 

IEWHURST QUARRY, SHEPSHEO , 
""'est", c,,,· i!use..", G873. '973 (Store) ~Chtrotherlum rear footpnnt· 

e<oeste, c.rv M..seu~ G 9~4 '9-' 1-31 Store 'ChirorhenufTl pnnts' 3 slabs (same No) 

e.<ester Cln Musau- LEJ;JG 70533. 0"1 ~OA.'" F'lOM LElCS U~IV On Dlsolav 'Chlrotherium Print' 

"<ees:.,. C-rv MUS&m" 'LE'UG 70533) 0 " lO~'" FROM lEICS Ur-IV r In teachlnQcollecttan • Chlrotherium prmt-

;OUTH GLAMORGAN ! 
ENDRICK ROCK 
iHOrlii M ... se.Jrr o~ Wa 15, ca"'d "f . //JAN" ~'IiiS Store W,I be on d'so13v end of 1993 In neWQailery AAchlsaunpus sp 

liD GLAMORGAN 
Po .. --r-- 1ge 



Lodgements 

-- - --

UniverMY ,",useum. Oxford GSI I Nat CiS~ 
Unlvers.'tY Museum Oxford GSa Nat cast 
UniversitY Museum OXford G62 Nat cast 
UnM'1'Sltv /oIuseum. Oxford G63 Nat cast 
University Museum, Oxford G72 Nat cast Poss,ble ralnplt casts af'ld worrr t~ IS Or"' unaers'd~ of s;ab 
University Museum Oxford G60 Nat cast 
UniversitY Museum. Oxford G64 1 : Nat cast 
University Museum Oxford G37 1 1 Nat cast 
UniversitY Museum. Oxford G74 I Nat cast 
UnlYel"Slty Museum, ())Cford G65 1 Nat cast 
University Museum. Oxford G69 1 Part) I 1 Nat cast : 

I I ---
Victoria Hail, HI her BebmQtc No No Specimen on display In entrance CrlECK Nat cast 

Warnngton Museum 1533 CHECK I :R.Homb'Y I Donated In "'ay 1 840 

1 I 

Wiamson Art Ga'lery, Sirker No "'f number CHECK I 
Williamson Art GallerY. Blrker to.o ref number CHECK I 

I 

Wirral Country Park ViSitOrs ( No ref GIven On loan from Liverpool MUS CHECK Nat mould On temporary loan from Liverpool MuselJm - CHECK REF No WITH GT 

I 
Wlsbech and Fenland Museur No ref number 1 I Nat cast I 

Worcester C.ry Museum Cataioaue ",I N05 CHECK MUS REF 1 Part 1 Museum· formerty Vtctona Institute. 
~USEUM I LOOGEI4ENT MUSEUM REF RIGHT PES RIGHT MANUS LEFT PES LEFT MANUS PRESERVATION DONOR NOTES 

NOTTINGHAMSHIRE 

MAPPERLEY PARK I I 
"2lural HIStory Museum. Wol PL 1 11 971 PC3 31 S Probably Imperfecl chlrothenum Pes Nat cast I H.H.Swnnerton Thoughl to be 2 webbed Tndacty! form.-Dosputable? proba~rt chlro Pes 
Natural Hrstory Museum Wol PL 1. 3.1971 PC423B (Chrrothenum nght Pes Nat cast H.H. SWlnnerton Almost certainly a Chlrott"lenlJm r~ht Pes 
"alUral HlSlory Museum. Wei PLl.4.1971_ (PC3316 JProbablv an Imoerte ct COirO Pes or "'.nus I Nat cast H.H. SWlnnerton Probably an lf11PErfect Chlro Pes or "'anus 
"'atural HlSlory Museum. 1'101 PL 1.5. 1971 PC3365 ! Nat cast H.H. SWlnnerton 
Natural History Museum. 1'101 PLl 6.1971 (PC3317) (Chrrolherord manus) 1 Nat cast H.H. Swinnerton Almost certainly a Chlrorherold left manus 
Natural Hrstory Museum. Wol Pl1.B.1971 PC3437 left Pes of Chlrother IUm(OIglts VIV'lIVlV pres Nat cast H.H. Swmnerton Part of a Chirotherium left Pes. 01 Its 1IlIlliVIV preserved, V missl~g 
Natural H:story Museurl'. Wol PLl 10.1971 PC3440) (2 x Chrrolhenum' 1 Pes ollerpnnled by another Nat cast H.H.Swmnerton T",·o Chlrotherium Pes p'Ints. one overprrntrng the other. " S" of SHrn 1912 

DERBYSHIRE 

DALE ABBEY 
"alura. H.srorv Museum. Wei Pl1.2.197' IPC3307) ~at cast ! H.H.Swmnertoo !Ve~ Similar to ~nnts found b:t: MK at Hollington and GrinshHl ~~GRSI 
/liatural HISt MuseuIT'. We< PL.7 1971 PC3439 ~at cast H.H_S~lnnerton Probab from same slabl bed as HOlOTYPE PC3307 

",.tural H.st Museurr. Wei FL'.9. 1971 PC3441 , Nat cast rI.H.Swinnerton Probab from same slabl bed as HOlOTYPE PC3307 

LEICESTERSHIRE I 
MUSEUM I LODGEMENT MUSEUM REF RIGHT PES RIGHT MANUS LEFT P€S . LEFT MANUS PRESERVATION DONOR NOTES 

DERBY ROAD. KEGWORTH 
Probab~ an !sochlro manus (Rlght?~ Found in c 1879 b~ Mr ,tLarge ,-eleester CI~ ~useul"'1 G 122. 1909 Nat cast I Mr J. Large 1 

I/EWHURST QUARRY, SHEPSHED 
.elcester CI MLlsaJl'T" G873.1973 CHEC( CHEC( Mr Peter Farmer? rt of Charnwood Ql.lar 

.elceste!'" CI Museu", G 934. 1977 1-3 CHECI( ,f f""anus / pes Mr Peter Farmer? 

.elCester C,tl: M~f""'l (~EllJG 70533 I ON LOAN ~RO~ .EICS U"IV C~ECI( f manus I ~ Nat cast? I Mr Peter Farmer 1974 

.eJCester CI Museum LE!lJG 70533 ON LO"'~ FqO~ cEICS UNIV ARTiFICAL CAST 

;OUTH GLAMORGAN 
~ ENDRICK ROCK 

Tucker/En landl Burchette of Cardiff U!'\-;V In 1973 ,iitl()(\i' JliJ5eJJm of Waes, C "''''NYSLAl!S\ ~at casts! moulds Or lnal found 

.110 GLAMORGAN _. __ ._-_ .. __ . 

- 1 
Page '4 



Lodgements 

SHORTLANDS QUARRY, NOTTAGE. I 
Nottaae Court, Nottage Nr Porthca'NI. • NONo On too of .. all In aaroen of Nottaoe Court ( 1992 . Poss,ofv .arce SOChlrot"enum form ?/ and Tndactyl sp? 

; 

National Museum of Wales, Cardiff. Store POSS,bty 'ilr~e soch!fotnenum fon'"'l 'I ana ..... r,aactyl sp" 
National Museum of Wales, Cardiff Ond.~ Anchlsauf1p .. s so 

MUSEUM 1 LODGEMENT MUSEUM REF PRINT 1 SLICE REF MUSEUM LOCATION FooTPRI~T FORM 

SOUTH STAFFORDSHIRE 

• (AlL REFERENCES ARE PROBABLY TO STRADSFIELD QUARRY SITUATED CLOSE TO CHILLINGTON PARK BETWEEN THE VILLAGES OF COVlEN, AND BRE WOOD) 
COVEN! COVEN Nr BREWOOD • 
BMNHrSout~ Kenslnaton 38805 S BIoINHMKl23-4 Drawer 6 B4 storeroom • Footcnnts of Rhvnchosallrus" 2·3 different forms' 

BMNHlRuIS!ip storeY 40154 (5) MKlNHRS/63-4 Ru:sl~ storeroom 8 ~hvnchosauroldes so and Chlrother1um form 

BREWOOD I 
University Museum, Oxford, G41a 5 MKlUMOJ53,55·58 Dri'lwer 6 PalaeozoIC storeroom Chlrothenum sp, G4' a- nat mOt..~d 
University Museum, Oxford. .G 41b 1(5) MKlUMO/54,58, Orav.-er 6 PalaeozoIc storeroom Chlrotherium so G41 bE nat cast) 

WarNiCk Museum 'Gl0862 (P) MKiWMU/3,5 BJUS store Chlrother:um so lsochlrotherium form?> 
WarwICk Museum 'G 1274 P MK/WMU/3-4,15 5 MKlWMUl45 eutts store 03 -(Beas"" Svnactlchmum Dseuoosucholdes ' - Presen 
Warwick Museum 'G 8386(1/21 (Soeclmen ,n two preces P MKlWMU/15,30, Butts store Part of 08 form pes? and DOS51ble manus? Labelled as - Foot 

' SUMMERFORD' (SOMERFORD) 
"'orthamoton Museum 80x 9 9.23 S MKiNORMUS/5~ Store labelled -Footprrnts of Rtwnehosaurus· Dform 
Northampton Museum 80x 9 (9.22) I 5 MK/NORMUs/ 7 Store labelled' FootPrints of Rhvnchosaurus' (2 x 07 form ') 

CHILLINGTON 
Northampton Museum Box 9 9,31 5 MKiNORMUs/ 8, 10 Store Labelled "oote"nt of Ch,rothe"um' Small part Pes') 
Northamoton Museum Box 9 (934) (2 spe'''mens in same box) • (5) MKINORMUs/ 11 Store Wider slab- POSSible erint', Smaller slab 1 pnnt-

, Nr FOUR ASHES ' 
Northampton Museum BOX 1 Cardboard box S MKiNORMUs/ 28·9 Store labelled'foote"nt of Ch,rothenum' (Part eh"o Pes 

NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE I 

TOWNHEAD QUARRY, ALTON I 
UOIIl'ers,iy of Leicester rDeCi of Earth Science' ~EIUG 27700 (Ref 70) 'Footprint' fenn') 
Universttv of letcester DeDt of Eitrth Scremer LEIUG 27701 Ref 70 - Three short Stout footprints· Form 7 
lm.versltY of L""'esterIDeCi of Earth Sc.,nce) lEIUG 27704 Ref 70) I 'Foote"nt " 
U"",,!rs,[V of l"",ester Deot of Earth Sc-ence lEJUG 27706 Ref 70 I 'Rhynchosaurus perhaos Beaslev's tyee 02, R, rectlpes' 
Unrvers.ty of Leocest ... Dept of Earth Sc1!l1CeJ ILEIUG 27707 lRef 70 I • Fooronnt'-
UnjYef'S~- of Letcester{();Pt of Earth Sctence\ lEIUG 27709 Ref 70 'Two toes of footpnnt; -probablY Beasley's tYpe 0' 
Un'YerSity of l .. cester Dont of Earth Sc.mce lEIUG 27710 ~ef 70 'Not verY well defined dlQlts of 2 or 3 footennts of type 03' 
l;mvet'Slty of le.cester Dont of Earth Sc<!nce) _EIUG 27" 1 'Ref 70 -FOOlpnnts sho'iw'ln-a-di its lVIII/IV at ... E Beaslev)' 
UM'I!rS-:tY of Letcesterro;ct of Earth Sc,ence l ' LEIUG 27712 (Ref 70) I • Footcnnt ,. 

I 

• ALTON' ( Probably To~nhe<ld) 
UnlV@f'S----:tY-of le1cester(Oect of tanh Sc.ence' LEIUG 14361 Ref 70 -Footprlnt'-
UO,,'l!rStv of Lec~er DeOt 01 Earth Sc e"ce) ' lHJG 27703 Ref 70) '>ootonnt' 
i"Jr'"VerSl{'f of Le.cesterQeot of Earth SclfJl1cel . LEllJG 27708 'Rei 70, ! 'Footp"nt Imeerfect- orobably of type Dl of Boase," 

I 

~SHBY ROAD, BURTON-UPON TRENT. I 
bss Snlt1! I-icYse ee""ue and JoIuseum. B ... rtOf1~ T ~ ref: 1'".J~be"'QfYef'" On D.SoiOY • Labvnnthodon or Chlrotherium- Part manus/pes Chlro) 
~ss Shire Horse Certre and M.Jseum. &..:rtO!'T-"1J~ T '-c rei t'tf.,j"-be" a rven On D.solav Chlrothenum manus! pes (Coumerpart of above 

-EARNE QUARRY, HOlLINGTON, 
, u !Goo, lJnrvers'tv 0

' 
Sr::stoo M<I-"'OL TEAt: I "'KI"07/1S·29,3~ ~ coriection ProcolophonlPus so or Deuterotetraoous so' 3 pnntsl 

t<e ~ ""rrvers tv Of ansto I>'<I"OL 7E.,/2 I ""(/HOT 14- ~ 4 COlleCtion 07 Beas!ev~? 2 clear manus? and others Inc Poss Pes? 

I,tt.e I<J~. Ur vers ~ of S""sto .... (/ HOt. ,,:AI' 3 I Collection , FootPrint 4 dl Its Broad form) & pass others?(\nd,stlnct) 

:TANTON 

~ 
'.~c 



lodgements 

SHORTLANDS QUARRY, NOTTAGE. i I 
Nottage Court, Nottage, Nr F NO No 1 RIGHT lCHECK)7 Nat cast Mr Blundell 'Onglnally from Shortlands Quarry, Nottage. Found In C19th 

National Museum of Wales, Cardiff. ARTIFICIAL CAST Art cast of specImen still in garden of Nottage Court, 
NatIOnal Museum of Wales, Cardiff Nat moulds Thomas Henry Thomas The ~ Newton· Nottage Slab- - former doorstep of pub and part of s~i~e 

MUSEUM 1 LODGEMENT MUSEUM REF RIGHT PES RIGHT MANUS LEFT PES LEFT MANUS PRESERVATION DONOR NOTES 

SOUTH STAFFORDSHIRE 
• ( ALL REFERENCES ARE P STRADSFIELD QUARRY 
COVEN! COVEN Nr BREWOOD • 
BMNH (South KensiQlltonj 3 8805 Nat cast Relf H. Houseman\ 1862 Red micaceous slst and siltstone with nppled surface 6.5 x 14.5 em max 

BMNH (Rutslip store) 40154 CHECK Nat cast Rev H. Hous.man( 1862 Red mICaceous slst. Large slab 90 x 152 em max. 

I 
BREWOOD I 
Uruversity Museum, Oxford. G41 . I? digit V missing) Nat mould Part Slab 15 X 17cm max Rare 
University Museum, Oxford. G 41b I? (digit V missing) Nat cast Counterpart of above. Slab I 5 X I 7 cm max. Rare. 

WafWIck Museum Gl0862 1 Nat cast Rev P. B. Brodie Digit II very long compared to IV. D91t III tiP broken. Slab 18 x 26 cm max. 
Warwick Museum G 1274 (Iy labelled as 'Rhyne hOS3UruS artlceps' Nat cas! I Rev P. B Brodie Excellent specimen Skin impression! digital nodes pres Left manus! Pes? 
Warwick Museum G 8386 1/2) (Specimen In t wo pteoces otprln! of labynntho don sp' Nat cast Rev P. B. Brodie Possible .... ebbed form D8? Specimen broken Into two pleces(Not repaired) 

" SUMMERFORD" (SOMERFORD) 
Northamllton Museum 80x 9 9.23 Nat cast Beeby Thompson Slab 7.S x 6. 5 em max. lithology identical to Warwick Mus G8386 1/2 
Northampton Museum 8ox9 9.22 Nat cast Beeby Thompson Lithology identical to Warwick Mus G8386 (112). 

CHILUNGTON 
Northarnp.ton Museum Box 9 9.31 Nat cast Beeby Thompson Pass left pes? Only di its 11/111/ IV clear & possibte I? Small· Poss manus? 

Northampton Museum Box 9 9.34) 2 soecunens In same box) RhynchosaurDIdes sp? Nat cast Beeby Thompson 

" Nr FOUR ASHES " 
",onhampton Museum SOX 1 cardoa,,,,j box Nat cast Beeby Thompson 7 Only digits IIIIIIIIV preserved & Poss Digit 1? Right Pes? (unsure) 

I 
NORTH STAFFORDSHIRE I 
TOWNHEAD QUARRY, ALT ON I 
UO'V!rS;'" of LeICester (Dept LEIUG 27700 (qef 70) Nat cast Mr Cynl Brett? Ongln.lly in Denstone College collection. 
Ul1fvers:tt~ of Lecester 'Dept ... EIOO 27701 'Re-" 70. Nat cast Mr Cyri. Brett? OrlQtnalty In Denstone College collection. 

Un""rsi(yof Lt!lCester Dept ~EIUG 277()4 'lef 70' Nat cast Mr Cyril Brett? Onglnally In Denstone College collection. 
lm'''''''''tvof Le<cestf!l" Dept LEJUG 27706 .~.~ 70 I Nat cast M,-Cyrll Brett' Ori lnally in Denstone Colleoe collection. 
L"",,,"!y 0' Laceste< Dept L~UG 27707 'Ie! 70' I I Nat cast Mr Cyril Brett? Originally In Denstone College collection. 

Un'~t)· 0' Leoeester ~~t LLJG 27709 ~e' (0) I I Nat cast Mr Cyril Brett? OnQlnaUy in Denstone Coll~e collection. 
Ur· .. "rSIlYo· ~eH:es'!er(De9t cE'UG 27710 'Ie' 70' i Nat cast Mr Cyril Brett 1 Dnginally In Denstone College collection. 

..,:'!'vers.t', of l....ecester f :JeDt • .EIUG 277' i I ~t!'f 70: Nat cast Mr Cynl Brett 1 10nginaily In Denstone College collection . 

J""'ef'Pty of l.bc"",,,, ' :loopt LE'UG 277' 2 ' ~ 701 Nat cast Mr Cynl Brett? On Inally In Denstone ColleQe collection 
I I 

• ALTON· ( Probably T oVtnhead) I 
I 

.i""¥efSit"- of ...ec.est .. (=-ct r: LJG 1436' ::;:I!!~ 70) Nat cast )Mr~ri! Brett? IOng,nal!t In Denstone Colte~e collectIon Slab shows 'Dewatenn~ rills 

.Ci~'" of _eoc='" ~ -EUG 277(;3 '~ef 70J Nat cast Mr Cynl Brett? Onglnally In Denstone College collection. 

.;!""llfe'$ty 0' i-e<IIS::II!I"" { [)iept:'£:UG Z ..... 7CS ,e-" 701 totil cast Mr CyO' Brett? Onglnaity in Oenstone College (;ollection. 

~SHBY ROAD, BURTON-UPON TRENT. 
!.assSr.~ Ho-se Ger.:,..a~ '0 re& ... .:4..;~ ; ,~- 0--£0( N.t rnoold ~r F,E Lott On!1'na'i;' In Burton- upon- Trent Museum Closed 1981 . Rippled slst 

'-ss Sloe ... ~ CF: ... a-,Q ..., ... ·,..,--11 ........ ........ EC( Nit cast Mr F. E. Lott Onglna'iy )n Burton- upon- Tnent Museum (Closed 1981). Rippled slst. 

"EARNE QUARRY, HOLUNGTON. 
''i.e ~ . ....r."'"-'V't!fS.:.. r:J 3nst, .... <..."-Q.. ~;..,., Nit cast Found 120M 29/7/92 loose block on debns bank In eastern end of uarrv 

tG <.:;;, ",~~~, ~ c' &'s: \I~).()_ -"E-.:... '2 "it :aSf Found 29/7/92 (loose block. debns bank at eastern end 0; gu.o:!1) 

t.i.e~. "".'yW$'!l~ ~ 6.-'iS': V'C.i "<X..:'E:"'3 ""Iatust Found 16/7/93 (loose bloc~, debns bank at eastern end of gU.o:!1l 

TANTON 

1'-
;;ace I d 



.. 
Lodgements 

Stockoort Museum and Art Gallery No ref number On dlso;::J\I late 1993 . 
Chl"otf'enum sp'" Poony preservea -

HEREFORD AND WORCESTER I -
BElliNGTON BOREHOlE No 3 -(~O FT DEPTH) 1 
Umversttv of Slrminaham Laoworth Museum ,BU 2028 j S MKlLJBU6-8 Store Small slab 

'l-iamatOPus sp· E form 8e:asley or RotodacryluS Sp 7) -
BELLINGTON BOREHOLE No 4- ( 1000 FT OEPTH) 
Untversitv of Srrminoham (Laoworth Museum 8U 2004 1(5 MKlUBU1 -5 Store (Lame core) 

.? AetosaurtDUS so· 

BELLINGTON BOREHOLE No 4 733 FT DEPTH 
Univers7tY of Birmfncham Laoworth Museum) BU 2008 

, 
5 MKlUBU20-23,29-30 Store (V small s!ab 

7 Proc:o!ophonlDus SD 

CHURCHIU BOREHOLE NoZ 336 FT DEPTH) 
UMlersJtY of Birmlrnlham (Lapworth Museum Not fOUnd-~ bro.,," up- see Wills draft~ oa"", Rotodacry!us sp trackway? 
Bntlsh Geoooical SUM!'{ Museum, Kevworth Notts I on dis olav In nalleN 

PlaSlone cast of onemai (keDt at Laoworth Uni" blrrmnClham 
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Lodgements 

Wamngton Museum 742 CHECK 
Wamngton Museum 754 CHECK 

I 

Wamnaton Museum 1531 CHECK I 

Warrington Museum 1532 CHECK 
Warrington Museum 1534 CHECK 
Warrlrlgton Museum 1536 CHECK I 

. (Mould? 

W,mnoton Museum 1537 CHECK 
J. Booth. un. Former headstone In Lymm cernetelY, donated bv J. Booth. un. March 1848. 

Wamngton Museum 1538 CHECK ; 
Wamnaton Museum 1542 CHECK 

Warwick Museum G 10864 
1 1 Nat cast Rev. S. Cooke : Donated 1861 

BMNH {SOUth KensIngton R 2957 tGKM No 1496 
BIIII-II-I ~SOU\h \<.~I'ISI!\qtoo \I. I'l"i\\ tG\\M No ''''96 

Nat cast ·G.H. Morton I 

BMNH (South Ken.moton No ret number 
Nat cast IG.H. Morton 

CHECK Nat cast Sir Phillip Grey Egerton BMNH {South Kensington 19621 CHECK Nat CClst Lord F Egerton 
Eaerton collection purchased 1862.Poss from original 1841 find. RIPpled slab 

81./.'IH (South Kensmgton) R732 Presemed by Lord F. Eoerton In 1845. POSSll>ly from the ono.nal 1841 lind. 
I 11 Nat cast Well preserved nght Pes print lBMNH (South Kef7SIr}DtOnJ Rn 1 jZ specimens piln/cDunter In bole) CHECK Nat cast/ mould Both cast and mould in same box sarne ref No 
I 

Leeds c.tY Museum 6 .1850 CHECK if part of 7.1850 CHECK Nat mould Joseph Bateson 18507 J.Bateson M'!}'or of Leeds .7 Prints longest Lymm trackway/ mowlas/ A2 form 
Leeds CItY Museum 7. 1850 (CHECK If counterpart of 6.1 850) CHECK I Nat cast E.W Binney Trackway With 5 natural casts 

I I I 
' Nr TARPORlEY" I I I 
BMNH South KensIngton R295 a In wooden box 1/ Nat cast Sir PhllHQ Grey Egerton I Treslss (pel>.comm.) In 1842 a quarry was located at Gnd Ref. SJ 561630 
BMNH (South Kenstl'1!rron) R 295 b (In wooden box) I 1 Nat cast 51r Phillip Grey Egerton Broken digit III 

" RUNCORN" I 
Chester (Grosvenor) MuseulT 1987. 145 M- I 1978.49.F Z14 I 

On long term loan to LM!t)XlOl Museum 1 I 

Lillerpool Museum (NMGM) 1964.277 M 

On I""n • CHECK WHICH MUSEU'" 

MUSEUM / LODGEMENT MUSEUM REF RIGHT PES RIGHT MANUS LEFT PfS LEFT MANUS PRESERVATION DONOR NOTES 

Wamngton Museum 628 
Wamngton Museum 650 CHECK Nat cast' Slab contains dessication crack casts 
Wamngton lAlJSeum 675 I I I 

Warrington ~Llseum "8 I -'- I 

WamngtOrt MU5e,Jm 741 CHECK I 

I ~a'T'l~ton MIlSe ... 1T 748 I I : 

I 
I,.ir~. of L..e;c.es!er. [ LE,UG 150'6 J H. Mc D. Whitaker slab containS ~ shrinks e cracks on base of sandStone~ 

'NORTON QUARRY, RUNCORN'. I 
W2~ton Muse..", 625 ,' John Pee~ I John Pee.,; collection donated 1892 

OVERHILL QUARRY, WESTON. 
.... ncl'tester t.f1.a5leU""": u.. 1677 FEREDA'I,I-SU TM SL~ Nat cast FeredaL·Sm Ith Slab 7' O' X 3 6'·n 3 sections. Quarry owned by Weaver Navigation Trustees 

Mar'lG~es;er Vl.tSe\Jf"" -;0 reef 1>0 ('S,ao "oZ' .dace,: [0 LU677) Nat C.ilst Fereday· Smith? Slab next to Window. Almost certainly from same tip bed as LL 1677 

"WRJGHrS QUARRY, WESTON". 
"1il""'~Of"VJSe....:""I '631 96 -4()) o--Ec( 

Libelled "Weston uarry'· owned by John Wr'ght In 18405 (Treslse 1993) 

ie:;~, ,"'...s.5I!\o .... Lnl'~rs;1 '0 rr "l\"tj"De!" f',tiit cast John Wnght Probabl::t: donated at same time CiS Oxford sE!;clmen {1843~. Dessl crack. casts 

.. t;,~!\o . ... .l..J:5aJ.M, ~ord GSE f'\at cast JohnW~t Donated 1843. Slab contaHls dessl crack casts! arthropod tracW tool marks 

'WESTON" I 
~'.C'''~ !.::,\~f 'O rr ......... :>er" Nat east E..W Binney 

6::~IC'" t.I~.l.!~e!"SI~Ore..~~:le" Nat cast E.W. B"ney 

ea~c, ":..;s:e..- :..: ... .r~I'3I! ~ T ..... "'"'oet' C~ECo( Nat cast E.W Binney 

YILMSlOW BOREHOLE NO 1 



Lodgements 

Warnngton Museum '742 Picture store K (Beasley) (poorly preserved A2 form- no digit V7) 
Wamngton Museum 754 PIcture store K Beasley) (poorty preserved A2 form- no digit V7 
Wamnaton Museum 1531 PIcture store K (Beasley) (poorly preserved A2 form- no dog It V?) 
Wallington Museum 1532 PIcture store A2 Beasley) 
Warrinoton Museum 1534 Picture store A2 (Beasley) 
Wamngton Museum 1536 Picture store A2 or A41 CHECK 
wClmrsgron Museum 1537 I Picture store • A2 and smaller pr1nts~ 
Wamngton Museum 1538 I P'cture store A2~Beasl"YL 
Wam!lgton Museum 1542 I PIcture store AZ Beasley: 

Warwick Museum G 10864 ,(P) MKlWMU/17 Butts store Chlrothenum (left manus and Pes) 

BMNH (SOuth Kensington) R 2957 GHM No 1496 S) BMNHMKl34 Drawer 6 Storeroom 84 E form Beasley:' Rhynchosauroldes minimus' (4 toed f/p) 
BMNH SOUth KenSington R 2958 GHM No 1496 S BMNHMKl34 Drawer 6 Storeroom B4 E form (Beasley)" RhYflchosauroides mInim us· 4 toed f/p) 
BMNH (SOuth KenSington) No ref number Rack 2 (Basement east cabinet B Labelled -c, sroreronensish lsochlrotherium, 2 Pes 
BMNH SOuth KenSington 19621 Rack 5 Basement eas~tcabinet B ·C. storet,jnense-(A2_(Beaslev), 1 left pes7 /unassoc manus; 
BMNH (SOUth KenSington) R732 I Rack 4 (Basement east cabinet B - C. storetonense A 1 " Rlcht pes A2 8< poss manus to rear 
BMNH (SOUth Kensington R731 2 specimens part/counter In box) I Rack 4 Basement east cabinet B ·C. storetonense- A2 Beasley) Pes! manus) 

Leeds CitY Museum 6,1850 CHECK If part of 7,1850 I CHECK M Labyrinthodon pacnygnathus" Chtrotherium A2? trackwa....11 
Leeds CItY Museum 7, 1 B50 CHECK if counterpart of 6.1850 CHECK ·Labynnthodonpachygnathus· Chlrothenum A2' trackway) 

'Nr TARPORLEY' 

BMNH (SOUth Kenslnaton IR 295 a In wooden box S) BMNHMKl21 Rack 3 (Basement east cabinet B HOLOTYPE of A3 Beasley)lsochtrothenum hereuhs(R't Pes~ 
BMNH SOuth Kensington R295 b In Wooden box S BMNHMKl21 Rack 3 Basement east cabinet B A3 Beasley~ lsochlrother~um hercuhs 

' RUNCORN' I 
Chester GrOS\lenor Museum 11987,145. M (1978.49.FHZ14) ~ Grosvenor collection 'Rhynehosaurus sp· 
On long term loan to Liverpool Museum) 

liverpool Museum (NIIGMJ 1964.277. M On loan - CHECK ~ Rhynehosaurus sp~ 

(On loan - CHECK WHIC4 MUSEUM) I 
MUSEUM I LODGEMENT I MUSEUM REF PRINT I SLIDE REF MUSEUM LOCATION 

Warn ton Museum 1628 CHECK 

Warn ton Museum 650 CHECK 

Wam~ton Museum 675 CHECK 

Wamncton Museum 718 CHECK ~ R. rectlpe5 MaJdweil 02 Beasley) 

Wamngton Museum J741 CHECK Small Chirotherium form? 

Wamngton Museum '748 I CHECK "Unnamed form E7A R, mlnlmus7 

UnlliBr5ltY of LeICester, Dept of Earth Sc,ence WUG 15016 I Store 'Reptile fcotpnnts· CHECK 
I 

' NORTON QUARRY, RUNCORN', 

Namnaton Museum 625 CHECK 01 (Beasley: R, artlceps 

:>VERHILL QUARRY, WESTON. I 
-'!anchestef' Museum LL 1677 FEREDAY-5M;TH SLAB~ (5) MKI IoIMUI S3-71 P) ",KlMMU/36-9,42-45 Stratigraphic gallery 06IHOLOTYPE 109 HOLOTYPE IFll '/07/1102 Beasley; 

.{anchester Museum No ref No • Slab No2· ad acent to LL 1677 (P MKiMMU/35,4O-41 StratigraphIc_gallery CHECK 021 08 + ot~ers7 

WRIGHT'S QUARRY, WESTON'. I 
\!amOQton Museum 169196 (740) I Store? CHECK 'Dl~R. artteeps ,02 R. rectlpes) DYE IFI (Beasley)" 

edge'ftlck Museum, Ut"Iiverstty of Cambndge No ref number On display Slab 136 x 105 em' CHECK 

nlvers/tV Museum, Oxford. ,G56 (5) MKIlMOI72-6 Slab 88 X 99 cm ) On display 1M TnasslC wallease EastSide) CHECK many RhynchoS<1uroldes forms) 

WESTON' 
!!dgeYVlClt Museum, UniversitY o~ Cambridge No ref nl,;Fflber Store Slab 21 x 9.5 em max 'qhynehosaurus' prints CHECK 

!dae .... te~ Museum. (JOlve.,.ty cf Cambndae, ,",,0 ref numbe" I Store -.CSlab 32 x 15 em max) . Rhynchosaurus- pnnts CHECK 

edgewlCk Museum, UnIversItY of Cambndge No re' nUf"!'Iber Store Slab 16.5 x 12 em max • Labynnthodon· pnnt Small Chlrothenum form 1) CHECK 

{ILMSLOW BOREHOLE NO 1 
roye " z 



Lodgements 

BMNH (South Kensmaton) 33156 Nat cast Pu'chdl 8580r'a.rrally on Displav in Gallerv case 10 'Geel Mus)(5/ 9/1 898) 

WARWICKSHIRE 
GUYS CLIFFE, WARWICK. 
Liverpool Museum (NMGM) 1972.169,A 1 1 Part Nat cast Butlc Greatheed? ~ OnginaUy if' Bootie Museum{Labelled as ·Labynnthodon~ footonnts 

PRESTON BAGOT 
Warwick Museum G11S43* see probables list Dubious Na.t cast Almost certainly NOT the s,,"clmen unearthed by plough ( Brad,. 1859) 

ROWINGTON I 
Northampton Museum Sol< 9. 9.43 Nat cast Beeby Thompson 

Warwick. Museum G971 Nat cast Rev P. B Brodie Collected In 1870 (BY BrodIe? . Specimen cracked and repaired. 15.5 X 9cm 
I 

SHREWLEY 
WarNick Museum G980 Nat mould Rev P. 8. Brodie Rippled slab 14 x 11 cm max 
Warwick Museum G9439 Nat cast Rev P B Brodie Rippled slab 
Warwick Museum G993 I Nat cast Rev P.B. Brodie jPes and part of manus? 
Warwick Museum G97B Nat cast Rev P,6 Brodie Collected In 1873 By Brodie? see G41 1 in Sedgewlck Slab 9.5 x 9 .5 cm max 

WarNIck Museum G9 79 Nat cast Rev p, B. Brodie 

Warwick Museum G995 Nat mould Rev P. S. Brodie Small qynchosauroides form very unusual - claw ImpreSSIons very clear 

Warwfck Museum G9436 Nat cast Rev P,B. 8rod", I Specimen broken Into 3 (Glued/repaired) This may be part of the "urehlSon & 
WarwIck Museum G9437 Rev P B Brodie CHECK TO SEE IF IT IS FROM SAME SLAB AS G9436 

Sed~wlck Museum, Uni"",..11 G411 Nat cast Rev P. 6. Broche Collected in 1873 By Srodle)(See G978m WarNick). Slab 8.5 x 8.5 em max 

Sedge .. tck Museum, Un""' TSlt G416 Nat mould Rev P,8. Brodl. J BrodIe notes" these larger Sized footsteos are usually referred to Rhvnchosaurus 
I 

CHESHIRE J I 
RED BROW QUARRY, DARESBURY I 
uruvers. ty of Liverpool Send,ng deta.,s Nat cast Dr Ricketts I Slab contains Manus and Pes. 

Mit"ICnes:er Museum LLS510 (Part) I Nat mould Phillip Holroyd 

Moochester I"useum LLS511 Counteroart T Nat cast Ptulhp Holroyd I 

I 

EDDISBURY HILL I I 
Chester Grosvenor) Me"""'" 1 987.145. '( Jeffs A3 )(PartlcOUnterpart) Nat cast & mould O,W.Jeffs I Found by RIChard Newstsad (Curator of Grosvenor c 1 900 . 

Currently on lor-a t ...... loan to LM!"IX)Oi ,,"us) I 

I 

EATON WATERWORKS BOREHOLE I 
Ht.rrfeston Willer Trea!l'l'lf!'!"It ~ ~o re.f ~umoer g'ven I Found on water borehole core, 

I I 

HAYMAN'S FARM BOREHOLE (391') I I I 
~"I\""'~f"S;tv of "'a0Croester u",sc56' Bo<e"de ".".) Nat cast Found ,n middle of Wood mine conglomerates ISist at 391ft deeth. 

lY~ I 
' • ..a.UDlIOG STOME QUAAIIY I W'~D""U AELO) I 

''''''poo!_'''oSb.Jn l"~G'" 19642T ... . , 17 I Nat cast DessIcation crack casts on surface. Sharply defIned claws esp on digits IItlIV. 

I 
t.la1"'tC~1!!r 'AiJSeL "':': .. L 666" G~ S'a" : :) 1,,,,,,, 1 11 Nat cast Slab also coot.iIIns other more poorfy preserved Chiro claw marks! desslc casts 

j,t,""ches< .... "''-''"''~ ,",0 "Of nu!1'.ber 'GT S~b 1 \ : 1 I Nat cast Dessication crack casts on slab, OtOlts I and V unclear, esoec!allv on Pes 

trl~nc"es:er ~'w:sec..~ ~ 6666 G" s..b Z l CHECK I Nat cast 

Q'Xhe$'terMIJSIet..Tr L,.... 6665 G· S:Jb 3\ 
" 

1 1 nat cast DesSIcation crack casts cutting across footpnnt. Good riaht Pes! manus soec 'n 

"3P''lCrestef tJ:...'SI!l.o'- 6653 CHEC~ I I 

b"Clies:er "'.;...se..~ 6654 C!-W( I I 

'~ncneste' M'~r.': 6655 a 'o-fc.< \0, \ D-ECK I 

'a'lCNster ... ~ 66550 rCHEC ... '001 CH:CK I I 
I I 

,."""ngton !J,;.:se .. r~ 629 c ... ~C( J Denated to Warr Nat H,st Soc In 1841. Therefore onainal 1841 find at Lvmm 

;a""r'lgtO"!w~u."" 65' D-EC< I 

,aml"lQtonM~'''' 654 C~EC( 

() 
;:;;amnn~OI1 M.lJ.~1J- -.. ~;c:( ~ . ~~ 

---- --- - --



Lodgements 

B~NH South Kenslnaton 33156 I 

: 
Rack 5 East.., ng Basement Rhynchosa"roldes pnnts, many· 01' " 

WARWICKSHIRE I 

GUYS CUFFE, WARWICK. I 
LIVerpool Museum NMGM 1972.169.A Reference collectIon Green meta cUDbeardj Beasley s L form Ie. beas'ey,-HOlOTYPET+ Rhyneho fonns 

PRESTON BAGOT I 
Warwck Museum IG1 1543" see orobables hst DubIOUs ' P MKlWMU/1 Butts store Chlrothenum sp Left or fight?' 

ROWINGTON I 
Northampton Museum iBox 9. (943) TiSf MKiNORMUSl16 Store " <ootprlnts Of Labynnthodont" (3 diQlts of Rhyncho form) . 

j 
Warwick Museum G971 P MKlWMU/9 Buns store • ~ootplintS of Labyrnthodon" 01 or 2 & small Rhyncho 

SHREWLEY 
WilWlCk Museum G980 Pl MKfWMU/6 Butts store "FootPrints of Labynnthodon" iD6 BeaSley': 
Warwrdc Museum G9439 P MKlWMU/7 Butts store • Footpnnts of Labvnnthodon" o form Pass 01/27 

Warwick Museum G993 ' P MKlWMU/S,Z6 Butts store 'Footprint of LabYrinthodon'. Aetosaunpus sp7 
V'iaNli!ck ~useum ,G97S P MKfWMU/S,Z5 Butts store • Footonnts of Labvnnthodon" DZ form? 

V¥arNIck Museum iG979 1 Pl MKfWMU/10,27 Butts store "Footpnnts of LabYrinthodon' · (01 01' Pass 06 7) 

"afW1ck ~useum IG995 ' p MKfWMU/ll,12 Butts store "Footcrlnts of LabYr'nthodon~ D6? & 1 small RhvTlCho form' 

WilrwiCk. Museum G9436 P MK/WMUI13 Butts store 'Labynnthodon footpnnts' ( 047 form and tal17 track) 
War"l¥\ck. Museum G9437 On d,splay • Rhvnchosauroldes footof,nts' 

$edgewlCl( MU5e\Jm, Unlve.f5tty of Cambrldge_ G4~ 1 Store II Labynnthodon footsteps· 2)(01 or 21 

SedgewICk Museum Un",.""ty of cambndge. :G416 Store 'Rhynchosaurus footprint" 0 form? 

CHESHIRE I i 
RED BROW QUARRY, DARESBURY I 
;,;nlvet'5lt'V of Liverpool Senalng detilils I On d,splay HOLOTYPE of DZ (Beas;ey), R, rect'pes(Maldwell) 

~a'1C"'ester Museum ILL5510 (P.'t) Of" display in str3t1graphlc galler)' Chlrothenum Pes (AZ form?) 

'-'ancrestef" "'useum U5511 (Counterpart \ '(P) MK/Io4MU/31 Of; display In stratlgraphte gallery Chlfotherium Pes (AZ form?) 

EDDISBURY HILL 
Chester ~Grosvenor' Museum I 1987 ,145,Y Ueffs A31(Partle""nte~"1 (S) MK:CHGR/1 -2 Gros"enor collectIOn 'u",denll~ed footprint" (POSSIble BelIsley's C form?) 

CloIfTMt;y on I~g terr"" loan to w,'e"t)OC'JlMus 

EATON WATERWORKS BOREHOLE 
..... nestO'" Water Treat,.,em Woru. ". ~n:wch \io ref ""u.-,bef ~'....el"l 1(1 case In entrance ha,1 • Four foo[~nnts of a three toed reetlje~ {FO-'~11-

",AYMAN'S FARM BOREHOlf (391 ') 
;'1iV'ef"SltY o~ Manchester U\tSF56'Bo"eno~ eQ"'e:\ CHECI( 12 p"ntsof 02 R rectipesJ ~ others-OOorlv oreserved 

_YMM 
INClUD HG STOHr QUAJt~y ArlO, AND OELFI I W'NDNiU FlrLD 

.\It't!:~ ~~~ 1 .... ·_IG'" " 964.Z77." Sl ~t<.'ll\ln Ref coliectton TnaSSlc drawer) -Saurian footonnt· Part o~ left?Pes smai~ chlrotheriurn sp) 

Ail ncr er.:er M .. se..m ~ 6664 ~GT ~b 1" ",'I ,..;<./MtJ.un-6 Basement S(O,.~ I" wooaen frame) S.ab 72 x 62 em) Chlrothenum A2 Beasley; 2 Pes /1 manus of Si'lT!e trackY 

;;ncr-ester "'-wseu.,.. , -.0 re~ n .. ~be~ 'GT Sa:l :) 0·,1041<. M"'UI25 Basement store (40 '( 45 cm rna'( Ch.rothenum AZ7 Beas:ey) (Pes and Manus l 

iaf'ICres:er .~..se..r""": ~~ 6666 G7 ~.b Z) P Mi(.cMMU/l4." 5 Basement store' In WOOden frame 5". 92 X 61 em) Several ooor!v preser.ed small chlro form & l.rQe, form 

Q!1Cl'\e5zer"t-sa.,.. ;.l6665 (~T SlaD 31 , ·PI MI<. ... M(.;/'0-,3 Bilsemenlstore'tn WOOden frame,Slab 79.SX54, 5 em Chlrotherum A2? 8eas:ey) (2 Pes and ~ manus) 

~"'IC~~ "'--SeJ~ 1 6653 Strat.graph,c ga~.er)' A2 BelIs,ey)1 

Ia.-C"'es~« ~,..,.. 16654 St ... t.araph,c go:lery AZ Beasey17 

1.a!"ICt-ester u./,,;sa.. .... ! eeS5. CH:Ct( ~l Strat'grapntC gallery AZ Beasley:' 

I~ncrester "'wSel.o- 10655 D O'EC( ':00 5trotl rap"IC ga,'.ery AZIBe .... y:? 

/a"T'lng:!tY' ".J-w~- 629 PICture store A2' Beasleyl HOLOTYPE' \Pa'1 of oOQ'na, flO bed 1841 

ja~r·W1t~i!.f.,.;Sliho"'" 65' P'cture store i( BelIs'e)') '-poorly oreserved AZ forIT" no dlOt V' 

larr..roo:y. Y:J5eU- 65" P'cture store AZ' (Beas:evl 
,~ __ ......... __ u' __ ..... , . ,- ." PIcture store " :>'storted footDnnt~ D 



Lodgements 

Stoclwort Museum and Art G No ref number 11 Nat mould Stockport Corporation Possibly the eartlest Chlrotherlum specimen found in UK7 Wilmstow s/st Fm 

J 
HEREFORD AND WORCESTER I 
BELLINGTON BOREHOLE No 3 (540 FT DEPTfiL 
University of Birmingham La 8U 2028 Nat cast East Wares Waterworks Very poorly preserved 

I 

BELLINGTON BOREHOlE No 4 (1000 IT DEPTH) 
Umverslty of Birmingham L. BU 2004 Nat moulds East Worcs Waterworks I Dublous- may be flute marks! or possible' Scoured' footprints ID diff,cult 

BELLINGTON BOREHOLE No 4 (733 FT DEPTH 
Uni"""'''~ of 8irml~amJL. BU 2008 Nat mould East Worc;s waterworks 

I 
CHURCHILL BOREHOlE N02 (336 FT DEPTH) 
University of Birmingham lapworth Museum Nat cast I tChurchlll is 3 miles NE of Kiddermi(lster, Wares 
Brnlsb GsooolCal SUJVeY Museum. Kevworth Notts ART CAST I 

r 
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Appendix 9. 

Museum acronyms used in the text 

BASS: Bass Museum, Burton-Upon-Trent 

BELUM: Ulster Museum, Belfast 

BMNH: Natural History Museum, London 

BGS (GSM): British Geological Survey Museum; Keyworth 

BCM: Bristol City Museum and Art Gallery 

B U: University of Birmingham (Lapworth Museum) 

CAMSM: Cambridge University (Sedgwick Museum) 

LEIUG: University of Leicester (Department of Geology) 

LIVCM: National Museums and Galleries on Merseyside (Liverpool Museum) 

LU: University of Liverpool (Department of Earth Science) 

MANCH: Manchester Museum 

NOMCM: Northampton Museum and Art Gallery 

NOTNH: Natural History Museum, Wollaton Hall, Nottingham 

NMW: Amgueddfa Genedlaethol Cymru (National Museum of Wales), Cardiff 

OXFUM: University Museum Oxford 

RGSC: Royal Geological Society of Cornwall Museum 

S B G: Southport Botanical Gardens 

SHRBM: Rowley's House Museum, Shrewsbury 

SM: Stockport Museum 

STKMG: Stoke-on-Trent City Museum and Art Gallery 

UCMP: University of CaIifomia Museum of Palaeontology (Berkeley) 

W AGMG: Warrington Museum and Art Gallery 

WARMS: Warwickshire Museum, Market Hall, Warwick 

UNIVERSITY 
OF BRISTOL 

LIBRARY 

WlllSM.L 
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